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spectrometers are used to determine the contributions of various N2 transitions to the IR

spectrum observed in LABCEDE. This data provides the' basis for predicting the
fluorescence from electron irradiated N2 which is a necessary basis for disturbed

atmospheres code predictions ;nd will serve to guide the analysis of data from field
programs. Emission from N2/02 irradiated mixtures were also studied, Changes in

production efficiency and state distributions upon variations in electron energy
distribution and 02 addition were small. Oxygen addition resulted in the production of
new features, N2 fluorescence levels were relatively unaltered.

The relative brightness of N2 First Positive bands depends on the nat'ure of the
transition moment variation over a large range of internuclear separations. Emissions
from the Av=+6 to -2 sequences was analyzed to deduce a nearly linear transition moment
variation. We recommend changes to the B-state and A-state radiative lifetimes.

'Ozone fluorescence is observed, in cryogenic LABEDE at levels in excess of three body

production levels. We report observations of 03 fluorescence at 10 um: spectral
distributions and their dependence, on parametrical variations. A preliminary review of
mechanisms is also presented. With pulsed excitation, the fluorescence spectrum was

observed to decay after beam termination at different rates depending upon pressure and
composition of the irradiated mix. The vibrational level dependent relaxation is also
analyzed.

Laboratory investigations provide insight into mechanisms and efficiencies which can
be used to aid in the understanding of field data. An analysis of IR, UV and visible
data from the electron-irradiated mesosphere/thermosphere as observed in the EXCEDE
mission is prese ted. Many of the N2 electronic state transitions described above are

observed in thai/data along with C02 , NO and other radiators. We briefly describe a
radiometer package we are assembling to permit the study of fast atom reactions created
by electron Impact or in interactions in the environment encountered by orbital missions.

.Data from an early field mission seemed to indicate that the auroral fluorescence

spectrum was different under sunlit conditions A laboratory simulation of this
phenomenon using a solar simulator and a pulsed electron beam simultaneously incident on
N2/02 mixtures produced no detectable difference in the observed fluorescence between 0.3
to 0.8 Pm and 2.2 to 6.8 pm.

-'The LABCEDE Facility was used to provide an understanding of electron/N2imolecular

scattering processes. As pressure is increased, the observed beam width increases due to
both elastic and inelastic scattering processes. Our modeling of this data in support of
these experiments is presented. NH emission is observed in N2/H2 mixtures irradiated by
40 keV electrons in the small LABCEDE chamber. Quenching rate coefficients can be
obtained for NH, v=l-3 by N2 and H2 once quenching by beam created species is considered.
We present time-dependent modeling of this system for atom production, relaxation, and
reaction processes.

It has been postulated that electron-impact on optical elements could produce a
detectable signature. The Field Widened Interferometer penetrated an active auroral
region and observed unexplained IR features. The emission from clean and contaminated
calcium fluoride optical flats irradiated by electrons wz * btained. No emission was

detected at irradiation levels below optical element damag hresholds. Finally several
spectral observations are presented to document and to serve as a guide for potential
future projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report covers a wide variety of research projects to measure and inter-

ptet the fluorescence arising from electron excitation of atmospheric gases.

The LABCEDE facility at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory was used for most

of these investigations. The first sections deal with the excitation and

energy transfer in electronic states of N9. In Section 2, the N2 B-state

hehavior is monitored via First Positive fluorescence. Excitation is Franck

Condon at low pressure hut as pressure increases to tens of mtorr (representa-

tive of the meosphere), collisional transfer from the A-state into the lowest

R state vibrational levels is observed. The middle levels of the B-state show

little variation with pressure even though they strongly coupled to W-state

levels. This is attributed to low production efficiency into the W-state.

Thus the shift in B-state populations is not responsible for the formation of

a lower red border of aurora. However, the A-state transfer will result in an

int ease in H.8 to 2 um emission at lower altitudes.

Fh, Nya(I 1fg) state was ohservwd via LBH emission at 0.2 pm. Substantial vibra-

tional iedist ibution rather than electroniic quenching was observed. Relaxa-

lion out oh the highest vibrational levels was nearly gas kinetic. Again

ne'<trd electronic ntates in pat t icular the a' state are involved in the relaxa-

tion. The global measurements performed in IABCEDE are described in Section 3.

[hose ohne,,vations emphasized the need fo level -specific investigations of the

N2 a, v iela:.:atinn. The relaxation of N2 a, v=( by a variety of gases including

No and ( is reported in Section 8.

Section 4 describes the measurement electron impact excitation cross sections

tot N2 A, v-2 7 as measured in LABCEDE at sufficiently low pressures that

quenching affects can be removed through a Stern Volmer analysis. N2

,lecttio it state transitions can also occur in the infrared. In Section 5,

d,ata ft on two infrared spe. trometets (a CVF and an interferometer) are used to

,htetmine the iolative contributions of 'at ions transitions to the IR spectrum



observed in LABCEDE. Transitions from N2 (W-B), (W-a), (a-a'), (B-A) and

N2+(A-X) all contribute to the low pressure spectrum. In addition changes in

relative populations are observed as pressure is varied. This data provides

the basis for predicting the fluorescence from electron irradiated N2 which is

a necessary basis for disturbed atmospheres code predictions and will serve to

guide the analysis of data from field programs such as EXCEDE. Our analysis

of the emission from pure N2 was completed first to provide a basis for com-

parison when N2/02 irradiated mixtures were studied as described in Section 6.

Changes in production efficiency and state distributions upon variations in

electron energy distribution and 02 addition were small. The fluorescence

levels from neutral N2 are insensitive to large changes in the dosing levels.

Oxygen addition resulted in the production of new features, N2 fluorescence

levels were relatively unaltered.

The First Positive emission system is unique in that its transitions span the

0.6 to 3 pm wavelength region. The relative brightness of the bands depends

on the nature of the transition moment variation over a large range of

internuclear separations. In Section 7 we examine First Positive emission

detected in several experimental facilities including LABCEDE in order to

determine the transition moment variation. Emissions from the AV=+6 to -2

sequences was analyzed to deduce a nearly linear transition moment variation.

We recommend changes to the B-state and A-state radiative lifetimes.

Ozone fluorescence is observed in cryogenic LABEDE at levels in excess of

three body production levels. We report in Section 9 observations of 03 fluo-

rescence at 10 pm: spectral distributions an their dependence on parametrical

variations. A preliminary review of mechanisms is also presented. With

pulsed excitation, the fluorescence spectrum was observed to decay after beam

termination at different rates depending upon pressure and composition of the

irradiated mix. Treatment of the vibrational level dependent relaxation of

03* is described in Section 10.
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Laboratory investigations provide insight into mechanisms and efficiencies

which can be used to aid in the understanding of field data. In Section 11 we

present an analysis of IR, UV and visible data from the electron-irradiated

mesosphere/thermosphere as observed in the EXCEDE mission. Many of the N2

electronic state transitions described above are observed in that data along

with C02 , NO and other radiators. In Section 12 we briefly describe a radiom-

eter package we are assembling to permit the study of fast atom reactions

c reated by electron impact or in interactions in the environment encountered

by orbital missions.

Data from an early field mission seemed to indicate that the auroral

fluorescence spectrum was different under sunlit conditions. We undertook a

laboratory simulation of this phenomenon using a solar simulator and a pulsed

electron beam simultaneously incident on N2/02 mixtures. In Section 13 we

report on these observations. No detectable difference was observed in the

observed fluorescence between 0.3 to 0.8 Pm and 2.2 to 6.8 Pm upon solar

illumination.

The LABCEDE Facility can be used to provide an understanding of electron/

N2 molecular scattering processes. Using a scanning photometer (X = 391 nm),

beam shape is carefully monitored. As pressure is increased, the observed

beam width increases due to both elastic and inelastic scattering processes.

Our modeling of this data in support of these experiments is presented in Sec-

tion 14. A separate modeling effort is described in Section 15. NH emission

is observed in N2/H2 mixtures irradiated by 40 keV electrons in the small

LABCEDE chamber. Quenching rate coefficients can be obtained for NH, v=l-3 by

N2 and H2 once quenching by beam created species is considered. We present

time-dependent modeling of this system for atom production, relaxation, and

reaction processes. This model has been useful in guiding experiments and the

data analysis.

Tt has been postulated that electron-impact on optical elements could produce

a detectable signature. The Field Widened Interferometer penetrated an active
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auroral region and observed unexplained FR features. LABCEDE investigated the

emission trom clean and contaminated calcium fluoride optical flats irradiated

by electrons. In Section 16 we report no emission was detected at irradiation

levels below optical element damage thresholds. In the last chapter several

,qpctra1 observations are presented to document and to serve as a guide for

potential future projects. Appendices include a) a list of publications and

presentat ions on the research performed under this contract; h) an operationsv

manual for the cryogenic LABCEDE facility; c) a description of the spectral

generation code; d) a report by the University of Arizona on heavy ion bombard-

ment of atmospheric gases performed as a subcontract; and e) data analysis of

IR atomic emissions from a discharge apparatus.

The numerous sections of this report clearly indicate the versatility and

productivity of the LABCEDE Facility in addrpssing production rate, enorgy

transfer processes, chemiluminescence in elect ron irradiated air and in per-

forming laboratory screening/simulations, to guide models and field missions.

The authors wish to acknowledge the great assistance of G.F. Caledonia,

V.T. Rawlins, S.J. Wolnik, P.F. Iewis, and ). Tremblay in the completion of

various phases of this project.
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2. EXCITATION AND QUENCHING OF THE VIBRATIONAL LEVELS OF N2 (B
3 ng)

STATE IN ELECTRON IRRADIATED NITROGEN

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The fluorescence which arises from upper atmospheric species when they are

excited by precipitating auroral electrons has been studied for many years,

both in order to gain an understanding of upper atmospheric composition and

key chemical processes, and to determine the efficiency of exciting various

molecular states. 1-5 For some excited molecular systems this poses a complex

problem because the altitude of peak auroral energy deposition occurs where

the atmosphere is undergoing the transition from the radiatively-controlled,

collisionless regime (at higher altitudes) to a region where collisional

quenching and energy transfer become important. Above this transition alti-

tude photon absorption, direct electron impact, and radiative cascade are the

dominant processes. The altitude of the transition is not invariant for every

molecular state, but of course depends upon the radiative lifetime of the

excited state and its efficiency for being collisionally destroyed.

The most prominent band system of N2 in the visible aurora is the B3 1 94 A3 E +

"First Positive" transition. The B-state radiative decay lifetimes are rela-

tively short (see Section 3), varying between 4 and 12 ps, 6 and collisional

deactivation of this state (even if it occurs at a gas kinetic rate) will not

become important until altitudes below the auroral deposition zone. However,

the presence of other longer lived electronic states which are nearly resonant

with the B-state vibrational levels (such as the high vibrational levels of

the A3 Llu+ and the nearly degenerate W3&L states) in a nested triplet manifold

permits the possibility of enhancing B-state radiances via rapid intersystem

energy transfer followed by prompt B-state radiative decay. The effects of

such a transfer on the B4A spectrum have been suggested by Benesch.7 ,8 He

predicts that the enhancement would not be uniform, but that the populations

of certain vibrational levels of the B-state would be selectively increased as

a result of nearly resonant transfer with vibrational levels of the W-state.
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He further suggested that laboratory measurements under appropriate conditions,

although difficult, would be very useful in defining the importance of these

processes.

A laboratory facility which is capable of investigating some of the funda-

mental chemical and radiative processes which play an important role in the

auroral upper atmosphere has been constructed at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory.9 ,10 In this device, fluorescence over the spectral region 0.2 to

15 jm has been observed when gases at pressures between 0.1 and 80 mtorr

(0.01 to 10 N/m2 ) were irradiated with an electron beam. These gas densities

correspond to the ambient at atmospheric altitudes of 105 km down to 67 km. 1 1

Thus from systematic observations of the spectrally resolved fluorescence in

the laboratory, the effects of collisional transfer on the N2 (B) state popula-

tions can be investigated as the transition from collision-free to collision-

ally dominated regimes is traverses.

We report here our experimental results of the vibrational creation efficien-

cies upon electron impact within the N2 ionic B
2 Eu+ states and the neutral

C3H u as well as the 3 Rg states. The vibrational distributions within those

states are determined over a range of pressures so as to isolate formation due

to direct electron impact from excitation transfer. We postulate that the

W-state is created less efficiently than the B-state upon electron-impact, and

that transfer from the W- to the B-state occurs radiatively at low pressures

and very efficiently in collisions as the pressure increases. At the highest

experimental pressures collisional quenching of the B-state is observed. Thus

the N2(W
36u) state should play a role as an important energy storage reservoir

and contribute to the infrared spectrum of the aurorally disturbed upper

atmosphere. Through use of an analytical model we have been able to rational-

ize the observed behavior of several B-state vibrational levels in a manner

which is consistent with most of the relevant literature values of excitation,

quenching and radiative decay of the W-and B-states.
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A large increase is observed for the lowest vibrational levels (particularly

v=O), such that the total B-state population increases with pressure. This

increase is not due to relaxation of the higher B,v levels into v=O, but

rather is due to transfer from another electronic state. Modeling of energy

deposition, excitation cross sections and the flow in the experiment indicate

that N2A, v=7-12 levels will build to sufficient densities to transfer into

the B-state at the observed rate. Thus, although we see little evidence of

changes in the B-state distribution which will cause a "visible" lower red

border aurora. B4A emission at 1-2 um and W4B emission at 2-3 um should

exhibit a marked altitude dependence.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were conducted at the LABCEDE facility 9 ,1 0 at the Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory, operated at room temperature for these experiments.

Fluorescence was observed in a cylindrical vacuum tank, 3.4m long and lm in

diameter in which an electron beam excites numerous molecular emissions in

pure N2 gas, including the First Positive, Second Positive, First Negative and

Meinel bands. 9 An inner liner, which is semi-vacuum tight, permits cryogenic

operation. Gases flowing at rates up to 1.6 std. liters per minute were intro-

duced into the reaction chamber through a large porous-tube array located

inside one end of the liner enclosure. A plugged flow is developed along the

longitudinal axis of the chamber and out through a 32-in. diffusion pump

backed by a Roots blower/fore pump combination (effective pumping speed =

2.6 x 104 ls-1 ). This flow pattern limits the residence time of gaseous

species in the electron beam volume to only a few milliseconds at most. Con-

sequently, quenching by electron-beam-created species is negligible. Flow

rates can be varied over an order of magnitude at constant target chamber

pressure by varying the conductance of the pumping system using a valve.

The electron beam enters the chamber through one side, a little over a meter

from the upstream end of tank. The electron gun is in the Pierce configura-

tion and can provide currents up to 25 mA at energies up to 6 kV at its space
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charge limit. However, these studies where conducted using 4.5 keV electrons

having currents of up to 14 mA with the beam operating continuously or pulsed

at 50 percent duty cycle with a period of 4 ms.

The.qe experiments were performed using ultra high purity (99.999 percent)

nitrogen, and no further purification was attempted. The leak rate for the

entire vacuum chamber (6000 1) was less than 3 x 10- 5 std. liter per minute

and the blank off pressure was less than 10-6 torr. Fluorescent emissions

from species other than N2 were not observed. In order to span the 0.15 to

81 mtoti pressure range, N2 gas flow rates between 20 and 1600 std. cubic

centimeters per minute were required.

Fluorescence is observed through an observation port which views the excita-

tion region from the upstream end of the tank, normal to the electron beam,

and about 1.2m from it. Since the apparatus is double walled, the excitation

region was viewed through two windows which were BaF 2 and CaF 2 for these

observations. A 5 cm diameter, 10 cm focal length suprasil lens collects

the fluorescence and focuses it upon the entrance slit of a 0.3m monochromator

(McPherson 218). Two different configurations were employed to observe emis-

sion from levels v=0-12 of the B-state, a 1200 groove/mm grating blazed at

500 nm, and a 600 groove/mm grating blazed at 1 pm. Appropriate order sorting

filters (with an out-of-band rejection ratio of 10-6) were employed. For most

of the experimental measurements, data was acquired with a resolution of

1.04 nm. Data with 0.2 nm resolution was acquired to search for the presence

of unexpected spectral radiators and unusual rotational distributions. An HTV

R955 photomultiplier operated under variable gains up to 5 x 106 detects the

photons. A fast current amplifier/recorder combination displays the photomul-

tiplier output. The signal is also stored in a laboratory personal computer

using a data translation (2801A) D/A converter. When the electron beam was

pulsed, phase sensitive detection using a PARC Model 128 Lock-In Amplifier was

used in conjunction with the current amplifier. For the infrared observations

a IIT-FIS1l8 PMT with an S-1 response was used to observe fluorescence out to

wavelengths of 1.1 pm.
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The image of the monochromator slit at the excitation region determines the

detector's field of view. This image is about 12 x 0.5 cm for viewing from

the end of the tank. The field of view of the detector, therefore, is a

rectangular slice through the electron beam which has a height larger or

comparable to the diameter of the beam but which is narrow compared to the

length of the irradiated volume. The mean radiative lifetimes of the N2 (C),

N2 '(B), N2 (B), and N2 (W) states are 37 ns, 63 ns, 6 us, and 100 us respec-

tively, 6 and the mean molecular velocity for a nitrogen molecule at 300 K is

4.8 x 104 cm s- 1 . Even the longest lived of these species travels a character-

istic distance of only about 5 cm prior to Ladiating. This distance is short

enough to minimize significant diffusive losses out of the field of view in

its long dimension. Experiments in which the length of the field of view was

varied verified this assumption. Diffusion out of the field of view along the

axis of the irradiated volume is balanced by diffusion into the field of view

along the beam axis from species excited outside the monochromator field of

view. Removal of the imaging lens reduced signal levels by a factor of three,

but did not alter the fluorescence distributions observed.

A pair of external electromagnets are located outside the chamber configured

so that the electron beam travels through their centers perpendicular to the

plane of the magnets. Under high beam current and applied magnetic field

conditions, beam-plasma instabilities are observed. These dramatically alter

the low-energy "secondary" electron distribution. The majority of our experi-

ments were performed well outside of the operating regime where this instabil-

ity occurs. A few sets of data were acquired while the observation region was

being subjected to this beam-plasma instability excitation in order to deter-

mine whether there is a dependence of the observed spectrum on the electron

energy distribution.

2.3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The N2 (C-B) (Second Positive, N2 (B-A) (First Positive, and the N2'(B-X) (First

Negative) transitions are the dominant radiators observed within the spectral
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bandpass of our detection system. The Second Positive and the First Negative

bands are spectrally compact and rotational structure within a band is not

observed, but adjacent members of a vibrational sequence are clearly resolved

under our experimental conditions. A representative spectral scan of these

hands, taken at 0.15 mtorr, is shown in Figure 1. A spectrum of the First

Positive bands, taken under the same conditions, is shown in Figure 2. The

spectrum is much more dispersed, exhibits many overlapping features, and is

distorted by the presence of N2+(A-X) (Meinel) bands. In analyzing most of

the data which we will present, a simple measurement of peak heights was used

to determine relative vibrational populations of the N2 (C) and N2+(B) states.

This approach was found to be accurate since the half-widths of the peaks for

each of the systems are similar and since the band systems emit over the same

narrow range of wavelengths. Due to the complexity and breadth of the First

Positive emission bands, a spectral fitting routine was required to obtain

relative vibrational populations in the N2 (B) state. Specific band features

within each system were also graphically integrated by hand to determine the

total relative populations of all three electronic states.

2.3.1 Vibrational Populations

The relative vibrational populations of the N2(C) state were determined from

peak signals of the 0-0, 1-0, 2-1 and 3-2 bands in the Second Positive emis-

sion system. The signals were corrected for detection system response and

gain, and then converted to relative populations using absolute transition

probabilities from Lofthus and Krupenie.6 Band integrals and comparison with

synthetic spectral produced the same distributions. Relative vibrational popu-

lations were determined as a function of nitrogen pressure from 0.15 to

81.5 mtorr and under a variety of electron dosings. Populations for three

representative pressures are plotted as a function of vibrational level in

Figure 3. The corresponding Franck-Condon factors for excitation from

N2 (X,v=O) to N2 (C) are also plotted as the solid line in that figure. The

relative vibrational populations of the C-state are essentially invariant over
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Figure 3. Relative vibrational populations of N2(C) measured at 0,
1.0 mtorr; 6 , 10 mtorr; 0 , 70 mtorr. The filled circles
located on the dashed line show the expected Franck-Condon
and measured auroral distributions respectively. The
estimated relative uncertainties in the populations are 10%.

this pressure range and closely follow the Franck-Condon excitation distri-

bution previously seen in the laboratory. 1 2 The similarities between the

observed populations and the Franck-Condon factors for excitation from ground

state nitrogen are a result of the absence of radiative or collisional cascade

into the C-state from higher energy electronic states, the uniform radiative

lifetimes of all of the lower C-state vibrational levels, and the absence of

any quenching due to the radiative lifetime (37 ns) 6 being much shorter than

the time between collisions. The relative populations did not change over a

wide range of dosing levels (even in a presence of a beam-plasma discharge)

and their similarity to those predicted on the basis of Franck-Condon excita-

tion of N2(X,v=0 ) would seem to indicate that there is little vibrationally

excited nitrogen present, even under these extreme conditions.
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Relative vibrational populations for N2+(B) were determined from the experi-

mental spectra in a similar manner to N2(C) using the absolute transition

probabilities of Shemansky and Broadfoot. 1 3 The 0-0 and 1-2 bands were used

in the population analysis. The relative vibrational populations for this

state were also studied as a function of pressure from 0.15 to 81.5 mtorr.

These populations, determined at three representative pressures, are plotted

in Figure 4. The corresponding Franck-Condon factors for ionization from

vibrationally cold molecular nitrogen, normalized for the variation in N2 +(B)

radiative lifetime with vibrational level, are also plotted as the dashed line

in the figure. These relative populations are also independent of pressure,

within experimental error, up to pressures of 81.5 mtorr and agree well with

those expected based on a Franck-Condon excitation profile for levels 0 and 1.

The population of the v=2 cannot be accurately determined due to underlying

spectral features masking emissions from this level, however, the relative

population of this level is only a minor fraction of the total ion B-state

population. As with the C-state, the radiative lifetimes of these levels

(62.5 ns) 6 are all much shorter than the mean time between collisions and

radiative or collisional transfer of energy into this state from other elec-

tronic states is negligible. Radiative cascade into the ionic B-state has

been estimated to be small (Cartwright). If this is the case, then the

observed distribution reflects the nascent electronic state vibrational

distribution produced by electron-impact excitation.

The spectrum of the N2(B4A) bands were recorded using both detector configura-

tions so that the relative vibrational populations for the N2(B) levels 0-12

could be determined. Emission from the (0-0) transition at 1.05 Pm was the

sole feature observed from the B,v'=O level. Emission from multiple transi-

tions was used to determine the relative populations of all other vibrational

levels. At all pressures some emission due to the Meinel (A-X,v'-v" = 4-0,

5-1, 3-0, 4-1, 2-0, 3-1) transitions is present; however, the N2+(A) state is

efficiently quenched by nitrogenI0 and the Meinel band intensities decreased

with pressure relative to the First Positive emission.

13
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Figure 4. Relative vibrational populations of N 2 +(B) measured at 0
1.0 mtorr; A , 30 mtorr; 0 , 81 mtorr. The filled circles
show the expected Franck-Condon distribution while the solid
line shows the measured auroral distribution. The relative
populations are accurate to 10%.

A computer code to create synthetic spectra was developed to permit us to

accurately determine relative population of electronically excited states in

N 2 under conditions when spectral overlap is severe. 14 Our model is based on

the work of Kovacs 15 and is implemented through a major modification and exten-

sion of the computer code of Whiting, et al. 16 , 1 7 Values of spectroscopic

constants (we, WeXe, By, etc.) and transition' strengths (Av,v,,) taken from

Lofthus and Krupenie 6 were tabulated as input to the code along with popula-

tions and rotational temperature. (Rotational levels are assumed to be in

Boltzmann equilibrium).

The calculated line intensities are distributed over wavelength space and

then convolved with the appropriate monochromator slit function. The spectra

were adjusted for monochromator spectral response. Synthetic spectra with
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rotational temperatures of 300 K matched the experimental spectra very closely.

Vibrational populations within the excited electronic states were determined

hv minimizing the square of the difference between the data and the synthetic

:pC(t tum. The ability to simultaneously match the intensities of several

viitnsitions in different progressions arising from the same emitting state

provided confidence in the accuracy of the procedure. The fitting procedure

was able to determine populations to + 10 percent accuracy. To verify the

procedure, populations obtained in this manner agree very well with direct

spectral integration.

This code has the ability to create spectra which combine emissions from

several different molecular states. Because the Meinel bands (N2' A4X) under-

lie the First Positive features, those transitions were included in our spec-

tral fits. Spectroscopic constants were taken from Huber and Herzberg. 18

Einstein coefficients listed by Lofthus and Krupenie 6 were used.

A typical spectrum of the First Positive hand emission at I mtorr total

piessure, and the synthetic fit to that spectrum, is shown in Figure 5 for the

range 550 to 820 nm. First Positive 6v 2, 3, and 4 sequences occur in this

spectral region. The fits to the spectra were generated assuming a rotational

and spin temperature of 300 K and are generally accurate to within 10 percent

for vibrational levels 2-10 and 50 percent for levels 0, 1, 11, and 12. This

treatment is adequate at pressures of 1 mtorr and above; however, below 1 mtorr

there is some evidence of spin disequilibrium. This is seen in Figure 6 where

the spectrum recorded at the lowest (as limited by signal levels) experimental

pressure, 0.15 mtorr, is presented. At present our spectral fitting routines

do not permit the uncoupling of spin and rotational temperature, so our fit at

thee pressures is slightly less accurate, but a "colder" overall spin/rota-

tional temperature would more closely fit the data. This is an indication

that the B state is preferentially formed in lower energy spin states, either

by direct electron impact or by radiative cascade. However, comparison with

dir(ct spectral integration indicates that the vibrational populations deter-

mined under these conditions are still accurate to within 15 percent.
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Figure 6. Spectrum of N 2 (B-A) 6v=3 sequence bands excited at a pressure

of 0.15 mtorr showing disequilibrium of the spin components.
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Tile relative vibrational populations for the B-state were determined at many

pressures over the range from 0.15 to 81.5 mtorr. At several of the pressures

the spectra wete recorded for a range of values of the applied magnetic field,

nitrogen flow rates through the chamber, and beam currents. In addition

.pecrtia were recorded using pulsed and continuous electron excitation, and in

the presence of beam-plasma discharges. In varying all of these parameters,

the relative vibrational populations for a given pressure remained unchanged

within our ability to fit the spectra. The relative vibrational populations

measured at 0.15, 10, and 81.5 mtorr are shown in Figure 7 along with the rela-

tive populations expected on the basis of Franck-Condon excitation from ground

state nitrogen and pure radiative decay.
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Figure 7. Relative vibrational populations of N 2 (B) from electron impact

excitation of N2 at * , 1.0 mtorr; V , 10.0 mtorr; and

0 , 70 mtorr. The total uncertainty in relative vibrational
populations is 107 as reflected by the excellent reproducibility

in the calculated values.
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Additional experiments were done at 3 mtorr total pressure to assess the

effects of gas residence time in the chamber on the total population of the

B-state. The relative vibrational populations of the B-state remain unchanged

when residence time and total pressure are varied. At 3 mtorr we can vary the

gas residence time by almost a factor of five while maintaining the same pat-

tern of flow in the irradiation volume. The absoluce emission intensity of

the First Positive transitions does not change when the residence time is

varied over this range; however, there is a 35 to 50 percent increase in the

intensity of the N2+(A-X) Meinel bands. This may be evidence for the presence

of metastable energy carriers affecting overall formation rates for higher

energy states, as will be discussed later.

At 0.15 mtorr the time between collisions is long compared to the radiative

lifetimes of all vibrational levels of the B-state and all but the lowest two

vibrational levels of the W-state. Therefore, the relative vibrational popu-

lations of B-state should be unperturbed by collisional energy transfer from

the W-state and by quenching of the B-state. This would seem to be supported

by the close agreement between the measured vibrational populations and those

calculated based on Franck-Condon excitation for levels 3-10; emission from

higher vibrational levels is not observed at these low pressures. Radiative

cascade from the V-state is still possible under these conditions. Our low

pressure results are compared with previous observations of the B-state dis-

tributions in Figure 8. Agreement with both atmosphericl-3, 5 and laboratory

observations1 2 is quite good.

At pressures above 0.15 mtorr all of the B-state vibrational levels show

detectable increases in population relative to v=4. The magnitude of the

increase for v=6, the level with the smallest energy defect for transfer from

any W-state level, is only 20 percent. This is a typical value for levels

v=3-9 as well. It is only a factor of two larger than experimental error due

to noise and spectral fitting uncertainties. The populations of these levels

usually reach a maximum value at about 10 mtorr and decrease slightly at higher

pressures. The exceptions to these observations are the lowest levels; v=O,l
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Figure 8. Low pressure vibrational distribution for the B-state as observed
in LABCEDE is compared to previous auroral2 ,19 and laboratory 1 2

observations and model predictions. 4 Agreement is quite good.

and 2 which increase marked in relative population with pressure. Another

interesting observation concerns levels 10, 11, and 12, which are weakly

observed at pressures below 10 mtorr but rise sharply at higher pressures.

This may indicate that there is an additional source mechanism for these

levels. The observation of this behavior under pulsed conditions with phase

sensitive detection, however, strongly precludes N-atom recombination as that

source mechanism. We will address pressure scaling of the B-state populations

in Subsection 2.3.3.

2.3.2 Relative Electronic State Populations

The relative emission intensities combined with known transition probabilities

for each band observed, allows us to calculate the total relative population
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in each electronic state. This information is useful for comparison with

calculated and measured excitation cross sections and for comparison with

measured auroral emission intensities. All of the significantly populated

%ibrational levels of the N 2 +(B), N 2 (C), and N 2 (B) states emit somewhere with-

in our detection system bandpass.

The relative vibrational state populations were measured at 1 mtorr pressure

for three values of the magnetic field used to confine the primary electron

beam and secondary electrons created by scattering. When no external magnetic

field is applied, the primary electron beam and any secondary electrons

created by scattering act under the influence of the earth's magnetic field

and any residual fields present in and around the vacuum enclosure. Under

these conditions the range of the typical secondary electron is longer than

the width of the field of view of the detection system. These conditions

produce relative state populations in which the ion B-state was enhanced rela-

tive to the neutral states, when compared with auroral observations. In the

presence of low (7 Gauss) and moderate (30 Gauss) confining fields, the rela-

tive ion and neutral electronic state populations changed to values comparable

to those observed in aurora and were roughly independent of field strength,

demonstrating the increased role of the lower-energy secondary electrons. By

confining the secondary electrons, their excitations of molecules occur in the

field of view. Relative intensities under these laboratory conditions should

be closest to auroral observations which, of necessity, contain the effects of

complete degradation of the secondary electrons. It should be remembered that

the vibrational distribution, in these states did not change with applied

magnetic field. The implications of thesp results will be discussed later.

The steady state populations of C(v=0-4) is about 1 x 10-3 of the B-state

(v=0-12). The value agrees with the auroral prediction of Cartwright 4 and

the observations of Vallence Jones and Gattinger. 2 ,3 This difference in

populations is largely due to the short radiative lifetime of the C-state

(TC/T B  6 x 10-3). Because both these states have electron excitation cross

sections distributions which peak near the same energy, our laboratory
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apparatus is capable of producing distributions comparable to those obtained

in the upper atmosphere.

2.3.3 Pressure Scaling of Electronic State Populations

The change in relative state populations with magnetic field described above

suggests that secondary electrons play an important role in the excitation

process. If they are important, a greater than linear increase in emission

intensity with pressure would be expected. The probability of a primary

electron-N2 scattering event increases linearly with pressure (for thin

targets). However, if an energetic secondary electron is created by this

scattering event, the probability of it undergoing another collision with the

field of view to create N2* also increases with pressure leading to a total

intensity scaling of P>1 0. For all the electronic states the signal increases

with pressure to the 1.3 + 0.10 power and is independent of vibrational level

for the First Positive bands. Any variation in the pressure dependence

between bands is well within experimental error.

The non-linear growth of signal intensity with pressure makes it difficult to

accurately observe additional non-linear increases in intensity due to energy

transfer if only a single electronic state is studied. In order to separate

the contribution to the non-linear growth due to excitation from the growth

due to energy transfer, an experiment was done where the emission intensity of

the N2(B, 6-3) and the N2 (C, 0-0) transitions were measured sequentially in

the same spectral scan. Because both these states have very similar electron

excitation cross sections, the ratio of these intensities from the same spatial

volume removes the effects of non-linear excitation as a function of pressure,

since diffusion is negligible. The experiments were performed by recording

the integrated intensity of the First Positive 6-3 band, centered at 660.8 nm,

with the spectrometer in first order and a Corning 3-74 color filter used to

block emission below 420 nm. Immediately following that scan, the order sort-

ing filter was changed to a Corning 7-60 UV transmitting but visible blocking

color filter, and the spectrum of the Second Positive 0-0 band (337.1 nm) was
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recorded in second order at 674.2 nm. Since the N2B4A emission intensities

are within an order of magnitude of the N2C B intensities, the latter will not

distort the spectrum of the First Positive bands when the filter is in place.

Concentrations of N2 +(X) and N2(X) ground state are sufficiently low that self-

absorption of all fluorescence bands is completely negligible (i.e., the gas

is optically thin).

The C-state excitation adequately reflects the B-state excitation (as shown by

the auroral-like distributions and invariance with experimental dosing param-

eters). Yet the C-state does not undergo quenching because of its rapid

radiative relaxation and thus displays the same vibrational distribution at

all our experimental pressures. Consequently, we have ratioed the B-state

populations to the C-state so that quenching could be studied with the effects

of energy deposition removed.

The total population of the B(3Hg) state (v-0-12) normalized by the C(v-o)

population is plotted versus pressure in Figure 9. The C(v:O) level remains a

constant fraction (55 percent) of the total C-state population to within

+ 5 percent for all our experiments. The population ratio of Btotal/C(v=O) is

not constant but increases non-uniformly with pressure, indicating that there

exists a net collisional source for creating molecules in the B-state. This

feed is dominantly into the lowest three vibrational levels. The population

ratio of B(v=O)/C(v=O) is also plotted in Figure 9. At the lowest pressures,

v=O has barely the highest population of any vibrational level. However, as

N2 pressure increases, the concentration of N2(B, v=O) increases dramatically

as was seen in Figure 7. From Figure 9 it is seen that it rises in a manner

similar to the total B-state and accounts for about 70 percent of the total

B-state population increase (relative to C(v=O)). The B(v=O) state population

increases by a factor of three relative to C(v=O) as the N2 density increases

to 2.5 x 1015 molecules/cm 3 (10.3 Pa). Vibrational level 0 is not the only

state which undergoes an increase in relative population at all pressures. As

seen in Figure 7 the population of B(v=0,l,2)/C(v=O) all increase with pres-

sure. Level v=O exhibits the largest increase, but both levels 1 and 2 show
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Figure 9. Ratio of total B-state population to population of C, v=O as a
function of pressure. Dashed curve is merely to show trend.
Also shown as open circles is the ratio of the B, v=O population
to the C, v=O population. Most of the observed increase in
B-state population is attributable to the increase in v=O. The
ratio for level 1 is also plotted as the open squares.

clear trends with pressure. The ratio for level 1 is also plotted in Figure 9.

Possible mechanisms which could provide the source of B-state excitation are

discussed in the next section.

Level B(v=3) and most higher levels are nearly invariant with pressure,

exhibiting a small increase (< 20 percent) in relative population up to

10 mtorr (3 x 101 4/cm3 ) followed by a decrease relative to C(v=O) at higher

pressures. We believe the later behavior to be quenching as previously

observed by numerous experimenters. 2 0 - 2 3 The ratio of B(v=4)/C(v=O) is

replotted versus pressure in Figure 10. A least squares fit to the population

ratios above 8 mtorr has a slope of 2 x 10-11 cm3/molecule-s. This crude

determination is in excellent agreement with the literature values of
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Figure 10. Ratio of population in B(v=4) to C(v=O) as a function of
pressure. There is a slight rise at pressures up to 10 mt
which may be attributed to a source term. Above 10 mt
quenching occurs at a rate of 2x10-1 1 cm3 molecules-1 s-1.

2.4 + 0.1 x 10-11 (Ref. 20), 1.9 x 10-11 (Ref. 21), and 1.8 + 0.2 x 10-11

(Ref. 22). For levels 3-8 our quenching values agree with the literature to

within 30 percent.

We are unable to clearly determine the fate of the molecules in the excited

B-state in levels v=3-9 when they undergo an inelastic collision with another

N2 and are quenched. Vibrational relaxation to a slightly lower level in the

B-state (6v=1,2) does not appear to be occurring. The population of each

level is roughly 60 percent of the level just below it (see Figure 7). Conse-

quently if single quantum vibrational relaxation were occurring exclusively in

the B-state, we might expect to see source terms into the v-i or v-2 levels

with an alteration of the vibrational distribution as pressure increases.

This effect is not observed. Multiquantum vibrational relaxation within the

B-state is another possibility. However, the population decrease in levels
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v=3-9 (relative to C,v=O) between 10 and 70 mtorr is inadequate to explain the

rise in B(v=O,1,2) over that pressure region. (The loss of molecules from

state B,v=3-9 is less than 30 percent of the increase observed in B,v=0,1,2;

less than 40 percent of the increase in B,v=O alone). The collisional

relaxation of the B(v=3-9 state to B(v=O) cannot be ruled out, but with the

large number of near-resonant levels in other nested electronic states,

interstate transfer is the likely route.

The interesting behavior exhibited by higher levels in the B(3 g) state

prompted us to develop a simple model based on known rates and likely physical

processes which could control the populations of those levels. This model

will be discussed in the next section.

2.4 DISCUSSION

In the discussion of our electron excitation results we would like to compare

our observed spectral distributions and band intensities with those observed

in auroral events. We will use this comparison to argue for the presence of

the N2(W) state in both the LABCEDE experiments and the aurora. Given the

presence of the W-state in significant quantities and our measured B-state

vibrational distributions as a function of pressure, we will discuss the

consequences of the radiative and collisional exchange of energy between the

W- and B-states. Finally, it appears based on our observations that the W-B

collisional energy transfer will not contribute to the creation of the lower

red border of a type B aurora as has been previously postulated.

2.4.1 Comparison with Auroral Observations

There have been few quantitative measurements of auroral emission spectra.

The most extensive measurements have been reported in a series of papers by

Gattinger and Vallance-Jones covering the near-UV,
3 visible, 1 ,2 and near-IR 5

regions. The spectra observed in these measurements were fit using known

transition probabilities for various band systems to extract the individual
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contributions due to molecular and atomic species. Relative vibrational popu-

lations and/or absolute emission intensities were reported for most of the

important contributors. Detailed electron impact excitation cross sections

have been measured for many nitrogen electronic states by Cartwright, et

al. 2 4 ,2 5 Extensive modeling of vibrational populations of N2 excited states

under auroral conditions has been done by Cartwright. 4 The comparison of our

data with auroral emission will use observed relative vibrational populations

and total electronic state populations. We will also compare measured elec-

tronic state populations with those predicted by the Cartwright model.

The relative vibrational populations of the N2(C) and N2+(B) states in high

altitude auroras,. derived from auroral emission intensities of the Second

Positive and First Negative bands, were shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

These populations agree well with those observed in LABCEDE and those calcu-

lated on the basis of Franck-Condon excitation of ground state nitrogen

followed by radiative decay. These observations are consistent with the

conclusion that these states are not quenched in auroras due to their short

lifetimes and that they are not significantly populated by radiative cascade.

The relative vibrational populations of the N2 (B) state observed in an aurora,

shown in Figure 7, agree well with those calculated by Franck-Condon

excitation/radiative relaxation for levels 3-12. Levels 0-2 continue co

increase in population in an aurora while the excitation model predicts that

these levels would decrease. Shemansky and Broadfoot 1 2 have argued that the

increase in population for these levels is entirely due to radiative cascade

from the C-state while Cartwright4 claims that a substantial portion of the

increase is due to radiative cascade from the W-state. The source of this

discrepancy is a disagreement over the electron impact excitation cross sec-

tion for the W-state. This will be discussed in detail later.

Relative vibrational populations measured in LABCEDE at 0.15 mtorr agree well

with both the auroral and Franck-Condon excitation profiles for B-state levels

2-10. At this pressure collisional processes are not important and we may
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consider only direct and radiative cascade excitation. Almost 90 percent of

the radiative cascade from the C-state goes into B-state levels 0-2. The

close agreement between the three sets of data over this range would seem to

exclude any additional formation of the B-state due to radiative cascade from

other states. Cartwright, however, has shown that direct excitation and W-B

radiative cascade contribute about equally to the total formation of each

B-state level from 3-12. Any normalization method which used levels such as 3

or 4 as the reference point would not be very sensitive to this radiative

cascade. Hence, little can be said about the role of the W-state based on our

low pressure relative vibrational populations.

If radiative decay from the W-state does account for nearly half of the total

B-state excitation rate, it should be evident in a comparison of measured

relative state populations with those calculated from known excitation cross

sections and electron energy distributions. Direct electron impact excitation

cross sections for these states at 4.5 kV are small and much of the excitation

comes from lower energy secondary electrons created by scattering of the

primary beam. The degree and manner in which the energy of the secondary

electrons is lost determines the overall excitation efficiency. In LABCEDE

the range of the characteristic secondary electron is long compared to the

apparatus dimensions; however, the use of the magnetic field confines the

secondary electrons and may allow some of their energy to be deposited within

the field of view.

The relative electronic state populations measured in LABCEDE are complicated

by the effects of the confining iield. In the absence of the field the ionic

B-state is more prominent because it has a higher cross section for excitation

by primary electrons and because many secondary electrons travel out of the

detector field of view before they can excite a nitrogen molecule. The rela-

tive band populations observed with the applied field are very similar to

those seen by Gattinger and Vallance-Jones 2 v3 in aurora. They are also con-

sistent with those calculated by the Cartwright 4 model, which includes excita-

tion of the W-state and radiational transfer of the energy to the B-state.
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The agreement between the relative vibrational distributions measured in

aurora and those observed in LABCEDE suggests that the excitation process in

LABCEDE at low pressure is similar to an aurora. The similarity between the

relative state populations also supports this conclusion. Both the W- and

B-states sample the same range of electron energies and should have similar

excitation cross sections. The measurements of Cartwright 1 9 ,2 0 support this

argument. We have recently directly observed fluorescence from the W-state at

2 to 4 pm using a circular variable filter spectrometer. No relative calibra-

tion exists but there is every reason to believe that N2 (W) is present at

concentrations comparable to N2(B) in LABCEDE.

2.4.2 Collisional Energy Transfer and Electronic Quenching

The net production of the B-state with increased pressure is perhaps the most

intriguing aspect of this study. Production from atom recombination (either

directly or through an intermediate state) can be ruled out. The three-body

recombination time at mtorr pressures is calculated to be very long. Experi-

mental observations made with a pulsed electron beam (2 ms on/2 ms off) and

phase sensitive detection which should effectively discriminate against this

source of the B-state yielded a similar pressure dependent vibrational dis-

tribution. The remaining most probable source of B-state excitation is via

collisional transfer from other states created by direct electron impact. In

order to estimate relative production rates into the various states, we rely

upon the modeling of Cartwright4 and Green et al. 2 6 ,2 7 Based on these esti-

mates, significant transfer from many of the states can be ruled out as the

B-state source term. The B'-state is resonant with only the higher levels of

the B-state and is not produced in sufficient quantities to generate the

observed increase in the B-state distribution even for complete transfer. The

C-state radiative lifetime is short and will radiatively (not collisionally)

decay for all our experimental pressures. Therefore the observed rates of B/C

populations can have no pressure dependence due to collisional quenching.

Moreover the transfer would most likely be into the higher vibrational levels.

The W-state potential surface is shifted to larger internuclear separations
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than the ground state. Hence, Franck-Condon direct electron impact excitation

favors production of higher vibrational levels in the W state. 4 Thus, level

specific feed into B,v=0,1,2 from the W-state is unlikely unless the W-state

distribution is totally collapsed into v=0,1,2. Even then the W-state produc-

tion based on Cartwright's modeling4 and the present analysis appears to be

insufficient to cause the observed rise in B,v=O. The W-state levels are

strongly mixed with the B-state levels so that near gas-kinetic transfer is

possible for specific higher levels. However, the observed transfer into the

higher levels alters the B-state population in a level by 20 percent and

cannot give rise to the factor of three rise observed for B,v=O.

The A-state will be considered next. This lowest lying electronically excited

state could contribute to B-state population via two mechanisms: energy pool-

ing and direct energy transfer from A,v>7. In order to assess the magnitudes

of this transfer, order of magnitude calculations of the A-state production

rates and spatial extent were performed so as to obtain local concentrations.

The energy pooling reaction has been extensively studied by Piper et al. in a

series of papers. 20 ,2 8 When two molecules in the N2 (A) state collide, one of

the molecules is promoted to a more excited electronic state and other presum-

ably is left in the ground state with some degree of vibrational excitation.

Excitation of N2C,B states has been observed. The Herman Infrared System

(states unknown) is also excited. The excitation produced by this transfer

depends strongly on the initial A-state vibrational level of each molecule.

State specific transfer rate coefficients have been measured. Thus independent

of our estimated A-state concentrations we can look for alteration of the

C-state distribution due to contributions from energy pooling since the

C-state vibrational distributions formed by direct electron impact and energy

pooling are significantly different. Experimentally, the C-state vibrational

distribution is accurately determined from the spectrum obtained at each

pressure. The complete invariance of this distribution over the pressure

range studied permits an upper bound to be made for the energy pooling process

relative to direct electron impact excitation of the C-state. The energy pool-

ing production rate is less than 20 percent of the direct production rate at
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all pressures. Using this bound and the known energy pooling rate coefficients

for B- and C-state production, we would expect the pooling rate to be at most

35 percent of the direct production into the B-state even at 70 mtorr. From

Figure 9 we observed B/C ratio to increase by 60 percent over this pressure

range. In addition, energy pooling would produce molecules in the B-state

with a markedly different vibrational distribution than the pressure-dependent

excitation observed. As a further check we used the energy deposition modeling

of Green et al. 2 6 ,2 7 , coupled with beam growth estimates and experimental mass

transport properties to obtain local N2 (A) state densities. Steady state is

established by direct electron impact production and reaction or the pressure

dependent diffusion to the walls. We assume: 1) a production rate of

0.5 N2 (A) per ion pair; 2) that N2 (A) is lost on the walls with unit quenching

efficiency; 3) the major gas-phase loss of N2(A) was energy pooling. The

estimated N2(A) concentrations were spatially non-homogeneous but reached

several times 109 molecules/cm 3 at 70 mtorr (4 ppm of total concentration).

Even at this substantial concentration, the energy pooling production rate for

the N2 B-state was at most 20 percent of the direct electron production rate.

Thus both the vibrational distribution invariance and electron production

analysis indicate that energy pooling plays a small role relative to direct

productiou of B-state (< 30 percent and < 20 percent respectively).

This leaves only direct transfer of excitation from molecules in the A-state

in vibrational levels greater than six to the B-state. As seen in Figure 11

these levels are substantially populated by electron excitation. In the

figure we have used Cartwright's unquenched (130 km) distribution. The

quenching of vibrationally excited A-state levels has been measured by Dreyer

and Perner. 2 9 The quenching rate coefficients are very level dependent,

increasing rapidly with vibrational level and exhibit a sharp increase at v=7.

Dreyer and Perner suggest that this increase is due to transfer to the B-state

v=O. Their measured rate coefficient for A,v=7 is 2.4 x 10-12 molecule cm
- 3

s-1 which would give a characteristic quenching time of 0.2 ms at 70 mtorr.

This process would be rapid enough to follow the variations with pulsed elec-

tron beam operation and thus be present in the 4 ms period pulsed data (as
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Figure 11. Modeled production rate in field of view based on energy
deposition, excited state production and cascade.

observed). Also because quenching would be rapid, diffusion of the field of

view would be minimal. The magnitude of this source can be estimated by

assuming thit all molecules produced in levels A,v=7-12 transfer their excita-

tion into B,v=O-3. From Figure 11 we estimate this would give a net increase

in the total B-state production of 50 percent (a value of 60 percent is

observed). More specifically we can assume that the level specific transfer

from A,v occurs to the nearest energetically lower level of the B-state; i.e.,

A,v=7-8 feeds B,v=O; A,v=9 transfers to B,v=l; A,v=l0,11 feed B,v=2 and A,v=12

transfers to B,v=3. This is certainly an oversimplification but serves to

illustrate the level dependence of the magnitude of this transfer. The cal-

culated increases due to A-state transfer are compared to the results from the

laboratory for two pressures in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Ratio of transfer rates from A-state to direct

electron production rates.

Transfer Rate (%) Observed Increase (%)
Direct Production Rate

A Feed Level p = 10 mtorr p = 70 mtorr 1-10 mtorr 1-70 mtorr

B,v=O v=7,8 31 133 59+12 160+40

1 9 15 67 29+14 58+22

2 10,11 24 100 30+3 30+10

3 12 12 48 10+5 Quenching B

Level B,v=O suffers the largest enhancement - transfer is comparable to direct

production at the highest pressures. The higher levels are less affected;

qualitatively agreeing with the trends observed in the data. This rough agree-

ment of our crude model with the experimental data with regard to both the

magnitude of the trend with vibrational level and pressure dependence leads us

to believe that transfer from the A-state high vibrational levels excites the

lower levels of the B-state at significant rates compared to direct B-state

production by electrons.

The electronic manifolds we are studying are quite nested permitting a large

degree of intersystem transfer. Previous studies have determined the micro-

scopic rates for transfer between specific levels and, as such, often miss

related backtransfer and feed processes. We have chosen a more global

approach which, while it does not permit detailed examination of such energy

transfer processes, does permit observation of the integrated effects of all

these processes.

For higher vibrational levels of the B-state, transfer from the W-state is

expected to occur. At 10 mtorr there are multiple collisions with other N2
moledules during a typical W-state radiative lifetime (54 jis for v=6) and rapid
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collisional processes should begin to dominate over radiation for removal of

the W-state. One would expect gross changes in the B-state vibrational dis-

tribution to accompany this transformation as collisional channels feed the

vihrational levels at different rates than radiative transfer. Simple energy-

gap arguments would predict the fastest transfer to occur from W(7) to B(6),

which is exoergic by 129 cm-I1. Sadeghi and Setser 3 0 have measured the rate of

this intersystem transfer in Ar and determined the rate coefficient to be

2.7 x 10-11 cm3 molecule- I s-1 at ambient temperature. They stated that N2

should be more efficient than Ar for coupling these levels. Pendleton et al. 3 1

have measured the rate of collisional coupling for these levels in N2 to be

2.5 x 10-10 cm3 molecule -1 s-1 and observed a pronounced change in the vibra-

tional distribution of the B-state. Recently Rotem and Rosenwaks2 3 have

measured the transfer rate coefficient in N2 for these channels to be

2.0 x 10- 10 cm3 molecule s-1.

The N2 (B) state relative vibrational distributions measured in LABCEDE show

only about a 20 percent increase for most of the near resonant levels but

larger increases for levels 10-12. When the population in v=6 of the B-state

is ratioed to the population in v=O of the C-state, as shown in Figure 12, a

pattern of growth and decay is more evident. We attribute the low pressure

increase in the B(6)/C(O) ratio, which peaks at 20 percent at 10 mtorr, to

collisional coupling of W(7) to B(6). Higher pressure decay is due to elec-

tronic quenching of the B-state. Gas kinetic collisional coupling of W(7)

level to B(6) is complete at these pressures and results in a constant contri-

bution to the ratio of B(6) to C(O). Therefore, we can use a simple Stern-

Volmer analysis to determine the rate coefficient for quenching of this level.

Our value of 2 x I0- 11 cm3 molecule - I s- 1 for v=6 agrees well with the measure-

ments of N2(B,v) quenching by N2.20,21,22

The careful experimental work of Shemansky and Broadfoot 1 2 is in good agree-

ment with the present results. They observe only small enhancements of

B-state vibrational levels between 2 and 9 as pressure is increased from

0.5 to 10 mtorr. The solp exception is level v=6 which increased by about
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Figute 12. Variation in the population ratio N(B,6)/N(C,O) with pressure.
Modeled fit to data is shown as solid line. Note that total
variation of data is 20%.

15 percent over this pressure range. They also observe a rise in levels v=10,

11, and 12 at their highest pressures (10 mtorr). The overall vibrational

distribution they derive is just slightly "hotter" than Franck-Condon, but is

pressure invariant. By contrast, both these sets of observations do not

support the intuitively appealing hypothesis of Benesch. Consequently, we

undertook the development of a model as an attempt to gain physical insight

into our observations.

In order to understand the role of the nested V-state, we constructed a

numerical model of excitation and radiative and collisional relaxation in this

coupled kinetic system for mid levels of the B-state which are most resonant
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with W-state levels. The goal of the modeling effort was to see if our macro-

scopic experimental observations are consistent with all of the available

information on the individual processes which shape the N2 (B) state vibra-

tional distribution. Only the N2 , B-, C-, W, and X electronic states were

implicitly considered in the model. Electron impact formation of the excited

states was treated using relative efficiency factors. The partitioning of the

excitation energy over vibrational levels was determined by the Franck-Condon

factors for transitions from N2 (X,v=O) to the vibronic state of interest. The

Franck-Condon factors were taken from Lofthus and Krupenie.6 The rate con-

stant obtained from our Stern-Volmer analysis of the high pressure data was

used for pure electronic quenching of N2 (B,V), as well as for N2(W,V). Radia-

tive transition probabilities for each of the important excited !ztate transi-

tions were taken from Lofthus and Krupenie,6 with the exception of the N2 (W-B)

transition. An extensive set of transition probabilities for this system have

recently been calculated by Werner et al. 32 These values are approximately

three times smaller than those determined by Covey et al.; 3 3 however, we chose

to use the transition probabilities of Covey et al. 3 3 because the application

of their values to our data is consistent with measured electron impact forma-

tion rates for the N2 (W) state. Recent laboratory experiments 34 strongly

support the calculations of Werner. The transfer rate coefficients for the

levels W(7) 4 B(6) were taken from Rotem and Rosenwaks2 3 and a W-state elec-

tronic formation rate was adjusted to best fit the experimental data.

The pressure dependence of the population ratio calculated using the above

model is given as the solid line in Figure 12. The ratio of electronic

formation rates (W/B) which produced this curve is 0.5. The calculated curve

is in good qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The model cor-

rectly predicts the magnitude of the initial rise and the pressure at which

the data rolls over, as well as the total rate of decay. Variation of the

collisional transfer rate coefficient in the model by a factor of 10 showed

that the coupling must occur on nearly a per-collision basis to reproduce the

trends in the data. The population ratio rises with pressure at a slower rate

than the model predicts. This undoubtedly is due to the simple nature of the
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model, which neglects transfer into B(6) from levels other than W(7). While

this simple model is inadequate to make quantitative predictions about trans-

fer and formation rates, it does show that when reasonable molecular param-

eters derived from other experimental measurements are used in the calcula-

tion, the trends observed in LABCEDE can be explained. Hence, our results

seem to be consistent with approximately equal formation rates for the W- and

B-states, gas kinetic collisional coupling of near resonant vibrational levels,

and radiative coupling of the manifolds in the absence of collisions. It also

shows that W-B transfer should not result in large changes in the appearance

of the First-Positive spectra, in agreement with our high pressure data.

Application of our model to level B(12), into which there is a significant

pressure dependent feed, was unsuccessful. No set of reasonable parameters

could reproduce the constant rise in the population of this level with pres-

sure. Thus, we conclude that an additional mechanism fo- populating these

levels is required. Nitrogen atom recombination is known to produce highly

vibrationally excited N2 (B);
35 however, we estimate the characteristic N-atom

recombination time under our experimental conditions to be on the order hours

and hence the rate should be very small. To verify this, the synchronous

component of the fluorescence was obtained while rapidly pulsing the electron

beam at high frequencies. This spectrum still contained enhanced emissions

from levels 10-12 at higher pressures, eliminating recombination and any inter-

action of metastable species present in low concentration as the source

mechanism since their characteristic reaction times are much longer than the

beam pulse period. One possible explanation is that high vibrational levels

of W-states (v=ll-13) are formed more efficiently upon electron impact than

high levels of the B-state. Thus, as pressure increases, these high levels

collisionally feed the v=lO-12 levels rather than radiate to B,v=5-7. Because

the B,v=lO-12 levels have better radiative feed from very high W-levels (v-8),

their relative population rises as they are collisionally excited.

An enhancement of B-state vibrational levels 6, 7, 11, and 12 has been observed

by Carlson et al. 3 6 These enhancements were only quantified for v-12 where a
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factor of four increase was observed as N2 pressure increased from 0.6 to

15 mtorr. They propose that the resonant overlap of W- and B-state levels is

responsible for their observed enhancements. These various experimental

observations 1 2 ,3 6 and the present results are in general agreement. However,

the detailed mechanisms have not been specified. The nested electronic states

of N2 :A,B,B',W and even alflg provide the possibility of coincidental overlaps

between vibrational levels leading to level dependent feed and collisional loss

rates. Determination of these detailed mechanisms is beyond the scope of our

present experiments. Nevertheless, because our observed spectra reflect the

global summations of all mechanisms occurring, they are quite useful in

unraveling the altitude and dosage scalings of the aeronomic observations.

Recently, observations of a low altitude aurora have been reported by

Gattinger et al, 3 7 They spatially resolved the auroral form and determined

altitudes of penetration by means of triangulation. Additionally, they spec-

trally resolved the fluorescence of these very transitory phenomenon using a

TV spectrograph. Their resolution was 1OA which, although coarse, was suffi-

cient to indicate that there was no difference in the spectral shape of emis-

sions originating at 93 and 122 km. Gattinger et al. conclude that no colli-

sional redistribution has occurred down to 93 km in their "pink" bordered

aurora. Our laboratory observations seem to preclude these collision changes

at any altitude. Recently, Brown et al. have attributed the lower "red" border

to quenching of the oxygen atom red line at lower altitudes. 38

Two attempts were made to alter the observed B-state vibrational distributions

by substantially altering the experimental conditions. First, in the LABCEDE

apparatus, the flow rate was varied by a factor of five while maintaining

constant pressure. This was done using the exit valving port to decrease

pumping speed and it resulted in increased recirculation of the gas into the

irradiated volume. The spectral intensity of the Meinel bands (N2+A4X)

increased significantly (by 35-50 percent) relative to the First Positive

emission as the residence time and the probability of re-irradiation of a

molecule increased. We attribute this increase to the formation of a meta-

stable state of N2 . The A-state has been measured 39 to have a large cross
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section for ionization with a lower electron energy threshold than for ground

state N2 and the A-state is thus a likely candidate for giving rise to Meinel

emission upon re-irradiation. Significantly, no changes were observed in the

First Positive spectrum either in total intensity or vibrational distribution.

Secondly, on a separate flow tube apparatus, we looked into a microwave dis-

charge of pure N2 while varying total pressure between 0.1 and 50 torr and for

variety of discharge conditions. The fluorescence spectra observed were also

compared with synthetic spectra after correcting for system response and

population distributions were determined. The observed distributions are not

representative of N-atom recombination but rather at low pressures resemble

the 81 mtorr distributions shown in Figure 7. Under certain conditions, the

higher vibrational levels could be enhanced, but under no conditions was a

spectrum resembling Benesch's 8 observed. The enhancement of the high vibra-

tional levels of the B-state in our discharge experiments may be the result of

electron-impact on vibrationally excited ground state N2.

The agreement of auroral observations of the N2 +(B) and N2(C) state vibra-

tional distributions with Franck-Condon excitation of N2(X,v=O) demonstrates

both in the upper atmosphere under moderate auroral dosing and in LABCEDE,

that vibrationally excited ground state N2 is not present in sufficient con-

centrations to significantly alter excited state emissions. Our experimental

results over a wide range of conditions show that care must be taken to avoid

artifacts due to N2 (A) or N2 (X,v) which could substantially alter laboratory

observations of electron-irradiated N2.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

*; have reported in tnis p aper expeimentai ,:sults from a large-scale

laboratory device capable of reproducing mesospheric/lower thermospheric

pressures and auroral dosing levels. Spectrally resolved ultraviolet and

visible emissions from electron-irradiated pure N2 were used to determine

relative formation rates of the N2+(B), N2 (C) and B-states. These were found
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to be in agreement with aurorally derived values. Vibrational distributions

within the N2 *(B) and N2(C) states were measured to be essentially identical

to values expected for Franck-Condon excitation of vibrationally cold ground

state N2 . Agreement between the present laboratory results and observed

,,uioral distributions were excellent. Our distributions were found to be

invariant over the pressure range covered (as expected due to the rapid radia-

tive decay of these states) and to be invariant with electron dosing level.

The vibrational distribution of the N2 (B) state was determined by the com-

parison of several band sequences of First Positive fluorescence falling

between 450 and 1100 nm with synthetic spectra. At low pressures the dis-

tribution observed was again in agreement with high-altitude auroral obser-

vations. This distribution is representative of Franck-Condon excitation

followed by radiative cascade. As the experimental pressure was increased the

relative populations of levels v=3-9 (as normalized to v=4) varied only

slightly up to pressures of 81 mtorr (67 km altitude). Of these levels, the

largest change observed was in the v=6 level. The relative population of that

level increased by only 20 percent reaching a maximum at 10 mtorr. It should

be noted that 85 percent of the B-state molecules have less than six quanta of

vibrational excitation. As a result changes in the populations of level 6 and

above can have only a relatively small effect on global atmospheric processes.

Our observed B-state distributions for v=3-9 and its invariance with pressure

are in good agreement with the previously experimental work of Shemansky and

Broadfoot 12 and are supported by the recent auroral observations by Gattinger

et al. 3 0 A simple kinetic model was developed which was able to rationalize

some of the observed changes in the B-state distribution in terms of the level

dependent interplay of radiative and collisional transfer between the W36 u and

13 l states. At the lowest pressures any molecules formed in the W-state upon

electronic impact radiatively decay to the B-state (which promptly radiates).

As pressure increases, the molecules in the W-state can collisionally exchange

their energy into near-resonant vibrational levels of the B-state. As a

result the distribution is relatively invariant with pressure. The role of

the W-state can only be inferred since it has not been observed in these
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measurements. Further experiments aimed at monitoring W-state populations

directly are in progress. We have observed emission from several vibrational

levels of the W-state between 1.6 and 3.0 vm using a Michelson interferometer.

However, our observations of all B-state levels from 0-12 over a wide pressure

range have provided insight into the dynamics of the nested triplet manifold

of states in N2 . The data show that there is a net production of B-state as

pressure increases. Levels above v=3 undergo quenching at rates in agreement

with previous observations. However, the lowest levels v=O (strongly) and

v=l,2 (to a lesser extent) exhibit a large feed. Over the pressure range 1 to

70 mtorr the total B-state population increases by 60 percent over direct pro-

duction as monitored by C-state densities. Based on the agreement of electron

energy deposition and electronic state excitation models with experimental

data magnitudes and trends, we believe that this additional source of excited

B-state is collisional energy transfer from vibrational levels (v>7) of the

metastable A-state. Excitation of the B and C by energy pooling of two A-state

molecules was shown not to contribute significantly under the present experi-

mental conditions. However, at higher experimental dose levels and under

special conditions in the strongly disturbed upper atmosphere, energy pooling

could contribute substantially to B-state production (and emission) levels.

Of great importance, transfer from A,v>>O to B,v-O will occur whenever N2 is

electron-irradiated.

In this effort we have gained considerable insight into the interplay of the

electronic triplets states of N2 produced by electron irradiation. Previous

studies of particular levels and transitions have carefully determined the

microscopic rates for transfer between specific levels but not the ultimate

fate of the excitation energy. We have chosen here a more global approach

which does not permit detailed examination of each energy transfer rate

process. It does permit observation of the integrated effects of all the

processes occurring. This approach has allowed us to distinguish small effects

(such as transfer into B,6 from W,7 which increases the B,6 population by less
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than 20 percent which alters the total B-state population by less than I per-

cent) from quite significant transfer effects (such as the additional produc-

tion of B,v=O-2 which doubles the v=O population and increases the total

B-state excitation by 60 percent).

The invariance of our B-state vibrational distribution with electron-dosing

levels, experimental residence times and optical geometry leads us to believe

that our low pressure data can support auroral observations and models. The

pressure dependence of the populations can be useful in guiding future observa-

tions of electron excited air. Our data clearly demonstrates that collisional

energy transfer between different electronic states of N2 does not alter the

First Positive emission in the red significantly enough to cause the formation

of a lower altitude red border on a deeply penetrating aurora. Substantial

changes in the 0.9 to 1.1 pm region would be expected due to increased B pro-

duction in vibrational levels 0-2. The coupling of the W- and B-state could

have a large effect on the auroral spectrum between 1.5 and 7 jim where the

'-state is a dominant emitter.
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3. VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION AND INTERSYSTEM CROSSING IN N2(alflg)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Emission due to transitions from N2(alng) to N2(XiEg+) ground state (the

Lyman-Birge-Hopfield bands) is a prominent feature in the ultraviolet spectrum

of the quiescent as well as the aurorally disturbed atmosphere. For high alti-

tude auroras observation of LBH emission 40 - 4 5 are consistent with the predic-

tions of models which include Franck-Condon type excitation of ground state

molecular N2 to the N 2 (a) state by energetic electrons followed by radiative

relaxation. 4 6 However, the present stut!y indicates that in penetrating

auroras at lower altitudes (- 100 km) the observed vibrational distributions

of N2 (a) state molecules are also affected by electronic quenching, vibra-

tional relaxation, and intersystem collision-induced cascade. The altitude

dependences of dayglow and nightglow emissions are less well known.4 2 ,4 7 The

excitation of N2 (a) under sunlit, quiescent conditions is presumably due to

collisions with low energy photoelectrons. Although the vibrational level-

dependent excitation function has been shown to depend strongly on electron-

energy near threshold,4 6 the observed dayglow vibrational distribution is too

broad to be easily ascribed to a simple steady-state balance between electron-

excitation and radiative and collisional relaxation processes. In contrast,

nightglow observations of the LBH bands 4 2 ,4 7 reveal an N 2 (a) state vibrational

distribution strongly peaked at low vibrational levels. The source, intensity

and band shape of this emission is currently unexplained.

In the measurements reported here, the collisional relaxation of N2 (a) by N2

has been investigated to characterize electronic quenching, vibrational rela-

xation, and the effects of collisional and radiative coupling of the a state

to other significant singlet states of N 2 . These measurements provide a

global picture of N 2 (a) relaxation both to provide insight into the upper

atmospheric LBH band observations, and to provide guidance for state-to-state

laser-based investigations of the singlet systems of N2.
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Collisional processes involving N2 (a) are complicated by the existence of two

other states with comparable term energies: the a'1 u - and the w1 u. This

trio of electronic states gives rise to a system of nested vibronic levels

which are radiatively as well as collisionally coupled. The relative energies

of these states is displayed using a ladder diagram in Figure 13. The allowed

radiative transitions w1 Aua 1l g and alHg a'lEu comprise the McFarlane Infrared

System 4 8 which radiates in the 3 to 8.5 pm wavelength range. The transition

probabilities for these bands have not been experimentally determined. More-

over, they have not been observed in the upper atmosphere. Radiation from all

of these states is dipole forbidden to the ground state; however, emission

from a' l(v'=O) -XlEg+(v"=3-8) (Ogawa-Tanaka-Wilkinson-Mulliken bands) is

observed in addition to the (a-X) LBH bands. The alng state is predissociated

for vibrational levels above v'=6. This is indicated by the lack of emission

for v'=7 and higher levels. No commensurate broadening of the absorption

lines to these levels is observed, indicating that the predissociation is weak.
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Figure 13. Energy level diagram for N2 singlets.
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Emission from the a'll state has only been observed for v'=O to v= 3-8 of the

ground state. 4 9 ,50 No emission from the a' state has been observed in the

McFarlane bands. This would appear to indicate rapid energy transfer out of

the a' state above v'=0. It is likely that the higher vibrational levels of

a' are strongly coupled to the aln g state or to other perturbing states.

Transitions from the w1 6. state to ali g dominate the McFarlane bands.4 8 The

transition w1j -Xl E has been shown to be pressure dependent. 5 1 No pre-

dissociations of this state have been observed.

The collisional and radiative relaxation of the coupled singlet states have

been studied in a series of papers by Golde and Thrush, 5 2-5 5 Freund, 5 6 and van

Veen et al. 5 7 The early work by Golde and Thrush used a discharge flow

reactor to create active nitrogen at relatively high pressures (1 to 6 torr).

The production of N2(a) was showni to ,ccur via two pathways: 1) inverse pre-

dissociation to form N2(a,v'=6) from giound state N atoms, and 2) intersystem

collisional crossing via the reaction

N(4S) + N2(B 3lg, v6) - N2(a,ow v) + N(
4 S) (1)

Their observations of a'-X and a-X emission showed that N2(a,v=O) could be

excited by N2(a',v'=O) through the process

N2(a',v'=O) + Ar - N2 (a,v'=O) + Ar AE

= -1212 cm- 1 (endothermic) (2)

This conclusion was supported by the observed variation in a'/a emission

intensities with pressure. Electronic quenching of N2 (a,v=O) by Ar and N2

was measured to be quite slow, kAr 3 x 10-12 cm3 molecule- 1 s-1 and

k > 1.7 x 10-12 cm3 molecule 1 s-1.55 Quenching by CO2 was observed to be

quite fast (kco = 6.5 x 10-11 cm3 molecule 1 s - ) and be strongly dependent

on vibrational ievel.
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Golde and Thrush observed quenching of high vibrational levels of N2(a) by N2

to be strongly dependent on both vibrational level and temperature, in con-

tiast to C02 quenching. Apparent rate coefficients ranging from 1.6 x 10-12

to 2.7 x 10lI] cm3 molecule-1 s-1 were observed for levels 0-6. These rates

,.,ere comparable to Ar quenching suggesting that no resonances are involved and

little energy is transferred in the quenching process. This would seem to

imply that the relaxation of N2 (a,v') is primarily vibrational, possibly pro-

ceedir u via intersystem crossing with the a' and w-states.

Model calculations by Freund 5 6 also indicate that intersystem radiative

cascade may play an important role in the apparent lifetimes of the singlet

states. His calculations show that the a'-state is efficiently populated by

cascade and that cascade processes affect the apparent a-state radiative life-

times. Such a cascade could result in non-exponential population decays and

an apparent decrease in the a-state lifetimes with vibrational level, in con-

trast with those inferred from absorption oscillator strengths. The calcula-

tions also demonstrate that a4a' radiative decay may account for up to

20 percent of the total radiative losses for high vibrational levels of the

a state, with the LBH bands accounting for the remaining losses.

More recently vanVeen, Brewer, Das, and Bersohn 5 7 used direct two-photon laser

excitation of N2 (a,v=0,l) to measure relaxation rate coefficients for N2.

They observed regimes of fast exponential (0.05 to 0.2 torr), non-exponential

(0.2 to 1.0 torr), and slower exponential (1 to 10 torr) decays. These regimes

were ascribed to simple relaxation of the a-state, partially coupled relaxation

of the a and a'-states, and fully coupled relaxation of the two manifolds. In

the low pressure regime, relaxation rate coefficients of 2.1 x 10-11 and

2.0 x 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s- 1 were measured for vibrational levels 0 and 1

respectively. These rate coefficients are the sum of electronic and vibra-

tional relaxation. In the high pressure regimes a decay rate coefficient of

2.3 x 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s- 1 is obtained for both v=O and 1. This rate

coefficient is probably a measure of the deactivation of the a'-state, either

through coupling with the a-state or via relaxation to another manifold.
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL

These experiments were performed using the LABCEDE facility at the Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory. The LABCEDE chamber is a cylindrical vacuum tank, 3.4m

long and Im in diameter, in which atmospheric species are irradiated by an

electron beam. Fluorescence from a number of neutral and ionic electronic

bands, including the LBH bands, is observed in irradiated nitrogen. A

schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 14. The

gas to be irradiated enters the reaction chamber at one end through a large

porous-tube array, flows under essentially plug-flow conditions along the

longitudinal axis of the chamber and out through a 32 in. diffusion pump

backed by a Roots blower/fore pump combination (effective pumping speed

2.6 x 104 ls-l). This flow pattern limits the residence time of gaseous

species in the electron beam volim-.i- to a few milliseconds at most so that

quenching by electron-beam-created species is negligible. The electron beam

propagates transverse to the axis of the vacuum tank, a little over a meter

from the upstream end of the tank.

DIFFUSION PUMPDIFON SUD) THERMAL SHROUD ELECTRON GUN POROUS TUBE(BELOW SHROUD) 80-400K ARRAY

- GAS MONOCHROMATOR
- - FLOW

ELECTRON FIELD
BEAM OF VIEWPM

PUMP THROTTLING VACUUM MAGNETIC

VALVE ENCLOSURE COILS

AMPLIFIER

COMPUTER m LOCK-IN
AMPLIFIER

A-2757

Figure 14. LABCEDE apparatus.
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Fluorescence from the electron-irradiated N 2 was observed from the upstream

end of the tank perpendicular to the electron beam axis through BaF 2 windows.

The emission is spectrally resolved using a McPherson 0.3m monochromator

equipped with a 2400 1/mm grating blazed at 150 nm. A partially solar-blind

photomultiplier tube (HTV R1220) was used on the monochromator. In the

absence of atmospheric attenuation this detection system has good response

between 120 and 310 nm. The entire monochromator and light path to the vacuum

chamber was puirged with N2 but the effective system wavelength response was

limited by residual 02 absorption to between 175 and 310 nm. The output of

the photomultiplier is converted to a voltage in a fast current amplifier

(Ithaco Model 1211) and then synchronously detected using a lock-in amplifier

(PLinceton Applied Research Model 124). A computerized data acquisition

system (Compaq/Data Translation DT2801A) was used to record the spectra from

the lock-in amplifier. The data was subsequently transferred to a mainframe

computer (Prime 450) for further analysis.

The relative wavelength response of the detection system was determined using

two techniques. In the region from 175 to 220 nm, the intensities of LBH

bands originating from a common upper level of the a-state were compared with

the measured fluorescence branching ratios of Shemansky.5 8 The ratios of

measured to predicted intensities established the response function. In the

region from 195 to 310 nm the response was determined using a calibrated

deuterium arc lamp (Optronics Laboratories). Additional calibration experi-

ments were performed in which emission from CO(A-X) and NO(A-X) bands in the

rpgion from 175 .o 290 nm was observed, in situ, from electron excitation of

CO and NO. Fluorescence branching ratios for CO(A-X) from Krupenie 5 9 and

NO(A-X) from Piper and Cowles 6 0 were used to correct observed intensities and

obtain relative responses. All calibrations agreed to within 20 percent where

they overlapped with the exception of the calibration using the deuterium

]amp. From 2)(-) to 230 nm the D2 lamp deviated from the other calibration by

as much a.s 50 percent. This is potentially due to scattered light. Hence the

molFcilar emicsions were used in this wavclength region. The response of the

detection system in the 175 to 205 nm region varied by as much as 15 percent
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from day to day due to variations in purge efficiency. The response over this

region was determined separately for each day's experiments from the LBH

branching ratios observed at low pressure.

In these experiments a 50 percont duty 'ycle pulsed electron beam with a fre

quency of 195 Hz was used to excite the N2 (with a high, 99.9999 pelcent

purity grade). Average beam currents of appioximately 5.5 to 8.5 mA at an

energy of 4.5 keV were employed. The beam current was held constant to

+ 0.2 mA within a given series of experiments. A weak axial magnetic field

(7G) was used to confine scattered secondary electrons and enhance excitation

efficiency. Observations of N2(C-B) emission were used to establish that

these excitation conditions were well outside the realm of non-linear beam

plasma interactions. The N2(C) state has an electron excitation cross-section

function which is similar in shape and magnitude to the N2 (a) state. Both

states sample the same electron energy distribution. 2 4 The C-state radiative

lifetime is sufficiently short (37 ns) 6 that collisional quenching is not

important over the pressure range of these experiments. Moreover, there is no

experimental evidence for a significant radiative or collisional feed of the

C state from other electronic states. Hence, the population of the C state

represents a balance between direct electron excitation and pure radiative

relaxation. The spectrally resolved fluorescence from the (C,v=O * B,v-0)

transition was monitored for a variety of experimental conditions. The C state

populations were observed to increase linearly with electron current at a con-

stant pressure. Additionally, the C-state populations varied linearly with N2
pressure, for pressures between 0.1 and 10 mtorr. These results are presented

in Figure 15. The cascade contribution from higher states such as the E-state

appear not to be significant under LABCEDE operating conditions. No (E A)

emission (Herman-Kaplan bands) is observed. Based on X3 -scaling, these bands

would be over a hundred times more intense than the E-C transitions, so that

C state radiative feed is small. The observed C-state distribution can be

ascribed to a F-anck-Condon Excitation mechanism so that collisional transfe

also seems unlikely. Electron-impact data indicate that the E state is popu

lated at only 2 percent of the rate of C-state production. The C state was
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Figure 15. Variation in N2(C) state emission intensity with pressure.

thus chosen as a normalization for beam current fluctuations. In the absence

of the effects of collisional energy transfer, the ratio of the C-state and

a state populations should be constant.

Our experimental approach was to measure the intensities of the LBH bands in

the region from 175 to 220 nm and of the N2 (C-B) 6v=" sequence in the region

from 292 to 302 nm at pressures from 0.25 to 72 mtorr. The latter was chosen

because the 6v-O sequence could not be monitored simultaneously using the

solar-blind photomultiplier, which was chosen for good VUV response. Our

initial aim was to acquire data at the lowest pressure possible in order to

observe the a-state vibrational distribution in the absence of collisional

effects. Accordingly, we used the widest slits (coarsest resolution) which

qtill allowed unique spectral feature identification and discrimination of

iiderlying radiators. Slits of 400 prm width provided 5.2A resolution, which
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proved to be more than adequate to resolve the spectrally compact LBH transi-

tions from different vibrational levels. The slit height permitted collection

of fluorescence from a 7 cm high slice of the electron-irradiated region per-

pendicular to the beam axis of propagation.

Because diffusion of N2 (T = lO-
4s) molecules out of this field could play a

role, data was acquired with different beam geometries. The data presented in

this paper was taken with the electron beam defocused so that it was larger

spatially than the field of view. The results obtained in this manner did not

differ from those obtained with a tightly focused beam, demonstrating that

diffusion was not a problem - diffusion into and out of the field of view was

balanced to first order. We extracted relative vibrational populations for

the bound N2 (a) levels 0-6 and the C-state levels 2-4 using a linear least-

squares spectral fitting code. In addition, we were also able to extract a

relative population for the N2 (c4 ') state using emission from the C4 '-a,O-l

band. This emission occurs in the midst of the (C-B)Av=2 sequence. This

linear least squares spectral fitting code uses known line positions and

intensities to calculate emission profiles (basis functions) for each vibra-

tional level of a given electronic state. The experimental spectrum is fit

using these basis functions in a least-squares sense to minimize the error in

the predicted intensities. The outcome of this fit is a set of vibrational

populations for each electronic state which can be made absolute if an exact

calibration factor is determined. For our experiments absolute calibrations

are not required; however, we do obtain a form of absolute calibration by

ratioing the measured N2(a,v) populations to the N2 (C,v=2) population deter-

mined at the same pressure. Since both states are excited by the same energy

electrons, this ratio essentially normalizes the a-state populations for varia-

tions in elect in beam current from pressure to pressure. More significantly,

the C-state is not quenched at any of the pressures we employ. Hence, the

ratio of N2(a,v) to N2 (C,2) is independent of pressure in the absence of N2(a)

vibrational relaxation or feed. It is through an analysis using this ratio

that we extract kinetic information.
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3.3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A typical spectrum of the LBH bands recorded at I mtorr is shown in Figure 16a

along with the least squares spectral fit to the data. The least squares fit

used the tabulated spectroscopic parameters from Huber and Herzberg6 1 and the

modified transition probabilities of Shemansky. 5 8 These transition probabili-

ties were scaled to match the 80 Ps lifetimes for v=O measured by Holland 6 2

and by Pilling et al. 6 3 in accordance with the recommendations of Ajello and

Shemansky. 4 6 The transition probabilities used are listed in Table 2. In the

180 to 220 nm spectral region there are several bands originating from each

vibrational level except v=O, and the agreement between the fit and the data

is excellent. In addition to the LBH features present, there are also several

other emission features which cannot be identified as atomic lines. These

features are more evident in the spectrum recorded at 72 mtorr and shown in

Figure 16b. These features appear to be a progression from a',v=O to low

vibrational levels of the ground state (Ogawa-Tanaka-Wilkinson-Mulliken Bands).

However, the spectral fitting code does not exactly reproduce the exact line

positions when the spectral parameters from Huber and Herzberg61 are used, but

instead produces slightly irregularly displaced features fzom those observed

experimentally. The observation of multiple bands in this progression prompt

us to believe the a'-X assignment. The differences between the data and the

fit are possibly due to perturbations in the rotational structure of the

a'-state which result in the displacement of peak rotational features to

higher J values and an abnormally large Q branch. 6 4 These pertubations have

not been included in our spectral fitting code. To account for these features

we have generated individual basis functions for each of the emission bands and

fit the spectrum using these basis functions. The transitions a'-X(v=O 4 v"6-9)

are tentatively assigned. A typical spectrum of the N2 (C-B)Av=2 sequence

bands in the near UV around 298 nm and the least squares fit to those bands is

shown in Figure 17. A basis function for the N2(c4'-alfg)(0-1) band, which

falls between the C-B, 2-0, and 3-1 bands, is required to achieve a satisfac-

tory fit. As shown in Figure 14, the N2 (C,v=2) p.,pulation does scale linearly

with pressure. The non-zero intercept reflects detector dark current levels.
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TABLE 2. N2 (alH -X
3E + ) Einstein coefficients, Aviv$$ (s- 1) and

transition frequency (cm-1 ).

vf v" 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 732 2116 3360 3865 3616 2929 2129
68950 70617 72255 73866 75449 77005 78533

1 2327 3183 1723 234 127 1018 1972
66621 68287 69925 71536 73119 74675 76203

2 3405 1181 54 1305 1781 921 96
64319 65986 67624 69235 70818 72373 73901

3 3050 7 1556 1063 7 616 1392
62047 63713 65352 66962 68545 70101 71629

4 1880 1072 1090 58 1176 901 43
59803 61469 63108 64719 66302 67857 69385

5 840 1987 5 1209 480 136 1000
57588 59254 60893 62504 64087 65642 67170

6 283 1650 709 709 230 1034 187
55402 57068 58707 60317 61900 63456 64984

7 72 847 1538 5 1060 74 547
53244 54911 56549 58160 59743 61298 62826

8 14 303 1307 758 318 540 600
51116 52782 54421 56032 57615 59170 60698

9 1 78 654 1316 107 785 36
49016 50683 52321 53932 55515 57071 58598

10 0 14 220 983 890 43 750
46946 48612 50251 51862 53445 55000 56528

11 0 1 54 440 1120 349 378
44905 46571 48209 49820 51403 52959 54487

12 0 0 9 132 683 974 29
42892 44559 46197 47808 49391 50947 52475
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TABLE 2. Continued.

v 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

13 0 0 1 29 260 867 634

40910 42576 44214 45825 47408 48964 50492

14 0 0 0 3 67 420 914

38956 40622 42261 43872 45455 47010 48538

15 0 0 0 0 12 130 587
37032 38698 40337 41948 43531 45086 46614

16 0 0 0 0 1 29 225
35137 36804 38442 40053 41636 43192 44719

17 0 0 0 0 0 3 56
33273 34939 36577 38188 39771 41327 42855

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
31437 33104 34742 36353 37936 39492 41020

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
29632 31299 32937 34548 36131 37686 39214

Sum 12609 12445 12285 12114 11941 11776 11592

A similar plot of the N2(c4 ',v=O) population also shows a linear dependence on

N2 pressure. The ratio of N2 (C) v=2,3, and 4 populations are constant with

pressure and consistent with Franck-Condon type excitation by electrons and

radiative relaxation of the excited states. This is further evidence that

there are no additional radiative or collisional processes populating the

C-state.

The relative vibrational populations of N2 (a,v)/N 2 (C,v=2) which were deter-

mined from the spectral fits are given in Table 3 for each pressure studied.

Averages are presented when multiple experiments were performed at the same
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Figure 17. Spectral fit to N2(C-B) 6v=2 sequence band with (c4 '-a)
0-1 band included.

pressure. Agreement was generally better than 20 percent. Plots of the

N2(a)/N 2 (C,2) vibrational population ratios at 1 and 72 mtorr are shown in

Figure 18. At 1.0 mtorr less than one collision occurs per a state radiative

lifetime on average. The observed vibrational populations agree quite well

with those expected from Franck-Condon type excitation of the a and a' mani-

folds and radiative relaxation of the two states. Details of the model

developed for comparison and interpretation of the data will be given in a

later section. The vibrational distribution in the a state as observed at
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TABLE 3. N2(a,v)/N 2(C,2) population ratios.*

Vibrational Level

Pressure
(mtorr) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0.25 1.18 6.38 8.59 7.35 6.03 3.88 2.48

1.00 3.11 7.30 9.01 6.42 4.92 3.39 2.15

2.00 4.05 6.58 6.91 4.75 3.14 2.15 1.28

3.00 4.92 6.96 7.02 4.26 2.65 1.76 1.13

4.00 6.19 7.94 7.25 3.92 2.40 1.60 1.02

6.00 1 6.97 8.09 6.94 3.66 1.87 1.26 0.82

8.00 7.93 7.80 6.43 3.07 1.48 0.93 0.66

10.00 7.80 7.90 6.12 2.87 1.36 0.88 0.87

12.50 9.61 8.16 6.17 2.59 1.17 0.71 0.58

15.00 8.57 6.53 5.40 2.22 0.95 0.57 0.36

20.00 9.05 6.62 4.91 1.86 0.76 0.45 0.42

30.00 9.20 5.61 4.06 1.45 0.53 0.31 0.28

40.00 7.97 4.67 3.48 1.15 0.44 0.25 0.25

50.00 7.79 4.21 3.20 1.10 0.34 0.20 0.16

60.00 6.85 3.50 2.75 0.94 0.26 0.16 0.14

72.00 6.30 3.17 2.45 0.86 0.25 0.15 0.14

*All ratios should be multiplied by 103 to obtain actual values.

72 mtorr is substantially more relaxed than that at 1 mtorr. The populations

of levels 5 and 6 have decreased by nearly a factor of ten while the popu-

lation of v=O has increased nearly two-fold. In addition to the apparent

vibrational relaxation, the total population of N2 (a) decreases with pressure

indicating that electronic deactivation is also occurring at a slower rate.
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Figure 18. N2 (a,v)/N 2(C,2) population ratios at 1.0 and 72 mtorr
obtained from spectral fitting.

An average electronic deactivation rate coefficient for the a-state can be

obtained by considering how the total N2(a) population, ratioed to the

N?(C,v=2) population, varies with pressure. The relevant reactions to be

considered are:

k a
N e > N2 (a) + e (3)
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k
N2(a ) -r> N2(X) + ha (4)

N2 (a) + N2  k> N2(?) + N2  (5)

C, 2
kf

N2 - e - > N2 (C,2) + e (6)

kC,2

N,(C,2) r> N2 (B) + hc (7)

Both N2 (a) and N2 (C) are in steady state and their populations can be written

aS

IN2 (a)] = ak N2  1  (8)
k r± k 0 IN 2J

and

kC,2 [N
IN2 (C,2) ]  f C,2 2 (9)

r

In these expressions kf and kr represent the formation and radiative rate

coefficients, ko is the average quenching rate coefficient, and [N2 (a)] is the

total N2(a) population obtained by summing over all vibrational levels. As

stated above, losses due to diffusion are negligible. Combining expres-

sions (8) and (9) yields the result
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[N2 (C,2)] 8ka kq[N2 ]
_P ___ (10)

[N2(a)] 
+ kC,2

r r

where

C,2
kfa

kf

There is thus a linear relationship between the ratio [N2 (C,v=2)]/[N 2 (a)J and

total N2 pressure. The quenching rate coefficient is simply determined by

multiplying the ratio of the slope to the intercept of the line by kra

A plot of [N2 (C,2)]/[N 2(a)] versus N2 number density is shown in Figure 19.

The data does indeed form a straight line with slope 9.55 + 0.44 x 10-21 cm3

molecule-1 and intercept 1.54 + 0.05 x 10- 5 statistical error bars only). The

radiative rate used in expression (10) is necessarily an average over all of

the populated vibrational levels. The a-X transition probabilities vary slowly

with vibrational level, hence averaging these values is not a significant

source of error. However, radiation from the a-a' transition must also be

considered as part of kr a and this component will vary rapidly with v due to

the roughly frequency cubed scaling of the low frequency infrared transitions.

We have calculated the transition probabilities for the a-a' transition using

the known line positions and Franck-Condon factors 6 ,6 1 and the transition

moments of Yeager and McKoy.6 5 These are summarized in Table 4. When both

transitions are considered the averaged transition probability, <kra>, becomes

13835 + 725 s- 1 . The results in a value for kQ of 8.6 + 0.7 x 10-12 cm3

molecule - 1 s- 1 , a 15 percent increase over the a-X value. A similar analysis

for vibrational level 6 only, which can have no feed from higher levels,

yields a larger quenching rate coefficient of 8.5 + 1.8 x 10-11 cm
3

molecule- 1 s-1 .
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Figure 19. Stern-Volmer plot for N2 (a) electronic relaxation.

The data interpreted in this manner supports the existence of fast vibra-

tional deactivation competing with slow electronic deactivation as the primary

pathways for collisional relaxation of N2 (a) molecules. The absence of any

real curvature in the plot of Figure 19 might indicate that radiative and/or

collisional feed from either N2 (a') or N2 (w) is not a significant source of

excitation for N2 (a). This prompted us to proceed with a vibrational deacti-

vation analysis of N2 (a) assuming that the a' and v manifolds do not play an
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TABLE 4. N2(alg-a'1 Eu) Einstein coefficients.

v'v 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Sum(a')

0 99.74 614.20 351.60 48.44 1.30 0.01 0.00 0.00
1211 2878 4516 6127 7710 9266 10793

1 1.54 33.74 832.,'0 84.17 161.80 5.37 0.02 1.54

-294 1372 3010 4621 6204 7759 9287

2 1118.10 0.08 2.30 804.80 1325.00 33.20 12.46 118.10

-177z -110 1528 3138 4721 6277 7085

3 206.90 143.30 0.01 6.22 644.50 1712.00 553.90 350.20

-3235 -1569 69 1679 3263 4818 6346

4 164.40 422.70 106.60 0.13 35.66 439.90 1996.00 693.70

-4671 -3004 -1366 244 1827 3382 4910

5 92.23 467.10 527.00 59.40 0.18 76.51 249.80 1146.00

-6083 -4417 -2778 -1168 414 1970 3498

6 42.33 330.40 786.00 499.00 25.59 0.03 114.90 1683.00

-7473 -5807 -4168 -2557 -974 580 2108

7 17.11 186.70 697.80 1003.00 397.40 8.42 0.18 2311.00

-8840 -7173 -5535 -3924 -2341 -786 741

8 6.50 89.95 472.20 1100.00 1073.00 275.30 1.91 3019.00

-10184 -8518 -6879 -5269 -3685 -2130 -602

9 2.31 39.14 261.70 859.70 1424.00 988.60 163.10 3738.00

-11506 -9840 -8201 -6591 -5008 -3452 -1924

10 0.83 16.27 129.30 557.20 1308.00 1618.00 821.10 4451.00
-12806 -11140 -9501 -7891 -6308 -4752 -3221

11 0.31 6.37 58.62 313.10 946.90 1716.00 1625.00 4667.00
-14084 -12418 -10779 -9169 -7586 -6030 -4502

12 0.14 2.35 26.76 157.90 605.10 1423.00 2019.00 4234.00

-15341 -13674 -12036 -10425 -8842 -7287 -5759

13 0.05 0.99 10.92 79.35 339.20 101.20 1901.00 2432.00

-16575 -14909 -13270 -11660 -10077 -8521 -6993
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TABLE 4. Continued.

v'v" 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Sum(a')

14 0.05 0.99 10.92 79.35 339.20 626.40 1465.00 2310.00
-17789 -16122 -14484 -12873 -11290 -9734 -6993

15 0.00 0.17 1.94 15.62 91.83 354.60 1008.00 1472.00
-18981 7314 -15676 -14065 -12482 --1C926 -9399

16 0.00 0.07 0.71 7.66 41.63 203.70 622.8() 876.60
-20151 -18485 -16847 -15236 -13653 -12097 -10569

17 0.00 0.02 0.30 3 .1q 19.65 102.60 358.50 484.30
-21301 -19635 -17996 -16386 -14803 -13247 -11719

18 0.00 0.00 0.14 1.25 9.79 48.98 203.80 264.00
-22430 -20764 -19125 -17515 -15931 -14376 -12848

19 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.49 4.76 22.32 110.40 138.00
-23538 -21872 -20233 -18623 -17040 -15484 -13956

Sum 99.74 647.9 1186.0 943.7 2169.0 2567.0 2927.0

important role in a-state vibrational relaxation. Kinetic modeling of the a,

a-, w system was performed system to assess the magnitude of any errors

introduced by this assumption.

The vibronic relaxation of N 2 (a) can be treated as a single quantum vibrational

relaxation within the manifold which competes with a deactivation process which

removes vibrational quanta entirely from the manifold. At the lowest pressure

employed (0.25 mtorr) N2 (a) only relaxes radiatively. The steady state rate

of formation of a given level can be equated to its radiative loss, hence

R = N0 A (12)
v vv
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vhere R v is the rate of information of level v, Nv° is the ratio of N 2 (a,v)/

N2 (C,2) in the collisionless limit, and AV is the total emission transition
piobability for level v. When normalized by the C-state, R v is independent of

pre.ssure. At higher pressures colli.sional feed from higher vibrational levels

pi ovides an additional source and collisional quenching becomes an additional

I (Vz mechanism. Hence expres.sion (12) become.

R N A + (kv k O N vN I - k N 2] (13)

v v v E v,v-l - v+l,v Nv+I[2(13)

Fquating ex:.pre1ion. (12) and (13) gives

N0A - N A + (kvINI1 4 k [N 1) N - k [N I N (14)
v v v v v,v-l 2 v v+l,v 2 v+l

There kvE is the electronic quenching rate coefficient for level v, kv,v 1 is

the vibrational quenching rate coefficient for level v, and kv4l,v is the

vibrational quenching coefficient foi the level v+1, which feeds level v. An

equation such as (14) can be written for each vibration level and summed for

all levels above the level of interest to extract a vibrational quenching rate

UOofffi(ient. The resulting expi)ession is given by

NmaxvN AImVa

0-v, v (No m- Avm lN 2 I m=v -v

N, N A N A k Nv+m
m-1 vv v v m l E=

F A 1, IN2 1 (15)

F-'II ii (15) lolater a rimple ruim of experimentally measured vibrational

popii ationr and tranition pi ohalbilities to the N2 pressure in a linear
ma ii no,. Tihe modeI a sriimes a knovl,e of keV for each level, for which we
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substitute our averaged value obtained from the Stetn-Volmer analysis pre-

sented previously. With this assumption we can obtain vibrational quenching

rate coefficient for each bound vibrational level. The predissociation of

levels above v=6 provides a convenient upper limit for the sums of expres-

sion (15). Plots of the left hand side of expression (15) versus N2 number

density are shown in Figure 20 for vibrational levels 0-4. Levels 5 and 6 are

not shown but their rates are somewhat slower. For each of these levels the

data clearly defines a straight line with the slope for v=O being almost flat.

This indicates that the average electronic quenching rate coefficient is

approximately correct for this level. The intercepts for these lines are

generally larger than one by more than the expected experimental error. The

intercepts are: 1.91 ± 0.18, v=0; 1.88 + 0.12, v=l; 2.20 + 0.15, v=2;

2.67 ± 0.34, v=3; 1.35 + 0.32, v=4; 1.07 + 0.21, v=5; and 1.32 + 0.25, v=6.

The errors quoted are la limits obtained solely from the fit to the data.

This could possibly indicate the presence of an additional source term, perhaps

from the a'-state, or is perhaps due to propagation of experimental errors

through the analysis. Both explanations would predict larger deviations from

a unit intercept for low vibrational levels: as a result of near resonances in

the a'-a vibrational levels for low v (see Figure 13) and due to the extended

sums required for the calculation of rate coefficients for the lower levels.

The rate coefficients derived from the analysis are given in Table 5. The

largest single source of error in these rate coefficients is probably the

uncertainty in the radiative transition probabilities, especially for the high

vibrational levels where coupling should be small. Of course the values are

at least uncertain by the magnitude of the electronic quenching rate coeffi-

cient, which may not be constant with vibrational level. These uncertainties

are included in the overall estimate of experimental accuracy.

..4 KINETIC MODELING

Kinetic modeling was performed to establish the sensitivity of the measured

rate coefficients to 4itersystem cascade processes. A standard chemical
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Figure 20. Vibrational relaxation analysis decay plots.

kinetics modeling code was employed in which each vibrational level of the a

and a' states were treated as independent species. The w state was not con-

:ide-red in the model because ot its poor electron excitation efficiency 24 and

becaise it has no vibrational levels which are neart-resonant with any bound

a statp ln'velc (sp Figure 11). Two separate criteria were used to judge the

effectiv(nes;s with which the model reproduced experimental data. The first

ct iterion waas how vell the model matched the total rate of electronic deacti-

vation of the a state. Secondly, the model was judged on how well it repro-

duced the measnured vi brational distuributions at 1 and 72 mtorr.
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TABLE 5. N 2 (a,vv-l) rate coefficients.

kv,v_ 1 (10-11 cm3 molecule- I s-1 )

1 2.7 + 0.8

2 4.0 + 1.0

3 10.7 + 1.1

4 26.6 + 1.5

5 23.0 + 1.2

6 11.5 + 1.3

Electronic excitation efficiencies for the a and a' states were taken from the

work of Cartwright et al. 4 The efficiencies were partitioned between vibra-

tional levels using the Franck-Condon factors between these levels and

N2 (X,v=O) taken from Lofthus and Krupenie.
6 Levels above v=6 of the a-state

were not considered. Radiative transition probabilities (listed in Table 2)

for the LBH bands were taken from Shemansky5 8 and scaled to match an 80 ps

lifetime for v=O, as previously discussed. The transition probabilities for

the a'-X bands were taken from the estimate of Gulde 5 5 and assumed to be inde-

pendent of vibrational level. The variation of a-a' emission is much more

significant in magnitude. There are no measured transition probabilities for

the a-a' McFarlane Bands. We have calculated transition probabilities using

the Franck-Condon factors and r-centroids from Lofthus and Krupenie, 6 spectro-

scopic constants from Huber and Herzberg,6 1 and transition moments from Yeager

and McKoy. 65 These are reproduced in Table 4.

The electronic deactivation rate coefficient for the a-state was taken from

our data to be 8.6 x 10-12 cm 3 molecule- I s - 1 and assumed to be independent of

vibrational level. Electronic deactivation xf a' vibrational levels was also

assumed to be level-independent and assigned a value of 3 x 10-13 cm3

molecule-1 s- 1 in accordance with the high pressure deactivation measurements
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of van Veen, et al. 5 7 and Piper. 6 6 ,6 7 This effect of using a faster rate was

determined to be negligibly different.

The collisional rate coefficients which couple the a' and a vibrational levels

were considered for four cases. In Case 1 no collisional coupling was assumed

to occur and the a-state manifold was assumed to vibrationally relax with the

same rate coefficients measured from our experiments. In Case 2 the a' vibra-

tional manifold was allowed to intrasystem relax with the same rate coeffi-

cients measured for the a-state levels. In Case 3 the levels were allowed to

couple with rate coefficients given by a gas-kinetic collision coefficient

weighted by the exponential of the energy difference between the coupled

levels. Vibrational levels of N2 (a') which couple to a-state levels above v=6

are assumed to dissociate the molecule. The a and a' vibrational levels are

assumed to have the same intrasystem relaxation rates as in Case 2. In

Case 4 all nearest vibrational levels are allowed to couple with gas kinetic

rate coefficients. Predissociating levels are treated the same as in Case 3.

The a and a' intrasystem vibrational relaxation rate coefficients were set to

zero.

In Figure 21 we show a plot of [N2 (C2)J/[N 2 (a)] versus [N2] reproduced from

our data with the least squares values of Figure 19 substituted for the actual

data points. Aside from a slight offset most likely due to calibration

errors, the slope of the line in Case 1 does a good job of reproducing the

experimental data. In all Cases (1-4), the total deactivation rate was rela-

tively insensitive to vibrational deactivation schemes. This is due to the

assumption that electronic deactivation is independent of vibrational level.

Thus, vibrational relaxation simply moves populations between vibrational

levels which are electronically relaxed with equal efficiency. This agreement

with data is seen in Figure 22 where the vibrational population data recorded

at I mtorr also closely matches the model prediction, aside from the offset.

This offset is well within the range of experimental error. The vibrational

distribution of N2 (a) calculated at 1.0 mtorr is identical for all of the
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Figure 21. Comparison of measured electr-onic r-elaxation rate data
(averaged as solid line) with kinetic model results
for selected pue-;sures (open symb~ols).

c'ases tested. This demonstrates that tihe r elaxation pi-ocesses at this fifes

, ute are dominated by radiative mechanisms and collisional coupling of a' )a-

The vibrational distribution calculated in Case 1 at 72 retort also c'losely

matrhes the data (Figure 23). Tile agreement is to be expected Since all the

a.,-sumptiors used in analyzing the data ai-e incorpor-ated in the model.
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Figure 22. N 2 (a,V)/N 2 (C,2) populations at 1.0 mtorr.

The deactivation rate predicted by the Case 2 model is approximately the name

as is observed in the data or the Case 1 model. The vibrational distribiution

predicted at 72 mtorr is significantly more relaxed than observed in the data.

If the a' vibrational levels are not allowed to relax to lower a' vibrational

level, under these coupling conditions, the vibrational distribution at

72 mtorr more closely matches the data. This indicates that strict radiative

coupling of the manifolds increasec the a state vibrational relaxation rate by

providing another v-v relaxation channel.

In Cage I the energy gap type coupling of the a' and a vibrational levels

ireults in a large enhancement in the rate of relaxation of the levels most

closely coupled, i.e., a state levels 1-3 ... pled to a' state levels 2 4. The

higher vibrational levels, which are much mote poorly coupled, remain in

reasonably good agreement vith the data. The modeling cleat ly shows that th,
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Figure 23. Kinetic modeling: vibrational distributions at 7' mtotr.

total relaxation rate for these levels ha-, heen overestimated and some com-

bination of lower inter- and intiasystem relaxation rate coefficients is

irequired to reproduce the data.

In Case 4 (gas-kinetic coupling) the apparent electronic telaxation is againi

comparable to the data (Figure 23) and the vibrational distribution at

72 mtorr is even more relaxed than under Cases 2 or 3. This result indicates

that improved coupling to a second vibrational manifold may efficiently telax

the a-state vibrations via intetsystem cascade. Inclusion of the intrasys!tem



vibrational deactivation channels in the a' and a manifolds has a minimal

effect on the calculated vibrational distribution. Again, the model over-

piedirts the rate of relaxation for low levels of the a-state. In this case,

the population of high vibrational levels is overestimated by the model,

,I'pite the fast intersystem relaxation rates employed. This indicates that

the gas kinetic coupling of the levels feeds too much of the populations of
_;gher a and a' levels into the level of interest.

Se.eral geneial conclusions can be drawn from our modeling study. First, the

deactivation rate coefficients measured for vibrational levels 4-6 are

prioably reasoniably close to the ttue values. The modeling shows that the

observed populations are relatively insensitive to inter- and intrasystem

cascade from higher vibrational energy levels of either state. The acceptor

.ctates for the vibrational energy removed from these levels cannot be posi-

ti.ely ideiitified. It iq clear that if energy is rapidly removed from lower

a ,tate ene rgy levels, theii a substantial feed from higher levels is requited

to account foi the measured populations. This would tend to favor a intra-

'ystem vibrational ca scade process as the primary loss mechanism for the

higher a state level,. tA second conclusion we can draw from the modeling is

that our experiments canrit provide a quantitative estimate of the magnitudes

of the intersystem and intrasystem cascade processes fol the lower vibiatinnal

levels. Again, rapid removal of a state populations in these levels must be

balanced by feed ftom higher levels or from other electronic manifolds. Feed

into these levels from N 2 (a') and N2 (w) is possible; however, the direct

electron impact excitation efficiencies for the resonant levels are quite low.

To accoont for the nearly tenfold increase in population required for the

models to match the data, resonant transfer into low levels of the a-state

,woild have to be the major mode of relaxation for the entire vibrational

mauifolds of these states. This reasoning also favors intrasystem ielaxation

a', the dominant piocess.

At low pressures the model does a good job of predicting the ohserved data.

While the model predicts an N?(a',v--O)/N 2 (C.v-2) population ratio which is
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approximately a factor of two greater than observed in our data, this level of

error is acceptable, considering the uncertainty in the transition probabili-

ties for the a' X transition. The model also provides the populations of

higher a' vibrational levels. These populations are considerably lower than

7 and hence, given the a'-X transition probabilities, we would not expect to

obs.erve emission from higher levels of the a'-state. This sharp decrease in

a' state populations with vibrational level is largely due to increases in the

a'-a transition probabilities, which essentially scale as (frequency). 3 There-

fore, much of the radiation from these levels occurs in the McFarlane infrared

bands. Simultaneous observation of these bands would help to provide an

inc eased understanding of the radiative processes which are occurring.

1.5 DISCUSSION

Ba<-ed on ouL arnalysis of the fluorescence from electron irradiated N2 in the

0t.2 to 70 mtorr pressure range, we are able to: a) quantify the relative

production efficiencies into several electronic states as well as the vibra-

tional distributions within those states, and b) measure effective vibrational

quenching rates for N 2 (a,v'=w--6). We will discuss these findings in relation

to upper atmospheric fluorescence observations. We will also consider in this

qec tion the implications of this quenching on atmospheric emission signatures

in the VUV and the infrared.

1.5.1 Relative Production Efficiencies

Throughout our analysis we have used the N2(C3rH) state to normalize the

observed populations of the other electronic states. Our fluorescence data

indicates that the C-state population scales linearly with the total pressure

and beam current (i.e., energy deposition). There appears to be no signifi-

cant cascade or collisional feed into levels of this short-lived (37 ns) state

under our experimental conditions. The vibrational distributions we observe

agree well with a Franck-Condon excitation/radiative relaxation model at all

pressures, at least up to 80 mtort. This also indicates that the bulk N2
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molecules have not been substantially vibrationally heated by electron irradia-

tion, since the electron-excited N2 C-state vibrational distribution is quite

sensitive to the parent N2 (X,v) population. The total electron excitation

cross section tor the C-state is sharply peaked at electron energies between

11 ind 30) eV. The a-state, which lies at lower energy, has a lower excitation

threshold (8.6 eV). Its excitation cross section is similar in magnitude to

the C state at its peak, but spans a range from 10 to 80 eV resulting in a

larger integrated value (electron energy ranges given are for differential

cross sections within an e-fold of the maximum). 2 5 Measurements of the rela

tive electron excitation cross sections for the E- and the C-state by

Cartwright 2 5 indicate that the E-state production rate is approximately

2 percent of the C-state production rate. Moreover, the branching ratio foi

E state emission would favor E-A (Herman-Kaplan) transitions by two orders of

magnitude. Consequently, population of the C-state by cascade from the

F-state and higher lying Rydberg states should be negligible.

At our lowest pressures quenching of the a-state does not occur to any

significant extent; moreover, diffusive losses are minimized by using a

spatially extended electron beam which overfills the detector field of view.

Hence, losses are dominated by radiative decay and will accurately reflect the

production rates. Under these conditions, the steady state populations of the

N2 C-and a-states are given by Eqs. (8) and (9). Using krc = (37 ns) - I and

kra = (85 vs) -1 (Refs. 6 and 62, respectively), we obtain kfa/kfc - 3.1, where

kfa includes the sum over all observed vibrational levels 0-6. Inclusion of

production into levels above v'=6, which predissociate, would raise this value

by 13 percent to 3.6. Use of a slower radiative rate 5 8 would increase this

ratio further. Cartwright4 uses a value of 2.1 for this ratio in his model of

the auroral upper atmosphere. Green and coworkers 2 6 ,2 7 calculate a value of

2.64 for primary excitation only. We have only observed emission from the

N2 (a', v'=O) level, even though Cartwright's predictions indicate that over

99 percent of the a'-state excitation is into higher vibrational levels at

altitudes representative of the low pressures employed in our experiments.
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Cartwright shows excitation peaking at v'=7 (from a Franck-Condon type

process); however, levels above this may be predissociative.

our data and kinetic modeling indicate that the a' and a states are strongly

coupled, radiatively and collisionally (a' 4 a) at low pressures, and colli-

!ionally (a' 4 a) at higher pressures. Consequently, the sum of the a and a'

formation rates (relative to the C-state) may be more appropriate to compare

with Cartwright's excitation cross sections. Cartwright's Table 1 (Ref. 4)

yields (kfa + kfa')/kfC = 3.43 compared to our corrected value of 3.6. Hence,

our results are in agreement with Cartwright's measurements.

Our calculations of the iadiative lifetimes of the a'-state indicate that

there is a strong dependence on vibrational level. Radiation from the lowest

levels of the a'-state is dominated by emission to the ground state. For

increasingly higher vibrational levels, a'-a emission initially competes with

and eventually dominates emission due to the a'-X transition. This implies

that under collision-free conditions the primary de-excitation mechanism for

these states is radiative relaxation of the a'-state to form the a-state

followed by rapid emission of the a-X LBH bands.

Our modeling results indicate that the lower vibrational levels of the

a'-state are dominantly collisionally coupled to the a-state at all pressures

encountered in our experiments based on rate coefficients measured by van Veen

et al. 5 7 and Piper. 6 7 They measured a coupling rate coefficient for a'(O)

to a(O), a process which is 1212 cm- 1 endoergic, to be 2.3 x 10-13 cm3

molecule -1 s- 1  This rate should reflect a reasonable lower bound for the

more resonant and exoergic transfer rates for higher levels of the a'-state.

The clear absence of emission from a'-state levels greater than v'=O supports

this contention that the collisional rate dominates the emission rate for a,

levels greater than zero. This statement appears to be true even when the

lower limit to the coupling coefficient discussed above is used in the model

calculations. Our measurement of the a-state total emission intensity is in

good agreement with Cartwright's predictions; however, the details of the
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intra- and intersystem relaxation processes must be determined by more

specific laser excitation measurements.

In addition to transfer from the a'-state, cascade excitation of the alng

qtate from higher energy electronic states must be considered. Emission from

the c4 '
1 ti+ , v=O state into v'=l of the alHg state is observed in the midst

of the N2 (C-B) 6v=2 sequence at 296.7 nm (see Figure 17). This state has been

observed to have the largest optical emission cross section of all the N2 elec-

tronic states; 68 however, the primary radiative loss mechanism is through the

strongly allowed c4'lE=X I Eg+ transition. Hence, the branching ratio between

emission on this transition relative to the c4 '-a transition will determine

the cascade contribution to the total a-state excitation rate. Measurements

by Filippeili, Chung, and Lin 6 9 have established that the branching ratio for

emission from these to channels (c4 '-a/c 4 '-X) has an upper limit of 0.006.

When coupled to Cartwright's relative electron excitation cross section for

the c4 ' state,
2 5 cascade from the c4 ' state is calculated to contribute sub-

stantially less than one percent of the total excitation of the alng state.

These results are confirmed by the electron and optical emission cross

sections for the alng state measured by Ajello and Shemansky.4 6 They estab-

lished an upper limit on the cascade contribution of five percent based on the

close agreement between the two cross section measurements. Radiative cascade

from other high lying Rydberg states can not be totally precluded. However,

they do not appear to be a significant source of excitation of the a state.

While the a-state vibrational distributions we observe at low pressures are

roughly consistent with a Franck-Condon excitation/radiative relaxation model

for the states involved, caution must be exercised in describing the electron

excitation process as being entirely Franck-Condon in character. Careful

measurements of the relative excitation cross sections for vibrational levels

of the alag state by Ajello and Shemansky4 6 show a strong dependence on

electron energy up to energies of approximately 20 eV. At higher energies

Franck-Condon excitation profiles are observed. The deviations from Franck-

Condon excitation observed in our data are spanned by the variations in cross
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sections reported, and our distribution is most closely matched by their exci

tation efficiencies observed at 13 eV.- Our electron beam energy is nominally

4.5 keV, well into the Franck-Condon excitation region. Hence, a sizable frac-

tion of the a-state excitation must come from lower energy electrons created

from scattering of the primary beam by the N2 in the chamber. The uncertain

nature of the electron energy distribution in our beam, as it is scattered,

makes it difficult to quantify the relative contributions of the high and low

energy electrons to the total excitation profile. While the initial N2(a)

vibrational distribution has no bearing on the subsequent relaxation kinetics,

the magnitude of this source will affect the relative excitation efficiency of

a-state relative to the C-state.

3.5.2 Vibrational Redistribution

The N2 (a) state vibrational distLibutions recorded as a function of pressuie

clearly show that extensive vibrational redistribution is occuLling in addi-

tion to a slower electronic deactivation piocess. Our goal in conducting the

various kinetic analyses presented is to place bounds on the rate coefficients

wherever possible so as to guide later laser-based selective excitation experi-

ments. The electronic quenching analysis for the a-state provides a lower

bound on the true average electronic quenching coefficient, since total cascade

from the a'-state is not considered as an additional population mechanism.

Recent measurements by Piper and coworkers 6 7 suggest that pure electronic

quenching of the a'-state by N2 is quite slow (1.9 x 10-13 cm3 molecule - 1 s -1)

and hence much of the excitation in the a'-state should decay via coupling to

the a-state manifold. The measurements of Piper et al. for quenching of the

a'-state are supported by the coupled relaxa, ',.i measurements of the a-state

reported by van Veen and coworkers. 5 7 In their two-photon excitation measure-

ments of the a-state at high pressures, they observed quenching of the

fluorescence from the coupled a'-a system to have a rate coefficient of

2.3 x 10-13 cm3 molecule - 1 s- 1 . The only a'-state level for which we observe

fluorescence is a'(0), which lies 1212 cm- 1 below a(O) and is the lowest lying

excited singlet vibrational level. This level is poorly coupled to the
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a-state and hence we observe its emission in our experiments. Hence, this

state may act as a moderately long-lived energy carrier (8.4 eV) in the upper

thermosphere or in flow tube studies involving active nitrogen.

The averaged electronic quenching rate coefficient for our experiments also

compares reasonably well to the low pressure quenching results of van Veen and

coworkers. 5 7 Their data on relaxation of N2 (a, v=0,1) at pressures from

0.05 to 0.200 torr give nearly identical rate coefficients of 2.1 x 10-11 cm3

molecule- 1 s- 1 , which are about a factor of two faster than our averaged

values. While this result is significantly higher than our data would

indicate, it should be stressed that our result is essentially an average over

all of the observed vibrational levels and level to level variations in the

relaxation rate may be present.

The apparent deactivation rates observed for the a-state increase by nearly a

factor of ten over the range of vibrational levels studied. Golde and

Thrush 5 3 in a steady state flow reactor study observed a similar apparent

order of magnitude enhancement with vibrational level. Because their obser-

vations were made at torr pressures, substantial a-a' coupling may exist.
5 7

We feel the present observations in the millitorr regime provide a more accu-

rate determination of the deactivation rates. While it is clear that the

deactivation analysis is inadequate to obtain kinetic information about the

lower vibrational levels of this state, predissociation of a-state levels

above v'=6 reduces the amount of cascade into the levels 4-6 significantly and

reliable kinetic information can be determined for these higher vibrational

levels. Intersystem cascade from high levels of the a'-state can also be

ignored because these levels efficiently couple to predissociated levels in

the a-state manifold. The deactivation rates we obtain are near gas-kinetic

for the higher levels and are significantly faster than what would be expected

for a simple V-T relaxation process. The observation of these accelerated

rates alone argues that resonant electronic energy transfer between the a and

a' states must account for a significant component of the observed relaxation

process. Furthermore, the fact that near gas-kinetic relaxation rates are
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observed argues that collisional cascade into these upper levels does not

occur to a significant extent. if collisional cascade was important then

relaxation rates larger than gas kinetic would be required to obtain the

appar-nt rates measured in the laboratory.

The theories for intersystem electronic relaxation where both collision

partners have internal degrees of treedom are poorly developed and few con

clusions can be drawn about the specifics of the relaxation process from the

available data. Simple scalings with vibrational energy level, energy defects

with collision partners, or Franck-Condon factors between initial and final

states do not seem to readily fit our data. As a result a more detailed com-

parison with theory does not seem warranted.

3.5.3 Discussion of Field Obselvations

Vihrational distributions for N2 (a) have been observed in the dayglo , via both

sounding rocket and satellite 4 0 - 4 5 observations. Recent analysis of this data

by Meier et al. 7 0 and Conway 7 1 have concluded that the distributionls arise

from photoelectron excitation, i.e., the results are quite similar to the

auroral observations of Feldman et al. 7 2 and Eastes and Sharp 7 3 Differences

between the spectra include an apparent depletion of N2 (a, v'=3) and enhance--

ments in a-state levels 0 and 1. Explanations for the apparent enhancement in

the lower levels have included radiative cascade from the c4 ' state (discounted

by Ajello and Shemansky4 6 and Filipelli et al. 6 9 ) and cascade from the a'-state.

Our data, and our electron excitation model which closely matches our data

(Figure 22), does not support radiative and/or collisional feed of these levels

from the a'-state at 1.0 mtorr (95 km) as the mechanism for producing the sig-

nificant enhancements observed in the a-state lower vibrational levels. Since

most of the data available is for higher altitudes this would further preclude

the a'-state cascade mechanism. The threshold effects advanced by Ajello and

Shemansky4 6 to explain enhancements in the lower vibrational levels do result

in an apparent "flattening" of the vibrational distribution, which approaches

dayglow measurements for electron energies of 9.5 eV. At these energies
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(8.5 to 9.8 eV) the vibrational excitation observed will be a strong function

of the photoelectron energy distribution. A careful correlation of simultane-

ously measured N2 (a,v) emission intensities and photoelectron distributions

are required to accurately evaluate this mechanism.

Observations of LBH emission in the nightglow are poorly understood. The

measurements by Huffman et al. 4 2 and subsequent reanalysis of the data by

Meier and Conway 7 4 ,7 5 indicate an a-state vibrational distribution which is

quite strongly peaked for low vibrational levels (Figure 24). The measurements

were conducted aboard a polar orbiting, nadir viewing satellite with a viewing

altitude which ranged from 160 to 260 km. Subsequent higher resolution data

reported by Torr et al. 4 7 from Spacelab I does show spectra in the 1200 to

1800A region which have been labeled as LBH bands. Our analysis of this pub-

tished data using the spectral synthesis techniques used to analyze the

laboratory data reported here indicates that there is no consistent assignment

of the bands observed in the data to LBH spectral features. In particular, we

find that bands occurring in a progression originating from a common a-state

vibrational level are often missing. This leads us to conclude that this data

is not dominantly due to LBH band emission and is potentially contaminated by

neaL-field effects. No further analysis of this data has been attempted.

Our analysis of the data of Huffman et al. 4 2 confirms previous analyses which

showed only fair agreement between the spectrum and a pure LBH spectrum at the

quoted resolution. Meier and Conway7 5 showed that absorption of LBH emission

by atmospheric 02 could not account for the deviations from the expected

emission profile. Our analysis of the 1304A 0-atom line from this data

indicates the actual spectral resolution of the data is closer to 30A than the

25A quoted spectral resolution. This factor alone does not significantly

improve the fit. Our experimental observations of N2 (a',v'=O) emission in

this region has indicates that the a'-state could be an important radiator.

Addition of transitions arising from the N2(a'-X,v'=O) state and well known

N atom lines to the fit results in further improvement. Finally, addition of

CO(A-X) (Fourth Positive) bands to the fit produces the fit obtained in
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Figure 24. Vibrational distributions for N2(alHg) obtained from fit
to data of Huffman et al.
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Figure 25. The vibrational distributions obtained from these fits are shown

in Figure 24. These distributions do indeed show an N2 (a) state vibrational

distribution which is peaked at low v and somewhat insensitive to the addition

of other radiators. The CO(A) state vibrational distribution obtained from

the fit is non-physical and illustrates the limitations of trying to fit data

of such coarse resolution with a large number of basis functions. Further

efforts to spectrally fit data in order to obtain populations which may

elucidate the production mechanism must await higher resolution data from

which distinct band systems can be conclusively identified.

Comparison of our data with auroral data and modeling predictions provides

some insight into thn Luot of radiative and collisional coupling of the

a'-state to the a-state. The primary controversy concerns the degree to
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Figure 25. VUV nightglow data of Hluffman et al. 4 2 (light line) and

spectral fit to data (dark line).

which a'-state cascade contributes to the lower vibrational levels of the

a state under auroral conditions. Our a-state vibrational distributions for

1.0 mtorr of N 2 (95 kin), Cartwright's auroral model predictions for 110 km, 4

And MUipr l.,s 70 an-nl'yis of thc dati of Feldman and Gentieu 7 2 (160 to

180 km) are shown in Figure 26. The largest differences between the three

vibrational distributions are clearly in the prediction for v'=0 where

Cartwright predicts a value 2.2 times greater than observed by Meier and

coworkers, while our data gives a value 44 pc-cent laiger. Fcm this dis-

revpancy Meier and coworkers concluded that radiative cascade did not play an

important role in the production of the a-state. This disagreement is most

likely a result of Cartwright's use of N 2B*-4A transition probabilities to

estimate the a'*a intersystem radiative cascade rates. Our calculations,

har;ed on the transition moments of Yeager and McKoy,6 5 clearly show signifi-

cantly lower transition probabilities for these bands. Hence, the radiative

'ascade (onti ibution to the a-state population rate is significantly smaller.
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Figure 26. Auroral predictions and data.

Our data for a-state levels 1 and 2 also show enhanced population over both

the higher altitude auroral data and the radiative cascade model of

Cartwright. This discrepancy can be explained if additional collisional

coupling of the lower levels of the a'-state is allowed. Recent estimates

place the radiative lifetime of the lower lIvels of the a'-statc at approxi-

mately 25 ms. 6 7 At 95 km only a modest collisional rate coefficient of

1.2 x 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 is required to couple a'(2)-a(1) and a'(3)-a(2).

The ladder diagram of Figure 13 shows these levels to be resonant, while

coupling for higher levels is increasingly non-resonant and endoergic. If

collisional coupling is gas kinetic, this process must be considered important

up to altitudes of approximately 130 km. This also implies that few labora-

tory measurements of a'-state kinetics can be made in a regime in which
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coup' .g to the a-state is negligible. Furthermore, it explains why emission

from a'-state levels greater than v=O are not observed in our experiments. At

all pressures attainable, the lower a'-state vibrational levels are colli-

Yionally coupled to the a-state while the higher a'-state levels are radia-

tively coupled to the a-state at rates which dominate over emission on the

a' X Ogawa Tanaka-Wilkinson-Muliiken Bands.

1.5.4 Predictions of Altitude Scaling of Infrared Radiance

The application of our observed rates, as well as a variety of possible inter-

.',vtem energy transfer rates, provides some insight into the implications of

collisional and radiative courpling of the a and a' states. As pr eviously

Wtared, the long radiative lifetimes of the lower vibrational levels of the

a' state allow for collisional coupling of these levels to low levels of the,

a Ntate at altitudes as high as 130 km (for gas kinetic coupling rate coeffi

C ients.) The model predictions for the a and a' state vibrational distribu

tions at 05 km (Figure 27) clearly show a dip in the near-resonant a' .state

vibrational populations and a corresponding increase in the a state receptor

level populations. Using our spectral synthesis codes we are able to predict

the spectral signature of the a-a' and a'-a bands for this set of vibrational

distributions (Figure 28). The spectrum is most intense in the 2 to 4 pm

range where the a-a'Av=l sequence bands and the a'-aAv=3,4 sequence bands are

prominent. At altitudes greater than 110 km the relaxation of the a'-state is

dominated by radiation. Hence, the level dependent depletion of the a'-state

levels due to resonant transfer is eliminated. This results in enhanced emis

sion from lower a'-state vibrational levels, as shown in Figure 29 where the

v=2 sequence bands in the 5.5 to 7.0 urm region are increased in intensity.

This emission occurs in a region where little infrared emission occurs in the

quiescent atmosphere and hence should be observable in the high altitude

regions of most aurora. The ratio of emission intensities of these bands

(2 to 8 tm) to the N2(C-B,0-l) transition at 3371A is estimated to be 11.4 at

an altitude of 130 km. These predictions point out the need for improved IR
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Figure 27. Model predictions for N2 (a) and N2 (a') vibrational
distrib tions at 95 km.

field obsetvations of the aurorally disturLbed atmosphere to correlate labora

tory measurements and models with actual dynamical proces:es.

.6 CONCIIJS IONS

Fh, gio)al deactivation rate foi los.s of N2(allag) molecules by electronic

(pi.nching ha been Pxperimentally determined to be greater than or equal to
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8.9 x 10-12 cm3 molecule- 1 s- 1  Feed into the a-state from higher electronic

states does not appear to be significant based on spectral surveys and N2(C)

state normalization. A substantial redistribution of the vibrational popula-

tions within the a-state as a function of pressure is observed. Total quench-

ing rate coefficients for vibrational levels 4-6 approach gas kinetic values.

Intersystem energy transfer from the N2(a'lyJ) state to lower vibrational

levels of the a-state cannot be distinguished from intrasystem vibrational

ielaxation within the a-state manifold. An analytical model developed in

light of these observations indicated that a-state intrasystem vibrational

relaxation could not be distinguished from intersystem collisional cascade.

Future state specific laser excitation experiments are required to distinguish

these competing pathways. The observed vibrational redistribution within the

a-state indicates that there should be an altitude dependence of LBH band

emission intensities in an auroral arc. Furthermore, at the highest altitudes

(above 130 kin) both a' and a-state emission may be observed. The relative

intensities of the band systems will exhibit markedly different altitude

dependences. Bands arising from the a' state, high v levels of the a state

and low v levels of the a state, will be quenched at successively lower

altitudes. We are presently trying to observe the a and a' infrared in the

laboratory. We have also started laser excited state-specific relaxation

studies to test some of the hypotheses suggested by the more global

observations reported here.
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4. ELECTRON-IMPACT EXCITATION OF THE N2 ' MEINEL BAND

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The N2 (A2 f1u) state plays an important role in the aurora or disturbed upper

atmosphere. Because N 2 '(A
2 nu) is efficiently produced in the ionization of N2

(Valiance Jones and Gattinger;19 Gattinger and Vallance Jones 3 ) the

N2 + (A
2 l X2 Eg ') Meinel bands are bright features in the auroral spectrum.

Radiative and collisional loss of the N 2 +(A) state leads to vibrationally

excited N2 '. Thus the distribution of vibrational excitation of N2+(X 2 Eg+ ) in

the aurora depends, in part, on the excitation and relaxation of the A2 lu

s tate. The relative electron-impact excitation rates of the lower vibrational

levels of the A 2
11U state are reasonably well established. 3 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,7 6 ,7 7 How-

ever, reported values for the absolute electron-impact excitation cross section

differ by an order of magnitude.
1 2 ,7 7 -8 3

The discrepancies in absolute cross sections result, in part, from past

difficulties in determining the effects of quenching of the A 2 11u state. We

have reported recently the quenching rate coefficients for the ionic A state

by air, N 2 , and 02.84 In the present study we have measured relative rates

for electron-impact excitation of vibrational levels 2-7 of the N2+(A 2lu)

state by determining the relative intensities of Meinel-band emission from

vibrational levels 2-7 tt pressures for which quenching is negligible. By

combining the relative intensities of the Meinel bands with an extrapolation

to zero pressure of the ratio intensities of the N 2 1 First Negative band to

the Meinel bands, we have determined the ratio of the cross sec-tions for

electron impact ionization into the A 2 11u state to that into the B 2 Eu+ state.

From this ratio, and the known cross section for electron-impact ionization of

N 2 into the B 2 Eu+ state,8 5 we can infer the total cross section for producing

the N2+(A 2 lu) state by the impact of 3 to 6 keV electrons on N 2.
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL

These measurements were made using the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory's

LABCEDE facility as described previously. This apparatus consists of a

c'vlindrical vacuum chamber measuring Im in diameter by 3.4m long in which

beams of 3 to 6 keV electrons with currents up to 20 mA irradiate atmospheric

species. The gas samples flow under plug flow conditions along the axis of

the chamber sufficiently rapidly to eliminate the effects of quenching by

electron-beam created species. Fluorescence was observed both perpendicular

to the electron beam and at an acute angle of 19 deg to the electron beam,

both viewing geometries giving identical results. A 0.3m (McPherson 218)

monochromator operated with a 1200 groove/mm grating blazed at 500 nm resolved

the fluorescence. A Corning 3-71 colored glass filter eliminated second order

spectra to the red of 500 nm. The second order rejection ratio was 10-6, more

than sufficient to prevent contamination of the Meinel (2,0) band fluorescence

at 782 nm by the second order of the First Negative (0,0) band at 391 nm. An

HTV 955 photomultiplier tube, biased to provide a gain of 5 x 106, detected

the signal. A picoammeter/recorder combination amplified and displayed tile

photomultiplier output.

The fluorescence was resolved spatially by collecting the fluorescence with a

5 cm diameter, 10 cm focal length Suprasil lens and focussing it onto the

slits of the monochromator. The slit height was adjusted to limit the field

of view of the monochromator to only the central region of the fluorescing

volume excited by the electron beam. The spatial resolution permitted

discrimination of the Meinel bands from the First Positive bands. Approxi-

mately 80 percent of the Meinel (and First Negative band) excitation is due to

primary electrons in the beam, whereas 90 percent of the nitrogen First Posi-

tive band excitation is due to secondary electrons.2 6 The primary electrons

in the beam are confined to a narrow and well defined central core of the

electron beam as it traverses the chamber. On the other hand, the secondary

electrons created in the ionization processes scatter at preferred angles

between 45 and 90 deg to the incident primaries. 8 6  In effect, therefore the
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secondaries will appear to be distributed uniformly around the primary beam.

Thus by limiting the field of view to the central core of the primary beam,

Meiiel emissions are obseived ptefetentially. At the same time the field of

view was kept sufficiently large to eliminate effects of diffusion of N2
4 (A)

out of the field of view. Of course, at the lowest pressures (< I mtorr)

where the number of secondary electrons created is small and their range is

very irge compared to the size of the primary beam, the degree of First

Positive band excitation relative to the Meinel band excitation is only a few

percent at most. At higher pressures, however, the effects of excitation by

secondary electrons grow much more rapidly than the effects of primary exci-

tation. Thus spatial discrimination becomes imperative. The operating

pressures always represented thin target conditions; i.e., very little of the

beam energy was deposited in the gas and little beam spread occurred.

4.3 RESUILTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The relative excitation rates of the Meinel hands were measured by scanning

the spectrum of the Meinel bands between 600 and 850 nm at pressures suffi

ciently low (- 0.70 mtorr) to minimize the effects of quenching and of

secondary electron excitation. Correcting the integrated intensities of the

various emission features by the appropriate transition probabilities 3 ,8 7 and

the monochromator response function gives the relative populations in each of

the observed emitting states. In most cases at least two different bands from

the same upper levels, v'=2-7, were observed in the spectral range. All such

redundant observations agreed to better than 7 percent. Table 6 lists the

present results normalized to the population in v'=2. The relative popula-

tions of v'=O and 1 were estimated by taking the ratio of the relevant Franck-

Condon factors 6 for excitation of these levels to that of v'=2.

The values for the relative electron-impact excitation rates of vibrational

levels v=2-7 of the A2flu state reported here agree quite well with both the

auroral observations of Gattinger and Vallance-Jones 3 and the laboratory

measurements of Mendelbaum and Feldman, 76 Shemansky and Broadfoot, 12 and
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TABLE 6. Relative Meinel-band excitation rates.

Franck-
Auroral Data Lab Data Condon

Gattinger and Mandelbaum Shemansky Skubenich Lofthus

Vallance and and and and
Present Jones Feldman Broadfoot Zapesochnyy Krupenie

LPvel Results (Ref. 3) (Ref. 76) (Ref. 12) (Ref. 77) (Ref. 6)

0 (1.28) 1.4 1.42 1.07 1.28

1 (1.49) 1.59 1.44 1.46 1.41 1.49

2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

3 0.51 0.61 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.52

4 0.26 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.23

5 0.105 0.110 0.092

6 0.047 0.051 0.035

7 0.036 0.013

Skubenich and Zapesochnyy.7 7 The relative excitation-rate measurements also

agree with Franck-Condon factors for excitation of the A2 nu state by ioniza-

tion of the ground state of the N2 molecule. Katayama et al. 88 have shown

that collisional coupling between the N2+(X 2 Eg) state and the N2+(A
2 nu) state

is rapid even at fairly low pressures. The question arises, therefore, whether

the relative electron-impact excitation rates reported here are actually

excitation rates into high vibrational levels of the X state with the A state

being populated only by collisions. This collisional coupling is not important

in these studies, however. At the electron energies used in this investiga-

tion, electron-impact ionization is a Franck-Condon process, and produces a

vibrational distribution proportional to the appropriate Franck-Condon factors.
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The measured A state vibrational level distribution agrees well with the rela-

tive Franck-Condon factors. The Franck-Condon factors for X state production

of vibrational levels with energies comparable to the A-state energies observed

hrie (i.e., v"-6-12) are 6 to 7 orders of magnitude smaller than those for

piducing the A state levels. 6 Additionally no change in the relative distri-

bution was observed as pressure was slowly increased. Our quenching studies

have already defined the range of pressures below which collisional effects

are minimal. 8 4 Cross sections for exciting higher lying states of N2+ which

could then produce N2+(A 2 u) via radiative cascade are too small to affect the

present'results. For example, no D2flg - A2flu (Janin - d'Incan System) emission

was observed between 200 and 300 nm.

The Stern-Volmer analysis used in the quenching measurements 8 4 showed that the

ratio of the First Negative band emission intensity IB to the Meinel band

emission intensity IA is given by

IB 1 k IQ]B + a (16)
IA ~ r

where a is the ratio of the Neinel band excitation rate to the First Negative

band excitation rate, k0 is the rate coefficient for quenching by species Q,

10] is the number density of Q, and kr is the total radiative rate for the

given vibrational level of the A state.

When corrected for monochromator response and the appropriate factors to

convert the peak height measurements used in the quenching runs to band

areas, the intercepts of the quenching plots give the cross section ratios

qB,v'-O 4 X,v"=O/aA,v' 4 X,v" of 1.7, 2.5, and 8.0 for the 2,0, 3,1, and

4,1 bands respectively. The uncertainty in each of these ratios is

±10 percent. These ratios were invariant for electron beam energies between

2.5 and 6 kV and beam currents between 6 and 21 mA. If we correct these

values for the fraction of total N2+(B) production appearing in the 0,0
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transit ion6 , 1 -3,81,89-91 and the b) anching 1f act ion of total N2 '(A) emission

from a given upper level to that It om the observed bands, 3 , 8 7 and then use the

relative Meinel excitation rat es deternmino) here to correct furtler for total

N2+(A) production, we find that the ratio of the cross section fol total A

state prodtcrtion to that for B state production is 4.1 + ().7. This ratio

concurs moderately with the ratio of 5.7 + 2.0 determined by Gattinger and

Vallance Jones 2' 3 from auroral observations. Their measurement is subject to

substantial uncertainty becaues it involves estimates of absolute auroral

intensities made in different wavelength i-egions at different times. In

theory our laboratory observations and the auroial ohservation. ought to agree

on the ratio of A-state to B-state excitation because both systems involve

excitation by electrons primarily in the kPV range where the excitation cross

section ratio is invariant with energy. 2 6 , 8 1 Meinel quenching in aurorae is

generally negligible, although some quenching occasionally appears in deeply

penetrating aurorae.
1 9

Given that the ratio of the A state to B state cross sections is invariant

with electron energy down to below 100 eV, an absolute A state excitation

cross section can be determined using Borst and Zipf's measurement 8 5 of the

391.4 nm excitation cross section at 100 eV, (1.74 + 0.17) x 10-17 cm2, the

peak of the excitation-function curve. This results in excitation cross sec-

tions of (10.1 + 1.4), (7.0 + 1.0), and (2.2 + 0.3) x 10-18 cm2  for excitation

of the Meinel 2,0, 3,1, and 4,1 bands respectively. From the total cross

section ratio given above, we infer a total electron-impact excitation cross

section for N2*A production of (1.15 + 0.23) x 10-16 cm2 . Table 7 compares

the present measurements with other reported values. The great range in the

values reported for the electron-impact excitation cross section of the Meinel

bands is somewhat disturbing. The present results agree with the molecular-

beam measurements of Holland and Maier,78,79 and with Pendleton and Weaver8 3

and Shemansky and Broadfoot. 1 3 The agreement with this last group is fortui-

tous since their analysis depends upon lifetime measurements which are low by

about a factor of two. Pendleton and Weaver8 3 corrected their results for

quenching and for first-positive emission contamination as in the case of the
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TABLE 7. Absolute Meinel band electron-impact excitation
cross sections at 100 eV.

(10-18 cm2 )

Band Band Band Band
Group 2,0 3,1 4,1 3,0

Simpson and McConkey8 0  2.1 + 0.6 0.60 + 0.17 0.65 + 0.19

Stanton and St. John81  4.5 + 0.2 2.9 + 0.2 1.0 + 0.1

Srivastava and Mizra8 2 ,9 2  6.0 + 1.2 2.4 + 0.5 0.7 + 0.1

Holland and Maier 78 ,7 9  11.4 + 4.0 7.3 + 2.6 2.6 + 0.9

Shemansky and Broadfoot 1 2  >11.0 >7.9 >2.5

Pendleton and Weaver8 3  7.5 + 1.5 5.0 + 1.0 2.4 + 0.5

Skubenich and 5.7 + 0.9 3.8 + 0.8 1.3 + 0.3 1.4 + 0.3
Zapesochnyy

7 7

Present Work 10.1 + 1.4 7.0 + 1.0 2.2 + 0.3

present measurements. The molecular-beam measurements of Holland and

Maier7 8 ,7 9 require no such corrections. The other groups listed in Table 7 do

not appear to have applied such corrections. That probably accounts for their

being substantially below the present results.

4.4 SUMMARY

Relative electron-impact excitation rates for vibrational levels 2-7 of the

A(2 flu) state of N2
+ have been measured. The present results agree with

auroral observations, other laboratory measurements, and relative Franck-

Condon factors for production by ionization of the N2 ground state. The

absolute cross section for production of the N2+(A2u) state by 100 eV elec-

tron impact on N2 has also been inferred. The new value is among the larger
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values Itained for this cross section. We have been careful, however, to

eliminate quenching effects. These measuiements, togethei with tie quenching

rate coefficient measurements reported in Piper et al. 8 4 should permit a more

detailed understanding of the role the N 2 +(A
2lu) plays in tile dynamics of tile

aurora and the disturbed atmosphere.
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5. N2 ELECTRONIC STATES: CVF/[NTERFEROMETER MEASUREMENTS IN THE IR

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Ictection of the [R fluorescence of nitrogen was performed in the wavelength

,egion from 2.1 to 6.9 ijm using a liquid helium cooled circular-variable-

filter (VF).01 ,04 The CVF was mounted to the LABCEDE tank with a series of

:i l icon O ring flanges and compression fittings designed to provide vacuum-

type seals at reduced temperatures. The fluorescence from the electron

excited nitrogen was viewed through a KRV 5 window at the upstream end of the

LABCEDE tank and normal to the electron heam. Signals from the As:Si detector

in the CVF were first processed with a PAR Model 113 preamplifier then digi-

tized, averaged, and stored on the hard disc of a PDP 11 computer system.

Synchronous detection was performed by pulsing the electron beam with a

GCeeLal Radio Model 1217B pulse/waveform generator. Both time-dependent and

time-averaged spectra could be collected using the PDP 11. Time-dependent

spectra, uncorrected for detector response, were displayed on the screens of

the laboratory Apollo computer following a data file transfer to that device.

Magnetic tapes of taw data were generated on the Apollo computer and trans-

feted to Physical Sciences Inc. (PSI) for data reduction and analysis.

Data collection in the time averaged mode of operation was performed using the

PDP 11 as a lock in amplifier and manually rotating the CVF filter wheel

through the appropriate wavelength segments. In the time-dependent mode of

data collection, the PDP 11 commanded the wavelength scans via a stepping

motor and associated controller attached to the filter wheel. The minimum

step size ranged from 1/3 to 1/5 of a resolution element in the 2.3 to 3.6 im,

and 4.0 to 6.8 jim wavelength regions (hereafter referred to as the SWIR, MWIR

regions, respectively). Resolutions in the SWIR, MWIR wheel segments were

determined from the FWHM of 0-atom lines to he 2.0 and 4.6 percent of the wave-

length, respectively.
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Because of the sensitivity of the CVF, the detector is saturated by the

emission from warm surfaces. Thus the LAISCEDE shroud was cooled from 300 K to

- 90 K with a slow flow of liquid nitrogen through tubing welded to the shroud

walls. The nitrogen gas was cooled in the liquid nitrogen heat exchanger prior

to entering the shroud volume. The CVF-detector and filter wheel must be

cooled to liquid helium temperature to permit sensitive detection of the weak

emission from the irradiated gases. The cooling of the CVF is performed in

two stages. The filter wheel and detector are cooled with liquid nitrogen

overnight, then with liquid helium on the morning prior to afternoon data

collection.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL

A variety of experimental conditions have been surveyed. The lowest piesquie

providing detectable signal was 0.15 mtoti. Spectral scans with pressures

up to 37 mtorr at cryogenic temperatureq have been collected. This upper

pressure limit was determined from the total gas throughput necessary to over

load the diffusion pump, and corresponds to a flow of 1.1 slm of N2 with the

throttling valve closed. Peak electron current was held constant in each

experiment, but has been varied in the range of 12.0 to 33.0 mA. Pulse repeti

tion rates have varied across the range from 11 to 38 Htz with duty cycles from

15 to 50 percent. The electron energy was maintained at 4500 eV throughout.

Spectra taken with the magnetic field off reflected about a 50-fold decrease

in signal level. Most experiments were performed with the B-field in the high

current range with a dial reading between 20 to 40, i.e., approximately 26 to

45 gauss at the center of the tank - the region viewed by the CVF. The ampli-

fier was only linear to a gain of 2000. Commonly gains ranging from 100 to

2000 wore employed. Frequency bandwidths for data collection were commonly

1 to 100 Hz.
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~.ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
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Figure 30. Spectrum of electron irradiated N2 at 1 mtorr pressure at beam

termination (synthetic spectrum is the heavy line).
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Figure 31. Spectrum from 5 mtorr N 2 at beam termination.
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Figure 32. Spectrum from 37 mtorr N 2 at beam termination.

provided reasonable agreement with the experimental spectra. The band systems

used in the analysis included: N2 (W-B), N 2 (a-a'), N2 (w-a), N 2 (B-A), N2 (B'-B),

and N2 '(A-X). The analysis was performed on 1, 5, and 37 mtorr nitrogen data

at electron beam termination and for several 5 ms time intervals thereafter,

until the signal fell into the noise and no further reasonable comparisons

couild be made.

In the initial analysis the vibrational distributions had been allowed to vary

unconstrained in order to obtain the best fit of the experimental spectrum.

Tn the next stage of analysis, the vibrational distributions of the N2 (W3 A),

N2(alflg), N2(B3U1g), and N2 (w 
1A6) states have been set to the high altitude

atmospheric model predictions.4  In addition, the ratio of population in the

N2(B 3Hg9) to the N2(afIng) states was set to agree with both the visible 9 5

and and model results. 4 ,3 2 The comparison of these predictions to 1 mtorr N2

data at electron beam termination illuminated several inconsistencies. First,

the relative population of N 2 (w
1 6.) necessary to provide the best fit of the
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experimental spectrum was - 15) times laig el than the model would predict.

Second, the model N2(Wl8,) vibrational distr ibution did not produce a good fit

to the obvious N2(W-B) spectIal featiies. "[itid, the model's poor under-

prediction of the experimental spectrum w'ould iequi e the inclusion of an

additional band system: most likely the N2(B' B). Hloever, to makp any

significant contribution to the ohsptvod ,xpeiimental ,spctium, the relative

population of the N2(B') statp would nec sal iiy need to he about 1ItO tim'

greater than predicted by the model. Ono possible conclusion to he drawn from

this analysis is that important phynical piocesses are occuti ing which have

not been included in the modeling.

The analysis has also been applied to the time-dependent spectra. Anomalous

results were encountered. The prominent feature at 3.3 Im can be fit to the

N2 (W-B) v'-2 to v"-0 transition. The persistence of this level at long times

for the 5, 37 mtorr data is not consistent with the 1.22 ms radiative Iiletime,

of the N2 (W3 8,1 ) v'-2 state calculated by l.Ierner.3 2  in addition, the I rltoii

N2 signal decay corrpsponds to about a 1 ,s tm i me constant which is Mhih i

than the expected detector limp ui:tailt of 5 to 6 ms. 'G 
'
q /  A c-ai 'ful

re-evaluation of the time--dependent data nhoq a sigrnal :aturat ion artifact

when the CVF filter wheel scan makes the tiansition ftom the mask region to

the filtering region. The saturation eff ect is only observed in the SIlR fll

- 3.1 to 3.6 mim. This artifact can be eliminated by starting the wavelength

scans near the edge of the mask, but securely in the filter segment of the

wheel. This artifact represents less than a 5 percent correction to the

1 mtorr N 2 data at beam termination in the 3.1 to 3.6 PiM region. This makes

the correction insignificant for the preyiosq conclusions draw n ftrom the beam

termination spectra. Figure 31 shows tie 1 mtorr N2 decay curves for three

upper states corresponding to relatively 'ell behaved spectral fcatures out

ide the 3.1 to 3.6 Pim region. The time WIccav of these states Wlfine tihe time

constant of the CVF detector since c h'a h of their Lespc ti.e ticliative lif ,iMt ,,

is mtch less than I ms. A 5.8 ms detectnc time constant is ronsistent with

documentation suggesting it wouId le between 5 and 6 ms. ,'B 'B n loi tunatii',

these results suggest our ability to meastuie radiative lifetimes, and/ot
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Figure 33. Time evolution of properly fit N2 levels at 1 mtorr pressure.

collisional quenching is limited by the UVFr detector to the 10 ms time regime

(rates of less than 100 s-1).

5.4 CVF SUMMARY

Infrared emission of electron impact excited nitrogen has been observed with a

cryogenic circular-variable-filter in the wavelength regions from 2.3 to

3.6 um and 4.0 to 6.9 Urn. Comparisons with synthetically generated spectra

identify the dominant emissions as the N2 (W3At,-B
3lg) Wu-Benesch system and

N2(alflg-a' 1EJ-) McFarlane Infrared system. Minor contributions may arise from
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N2(r6-alng) and N2(B 3 11g-A 3 Zu+) First Positive transitions. No definitive

evidence is observed for emissions from the N 2 +(A
2lu-X 2 Eg+) Meinel system or

from the N2(B'3Eu--B 3 H g) Infrared Afterglow system.

Anlysis of 1 mtorr N 2 spectra at electron beam termination suggests the

relative population of the N2 (W 3 A) state is approximately two times larger

than predicted by modeling. 4  In addition, the vibrational distribution in the

N2 (W3 Au) state providing the optimum fit of the I mtoir N2 data does not match

the predicted vibrational distribution. Fixing the vibrational distril)utions
of the N 2 (W

3 Au , B3 g, wAU) states to the model predictions and the N2(allq

vibrational distribution to match visible observations produced unexpected

results. The combination of these basis sets underpredicts the experimental

spectrum. The relative population of the N2(w 1Au) state is - 150 times larger

than predicted and the relative population of N2 (B'
3 Eu-) that would be required

to make a significant intensity contribution is - 100 times gteatel than pre

dicted by the model.

Time-dependent spectra have shown artifacts in the SWIR 3.1 to 3.6 pm region,

which have been traced to a transient detector response when rotating the CVF

wheel from a mask region to filtering segment. Population decays outside this

wavelength region have been used to evaluate the detector time constant, giving

a value of 5.8 ms, which is within the documentation estimates of 5 to

6 ms. 9 3 ,9 4  An instrumental decay constwit of 5.8 ms will inhibit the meas

urement of many rapid IR radiative lifetimes and quenching rates.

Much of the uncertainty in the analysis, and conclusions, stems from the

inability to resolve overlapping or closely spaced spectral features.

Data from the CVF confirmed the speculation that N2(W 3 6u-BIRg) Wu Benesch

bands would dominate the SWIR. However, the poor resolution of this device

prohiibited the identification of weaker emitters. Previous interferometei

data obtained on warm LABCEDE was reanalyzed to support and compliment the (VF

observations.
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5.5 INTERFEROMETER DATA

This data set was acquired using a cooled PbS detector viewing the electron-

irradiated volume through the room temperature Michelson interferometer. The

1,AB(EDE apparatus was operated at room temperature (298 K) for these observa

tions. Data was acquired on every interference fringe zero crossing of the

reference laci no that emission into the visible (632.8 nm) could be observed.

BHam splitlei efficiency decreases in the visible as does detector responsivity

qo that the fiiy:t positive v-2 sequence was the shottest wavelength observed

ft nite. Responsi vity across thp entire spectrum (3(1(1(1 to 15,80( cm - 1 ) is

viy non unifoi,m. This data was not acculately lesponse corrected and conse

quently can only he used to qualitatively aqsign spectral radiators. More

exact determinations must await a dedicated measurements program.

Emission from five electronic transitions appears to be present in the
infiared inteiferometer data. These were the First Positive (B 3 H 9-A3 u

Wu Benesch (W 3 &- B 3 1g), alng-a'lEU, and wAu -allg systems of nitrogen and the

Meinel system (A2Io-X2E g4) of N2 '. Relative population levels were determined

using the general spectral fitting code which was first modified to fit data

lineal in wavenumbey. Several details considered in analyzing the data will

now be described.

The computer data files were modified by increasing the number of data points

by a factor of four via simple linear interpolation (this did not alter the

appearance of the spectra). This was done since the resolution in this data

is defined as the point spacing (cm-/point). With only one point per resolu-

tion interval, it was found that the appearance of the rotational contours was

not well reproduced by the code. The finer point spacing gave better agreement

between calculated and experimental spectra. Resolution was assumed to be

15.4 cm- 1 , the point spacing of the original data. A triangular slit function

was assumed. A rotational temperature of 400 K was used in creating the basis

sets for all systems except Wu-Benesch where a temperature of 300 K was used.

These were estimated by fitting isolated bands of the Meinel, First Positive,
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and Wu-Benesch systems in several spectra. Future improvements will include

larger Fourier transforms for improved point spacing and utilization of a sinc

slit function.

Band integrated Einstein coefficients were taken from several sources and are

crucial in determining the populations given in figures 34 and 35. Those
asumed foi the Fi st Positive and Wu-Bnech sqystems were calculated by

Werner et al. 3 2 Although there exist experimentally determined Einstein coef-

ficients for the First Positive system,6 they are derived from transitions

whose r centroids are larger than those for the transitions in the region 1.5

to 3.5 jjm. They were thus created by extrapolation of the r centroid versus

Re curve and are of uncertain reliability. Efforts to characterize this region

of the r-centroid curve culminating in a new set of Einstein coefficients have

since been performed and are described in Section 7 of this report. Implica-

tions are discussed in a subsequent paragraph. No experimentally determined

Einstein coefficients exist for the Wu-Benesch system.

(B,1-A,O)

DATA (B,2-A, 1)

SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM

O. -

(B,2-A,O)

(B,O-A,O)
0 .b -

N2+ 
N

0.4 N+
*" (A, -XO)(A,2-X,O)

0.2 - (A,O-X,O)

0.0 ,,,

8500 9500 10500 11500 12500

WAVENUMBER (cm
- I

) A-6181

Figure 34. Near JR interferometer data of electron-irradiated N2 (6 mtorr).
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Figure 35. SWIR interferometer data of electron-irradiated N 2 (6 mtorr).

Experimentally determined Einstein coefficients foL the Meinel system were

taken from Ref. 6 in the absence of experimental data for the w-a and a-a'

systems, Einstein coefficients for both were calculated using Franck-Condon

factors from Ref. 6 and the transition moment functions of Yeager and McKoy. 6 5

Pieviously determined relative vibrational state distributions were used where

possible to simplify the analysis by reducing the degrees of freedom in the

fit. This was desirable given the experimental resolution and significant

band overlap. A single distribution was assumed for the Meinel system. 9 6 This

distribution corresponds to the relative rates of excitation as determined in

the LABCEDE facility. Vibrational state distributions for the allg state have

been determined in LABCEDE for all pressu res investigated9 5 in this work as

have those for the B3 g state (see Section 2). The latter were determined by

fitting First Positive data in the visible region of the spectrum and are sum--

mai ized in Table 8. In all cases combined basis sets were created reflecting
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TABLE 8. Normalized populations for B-A v' 0-7 used in interferometer
data analysis (based on Section 2).

Pressure (mtorr)

v' 1.0 3.0 6.0 10.0 15.0*

() 0.18 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.29

1 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20

2 0.19 0.10 0.19 0.19 0.19

3 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11

4 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08

5 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05

6 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04

7 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Extrapolated from the trends found in data
taken at pressures of 1.0, 2.0, 3,0, 4.0, 6.0,
8,0, and 10.0 mtorr

these ratios and a single electronic state population was determined. Indi-

vidual populations for the constituent levels were then calculated as the

fiaction of this population given from the normalized vibrational distribution.

5.6 N2 ELECTRONIC STATE POPULATIONS

The combined CVF and interferometer data have allowed us to evaluate

reasonable levels of population in specific states. Figure 36 shows the

results for an altitude of 90 km in comparison to the model predictions of

Cartwright 4 and observations made from visible fluorescence under similar

experimental conditions. 9 5 The scale is relative and the population of the

N2(C 3flu) state has been used for normalization. The same vibrational level

summations have been used throughout. The population levels of the N2(a 1 H1)
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state have been used to normalized the different data sets. The infrared

measurement of the N2(B 3 g) state population is significantly higher than

predicted by Cartwright or observed in the visible measurement. This dis-

agieement may arise from two different sources. As portrayed in Figure 36,

the higher N2 (B
3flg) state population level depends upon R-centroid values of

Werner 3 2 extrapolated to smaller Re values for these IR transitions. Using

the higher resolution data obtained with the interferometer, we have been able

to calculate a different set of R-centroid values which provide a better fit

to the observed N2(B 3flg-A 3flu) First Positive spectral features. The lower

level of N2(B 3Hg) population indicated in Figure 36 is that obtained using

these calculated Re values.

The population levels of the N2 (W
3 6) state are also in reasonable agreement.

Note the infrared data was obtained at 1 to 2 mtorr hence collisional relaxa-

tion effects in these long-lived states (must be considered since radiative

lifetimes range from 100 to 600 ps, whereas mean collision times are order

of 10 vs). Data obtained at 15 mtorr show very similar population levels,

suggesting that relaxation to lower vibrational levels in that state is slow.

Therefore, the comparison is at the extreme only slightly worse than presented

in Figure 36. The discrepancies observed for both the wl1 u and B'
3Eu states

are surprising. Transitions arising from these states are minor ( 10 percent)

contributors to the overall infrared spectra and are often overlapped with

much stronger N2(W-B), N2(a-a'), N2 (B-A) spectral features. Even though our

determination of their population levels is much less accurate, the discr-pancy

is outside our estimated uncertainty. These discrepancies warrant further

investigation.

The compilation of the vibrational level dependent populations are presented

in Figures 37, 38 and 39. Figures 37 and 38 represent our most accurate

determination of the relative distribution of excited electronic-vibronic

states. In general, UV-visible data was used wherever possible as this data

base has been more extensively studied and the spectral constants have been
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Figure 36. N2 electronic state populations from LABCEDE visible and IR

fluorescence at less than 1 mt pressure compared with high

altitude (greater than 110 km) auroral predictions. Population

determined from visible (---) and infrared (') fluorescence

data are compared to modeled predictions () for high

altitude aurora.
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Figure 37. Vibrational distributions within nitrogen electronic state

populations in LABCEDE at 1 mtorr.
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more accurately determined. The states whose populations are determined exclu-

sively from the infrared measurements are the N2 (W
3 6), N2 (wl6). In all cases,

the populations have been normalized to the N2 (C
3flu, v=O) level. At 1 mtorr

pressure, these populations closely represent the relative production effi-

ciencies for generation by 4.5 KeV electrons. At 15 mtorr, (Figure 38), we

observe changes in population levels attributable to collisional energy trans-

fer. Figure 39 presents the predictions of Cartwright 4 for comparison to our

1 mtorr data. One difference arises from our N2(W
36, v=7,8,9) levels which

show a drop then a slight rise in population by comparison. This same decrease

and rise in population appears at 15 mtorr. Figure 40 shows the relative popu-

lation at 1 mtorr of the N2(W
3 ), N2 (B

3 ), N2 (al), N2(wl) vibrational levels

plotted versus the total potential energy (electronic plus vibrational) for

each level. A chance resonance occurs between the N2(alR, v=l), N2(W
3A, v-8),

and N2 (B
3 , v=7) states. The decrease in population between v=6 and v=7 of

the N2 (W
3 6) state is not matched by a discontinuous increase in either the

N2 (alfl,v=O) or N2 (B
3 H, v=6) level populations. Figure 41 shows an energy

level diagram of additional states which are near resonant with N2(W
36, v=7).

It is an intriguing possibility that population transfer into one of these

states may be occurring.

The possible quenching/relaxation of N2 (W
36) levels can be explored via an

analysis of higher pressure interferometer data. In order to remove the

effects of electron energy deposition we again ratio the populations of two

states. To unravel the effects of quenching the preferred reference state

would be short lived and suffer negligible feed and sample the same energy

electrons. Previously we have utilized the N2+(B) and N2 (C) for these

reference states. Unfortunately, these states are not detectable in the

interferometer spectrum and we must choose the N2 (B) state which is short

lived and has a similar electron excitation cross section function. As

described in Section 2, this state suffers a collisional transfer increase in

population as pressure increases. Figure 42 shows the N2(V) state population

relative to N2 (B) for pressures I to 15 mtorr. A decline is observed which

could be due to 1) vibrational relaxation of N2 (W) into levels O-2 which ate
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Figure 40. Nitrogen population levels plotted versus level Te for N2B ( ),
W (y), a (A), and w (*) states.

not detectable in this experiment; 2) electronic quenching of N2 (W); or 3) net

feed (of population into N2 (B ) .

Figture 43 presents the vibrational populations of the N2 (B) for several pres-

sures as referenced to the unquenched N2 (C,O) population. The net increase is

into vibrational levels resonant with W state levels 0-2 not included in

Figure 42. The observed decrease in W state population is twice as large as

the increase in B, and a decrease in W state populations occurs even after the

increase in B is included in the analysis. Thus W state relaxation or quench-

ing is occurring. In general the W state vibrational distribution is not

altered substantially b)etween 1 and 15 mtorr. Further data is needed to more

,iccutrately determine the fate of the W state.

An int;iglring observation ilates to (W,v-7). In Section 3 we observed that

N9 (a,v!)) increased relative to the othet vil)rational levels and in absolute
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Figure 41. Energy level diagram of N2 electronic-states indicating large
number of possible resonances.

concentration as pressure increases. (Here N2 (C) was used as the reference

state.) At 15 mtorr, Figure 38 tells us that a significantly larger fraction

of the total N2 (al) population resides in v=O. This may arise by two dif-

ferent mechanisms: 1) vibrational relaxation from higher levels of a-state and

2) a feed of population from other nested states as is observed for N2 (B).

The near resonance of the N2(W,v=7), N2(a,v=O) states and the precipitous drop

in population at the N2 (W,v=7) level may be indicative of a collisional energy

transfer.
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Figure 42. Total quenching of W3A, v=3-10 state relative to B3 H state.

Tile summary of our efforts to measure the vibrational level dependent pro-

duction into excited electronic (and ionic) states of nitrogen by electron

irradiation is portrayed in Figures 44a-c and Figures 45a-c. These are rela-

tive spectral intensity predictions based upon our population measurements.

The spectral intensity is predicted from 150 nm to 9 pm in a series of three

figures, i.e., a,b,c with a resolution of 50A by generating basis functions

(triangular slit) with experimentally determined vibrational distributions for

all the observed band systems. The change in magnitudes of intensity between

figures in the series a,b,c accurately predicts spectral intensities.

Figure 44 corresponds to an altitude of 90 km and Figure 45 to 80 km. A

comparison of the same wavelength regions between Figures 44 and 45 accurately

represents redistribution of population levels hence spectral emission inten-

sity, but absolute signal level differences are not portrayed here. Relative

minima (- 1 percent of peak intenisity) occur in the UV between 185 and 270 n1m,

in the visible between 465 and 565 nm. The spectrum in the near IR is veiy
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Figure 43. Normalized B-state vibratonal populations as a function
of pressure.

rich with no observable minima, however, at 8830 nm the emission intensity

begins to fall monotonically until 3.5 pm. A minimumn is obselved between

3.5 and 3.6 pm, another between 4.3 and 4.4 pi. The wavelength region beyond

4.5 pm remains much less than 1 percent of the emission levels of the UV, visi-

ble and near IR. At 6.0 pJm the emission intensities approach one millionth

(10 - 6) of the UV-Vis-IR peak emission levels. Emission is considered only

from levels detected in this project. Emission from other levels (notably W,
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Figure 44. Synthetic spectrum of electron--irradiated nitrogen at 90 km alitude

for three spectral regions: a) visible; b) SWIR/MWIR; and c) LWIR.
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v--0-2 and w, v=(),l) will contribute particularly in the MWIR and LWIR. A more

careful determination of the N2 electronic state radiance levels must await

the cryogenic interferometer.

This project is intended to provide guidance for the interpretation of

electron-irradiated atmospheres and in particular for the EXCEDE field mission.

1Whst 'LCcLHonik_ sLattz opuli iouS, as a fuinction of altitude provide a basis

for comparison so that an understanding of mi ssion perf ormance can be arrived

a t more quickly and so that new unexpected radiators can be more clearly

highl ighted.
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6. ROOM AIR FLUORESCENCE INVESTIGATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The fluorescence from electron excited room temperature N2 /02 mixtures was

viewed through the BaF 2 window from the upstream end of the LABCEDE tank and

normal to the electron beam. A 0.3m McPherson Model 218 scanning mono-

chromator equipped with a 1200 line/mm grating blazed at 500 nm dispersed the

radiation from 200 to 800 nm onto a HTV R955 photomultiplier (a Corning Glass

Corporation 3-74 order sorting filter was used in scans including wavelengths

greater than 450 nm). Synchronous detection of the fluorescence from the

pulsed electron beam was performed. The modulated component of the signal

from the photomultiplier was processed with an Ithaco Model 1211 current pre-

amplifier and a P.A.R Model 124 lock-in amplifier. The amplified fluorescence

signal was displayed and recorded on a chart recorder and digitized on a Compaq

personal computer. The digitized spectra were transported to PSI via floppy

disks for further quantitative analysis.

Experimental conditions were chosen to be similar to previous experiments

performed on pure nitrogen. The electron beam characteristics were: 4500 eV

energy, 5 to 15 mamp current, and a 200 Hz square wave beam pulse rate. Gas

was introduced through one of three MKS Model mass flow meters and was intro-

duced into the chamber via a porous plug array of inlets. Ultra high purity

gases were used: (99.999 percent minimum) nitrogen (N2 ) and (99.99 percent

minimum) nitric oxide (NO). Laboratory air was introduced via an unconnected

(open to the room air) flexible hose leading to the mass flow meter. Gas

flows range from 40 to 387 sccm of nitrogen equivalents, i.e., mass flow was

uncorrected for gas identity. In conjunction with the variable position

throttling valve, these gas flows provided selectable experimental pressures

between 1.0 and 20.0 mtorr. The majority of experiments were performed with a

monochromator slit width of 600 om, providing a resolution of 15.6A. The HTV

R955 PMT was operated at bias voltages between 720 and 950V. Preamplifier

gains ranged from 105 to 107 V/amp with a raise time of 0.1 ms. The lock-in
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amplifier was operated at a gain between 20 and 1000, with a time constant of

1 to 3s. Computer data sampling occurred at 1 to 3 Hz.

6.2 SURVEY SPECTRA OF LABORATORY AIR

6.2.1 The 200 to 300 nm-Region

Survey spectra of laboratory air in the 200 to 300 nm were collected at low

(1.2 mtorr) pressure with and without Beam Plasma Discharge occurring, and at

high (20 mtorr) pressure without BPD. Tile electron energy was 4500 eV with a

current of 12.5 mamp. When BPD was ignited, the signal to noise was signifi-

cantly better. However, the same features were observed and the spectra could

be overlayed precisely. The 20.0 mtorr air spectrum in this region showed a

slight increase in the relative intensity of the 234 nm feature but was other-

wise unchanged. Several band systems, N2(alng-Xlgg+) LBH, N2(D 3 Eu-B 3 rlg)

Fourth Positive, NO(A2E+X 21) y-bands, NO(B 211-X2n) 0-bands, NO(C2 -X 211) 8-bands,

()2+(A 2fluX 2 lg) Second Negative were observed. Combinations of these were

utilized in an attempt to fit the observed spectra.

All attempts to synthetically generate the experimental spectra failed. A

search and review of previous work performed on this detection system showed a

Wood's anomaly in the 200 to 300 nm region, making quantitative spectral analy-

sis of this experimental data impossible.

6.2.2 The 300 to 400 nm Region

Spectra in the 300 to 400 nm region were collected at a pressure of 1.2 mtorr

with and without BPD and at 20.0 mtorr without BPD. Figure 46 is represen-

tative of the experimental spectra and the synthetic spectra which were

obtained. The exact same features are observed at all the experimental

conditions that were sampled. The main features are assigned to the elec-

tronic bands N2(C 3lu-B 3lg) and N2+(B
2E1u -X2Zg+). For the synthetic spectra,

the N2(C 3 flu-B 3 Ilg) v'=0-4 levels were utilized, although v'=3,4 were found to
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Figure 46. 1.2 mtouL r-rn air spectrum taken with a 15.6A resolution is
representative of all data and fits in this spectral region.

he only marginally present due to the weak signal of transitions originating

from these levels. In the case of N2+(B 2 E, -X2 Eg+), v'=0-4 were utilized in

the synthetic spectral generation, but v'=2,3,4 proved to be relatively weak

and inaccurately determined. Figure 47 shows the relative populations of the

upper state vibrational levels, as calculated from the spectral generation code

(see Appendix C). The data points are for 1.2 mtorr of laboratory air, and

the dashed lines represent the predicted distributions based on the Franck-

Condon (F-C) factors for excitation from ground state molecular nitrogen,

N2(XIE g). 6  In each case the F-C distributions has been normalized to the

v'=O BPD data points. The N 2 (C
3H1u-B 3Hg) v'=O,l distribution matches the

Franck-Condon distribution. The population ratio v'=l to v'=2 for N 2 (C
3 1 11 )

state with and without BPD is - 2.3, whereas F-C factors would predict a ratio

of 2.9. The population ratio v'=2 to v'-3 for N2 (C
3flu) with and without BPD

is - 3.0, where F-C factors would predict 3.6. These discrepancies are felt

to be within the experimental uncertainty. For N2 +(B
2 TO+-X 2 Eg+) v'=O,] there
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Figure 47. This figure presents the relative populations of upper state
vibrational levels of the observed transitions with and
without BPD operative, at a pressure of 1.2 mtorr. The dis-

tribution predicted by the relevant Franck-Condon factors

is plotted for comparison.
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is a hint that the vibrational population distribution is shi f ted to highe

Vt. This might be indicative of the talget gas being vibrationally excited.

Franck-Condon factors 6 would piedict a V' .0 to v' =1 population tat i( in

N2 +(B2E,, ) of 8.0, however, the data without BPD gives a ratio of - 4.5 which

diops to - 3.2 when BPD is ignited. This discrepancy would imply that a

combination of processes feed population to the N2 +(B 2 E1 ) state or mole

likely that an underlying radiator has distorted the populations pledicted by

the spectral generation code. For N2 (B2E, '), it is interesting to compare

the ratio of v'=O to v'=l populations at those two pressure extremes. At

1.2 mtorr n[N2+(B,v'=O)]/n[N 2 +(B,v'=l)I has been evaluated previously and is

- 4.5. At 20 mtorr this ratio is - 4.4. Thus the expected invariance with

pressure is achieved.

A comparison of low (1.2 mtorr) and high (20.0 mtorr) pressure population

distributions without BPD is available from Figure 48. The F-C distributions

(dashed lines) have been normalized to the low pressure v'=O data points. For

N2 (C-B) the v'=0,1,2,3 low pressure populations reproduce the F-C distri hution

nicely. The same is true foi the N2 (C3flu) v'=0,1,2 high pIeMsure populations.

The N2 (C
3fl1 ) v'=3 population at 20 mtorr appears uncharacteristically high.

Figure 49 presents the ratio of total population in the N2 (C
3flu) state to the

total population in the N 2 +(B
2 E,,+) state as calculated by the spectral genera-

tion code. At 1.2 mtorr without BPD operative, this ratio is 0.64 and jumps

to a value of 0.82 when BPD is ignited. At 20 mtorr (non-BPD), this ratio has

returned to a value of 0.69. The gain in intensity of the N2(C 3 lu-B3 11g) and

N2+(B 2 u X2 Eg) bands was - 103 and - 80 respectively upon ignition of BPD at

1.2 mtorr pressure. The points to reiterate before proceeding to the next

spectral region are that the relative populations of the N 2C and N2 +B states

are largely unaffected by the occurrence of BPD or pressure variations, and

the magnitude of emission for both C and ionic B states increased approxi

mately 100 fold upon BPD ignition.
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VIBRATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 48. The low (1.2 mtorr) and high (20.0 mtorr) pressure (non-BPD)
relative populations are presented and compared to the F-C
distribution.

6.2.3 The 440 to 800 nm Region

In the 440 to 800 nm region data was collected at three sets of conditions:

low pressure (1.2 mtorr) with and without BPD and at high pressure (20.0 mtorr)

without BPD operative. The electron current in these experiments ranged from

12.0 to 12.9 mamp and the electron energy was held constant at 4500 eV. Low

pressure gas flow was 176 sccm and high pressure gas flow was 387 sccm. The
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Figure 49. This figure presents the ratio of total populations of the

N2(C3 1Hu) state to that in the N2(B2u+) state.

resolution of these experiments was 15.6A. Figure 50a-c shows data sets, band

system assignments, and the computer generated synthetic spectra. Every

feature with a peak intensity above 5 percent is assignable to at least one of

the following band systems: N2 (A-X), N2 (B-X), N2(B-A), N2 (C-B), 02(b-a),

and/or the OIl, NII, NII atomic/ionic multiplets. The overlap of 02+(b-a)

AvO and N2(B-A) Av=4 bands in the region between 570 and 620 nm makes

discrete transition assignment very difficult. The assignments of the
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Figiie 50l. a) 1.2 mtorr BPD data, band assignments, synthetic spectrum
b) 1.2 rtotr non -BPD data, synthetic spect rum
) 2() mtorr non BPD data and synthetic spectrum

All the data way taken at a resolution of 15.6A.

Hj'(b a) transitions was performed with the assistance of spectra taken by

Fink and Wlge. 9 7  (The band shapes ar xttaordinarily similar.) The

iiiiet etin 1',i tium r eproduces the data vpty well and provides a high level of

ron fi nv r (o ini tlie hanld yqterm ass ignm nti s.

ir F'ii st Negative [ystrn of n?' is a quartet system which cannot currently be

S,,ted by tle -ynteti' generation rode. In this case, five singlet systems

V : '1 ineila'ed, i eptv ,5Citing tlansitions originating ftom 0 2 (b) v'O to v'-4.

Ihi& linontin officienty veto calciilated (for v'-( to 4, v-()-7) from the

,,illatni 'Ni hgtis of Etmaii aud Las,n 9 H using the band heads of Gattinger
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and Jones. 2 To compensate for the lack of width of these singlet transi-

tions, the temperature was artifically increased to 900 K. The band shapes

are still not properly reproduced with this procedure. The intent of this

process was to introduce spectral transitions representative of the observed

O2+(b-a) features to improve the fit and allow more accurate determination of

populations of states which have overlapping features with 02+(b-a) features.

In this way the trends, as experimental conditions are varied, will be more

accurately represented.

6.3 VARIATIONS WITH ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION CHANGES

The populations determined by analysis of the spectra of Figure 50 are

presented in Figure 51 which shows the relative populations of each observed

band system before and after BPD was ignited in 1.2 mtorr of air. The inten-

sity changes upon ignition of BPD is presented in Table 9. No band system

showed a decrease in intensity and as suggested from Figure 51, the

N2(C 3 n u-B3 ng) system underwent a larger increase in intensity than the other

molecular band systems. In the 300 to 400 nm spectral region the increase

upon ignition of BPD for N2(C
3l Hu-B 3 g) was determined for the strongest transi-

tions, and thus represents a more accurate determination. The nitrogen ion

features increased approximately 20 percent less than the molecular systems.

The oxygen atom feature increased 2.3 times more than the molecular features.

The relative vibrational level populations at 1.2 mtorr with and without BPD

are shown in Figures 52 and 53. In Figure 53 the dashed line represents the

net effect of F-C excitation and N2(C 3 nu) and N2(W
36u) state radiative relaxa-

tion into the N2(B 3ng) levels. For N2(C 3Hu) v'=1,2 the distribution is

approximately F-C in form, both with and without BPD. The N2 (C
3 u) v'=3 level

deviates from the F-C distribution. This arises due to the weak signal from

that level. Recall, in the 300 to 400 nm region the N2(C 3Hu) v'=l to v'=2

population ratio was - 2.3; here, the v'=l to v'=2 population ratio is - 2.5.

F-C factors predict this ratio to be 2.89. A review of pure nitrogen data

gives a N2(C
3H u ) v'-l to v'=2 population ratio of - 2.7. This information is

compiled in Table 10. For N2+(B2EI+) the v'=2 population is less reliable due
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Figurte 51. Relative populat i ons o f hand systems observed in the 440 to
800 nm spec t ia i egion wihtout BPD, at a pressure of
1.2 mtolrr of Ianhratory air.

to 'iek !:igrna lev cs. .Stati.;tic!s for the v'-O/v'=l population ratio in

N2 '(B 2 I ) nd al comnpiled in Table 11. Also shown are the ratios measured in

the 10)0 to 4()() nm spectral region. The data consistently predicts a popula-

tinon si ift to high v' level2 of N2 (B
2 E,,+) when BPD is ignited. The pure N2

,I;ir;, aglees f;airly we] ' ith the no- BPD air data in the 440 to 800 nm region.
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TABLE 9. Emission intensity enhancements upon beam plasma discharge
occurrence (1.2 mtorr).

Intensity Change
System Ignition of BPD

NII (5004A) 58

NIl (5680A) 61

02+(b-a) 66

N2 (B-A) 74

N2+(B-X) 75 80*

N2+(A-X) 86

N2 (C-B) 125 103*

01 (7773A) 177

*increase in 300-400 nm region

Both data sets show the v'=O/v'=l N2 (B2 U) population ratio to be around

6.1, significantly lower than predicted by F-C factors. The poor agreement

with no-BPD air data in the 300 to 400 nm spectral region is not explicable.

Transitions originating from v'=2,3,4 for the N2+(A-X) band system were

observed. The ratio of vibrational level populations is computed in Table 12.

The N2+(A
2 n) v'=4/v'=2 population ratios are all in excellent agreement. The

discrepancy in the v'=3/v'=2 population ratio most likely arises due to the

additional overlap of the 02+(b-a) 0-2 transition at 6822A to the already

crowded N2+(A-X) 3-0 and N2(B-A) 3-0 transitions between 6800 and 6900A.

The N2 (B-A) First Positive are by far the dominant spectra features throughout

this region. Figure 53 shows the B-state vibrational distributions for the

air data with and without BPD at 1.2 mtorr, and pure N2 data without BPD at

1.0 mtorr. The dashed line represents the F-C excitation factors coupled with

Ladiative relaxation processes from the N2(C,W) states which feed population
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Figure 52. Relative vibrational populations of the observed band
systems N2 (C-B), N2+(B-X), N2 *(A-X) at a pressure of
1.2 mtorr with and without BPD operative.
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Figure 53. Relative vibrational population of the N2(B-A) band sy!stem
for 1.2 mtori aii. and 1.0 mtori N2 . The dashed line
inc'ludes FCF's and radiative re laa xat ion p-ocescsc from
N2 (C,W) states into the N2(B) tevels.
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TABLE 10. Populations of N2 (C(
3 u), v'=0,1) states for a variety of low

pressure experiments.

Population Ratio Spectral
N2 (C3fl u ) Gas/Pressure Region
v'=l/v'-2 Conditions (mtorr) (nm)

2.5 BPD Air (1.2) 440-800

2.5 no-BPD Air (1.2) 440-800

2.3 BPD Air (1.2) 300-400

2.3 no-BPD Air (1.2) 300-400

2.7 N2  (1.0)

2.89 FCF 6

Table 11. Populations of N2O(B
2

1,, v'=1,2) states for a variety
of low pressure experiments.

Population Ratio Spectral
N2+ ( B 2 Eu )  Gas/Pressure Region
v'=l/v'=2 Conditions (mtorr) (nm)

6.1 no-BPD Air (1.2) 440-800

4.7 BPD Air (1.2) 440-800

4.5 no-BPD Air (1.2) 300-400

3.2 BPD Air (1.2) 300-400

6.2 N2  (1.0) 300-450

8.0 FCF 6  -

into the N2 (B) state. The N2 (1.0 mtorr) and air (1.2 retorr) distributions

without BPD are in excellent agreement. Once again the ignition of BPD has

slightly shifted the population to larger v'.
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TABLE 12. Populations of N, )(A2l1.1, v'-2 ,3,4) states for a variety of
l ow pressuire ex per imen t.

I Population Ratio
N,2 '}A2 n Ld1

____________ ___________Spectral

Gas/P'ressure Regyi on
v' -3/v' -2 V' -/4/V' -2 (,(oid i t ioils (mtorr) (n1m)

.70 0.2 3 no0- BPID Air (1.2) 4409 800

(8) 0. 28 Bill Ai r (1 . 2) 44() -800

0.51 0.26 N2  I1.0 5M) 85(0

01.52 .23 11.,

().4 PRESSUJRF ODiPENDFNCIES

The next set of comparisons to he mad~e ,!i I I focus onl the ef fec t of inci eas ing

! le pressur e [torn11 1. 2 to 20.0 mtot r-, as ,hown in F igu E, 54. The data is

tnormalized wi th respect to the N2)(B A) relative population. It is clear that

both N2 '( (X) and N2 (C- B) undergo app-oximate-ly thle same change as does,

N)(B A) upon this pressure increase, but N )'(A-X) and to a lesser extent

12(1) -a) unde rgo a (iccrease upon thIiis prec salve inc rca se. Table 13 show;s thle

magnitude of thle signal intensity uhange upon increaising the piresstie. Ever y

sys;qtem gained signal by incri ing the pi s -oic. The u ();'1 a) and N2 '(A X)

systems gainedi less than dlid the other- systeIrms. The thirdH columnl of Table 1

show the effectivye power dependence of si gnal1 in tens ity onl pi(yesm~rc based onl

these two pressures for each obscrrved band system. A povel(, dependence of p1 .

is observed in pure N2
9 9 based onl a prompt em litt i ng staIte Wihiclh Midel-rgoes no

feed or quenching. Tile N2 C fits the speci ficat ion. () 2 '1) and N2 'A are quenchied

at 20 mt pressure.

Figures 55 and 56 show the telative viirat iotil distrilit ions~ at these two

piressures . For N2 (C B) the d is t r ibuitions, , bo th 1 .2 anid 20. () itno t , ate

13 3/
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Figure 54. Band system distribution at 1.2 mtorr and 20.0 mtorr pressures
of air, normalizede to the N2 (B-A) relative population.
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TABLE 13. Pressure scaling of emission features.

Signal Gain

Upon the Pressure X
Rise from 1.2 mtorr Assuming

System to 20.0 mtorr I pX

N 2 (C B) 37.0 1.3

N2(B-A) 31.0 1.2

01 (7773A) 30.0 1.2

N 2 +(B-X) 29.0 1.2

NIl (5004A) 24.0 1.1

NIl (5680A) 21.0 1.1

02 +(b-a) 18.0 1.0

N2 +(A-X) 4.4 0.53

within experimental uncertainty equal to the distribution predicted by Franck-

Condon factors. Recall, the N 2 (C-B) v'=3 population is more uncertain due to

weak signal levels. Thc population distribution for N2(C 3 Nu) in pure N 2 has

been determined to be Franck-Condon in form. For N 2 +(B-X) the v'=2 population

is more uncertain due to weak signal levels. The N2+(B 2Eu+) v'=O to v'=l popu-

lation ratio at various conditions is compiled in Table 14. The 1.2 mtorr,

20 mtorr air (440 to 800 nm spectral region) and 1 mtorr N2 values are in

excellent agreement (± 10 percent), but differ from the predicted Franck-Condon

ratio by about 36 percent. The N2+(B 2 Eu+) v'=O to v'=l population ratios

measured in the 300 to 400 nm region at 1.2 and 20 mtorr of air agree well with

each other but are - 25 percent low of the values measured in the 440 to 800 nm

region. In the case of N2 +(A-X) the distributions at low and high pressures of

air are dramatically different. It is clear that N2 +(A
2 H) v'=2,4 are reduced

significantly more than is v'=3. The N 2 +(A
2H) v'=2-4 quenching rate coeffi-

cients in pure N2 are 7.0±0.4, 7.5±1.0, and 7.0±1.0 x 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s- 1,
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piessures for the N2 (C-B), N2'(B-X), N)(A-X) band systems. The
dashed lines are predictons of F- C factor!.
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TABLE 14. Pressure scaling of N2+B distributions.

N2+(B2Eu+) State Spectral
Population Ratio Region

v'=0 to v'=1 Gas (Pressure) (nm)

6.1 Air (1.2 mtorr) 440-800

5.6 Air (20.0 mtorr) 440-800

4.5 Air (1.2 mtorr) 300-400

4.4 Air (20.0 mtorr) 300-400

6.2 N2  (1 mtorr) -

8.0 FCF 6

respectively1 0 suggesting in this data the anomalously large relative popula-

tion in N2 (A
2 ) v'=3 is an artifact of multiple radiators and overlapping

spectral features. Certainly the overlap of the (3-1) Meinel band with the

(3-0) First Positive feature complicated previous analysis of this system.

Additional underlying features due to oxygen further cloud an accurate deter-

mination here. Figure 56 shows the relative population distribution of N2(B,v')

levels at 1.2 and 20.0 mtorr of air, 1.0 mtorr N2 and the radiative transfer/

Franck-Condon factor prediction. The 1.2 mtorr air and 1.0 mtorr N2 distribu-

tions are in relatively good agreement. The 20 mtorr air distribution shows

some small deviations from the low pressure data. These deviations can be

4ttrit,,od to both quenching and population distortion by underlying radiators.

6.5 CONCLUSIONS

These experiments were aimed at determining the effect of 02 on altering

electronic state production and distributions in electron-irradiated mixtures.

Clear evidence of 02+ First Negative and atomic lines were obtained. A com-

parison of N2 and N2+ emissions from air and from pure N2 show no dramatic
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differences or energy repartitioning. The presence of oxygen merely adds

spectral features across the visible region.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE EINSTEIN COEFFICIENTS

FOR THE N 2 (B-A) TRANSITION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Several years ago we observed that the rate coefficient for exciting NO(A 2 L+ )

in the electronic energy transfer reaction between N2(A 3 Eu+) and NO was

apparently about 40 percent larger than the total quenching rate coeffi-

cient.1 0 0 A detailed error analysis indicated that the most likely reason for

this di-screpancy was that the accepted value for the lifetime of N2(A 3 Eu+) was

too short. 1 0 1  Further investigation revealed that the accepted experimental

value of N2 (A) lifetime was based upon Shemansky and Carleton's
1 0 2 analysis of

Carleton and Oldenberg's1 0 3 experimental determination of the absolute photon

emission rate of the 0,6 Vegard-Kaplan band coupled with a determination of

the absolute number density of N 2 (A,v'=O) by an absorption measurement on the

1,0 band of the first-positive system of nitrogen. Knowing the population in

the emitting state and the absolute photon-emission rate allows one to calcu-

late the Einstein coefficient for the transition. This analysis hinges, then,

upon knowing the transition probability of the 1,0 first-positive band accu-

rately. Recent theoretical calculations indicate that the value used for the

1,0 B--A transition probability is quite likely to be 25-40 percent too

large. 32 ,6 5 ,1 0 4 We thus felt it imperative to reinvestigate the transition

probabilities of the N 2 (B - A) system experimentally.

The currently accepted experimental values for the N 2 (B-A) Einstein coeffi-

cients rests upon the relative variation in the transition moment as a

function of r-centroid as measured by Shemansky and Broadfoot1 3 tied to the

lifetime of the v'=3 level of N 2 (B) which they also determined by measuring

real-time decays following excitation of N 2 by a pulsed electron beam. The

results from this procedure are consistent with the recent theoretical calcula-

tions for vibrational levels above v'=3. The Einstein coefficients from the

three lowest vibrational levels of N2 (B), however, result from extrapolations

of the transition-moment curve well outside the region of the measurements used
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to establish it. We thus undertook to re-determine the relative transition

moment variation as a function of i centloid, using a proceduie similai to

that used by Shemansky and Broadfoot, but with measurements extending much

farther to the long-wavelength side of tile curve.

The r-centroid approximation was fiist piit forth by Fraser1 ()5 and has been

used extensively over the last thtee decades to describe the Einstein

coefficients of a large number of molecular systems. The intensity of a

molecular emission is given by

Iv v,, = Nv'Av'." (17)

where Nv, is the number density in the upper -state vibrational level and AVv,,

is the Einstein coefficient which is

4 364t%
A = - . ----- - I <v' IR (r)Iv">I (18)

Here vvv'v" is the transition frequency in cm-l, the integral is of the wave

functions over the electric dipole-moment operator, and the constants have

their usual meanings. Fraser showed that this matrix element could be sepa

rated reasonably well into two parts. One part repLesents the overlap of the

wavefunctions of the two levels with each other, and is called the Franck-

Condon factor. Fraser showed that the other, the electronic transition moment,

could generally be represented adequately by a function (usually polynomial or

exponential) of the r-centroid. This quantity is defined as

- <v'Irlv">
rv v' v"> (19)
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by measuring the relative intensities of a number of bands with a common upper

vibrational level, one can map out how the electronic transition moment varies

,-'ith r-centroid. For a given band intensity we have

64 Ti 4 \)3 i

" = .. >.. Nv q IR e(r) (20)

where the Franck-Condon factor is

9

q v'v" 1 v' I vf ">lI (21)

Ratioing measured band intensities to the product of the Franck-Condon factor

timfs the cube of the tran.s ition frequei cy then gives a set of reduced inten-
Ies vbich should vary one from the other in the same way that the electronic

tianition moment varies with F r centroid:

_V.'..v V v Vv v = e v" _(223(

",I/qv 1 " '13 I R e N , V I

Ide have measured the intensities of a number of first-positive bands over the

v avelength region between 500 and 1700 nm. This set of sequences covers the

Av-6 through Av--2 sequences and encompasses an r-centroid range between about

1.2 and I.7A.

.2 EXPER I MENTAL,

I'b h different monoch roma t or/ditec tor qystems and three different exci tat ion

orrrr ,r e tuI(,d in t hece stud ies. This allowed us to make careful cross

,lerk. ot rho data in the reg, io n of spectral overlap. [n addition, different
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excitation sources emphasize the formation of different vibrational levels.

This allowed matching the source to the most appropriate wavelength region.

One system consisted of looking at the excitation of nitrogen, at pressures on

the order of a few millitorr, by a high energy electron beam of 4.5 kV and

about 15 mA. A 0.3 m monochromator with an S-1 photomultiplier was used for

these observations which spanned a spectral region between 570 and 1050 rim,

or the 6v=4 through Av=O sequences of the nitrogen first-positive system. This

system, the LABCEDE facility at AFGL, has been described in detail previously

in this report.

The second system which emphasized the short-wavelength region of the

spectrum, consisted of a 0.5 m monochromator coupled to a thermoelectrically

cooled photomultiplier with a GaAs photocathode. It covered the spectral

region between 500 and 850 nm, covering principally the 6v=6 through 6v=2

sequences of the first-positive system. The excitation source in this

instance was atomic nitrogen recombination in a He/N 2 discharge afterglow.

This source tends to emphasize excitation of the highest levels of N2 (B).

The third system employed a 0.5 m monochromator with an intrinsic Ge detector.

This system covered the spectral region between 700 and 1700 nm, covering the

Av=2 through 6v=-2 sequences of the nitrogen first-positive system. In this

instance, the excitation source was a low pressure (0.1-20 Torr), low power

(10-20 Watts) microwave-discharge lamp in nitrogen.

All systems were calibrated for relative spectral response against a standard

quartz-halogen lamp. In the latter two systems, the light from the lamp was

reflected off a BaSO 4 screen into the entrance slit of the monochromator in

order to ensure that the optics were filled. The BaSO 4 screen is uniformly

reflecting to within +/- 2 percent between 300 and 1300 nm. 10 6 ,10 7 The drop

off in reflectivity beyond 1300 nm is only a few percent, but was included in

t;h calculation of the calibration curves. The relative response of the

latter two systems was cross checked by comparison with the O/NO air afterglow
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continuum. Good agreement with published air afterglow intensities was found

in the region between 400 and 650 nm, 1' 8 - 1 10 but not in the infrared. 1 11 , 12

We further checked our response function with a second quartz-halogen lamp and

,,,ith a 125) K black body. We think that most published values for the air

, tlltciglow intensities in the infrared are erroneous. Recent observations by

Riadhurn and Tilenfeld 1 1 3 over this same spectral region result in a similar

(nc lusic.

The procedure, therefore, was to scan the first-positive spectra over the

appioptiate spectral region under seveial different sets of conditions.

7. RESULTS

The individual hand intensities were determined with the use of the PSI

s pectral fitting code. This code enables the determination of vibronic level

nuimber dencsities from the resolved emission spectra of diatomic molecules, even

w;hen there is ,ignificant overlap of the features of interest with other bands.

Thr general plouedlrre involves calculating synthetic spectra whose magnitudes

curt espond to tini t population for the hands of interest. The populations of

thes;e emitters: are then adjusted in a linear least-squares fitting routine in

otdet to hest reproduce the obqerved spectrum. The synthetic spectra were

calculated at the instrumental resolution and assumed a Boltzmann distribution

of totation levels best matching the ohsved rotational contours. The band

intensities were calculated from effective populations determined from fitting

spectral regions containing only one band from the level of interest, i.e.,

fitting individual hand Seqluences.

ftn signi fic;nt spect lal overlap occurs hetween bands of interest and

,Lh,. (;eni ally b;nds from liighcl vibiational levels of the Av=n-1 sequence

I, i lap wit h the Iv' 'et vihl ational levels in the 6v=n sequence. This problem

i': pat ti,1i,,1r t 1 ;(., e , lol the A''-, , 2, 1, 0 sequences. The infrared after-

.,w s:;,A:ts (8' B " ) ;,,nd s ,wetal ets of atomic--nitrogen lines contami-

nl't, thr, si i ,.r di srhat re spectra. 1he infrared afterglow system also
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affects the atom-recombination data. In addition, overlap with 6v=n-I first-

positive bands is particularly severe in these data due to the larger relative

populations of the high v' levels. The N2' Meinel bands (A
2R u-X2Eg+) are

strong in electron-impact excitation spectra.

Where such overlap occurs, it's extent determined the strategy used to fit the

spectrum. In instances where the overlap is only partial, the code determined

the populations of all emitting species directly. Where more complete overlap

is present or where bands from more than one system overlap those of interest,

populations of the contaminating species were estimated by fitting adjacent

regions of the spectrum where more reliable estimates could be made. These

populations were then used to generate a synthetic spectrum that was computer

subtracted from the data, thus reducing the overlap. Number densities were

not used in instances where the relevant feature coincides with another band

of comparable or greater intensity or is severely overlapped with a signifi-

cant band for which no independent population estimate could be made.

Figures 57 to 59 illustrate the power of the spectral fitting procedure. They

show successive approximations in the fitting of the 6v=0 sequence in the data

taken on LABCEDE. In Figure 57 only the v'=0-5 levels of N2 (B) and some

atomic lines were included in the fit. Large discrepancies are evident in the

fit, particularly around 920 and 950 nm. These regions contain the 1,0 and

2,1 Meinel bands. Including the Meinel bands in the fit gives the result dis-

played in Figure 58. The region between 910 and 950 nm now is fit excellently

in addition to some improvement at 1040 nm. Some problems still exist at 970

to 980 nm and between 1000 and 1010 nm. The 7,8 and 6,7 fiLst-positive bands

a. "ar in these regions. Estimating their intensities from fits at shorter

wavelengths, and subtracting the estimates from the experimental spectrum

gives the result in Figure 59. We now see that the entire spectral region is

fit excellently, and we can be confident our fits will result in accurate

intensity determinations.
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Figure 57. 6v = 0 sequence fit for N2 (B-A) and atomic lines.
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Figure 58. Av = 0 sequence fit for N 2 (B-A), N 2 +(A-X), and atomic lines.
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Figure 59. 6v 0 0 sequonce fit for N2 (B-A), N2 +(A-X), atomic Lines
with estimated contributions from other N 2 (B-A) sequences

subtracted out.
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We note that systematic errors are possible in this analysis, particularly

when subtraction was performed since the particular Einstein coefficients

determine the magnitudes of the spectra to be subtracted. 1 14  In regions of

the spectrum where such subtraction has the potential to produce significant

err ors, there is overlap of data using at least two excitation methods that

produce spectra with markedly different characteristics. Thus systematic

errors should be manifest as differing trends in the Re(r:) curves from the

different data. The lack of these discrepancies is evidence for the absence

of such errors.

The r -centroids and Franck-Condon factoLs necessary for the evaluation of the

crduced intensities and the construction tf the Rew( ) curve were calculated

using the procedure outlined previously1 l Rydberg-Klein Rees potentials were

first calculated for both electronic stateo using the spectroscopic constants

f Roux et al. 1"O and the approach of Tellinghuisen1 l7. The numet ical eigen

functions were then evaluated using the Numerov Cooley procedure 1 8 to solve

the radial Schrodinger equation. The overlap integrals in the r cpntroid and

Franck-Condon factor calcuations were evalnated using Simpson', Rule.

The reduced intensities were avetaged for all spectra taken with a given

excitation method. A total of four spectia were analyzed foL the dischaige

data, three for the atom-recombination data, and two for the data taken with

the LABCEDE facility. The data were then combined to form the relative transi-

tion moment curve by minimizing the sum of the squares of the differences of

Pach v' sequence from the analytical expres sion which best represented all the

data. In practice, we determined the best fit of a given analytical form to

one v' selnence, e.g., v'.2 or v'=O, and then adjusted each of the othei v'

Kcquences to obtain the miiiinun least Nqua rs deviation from that analytical

Pxpr ss ion. fle then recompu ted thee r bt fit analytical expression ro the

adinrsted ' sequenres. This define a n linr, and the individual v'

'((hqienccp; were adj"sted to match is line hot. ;ener ally, aft e 'evprl

i toatinns, none of tle v' sreq iene, could he adjus ted s ignificant ly to
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improve the fit between all of the data and the analytical form which best

represented them.

We tried both linear and quadratic expressions to represent Re as a function

of rv'v"" The fitting procedure showed the quadratic term not to be statis--

tically significant. The best linear fit was

Re(rvv,,) (1.67+0.04) - (0.654+0.030) rvv,, (23)

Figure 60 shows the relationship between this line and the experimental data.

The relative transition-moment curve shown in Figure 60 was placed upon an

absolute basis by multiplying it by the avrage of the ratio

l/t,
. (1.89 + 0.03) x 107 (24)

vI v v v"Ie vvIrel

for v'=5-12. We used the radiative lifetimes of Eyler and Pipkin 1 19 in the

normalization. In principle, these should be the most accurate values because

they were determined by laser-induced fluorescence in a molecular beam under

collision-free conditions. We note, however, that this set of lifetimes

appear to be 10-15 percent shorter than those determined in the most reliable

of the other experimental 3 6 ,1 2 0 , 12 1 or theoretical studies. 3 2 ,6 5 ,1 0 4

7.4 DISCUSSION

Table 15 compa ue- lifetimes cal culated from the present results with those

of Shemansky and Broadfoot13 as well as the recent measurements of Eyler and

Pipkin 1 1 9 and the theoretical calculations of Werner et al.A2  Tn the final

column we list the theoretical results of Werner et al. scaled to match the

lifetimes of Eyler and Pipkin. The scalinig involved fitting Werner et al.'s
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Figure 60. Variaton in the electron-transition moment with r-centroid

for the N2 first-positive system.

transition-moment variation to a quadratic function. This quadratic function

was then used as a relative Re function to calculate relative transition proba-

hilities. The relative probabilities were then made absolute by applying the

procedure given by Eq. (24). This resulted in a 9 percent increase in

Wrrner et al.'s transition-moment curve at every point. This scaling pro('e

(lure results in a set of lifetimes which agree excellelntly with the ones we

ha " calrulated. The maximum di screpancy is about 5 percent for the lowec t

vihational levels.
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TABLE 15. N2(BQfl ) lifetimeq in microseconds.

Shemansky
This and Eylei and Werner, Kalcher Werner et al.

v Woik Broadfoot 1 3  Pipkin 1 1 9  and Reinsh 3 2  Scaled

0 1.1 8.A 13.4 11.6

1 M 7.8 11.0 9.2

2 8.5 7.0 9.3 8.1

7.3 6.5 8.2 6.9

4 6.5 6.1 7.3 6.3

5 5.9 5.8 5.9+(.2 6.6 5.7

6 5.5 5.5 5.340.2 6.2 5.3

7 5.1 5. 1 5.0+0.2 5.8 5.0

8 4.8 5.1 4.7+0.2 5.5 4.7

9 4.5 5.0 4.4+0.2 5.2 4.5

10 4. 3 4.8 4.3+±.2 5.0 4.3

11 4.1 4.7 4.2+().2 4.9 4.2

12 4.0 4.6 4.140.2 4.8 4.2

Figure 61 compates our transition-moment function with other proposed

transition-moment functions, both experimentali2 , 12 2 - 12 5  and

theoretical. 3 2 ,6 5 ,1 04  Our results clearly agree moderately well, both in

terms of slope and magnitude, with the various theoretical calculations.

Pievious empirical estimates, however deviate markedly from our results.

Our results indicate a lifetime for N2(B,v%=,l) that is at least 36 and

24 percent longer, respectively, than that giien by Shemansky and Broadfoot.

The discrepancy could be even greater since Shemansky and Broadfoot's values

for the highest vibiational levels are 10-15 percent longer than ours. Scaling

tMii results down acro, iingly would lead to a discrepancy of about 40 percent.
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Figure 61. Electronic transition moments tor N2(B3flg - E

This 25-40 percent discrepancy in the lifetime for N2(B,v'=1) is in keeping

with our expectations based upon our analysis of the N2 (A) lifetinme issue.

Table 16 summarizes our- results completely. It gives r-centroids, Franck-

Condon factoiy, the electronic transition moment in Debye and the Einstein

coefficients for all important transitions in the nitrogen first-positive

bands.
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TABLE 16. Einstein coefficients and associated data for the nitrogen

first-positive system.

wavelength r(v'v") Re(r) Branching Av' v"

v'=O v" nm Qv'v" Angstroms Debye Ratio s-i

0 1046.94 0.3987 1.253 0.661 0.5766 4.756E+04

1 1231.72 0.3222 1.215 0.680 0.3031 2.500E*04

2 1489.53 0.1732 1.183 0.696 0.0966 7.966E+03

3 1874.06 0.0691 1.154 0.711 0.0202 1.664E+03

4 2508.56 0.0251 1.126 0.725 0.0032 2.620E+02

5 3752.82 0.0081 1.098 0.739 0.0003 2.621E+01

6 7293.42 0.0025 1.070 0.753 0.0000 1.138E+00

7 94436.64 0.0006 1.045 0.766 0.0000 1.649E-04

FCF sum= 0.9996 Av'v"sum= 8.248E+04

lifetime= 1.212E-05

v'=1 V "

0 888.35 0.4104 1.297 0.638 0.7243 7.481E+04

1 1017.92 0.0032 1.315 0.629 0.0037 3.802E+02

2 1187.83 0.1585 1.227 0.674 0.1304 1.347E+04

3 1420.21 0.1868 1.191 0.692 0.0959 9.902E+03

4 1756.99 0.1276 1.161 0.707 0.0357 3.692E+03

5 2288.41 0.0648 1.134 0.721 0.0085 8.817E+02

6 3250.67 0.0287 1.110 0.733 0.0014 1.409E+02

7 5521.57 0.0114 1.086 0.745 0.0001 1.175E+01

8 17407.73 0.0042 1.063 0.757 0.0000 1.431E-01

FCF sum= 0.9976 Av'v"sum= 1.033E+05

lifetime= 9.682E-06

v 2 V"=

0 773.21 0.1557 1.348 0.612 0.3353 3.962E+04

1 869.55 0.2737 1.309 0.632 0.4417 5.218E+04

2 990.59 0.0690 1.258 0.658 0.0816 9.642E+03

3 1147.12 0.0230 1.249 0.663 0.0178 2.099E+03

4 1357.25 0.1264 1.202 0.686 0.0633 7.473E+03

5 1653.94 0.1430 1.170 0.703 0.0414 4.896E+03

6 2104.11 0.1026 1.142 0.717 0.0150 1.776E+03

7 2867.47 0.0573 1.117 0.730 0.0034 4.058E+02

8 4442.93 0.0280 1.095 0.741 0.0005 5.496E+01

9 9588.11 0.0126 1.073 0.752 0.0000 2.535E+00

FCF sum= 0.9913 Av'v"sum: 1.182E+05
lifetime= 8.464E-06
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TABL11E 16. Continued.

wavelength r~v'v") Re(r) Branching Av'v"
v'=3 v"= nm Qv'v" Angstroms Debye Ratio 9-1

0 685.85 0.0311 1.408 0.582 0.0743 1.024E+04
1 760.59 0.2843 1.356 0.608 0.5443 7.500E*04
2 851.61 0.0958 1.323 0.625 0.1380 1.901E*04
3 964.79 0.1526 1.271 0.651 0.1642 2.262E+04
4 1109.23 0.0054 1.198 0.688 0.0043 5.884E+02
5 1299.79 0.0418 1.218 0.678 0.0199 2.748E+03
6 1562.50 0.1073 1.181 0.697 0.0311 4.288E+03
7 1947.50 0.1092 1.151 0.712 0.0171 2.353E+03
8 2565.31 0.0788 1.125 0.726 0.0056 7.708E+02
9 3716.99 0.0474 1.102 0.737 0.0011 1.574E+02

10 6614.82 0.0248 1.082 0.747 0.0001 1.501E+01
11 27571.11 0.0120 1.063 0.757 0.0000 1.029E-01

FCF sum= 0.9905 Av'v"sum= 1.378E+05

lifetime= 7.257E-06

v'=4 v =

0 617.32 0.0038 1.468 0.551 0.0101 1.541E+03
1 677.23 0.0971 1.413 0.579 0.2152 3.292E+04
2 748.46 0.2964 1.366 0.603 0-5275 ::.069E+04
3 834.49 0.0075 1.367 0.603 0.0096 1.471E+03
4 940.41 0.1514 1.282 0.646 0.1557 2.382E+04
5 1073.89 0.0509 1.235 0.670 0.0378 5.783E+03
6 1247.13 0.0022 1.272 0.651 0.0010 1.508E+02
7 1480.78 0.0552 1.193 0.691 0.0166 2.547E+03
8 1812.72 0.0943 1.161 0.707 0.0162 2.484E+03
9 2320.85 0.0901 1.135 0.720 0.0077 1.174E+03

10 3194.72 0.0653 1.111 0.733 0.0022 3.372E+02
11 5047.68 0.0406 1.090 0.743 0.0004 5.472E+01
12 11601.26 0.0226 1.070 0.753 0.0000 2.578E 00

FCF sum= 0.9774 Av'v"sum= 1.530E+05

lifetime= 6.537E-06

v'=5 vl=
0 562.17 0.0003 1.504 0.533 0.0010 1.707E+02
1 611.42 0.0168 1.478 0.546 0.0407 6.883E+03
2 668.89 0.1684 1.421 0.575 0.3455 5.842 E+04
3 736.77 0.2444 1.378 0.597 0.4042 6.835E+04
4 818.13 0.0105 1.330 0.621 0.0137 2.323E+03
5 917.32 0.0956 1.296 0.639 0.0938 1.585E+04
6 1040.83 0.0951 1.249 0.663 0.0687 1.162E+04
7 1198.67 0.0086 1.191 0.692 0.0044 7.502E,02
8 1407.28 0.0143 1.215 0.680 0.0044 7.440E+02
9 1695.46 0.0598 1.173 0.701 0.0112 1.892E+03

10 2118.86 0.0809 1.144 0.716 0.0081 1.367E+03
11 2800.76 0.0736 1.120 0.728 0.0033 S.571E+02
12 4079.41 0.0539 1.098 0.739 0.0008 1.361E+02
13 7339.16 0.0343 1.079 0.749 0.0001 1.527E+01
14 32830.76 0.0202 1.061 0.758 0.0000 1.029E-01

FCF sum= 0.9767 Av'v"sum= 1.691E+05
lifetime= 5.914E-06



TABLE 16. Continued.

wavelength r(v'v") Re(r) Branching Av'v"
v':6 nm Qv'v" Angstroms Debye Ratio 6-1

0 516.84 0.0000 1.601 0.484 0.0000 6.917E+00
I 558.17 0.0016 1.543 0.513 0.0042 7.606E+02
2 605.68 0.0381 1.487 0.542 0.0863 1.579E+04
3 660.81 0.2293 1.431 0.570 0.4430 8.105E+04
4 725.52 0.1561 1.390 0.591 0.2448 4.479E+04
5 802.47 0.0580 1.321 0.626 0.0754 1.380E+04
6 895.42 0.0352 1.314 0.630 0.0333 6.097E+03
7 1009.82 0.1043 1.261 0.656 0.0748 1.369E+04
8 1153.91 0.0392 1.218 0.678 0.0201 3.683E+03
9 1340.78 0.0000 1.200 0.687 0.0000 1.636E-01

10 1592.42 0.0255 1.188 0.694 0.0052 9.529E+02
11 1949.06 0.0599 1.156 0.710 0.0070 1.279E+03
12 2492.80 0.0713 1.131 0.722 0.0041 7.537E+02
13 3421.41 0.0621 1.109 0.734 0.0014 2.618E+02
14 5362.46 0.0460 1.088 0.744 0.0003 5.185E+01
15 11930.70 0.0307 1.070 0.753 0.0000 3.219E+00

FCF sum= 0.9573 Av'v"sum= 1.830E+05
lifetime= 5.465E-06

v'=7 V 't=
0 478.94 0.0000 1.700 0.434 0.0000 1.020E-01
1 514.23 0.0001 1.641 0.464 0.0002 3.174E+01
2 554.28 0.0043 1.564 0.503 0.0101 2.002E+03
3 600.10 0.0729 1.495 0.538 0.1546 3.060E+04
4 652.99 0.2650 1.441 0.565 0.4817 9.536E+04
5 714.67 0.0748 1.407 0.582 0.1101 2.180E+04
6 787.46 0.1064 1.337 0.618 0.1318 2.610E+04
7 874.60 0.0031 1.300 0.637 0.0030 5.893E+02
8 980.66 0.0817 1.275 0.649 0.0579 1.146E+04
9 1112.43 0.0674 1.233 0.671 0.0349 6.910E+03
10 1280.29 0.0103 1.183 0.696 0.0038 7.461E+02
11 1501.12 0.0042 1.180 0.698 0.0010 1.896E+02
12 1804.22 0.0326 1.170 0.703 0.0043 8.598E+02
13 2245.28 0.0556 1.142 0.717 0.0040 7.920E+02
14 2944.79 0.0607 1.118 0.729 0.0020 3.964E*02
15 4220.86 0.0529 1.098 0.739 0.0006 1.206E+02
16 7275.87 0.0397 1.079 0.749 0.0001 1.813E+01
17 24268.39 0.0269 1.062 0.758 0.0000 3.38SE-01

FCF sum= 0.9586 Av'v"sum= 1.980E+05
lifetime= 5.OS1E-06
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TABLE 16. Continued.

wavelength r(v'v") Re(r) Branching Av'v"

v'=8 v= nm Qv'v" Angstroms Debye Ratio s-i

0 446.80 0.0000 1.800 0.383 0.0000 7.219E-04

1 477.36 0.0000 1.700 0.434 0.0000 6.508E-02

2 511.69 0.0003 1.643 0.463 0.0006 1.253E+02

3 550.49 0.0102 1.572 0.499 0.0227 4.769E+03

4 594.67 0.1102 1.506 0.532 0.2216 4.655E+04

5 645.40 0.2724 1.452 0.560 0.4738 9.952E+04

6 704.19 0.0201 1.436 0.568 0.0277 5.819E+03

7 773.07 0.1282 1.349 0.612 0.1551 3.259E+04

6 854.78 0.0046 1.300 0.637 0.0045 9.367E+02

9 953.19 0.0450 1.290 0.642 0.0320 6.714E+03

10 1073.83 0.0769 1.245 0.665 0.0410 8.606E+03

11 1224.98 0.0326 1.206 0.684 0.0124 2.606E+03

12 1419.59 0.0009 1.200 0.6b7 0.0002 4.405E+01

13 1679.12 0.0106 1.189 0.693 0.0016 3.374E+02

14 2041.85 0.0353 1.153 0.711 0.0031 6.582E402

15 2583.39 0.0516 1.129 0.723 0.0023 4.915E+02

16 3476.93 0.0536 1.108 0.734 0.0010 2.156E+02

17 5225.32 0.0459 1.089 0.744 0.0003 5.584E+01

18 10157.87 0.0350 1.072 0.752 0.0000 5.931E+00

FCF sum= 0.9333 Av'v"sum= 2.100E+05

lifetime =  4.761E-06

V =9 V " =

0 419.23 0.0000 2.000 0.281 0.0000 2.023E-02

1 446.02 0.0000 1.900 0.332 0.0000 1.950E-01

2 475.84 0.0000 1.800 0.383 0.0000 1.153E+00

3 509.22 0.0006 1.675 0.446 0.0013 2.982E+02

4 546.80 0.0191 1.583 0.493 0.0401 8.910E+03

5 589.40 0.1559 1.514 0.528 0.2998 6.661E+04

6 638.04 0.2471 1.463 0.554 0.4121 9.158E+04

7 694.07 0.0002 1.400 0.586 0.0003 6.120E+01

8 759.24 0.1198 1.363 0.605 0.1413 3.140E+04

9 835.89 0.0291 1.299 0.637 0.0286 6.347E+03

10 927.24 0.0136 1.280 0.647 0.0101 2.239E+03

11 1037.81 0.0661 1.258 0.658 0.0361 8.033E+03

12 1174.19 0.0524 1.221 0.677 0.0209 4.651E+03

13 1346.30 0.0122 1.179 0.698 0.0034 7.644E+02

14 1569.91 0.0005 1.174 0.701 0.0001 1.831E+01

.,5 1871.55 0.0158 1.169 0.703 0.0017 3.739E+02

16 2299.71 0.0358 1.141 0.717 0.0021 4.753E+02

17 2953.31 0.0466 1.119 0.729 0.0014 3.013E+02

18 4070.46 0.0470 1.099 0.739 0.0005 1.193E+02

19 6405.63 0.0407 1.082 0.747 0.0001 2.713E+01

20 13929.36 0.0320 1.066 0.755 0.0000 2.120E+00

FCF sum= 0.9345 Av'v"sum= 2.222E+05
156 1lfetime = 4.500E-06



TABLE 16. Continued.

wavelength r(v'v") Re(r) Branching Av'v"

v'=10 v"= nm Qv'v" Angstroms Debye Ratio u-1
0 395.32 0.0000 2.100 0.231 0.0000 1.620E-03
1 419.05 0.0000 2.000 0.281 0.0000 1.688E-01
2 445.27 0.0000 1.900 0.332 0.0000 3.920E-03

3 474.37 0.0000 1.800 0.383 0.0000 5.170E+00
4 506.82 0.0015 1.676 0.446 0.0031 7.185E+02
S 5'k3.21 0.0327 1.593 0.488 0.0651 1.524E+04
6 5b4.26 0.1981 1.525 0.522 u.3633 8.506E+04
7 630.90 0.2063 1.475 0.548 0.3304 7.736E+04
8 684.28 0.0101 1.400 0.586 0.0145 3.395E+03
9 745.93 0.0902 1.377 0.598 0.1040 2.435E+04
10 817.83 0.0590 1.317 0.628 0.0570 1.335E+04
11 902.66 0.0003 1.300 0.637 0.0002 4.842E+01
12 1004.09 0.0423 1.273 0.650 0.0237 5.545E+03
13 1127.34 0.0590 1.233 0.671 0.0248 5.812E+03
14 1280.00 0.0292 1.200 0.687 0.0088 2.064E+03
15 1473.65 0.0031 1.149 0.713 0.0007 1.546E+02
16 1726.80 0.0030 1.198 0.688 0.0004 8.664E+01
17 2070.94 0.0185 1.154 0.711 0.0014 3.302E+02
18 2564.48 0.0339 1.130 0.723 0.0014 3.296E+02

19 3329.09 0.0417 1.110 0.733 0.0008 1.906E+02
20 4628.34 0.0417 1.092 0.742 0.0003 7.270E+01

FCF sum= 0.8706 Av'v"sum= 2.341E+05
lifetime =  4.271E-06

v'=11 v"=

0 374.40 0.0000 2.500 0.028 0.0000 9.082E-05
1 395.63 0.0000 2.300 0.129 0.0000 6.753E-02
2 418.92 0.0000 2.100 0.231 0.0000 9.077E-02
3 444.57 0.0000 2.000 0.281 0.0000 1.979E-01
4 472.95 0.0000 1.893 0.336 0.0000 1.002E+01
5 504.49 0.0028 1.697 0.435 0.0053 1.291E+03
6 539.71 0.0502 1.603 0.483 0.0959 2.336E+04
7 579.26 0.2325 1.536 0.517 0.4117 1.003E+05
8 623.96 0.1526 1.490 0.540 0.2362 5.752E+04
9 674.81 0.0375 1.393 0.589 0.0546 1.330E+04

10 733.12 0.0533 1.395 0.588 0.0603 1.470E+04

11 800.56 0.0791 1.332 0.620 0.0765 1.862E+04
12 879.34 0.0057 1.250 0.662 0.0048 1.157E+03
13 972.44 0.0196 1.293 0.640 0.0113 2.741E+03
14 1083.96 0.0520 1.249 0.663 0.0231 5.623E+03
15 1219.69 0.0431 1.215 0.680 0.0141 3.444E+03
16 1388.11 0.0145 1.182 0.697 0.0034 8.253E+02
17 1602.13 0.0003 1.170 0.703 0.0000 9.417E+00
18 1882.39 0.0061 1.157 0.709 0.0006 1.443E+02
19 2264.09 0.0198 1.143 0.716 0.0011 2.747E+02
20 2798.32 0.0321 1.121 0.728 0.0010 2.433E+02

FCF sum= 0.8012 Av'v"sum: 2.435E+05
lifetime= 4.106E-06
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TABLE 16. Concluded.

wavelength r(vv) Re(r) Branching Av'v"

v'=12 v"= nm Qv'v" Angstroms Debye Ratio $-1

0 355.97 0.0000 2.500 0.028 0.0000 3.170E-07

1 375.10 0.0000 2.300 0.129 0.0000 9.905E-04

2 395.98 0.0000 2.100 0.231 0.0000 1.075E-02

3 418.82 0.0000 2.000 0.281 0.0000 6.761E-02

4 443.91 0.0000 1.900 0.332 0.0000 2.374E-02

5 471.58 0.0001 1.840 0.363 0.0002 3.775E+01

6 502.22 0.0051 1.706 0.431 0.0093 2.324E+03

7 536.30 0.0722 1.615 0.477 0.1335 3.338E+04

8 574.39 0.2592 1.546 0.512 0.4496 1.124E+05

9 617.21 0.0968 1.506 0.532 0.1463 3.657E+04

10 665.63 0.0713 1.450 0.561 0.0953 2.383E*04

11 720.75 0.0198 1.424 0.574 0.0218 5.461E+03

12 783.99 0.0827 1.346 0.613 0.0810 2.025E+04

13 857.16 0.0231 1.288 0.643 0.0190 4.754E+03

14 942.64 0.0026 1.275 0.649 0.0016 4.107E+02

15 1043.64 0.0349 1.265 0.654 0.0165 4.126E+03

16 1164.54 0.0467 1.230 0.672 0.0168 4.192E+03

17 1311.52 0.0276 1.200 0.687 0.0073 1.814E+03

18 1493.56 0.0063 1.167 0.704 0.0012 2.942E+02

19 1724.19 0.0001 1.162 0.707 0.0000 3.974E+00

20 2017.51 0.0076 1.157 0.709 0.0006 1.461E+02

FCF sum= 0.7561 Av'v"sum= 2.500E+05

lifetime =  4.OOOE-06
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8. QUENCHING OF N2(AI[lg,V'=O) BY N 2 , 02, CO, C0 2 , CH4 , H 2 , AND Ar

8.1 INTRODUCTION

(Ine of the most examined areas in molecular energy transfer is the exchange of

energy between near-resonant states in different molecules. Extensive experi-

mental and theoretical attention has been given to the atom-atom and atom-

diatom transfer processes. Electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer in atom-

diatom and diatom-diatom collisions has also been intensively investigated. A

much less well investigated area is the competition between radiative, intra-

molecular, and intermolecular electronic relaxation processes. A theoretical

treatment of such processes is complex, since information about two electronic

potential curves and the intermolecular interaction potential must be avail-

able. Nonetheless, studies of such processes are extremely important,

e-;pecially when the excited state is metastable and may act as an energy

storage reservoir. These states may play an important role in chemical laser

kinetics, atmospheric background emissions, and plasma kinetics.

An example of such a coupled system is found in the lowest lying singlet
states of N 2 . The aln g, a'lEU-9 and w1A u states all have term energies of

appioximately 8.5 eV and are metastable with respect to radiation to the ground

X g+ state. An electronic energy level diagram of these states, shown in

Figure 13, and is repeated here. It highlights the many opportunities for

near-resonant energy exchange within the singlet manifold.

These states may be coupled via emission of infrared radiation. The w-a and

a' a transitions comprise the well known McFarlane Infrared Transitions in N2 .

These tiansitions were observed in N2 laser cavities by McFarlane 4 8 and the

w a transition has been most recently observed by Fraser, Rawlins, and

Mille . 1 2 6 The a-a' transition has been recently probed in absorption using

diode laser spectroscopy by IIirota. 2 7. Transition probabilities for the a-a'

ttansition have been calculated by Freund' 2 8 and have recently been reinvesti-

gared by Marinelli, (;reen, DeFaccio, and Blumberg. 9 5 . Radiative coupling of
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Figure 13. Energy level diagram for N2 singlets.

these states to the ground state is via forbidden transitions. The well known

aiHg g X~g+ (Lyman-Birgc Hopfield) bands have been the subject of numerous

studies, 6 although the radiative lifetime of the alHg state remains a subject

of much controversy. Measurements of the lifetime center around a value of
80 +40 us. 5 8 ,62-64 The a'l u - - Xl E + transitions (Ogawa-Tanaka-Wilkinson-
8020 u

Mulliken Bands) have been observed in absorption. Only v'=0 of this state has
been observed in emission.6 ,9 5  The radiative lifetime of the a'l u - state is

also quite uncertain,1 2 9 ,1 30 although the latest work of Piper 66 appears to
+ 11wl x

have established a lower bound on the lifetime of 23 6 ms. The gAu - Z

transition has only been observed in absorption in high pressure N2.
6
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The collisional relaxation of the coupled singlet states has been investigated

in a series of papers by Golde and Thrush, 5 2 - 5 5 Freund, 12 8 van Veen and

coworkers, 5 7 and Piper. 6 6 Collisional quenching of the aRg state by CO has

bren investigated by Filseth 13 1 and Sha, Proch, and Kompa. 1 3 2 Rotational

iclaxation of the al'lg state has also been investigated by Kompa and

cowotkers. 1I 2  Most recently, vibrational relaxation of N2 (a) and intersystem

crossing with the a'-state has been investigated by Marinelli, Green,

DeFaccio, and Blumberg.9 5

The early work by Golde and Thrush used a discharge flow reactor to create

active nitrogen in Ar at pressur-s from 1-6 Torr. Their observation of a'-X

and a-X emissions showed that N2 (a, v)) could be excited by N2 (a', v=O)

thrtogh the endothermic process

N2(a', v'-0) Ar ) N2(a, v"-).) * Ar AE - 1212 cm- 1

Thiq conclusion was supported by the observed variation in a'/a emission

intensities with pressure and temperature. Electronic quenching of N2 (a, vO)

by At and N2 was measured to be quite slow (kAr _ 3 x 10.12 c 3 molecule"1 s-1

and k >_ I 1.7 x 10. 1 2 cm3 molecule -1  A1).55 The quenching rate coefficient

or :O) was measured to be 6.5 x 10-1l cm3 molecule-1 s - and is strongly

dependent on the a-state vibrational level.

(old and Thrush also observed quenching of high vibrational levels of N2(a)

to be st orgly dependent on both vibrational level and temperature. The high

lvcvpl, of the a state wetr produced via N atom recombination. They measured

rrrcrbhing rate coefficients ranging from 1.6 x 10-12 to 2.7 x 10.11 cm3

1 ccIi, e 1 S ! for vibrational levels (I-6. Ouenching by Ar was observed to

bivr simila r iate, suggrting that little energy is transfeLLed in the

t O rr and !at tliansfer to tihe a' and/or w states is the dominant quenching

m, ban i Im.
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Direct two-photon excitation of N2(a, v'=0,l) was used by van Veen and

coworkers5 7 in their quenching studies. They observed both simple quenching

of the a-state at low pressures and coupled relaxation of the a-a' states at

higher pressures. Quenching rate coefficients of 2.1 x 10-11 and

2.0 x 10-11 cm3 molecule- 1 s-1 were measured for N2 (a) levels 0 and 1

respectively. At higher pressures a decay rate coefficient of 2.3 x 10-13 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 was measured for the coupled system. They concluded that this

rate was due to the rate-limiting relaxation of N2 (a', v=O).

These conclusions are supported by the measurements of Piper.66 In his study

of N2 (a') quenching by a range of gases he measured a rate coefficient for

relaxation by N2 of 1.9 + 0.5 x 10-13 cm3 molecule- I s-1. Quenching by NO,

CH4 , CO, and N20 was observed to be approximately gas kinetic while quenching

by H2 , 02, and C02 was observed to be roughly tenth gas kinetic. Quenching

by Ar was observed to be quite slow (k < 2 x 10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s-1).66

Quenching by CO was observed to efficiently produce CO(A-X) emission. Energy

transfer from N2 (a) to CO was also observed to produce A-X emission by Kompa

and coworkers. 1 3 2 They measured a quenching rate coefficient a factor of 3 to

4 greater than gas kinetic for the total relaxation process. The energy mis-

mptch between N2(a) and CO(A) vibrational levels was observed to be the

controlling factor in the partitioning of energy to CO(A,v).

Quenching of high vibrational levels of N2 (a) by N2 was observed to be nearly

gas kinetic by Marinelli and coworkers.9 5 The lower vibrational levels were

measured to relax at rates nearly tenth gas kinetic but coupling to the

a'-state in their electron-beam excitation experiment made an exact determina-

tion of these rate coefficients quite difficult. Electronic relaxation of the

vibrational manifold was measured to have an average rate coefficient of

8.9 x 10- 12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, somewhat lower that the results for v=O,l

measured by van Veen et al. 5 7

The present study extends our previous work. We now use two-photon excitation

of N2(a, v=O) to examine quenching of this level by a variety of species. Our
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hope is to provide more detailed insight into the global observations in the

previous study.9 5

8.2 EXPERIMENTAL

These experiments were conducted using a standard laser-induced fluorescence

apparatus consisting of a flow cell, Nd:YAG pumped dye laser system, and time

resolved fluorescence detection equipment. A schematic diagram of the

apparatus is shown in Figure 62 and each of the components is described in

detail below.

POWER METER

:FLOWMEDTERS SOLAR-BLIND PMT

I I
[PUMP j 1 PRESSUREi

TRANSDUCER TRANSIENTI

IDIGITIZER I

Nd'YAG LASER UDOUBLE DYE 280nm •I

532nm H LASER orC M U E

A-5511

Figure 62. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus used in
quenching experiments.

The quenching experiments were performed in a 2.5 cm diameter flow reactor

pumped by a 17 cfm rotary pump. Flow velocities in excess of 1000 cm s- I are

achieved in this system. A flowing system was employed to eliminate the possi

bility of interference in the kinetic measurements due to quenching by laser
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produced species or reaction products. Flow rates for N2 and other quenching

species were measured using calibrated mass flow meters (Teledyne-Hastings) and

total cell pressures were determined using capacitance manometers (MKS). All

gases were standard reagent grade and were used without further purification.

The kinetic measurements were performed in a section of the flow reactor con-

sisting of a teflon coated (Dupont Ploy TFE) and internally-blackened six-way

cross. One axis of the cross was utilized for gas flow while a second axis was

equipped with baffled Sl-UV quartz windows for introduction of the laser beam.

The third axis of the cross was fitted with a PMT to view the fluorescence.

The N2 (a 1 Ig, v '0) state was excited using a pulsed Nd:YAG pumped dye laser

(ouantel International YG 581iC/TDlI 50). The output from a 50 percent mixture

of R590/R610 was frequency doubled to obtain approximately 1(3 m at 290 urm in

a 7 ns Q-switched pulse. The UV output of the laser system was maximized

using servo-tracking of the non -linear KDP (crystal phase matching angle. A

Pellin--Brocha prism was used to separate the fundamental and second harmonic

output of the laser system. Right-angle prisms were used to direct the beam

to a 10 cm focal SI-UV quartz lens which focused it to a spot in the center of

the cell. The laser power was monitored at the exit window of the cell using

a surface-absothing power meter (Scientech).

Fluorescence was observed from the N2 (a-X) transition using a solar blind PMT

(EMR 542G-17) located approximately 6 cm from the laser focal volume. A flow

of N2 was used to purge the region between the CaF 2 window of the fluorescence

cell and the PMT photocathode. This technique has been shown to effectively

eliminate (2 absorption at wavelengths above 145 nm. No fluoree ,nce collec

tinn optics were employed (effective f/3.2) and the distance from the (enter

of the cell to the exit window was limited to 4 cm to minimize absorption of

flnorescence by some of the quenching gases. Fluorescence si gnal frcom the

PMT were captured using a 200 MHz transient digitizer and stored on an IBM-PC

fr analysis (LeCroy TR8828C/CATALYST). A standard linear least squares

analvsis package was employed t o obtairn kinetic iatps ftom the fluomescenrc

days.



8.3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The quenching of N 2 (a, v'=O) is complicated by the possibility of collisional

coupling to N2 (a', v"=O). For the case of quenching by N 2 the relevant

linetic processes are described by

N2 (a, v-O) + N 2 _ N2(a' v=O) + N2  k

N2 (a, v-O) N2 (X,v) + hv (LBH) k 2

N2(a' ,  v=O) . N2  -4 N2 (X,A,B) v N 9  k
3

N2C(a'' -0) * N2 (X,v) v h'v (OTWM) k4

N2(a , vMC) N2 4 N2 (X,A,B) N. k
5

,hete creation of N 2 (a, v',O) by the tasei occurs on a time scale vapid com-

pared with relaxation. The rate equations describing rela::ation of NI(a, v-0l)

ate given by

dI [N2?(ad] I ( +k ' 5 ) [N2 ] 2 ) [N2 (a)] + k_ [P2(a') [N,)] 2'5)

wher e

d [N(a J (k 1 ~k 3)[N?]~ ) N~.(a')]+ k, [N2 (a)] [r?] (
(Vt

The treatment of this coupled system, neglecting activation frorm the ground

ra t e, ha: been reviewed for the caqe of vi!brational energy transfer by

Yardley. 1 The solution to these equation, for the behavior of N 2 (a, v-I)) is

g iven by
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[N2(a) [N (a)][AX i- e  + (F2- 0e X2t (27)
2~~ ~ 1 1

where

Cl= (kI  k5 ) [N2] + Q

C1 2  k_1 IN2 1

C21 = kl [N2]

C 2 2 = (k I k3) [N2] k4

The two decay constants, XI and X2 , are given by the relations

xx, (C C , [(C C 7  i- (28))
I' 2 2 Oil + 22) )'ll 2 - 4 (Cl1C2 2  C1 0121 (8

2X -C C -C CC(29

X1 X2 = 11 C22 - C21 C12 (29)

X I+ X 2 = C22 + C (30)

fn our experiments, N2(a, v-0) is produced by the laser and decays initially

to iench a coupled equilibrium wit' ' a', v=0). The system subsequently

decays at a rate determined by a weighted average of the relaxation rates to

the ground or other excited states. The weighting factor is simply the

Boltzmann distribution of total population in N2(a) and N2(a') . An additional

relation between X1 and X2 gives the ratio of the amplitude components of the

fast (initial) and slow (final) decays; S:

=X2 C11
Cl (1
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Fol the coupled system N2 (a, v=O)/N 2 (a', v=O) the amplitude ratio is given by

rkS 1 r= K$ 21- '2 + j2 (32)

k I 1 1212/kT
k 2e (31)

which has a value of 168 at 300K. Previou results for the values in the

sec'ond term of expi ession (32) show that this term is also unity or greater

under ou- -xperimencal conditions. Hence, S>>. The results of van Veen and

coWorkers 5 7 show that

1 2i Q1 ')LI

and hence. from expres.sion (30)

2 Q-h ' k 2 1 4 4 M)

Thuls, XI is related to the loss of a state via N2 quenching to any state and

iadiative decay, while X2 is related to loss of a state to a' followed by

decay of that state.

0i11 experiment employs an 8 hit digiti7er (iesolution = 4 x 1()-3 of full

cale) . len-o, the ratio of fas t to slow amp] itudes in our experiment is such

that the ,;low compolient of thc d(,Icay is muIc h smaler than the resolution of

1 C.,1



the data acquisition system. Thus we are only able to determine X1 and

equation (27) reduces to

jN2 (a, v=O)]t = N2 (a, v-0)]o eQ[ + ks5N 2 1 + k2 1t (36)

This is classical first order kinetics in which the magnitude of kI + k5 may

be determined from a Stern-Volmer type analysis.

8.3.1 Quenching by N2

A typical two photon laser-induced fluorescence spectrum of the N2 (a-X, 0-0)

hand is shown in Figure 63. All fluorescence decay experiments were performed

by exciting the S-branch band head of this transition (J=7-9). At the N2

pressures employed in these experiments sufficient collisions are available to

thermalize the rotational population of v'-O prior to quenching by other

species. Though we did not attempt to observe any dependence of quenching

rate on rotational level excited, we believe these experiments would not be

aIle to detect such an effect.

The decay of N2 (a, v=O) emission intensity as a function of time for an N2

density of 1.3 x 1)1 6 molecules cm- 3 is shown in Figure 64. The log of the

emi.ssion intensity is clearly linear for in excess of three e-folding life-

times in this plot (only four are practically possible). A plot of first-

older rate coefficients determined as a function of N2 density is shown in

Figuire 65. The slope of this line gives the value of k1 + k5 , the total

quenching rate coefficient for this level by N2 . A least-squares analysis of

the data gives a value for the rate coefficient of 2.2 + 0.1 x 10- 11 cm3

molecule - 1 s- 1 in excellent agreement with the results of van Veen and

coworkers. 57

The intercept of the line indicates a zero-pressure decay rate of 1 x 105 s-1

This is approximately an order of magnitude faster than the reported lifetimes
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Figure 65. Plot of first-order decay rates as a function of N 2 density.

The slope of this line gives the quenching rate coefficient.

for N2 (a)
5 8 ,6 2 -6 4 and can be simply explained by considering diffusion out of

the field of view of our detection system. Of course the diffusion rate is

inversely proportional to pressure this should result in some curvature in the

plot of Figure 65 at low pressure. However, quenching by N 2 is sufficiently

rapid that the diffusion component of the decay represents only a minor con-

tribution to the total decay rate at all but the lo.'est N2 densities. No

(urvature can be effectively discerned from this plot.

8.3.2 Quenching by Ar, C02 , H2 , 0 2 , and CH4

Andition of other species to a fixed amount of N 2 enables the determination of

total quenching rate coefficients for these species. In these experiments

approximately 1 Torr of N2 was employed in order to produce the N 2 (a). At

this pressure the decay of N2 (a) is dominated by N2 quenching and the contri-

bution due to diffusion is not important. First-order decay rates were
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determined as a function of quencher density for each species. The contribu-

tion due to quenching by N2 was subtracted from each rate, using the rate

coefficient reported above, in order to account for variations in N2 density

as the quencher density was varied. Stern-Volmer type plots for quenching of

N2(a) by 02, CO2 and H2 are shown in Figure 66. A summary of measured rate

coefficients is given in Table 17.

An attempt was made to determine the quenching rate coefficient for N20;

however, N20 is efficiently excited by the laser at the wavelength used to

excite N2 (a, v=O) and VUV emission was observed in the bandpass of our detec-

tion system. Nitrous oxide is transparent at the 290 nm wavelength of our

excitation laser and absorbs into a structured continuum at 145 nm via a two-

photon process. Absorption at 145 nm does not produce products which radiate

in the VUV. 1 3 4 No further attempt has been made to explore this process.

7.0 1 I

6.0

5.0 H2

,40
n 4.0

C023.0

2.0

1.0 0

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
QUENCHER DENSITY (1016 molecule cm-3) A83

Figure 66. Stern-Volmer plots for quenching of N2(a, vl=O)
by 02, H2 , and C02 .
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TABLE 17. Measured uenching rate coefficients
for N2 (a, ng, v'=0).

Species kl + k5 (10-10 cm
3 molecule- I s-1 )

Ar 0.13 + 0.01
N2  0.22 + 0.02
02 4.3 + 0.2
CO 2.8 + 0.2
H2 2.0 + 0.1
C02 1.30 + 0.05
CH4  5.2 + 0.2

8.3.3 Quenching by CO

The quenching of N2 (a) by CO produced strong emission in the 130-190 nm

bandpass of our detection system. This is of course due to the excitation of

CO(A1 R) via energy transfer. Since the radiative lifetime of the CO(A) state

is approximately 10 ns13 4 and the kinetic decays occur on the microsecond time

scale, CO(A) is in steady state during the decay and its emission can be used

as a tracer for the N2 (a) density. Hence, this emission can be used, exactly

as the direct emission from N2 (a) was employed, to obtain the quenching rate

coefficient for CO. The Stern-Volmer analysis of the decay rates shown in

Figure 67 yields a rate coefficient of 2.8 +/- 0.2 x 10-1 0 cm3 molecule-' s- .

This is approximately a factor of two slower than observed by Kompa and

coworkers.132

8.4 SUMMARY

These preliminary observations provide a basis for future measurements. The

rapid transfer rates out of N2(a) are perhaps due to near-resonant energy

transfer (E-E) for several partners such as CO and 02. The rate for argon is

more puzzling. The rate for N2 quenching partner is slower than expected.

Hydrogen presents a real enigma. Transfer to H2 would result in dissociation
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Figure 67. Stern-Volmer plot for quencher of N2 (a, v'=O) by CO.

producing fast moving H atoms. Future spectrally resolved measurements of the

fluorescence will provide additional insight into the energy transfer pathways.
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9. LOW PRESSURE O PRODUCTION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In the quiescent atmosphere ozone production below 100 km occurs via

0 + 02 + M 4 03 + M (37)

the three-body recombination mechanism. This mechanism has been studied

extensively 1 3 5 - 14 2 both in the laboratory (COCHISE) and in field experiments

(SPIRE). Our motivation in studying 03 in the LABCEDE facility arose from

several field observations of potentially enhanced 03 (v) production undet

disturbed atmospheric conditions, i.e., both aurora and electron gun dosing.

Our goals were to look for 0 3 (0 3 ) emission in electron irradiated 0 2 /N 2 mix

tures, evaluate the IR emission intensity I( aqcertain the dominant production

mechanism at low pressure, and measure O(01) collisional relaxation kinetics.

Measurements of 03 (\) 3 ) emission were obtained in the cryogenic LABCEDE

facility using a CVF. The electron beam acceleration potential was 4.5 kV for

all of these measurements. The electron-beam was operated in both a DC and

pulsed mode with peak currents up to 30 mA. In pulsed mode, the repetition

rates ranged from 2.9 to 4.5 Hz and utilized a 20 ms electron beam pulse width.

The CVF was controlled by a laboratory computer, PDP 11/03, to obtain both

spectrally resolved, - 2.5 percent X, and temporally resolved, - 6 ms, fluores-

cence intensities. Gas mixtures of 1)oth 02/Ar, 02/N2 were irradiated. Studies

of 0 3 (J 3 ) emission were performed with constant partial pressures of 02 varying

buffer gas pressure and with constant buffer gas pressure and vaiying 02

partial pressures.

9.2 IR DATA

Figures 68 and 69 present examples of the 03(J3 ) emission observed in Ar and

N2 buffer gas respectively. These figures show population into vibrational
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levels up to v=5. The time dependent emission in Ar buffer gas shows evidence

of vibrational redistribution (note, the radiative decay lifetime ranges from

1 100 ms for v=l to - 25 ms for v=5) from the tipper vibrational levels feeding

population into the lower vibrational levels. By contrast the time dependent

emission in N2 buffer shows decay of population from even the lowest vibra-

tional levels. This alone suggests either N2 or 02 or both are more efficient

at collisionally relaxing 03 (v3 ) than is At.

To obtain vibrational level population information, the 03(03) spectra were

analyzed by a least-squares fitting procedure whose details 1 3 8 ,1 3 9 have been

described previously. For v=l,2 detailed information on the rotational line

positions and strengths were obtained from the AFGL absorption line parameter

compilation 14 3 ,14 4 and convolved with the instrumental slit function to

generate a vibrational basis function for a Boltzmann distribution of rota-

tional levels, Tr. For v>3 the bandshapes were calculated using the rota-

tional line spacings and relative strengths for the (001)-(000) band convolved

with the instrumental slit function. Combining the bandshape and bandcenter

transition frequencies, vOV, obtained from the perturbation treatment of

Adler-Golden and Armstrong, 14 5 we were able to generate basis functions for

the upper vibrational levels. To transform spectral fits into molecular

number densities required band-integrated Einstein coefficients, Av,4v,f. For

v=1,2 these were available from the line compilation of the AFGL. 1 4 3 ,1 4 4 For

v>3 the Einstein coefficients were scaled from the values for (001)4(000) via

3

Avfv,, =vi A 0  I (38)

where 10 denotes the (001)-(000) transition. Figure 70 presents the level of

agreements that was routinely obtained between the experimental data and

spectral fit. The individual vibrational basis functions are presented with
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Figure 70. 03 fluorescence and spectral fit of 1 mtorr 02/9 mtorr N2.

the correct relative contribution to the theoretical spectral fit. Molecular

number densities, Nv,, ,here determined from

Nv , = Iv ,/h vov' Av' v" (39)

where Iv, is the contribution to the total integrated intensity due to each

v' w" band calculated from

Iv , = CXF(v) 4I16,X/L (40)

utilizing the measured intensity calibration (p. 104-114 of Ref. 99), where CX

is the CVF spectral response function, F(v) is the non-linear response correc-

tion factor, 8X is the CVF resolution, and L is the emitter line thickness.

Using steady state arguments we estimated what concentration of atomic oxygen,

(o1 would be necessary to produce the observed concentration of ozone, 103 (v)]

via the three-body mechanism:
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[03 ] Loss Rate(
k3-body [02] lI4

Using the fitting code described previously, the integral kinetics code to he

described later and a k3_body = 3 x 10- 3 1 cm6 molecule-1 s- 1 (Ref. 142) we

calculated a concentration of 10] which would be required to explain the

fluorescence intensity observed. Only at very high pressures of 1/4:0 2/Ar

mixtures could obtain [01 < 2(021. The conclusion being that even if neatly

all the 02 were dissociated, there would be insufficient 03 production to

explain the observed 03 (v) concentration via a three-body mechanism.

The observed pressure dependence of 03(v=l) emission at 9.65 Jim for

1/4:0 2/Ar and 1/6:0 2/N2 mixtures is presented in Figures 71 and 72. The data

obtained in nitrogen suggests a pressure dependence of p2.3, however the

pressure dependence in argon is very complex. Between 10 and 30 mtort the

pressure dependence is p2 .1. At low pressure it scales as p 1I, and above

40 mtorr we may be observing the onset of an even larger pressure dependence.

Additional pressure dependence measurements and analysis were performed to

understand these pressure dependence variations. Many parameteru were checked

and evaluated to assist us in our interpretation. Residence time within the

tank provided an interesting set of results (see Figure 73). We calculated

the residence time phenomenologically via,

Residence Time (s) = Volume (cc) (42)R Pump Speed (cc/s)

At constant pressure the effective pump speed can be related to the flow of

gas into the tank with

(cc)} Gas Flow (molecules/s)
P e Gas Density (molecules/cc) (43)
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(molecules)]
- Volumetric Pioduction Rate - (7lcs[0 * (v)l cc... . (, ]- s (44)

Total loss Rdte (- _ -)

and the ,oscrved pressure dependence of 03* emission with the pressure depend-

ence ot the total loss rate, i.e., either the diffusion limited pressure

dependence of 1/p at low pressure or the pl.0 dependence at high pressure due

to collisional elaxation, to evaluate the pressure dependence of the produc

tion rate and determine conclusively whethir the mechanism was two or three

bod.. Figure 74 presents the total population derived from the spectral

fittitng code at electron beam termination for 1 "torr of 02 and a variety of

A, pressuieq. Only a slight variation with Ar pressure is observed. To

augment the analysis we normalized these data points to expected residence

time effect by dividing the sum of population by (P/F)n where n ranged from

1.1 at low pressure to 1.7 at high pressuie. Based upon our earlier observa

tions, there was no reason to believe this would provide any physical insight.

However the plot of normalized data, Figure 75, shows a clear trend. Upon

closer inspection we noticed that the P/F factors (proportional to residence

time) varied from 0.037 to 0.081, roughly a factor of 2.2. By comparison in

Figures 71, 72, and 73 the residence times were varied by an order of magni--

tude. The conclusion being, if we perform experiments in a narrow range of

residence times, we may obtain an approximate measure of the pure pressure

dependence of the steady state concentration of 03*(v).

The sum of popu]ation determined by the spectral fitting code is dominated

by the v=l contribution. To ascertain if the upper vibrational level popula-

tions have the same pressure dependence, we replotted the excluding v=l (see

Figure 76). Within the data scatter we believe that all the vibrational levels

possess the same pressure dependence.

Figures 77, 78 and 79 present this same analysis for 1 mtorr 02 over range

of diluent N2 pressures. Within scatter of the data, we believe that all the

vibrational levels possess a pressure dependence of p2 for N2 buffer gas as
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well once normalization by residence time occurs. For most pressures of N2 ,

collisional relaxation of 03*(v) clearly dominates the loss rate. This obser-

vation coupled with the population pressure dependence just described suggests

a production mechanism whose overall dependence on N2 buffer gas pressure is

linear. Although less dramatically, Ar collisional relaxation also dominates

the loss rate and leads to the conclusion that the production mechanism depend-

ence on Ar buffer gas pressure is also linear.

Experiments to determine the 103*(v)] dependence on 02 pressure were performed

with 0.15 to 5 mtorr of 02 diluted in 35 to 37 mtorr of Ar buffer gas. In

this case the total pressure and total flow rates, hence residence time is not

changing significantly. Figures 80 and 81 present the 02 pressure dependence

of the [03*(v)] at electron beam termination. Calculations based on the

collisional relaxation rate constant described in the next section predicts

that at 0.2 mtorr 02, the Ar collisional relaxation rate is 59 times larger

than the 02 rate. At 1.2 mtorr 02, the 02 collisional relaxation approaches

10 percent of the Ar collisional relaxation rate. Based on these observations

the total loss rate would not be changing significantly. The observed roll-

over in the pressure dependence at 02 pressures between 1 and 2 mtorr, how-

ever, indicates that a relatively complex production mechanism is occurring.

The temperature dependence of the 03*(v=l) emission intensity was measured

in both Ar at - 39 mtorr and at - 10 mtorr, and in N2 at - 36 mtorr and at

- 8.5 mtorr. The temperature in N2 ranged from 104 to 153 K and in Ar from

94 to 123 K. The log-log plots of signal versus temperature are shown in

Figures 82 and 83. In Argon the temperature dependences at high and low pres-

sure agree rather well giving a value of T-1 where n=5. In N2 the temperature

dependence at high and low pressure differ significantly, i.e., T-n where n=4

at low pressure and n=6 at high pressure. Compared to the T-2 dependence

observed for the three-body recombination reaction, these values are larger

than expected. Data obtained in COCHISE at a variety of 02 mole fractions

gRve a T- 3 "2 temperature dependence. Collisional relaxation processes would
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processes would contribute at most a T1 1 2 factor, leaving our production

temperature dependence significantly larger than previously observed. Recent

observations of the role of wall passivation on 03 fluorescence intensities

suggests that some of the observed reduction at higher temperatures can be

attributed to passivation loss.

The spectral synthesis code was utilizerd to determine 03*(O,O,v) vibrational

distributions at electron beam termination. Figures 84 presents a comparison

of these distributions with COCHISE observations and the bright arc observed

in HIRIS auroral measurements. The COCHISE data at higher pressure represents

the expectation for the three-body recombination mechanism and matches the

distribution obtained from SPIRE measurements of the quiescent upper

atmosphere. In general our measurements and the HIRIS aurora measurements are

"colder" than that obtained from a three-body recombination mechanism.

Figure 85 shows that Beam Plasma Discharge can substantially alter the

vibrational distribution. This is not a contributing factor in either the

high pressure (38 mtorr) Ar or N2 data of Figure 84, since we were unable to

sustain a BPD above 15 mtorr total pressure. However, this effective secondary

electron heating may contribute to the fact that the aurora data is hotter than

the 38 mtorr N2 LABCEDE measurements.

Peculiar to all these 03* observations was the fact that even though the

fluorescence intensity was synchronous with the electron beam pulse, the

initial signal intensity approached a steady state value very slowly. The

rise/fall time of both the 03*(v) at 9.65 om and 01 at 2.89 ,rm upon addition

or shutoff of 02 gas flow were measured. The CVF was operated in a hybrid

riode where the signal level to the PDP/ll computer was temporally resolved but

not spectrally resolved. Experiments presented in Figures 86 through 89 were

performed with a 21 ms wide electron beam pulse at a pulse repetition rate of

37 Hz. Time constants, Tc, were calculated based on the time for the signal

level to change one e-fold, i.e., a drop of 63 percent from the steady state

value or the time to rise to 63 percent of the steady state value. The data
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Figure 86. Pressure variation of rise times of fluorescence intensity
upon start of 02 flow to generate a 1/6:0 2 /N2 gas mixture.
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Figure 89. Pressure variation of fall times of fluorescence intensity upon
shutoff of 02 gas flow for a 1/6:02 /N 2 gas mixture.
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is plotted without regard to gas residence time in the tank. The rise time

data, Figures 86 and 87, shows a dramatic difference in time for observation

of the 01 emission and 03* emission upon initiating the .02 flow. The Tc - 2s

for observation of 01 emission is attributed to the flow time from the mass

flow contrcl valve to the point of interaction with the electron beam. The

time constant for observation of 03*(v=l) emission, Tc - 15s, can only be

attributed to the slow buildup of a long-lived metastable species involved in

the form3tion of 03*. Fig'li-q 88 and 89 do not show time separations for decay

of 01 and 03* emission. Note that these decay time constants are consistent

with our residence time values ,-esented earlier, and thus gas residence in

the tank control the 02, 0 and 03 removal rates.

9.3 MECHANISMS

The experimental observations permit some preliminary speculation about the

observed 03* production processes. Three body processes such as

0 + ()2 4 M - 03* + M (37)

are unable to produce sufficient 03 to explain the observed intensity levels.

Moreover the vibrational distributions created by these processes has been

measured previously in the COCHISE facility. 13 8 , 13 9 They do not resemble the

distribution in LABCEDE. Radiative association

0 + 02 + 02* 4 03 *(v) + hv (45)

would have to occur with a rate coefficient of 10-16 - 10-17 cm 3 molecule -1 S- I

to produce the observed levels, yet the most rapid radiative association rates

measured are an order of magnitude slower. The ozone appears to require the

build up of a long lived state since the fluorescence signal does not reach a

steady state value until after many beam pulses. However, the observed fluo-

rescence time history is synchronous with the electron beam. This suggests

processes such as
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()2* + 02** 4 03 + 0 (46)

where ()2"* is a long lived metastable and ()2* can be a very reactive state.

Thermochemistry demands that the total internal energy of the reactants be at

least 4 eV (in addition to the energy of any barrier in the reaction channel).

Thus at least one of the regents would have to be in the ClE, A3E, or A,36

states. The other reaction partner could then be any bound 02 state including

vibrationally excited ground state. However, we must use future experiments

to detetmi:e that the walls do not play a significant role in the 02** produc-

tion or even produce 03 directly. In that case

03 4 e 4 03* + e (47)

would provide the beam synchronous fluorescence signal. Our rough modeling

indicates that for process (47) to explain the observed intensity levels:

1) ozone is produced efficiently at the walls, nearly every oxygen atom pro-

duced by the beam eventually is transformed into 03; 2) ozone leaves the walls

upon formation and can return to the beam irradiated volume; and 3) 03* is

efficiently produced upon electron impact of 03, dissociation is not a major

process. All these criteria must be met.

Although process (47) appears unlikely we will direct future experiments to

quantitatively address the role of the walls on ozone formation either by 03

or 02** production. These experiments will observe fluorescence levels as a

function of gas residence time and flow rates, electron irradiation time, level

and duty cycle. Obviously an active 03 monitor would permit total ozone pro-

duction to be measured and related to the excited fraction, 03*. Time-resolved

infrared laser based diagnostics may need to be implemented in order to unravel

the details of the production process.
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9.4 CONCLUSIONS

To summalize, we observe significantly mote ozone fluorescence intensity than

can be attributed to the three body recombination process; the steady state

vibiational distribution of 03 *(v) more closely matches that observed in

autola measutements than that obtained fom the three-body recombination

mechanism; a steep temperature dependence of the fluorescence intensity is

obseived in Ar and in N2. Both scalings ate larger than the T - 3 - 2 dependence

obc.eived for thiee-body iecombination. Ali of these observations suggest thc

iecombination mechanism is at best a minor contrtibution to the production of

Si* (v) in the LABCEDE tank. Fur ther observations including: 1) a 30s rise

time; 2) a quadiatic buffer gas pressure dependence for N2 ,Ar; 3) pn where

0.5 < n < 1 for 02 gas; and 4) a pressure dependent residence time tn where

1.1 < n < 1.7, of the fluorescence intensity suggesting a complex production

mechanism.
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10. OZONE VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION MEASUREMENTS

While performing the pressure dependence studies of 0 3 *(v) fluorescence

intensity, we acquired a large data base of time dependent spectra. Nominally,

40 spectra were obtained at 6 ms time intervals for each of five or six pres-

sure settings of 02, N 2 , Ar. In addition, data sets were often repeated to

check experimental reproducibility, to check for B-field effects, etc. Upon

review, in excess of 3000 spectra of 0 3 *(v) were obtained. Spectral fitting

was performed on approximately two-thirds of these spectra to obtain time

dependent vibrational level population distributions. Figure 90 shows an

example of the population time histories determined from the spectral fitting

code. These temporal histories of 03*(v) may be interpreted in terms of

quenching by the reactant gases. For the case of 0 2 /N2 gas mixtures, the

total quenching rate for each level v, Rv, may be written as a sum of these

processes

Rv = E kM(v) [M] + Aver_ + RDiff (48)
Mv

where M represents the quenching partner (i.e., N 2 , 02, 0), kM(v) is the rate

coefficient for single quantum vibrational relaxation of 03 *(v~v-l), Av4vl is

the Einstein coefficient for the single quantum relaxation of 03 *(v) and RDiff

is the net rate of loss of 03* (v) out of the field of view of the CVF. RDiff

is normally negligible at high pressure with Eq. 48 being dominated by the

quenching terms. At low pressure it will be important for long lived species,

but have no significant variation with vibrational level.

Changes in the observed population of a vibrational level as a function of

time is a balance between feed via relaxation of the level above and losses by

relaxation into the next lower level.
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The master equations which describe the time rate of change of tile coupled

vibrational populations may then be written:

dn1
I

d R I nR1 nl. R 2 n12

dn
F R m n m + R l l (49)

a- R n + N

where n represents the most highly excited vibrational level and nm is tile

relative population of vibrational level m. Deternination of the Rm value is

complicated by the numerical inaccui(acie- , uitr oduced upon evaluating the

slopes dnm/dt of the experimental data. A time integrated approach, developed

previously for CO and NO relaxation measurements.146 improves tile accuracy of

the deduced values of Rm. Integrating Eq. (49) over all times between t1 and

t2 , we obtain

nm  nm(tl) - nm(t2) = Rm+l am+l - Rmam (50)

where

t 2

a f n dt (51)

t1
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This integral form of the master equations is particularly useful in that it

not only eliminates the need for derivative values but also allows deter-

mination of the best value of R. over a specified time interval, effectively

filtering random fluctuations in the population histories introduced in the

.ive fitting process. Rearranging Eq. (50) permits direct specification of

the rates Rm in terms of measured quantities

R = An /a . (52)

vo=m

The deactivation rates Rm have been deduced from the measured vibrational

population histories (such as shown in Figure 90) through use of Eq. (52).

The populations were typically integrated over 100 ms, starting just after

beam termination (populations were measured at 6 ms intervals). Variation of

the time interval chosen for integration has only a small effect on the

deduced rates. The populations of the highest vibrational levels tend to be

the least accurately determined; primarily because the rapid relaxation out of

these levels causes the populations at all times to decrease with increasing V

(qee Figure 90), thus resulting in signal-to--noise limitations being more

important for the higher levels. Accordingly, the rates could generally be

evaluated for only the lowest three vibrational levels even though emission

fiom five levels was observed under the best conditions. It was found that

inclusion of the more poorly determined populations in the analysis produced

only 5 to 10 percent changes from the rate values determined without the high

YU data. The aim of the analysis is not to deduce the rates Rm but to separate

the effects of the competing relaxation process [the different terms in

Eq. (48)1. Figure 91 shows the typical level of agreement that was obtained

between the kinetic model and population time histories.

The second step of the data interpretation is to subject the total relaxation

iates from the different experiments with varying pressures of one of the

Iomlonents of the gas mixture to a Stern-Volmer type analysis. Figure 92 shows
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Figure 91. Comparison of relaxation rates using single quantum vibrational
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the Stern- Volme )lot of total decay rate versus pressure of Ar buffer gas for
I* (v-1) 0hile maintaining a 1 mtorr 02 press.ure. The rise in total decay

tate below 15.0 mtorr Ar is evidence of diffusive losses of 03*(vd-) from the

(VF field of view.

A cateful mapping of the field of view was not undertaken. Without this

information, and given the complex geometric coupling of the field of view and

cylindrical electron beam volumes, an accurate determination of the diffusion

loss rate is nearly impossible. However to determine whether this careful

mapping would be warranted in future more accurate measurements, we applied a

Clude correction to calculate the effective diffusive loss rate via a simple

gas kinetic formula and optimize the size of the field of view to obtain an

Stern-Volmer plot intercept which matches the best available data for the

Einstein coefficient of 03*(v=l ,vr0). We used

RDiff Xv/3r 2  (53)

where X is the mean free path, v is the thermal velocity at - 90 K, and r the

field of view radius at the electron beam plane. To optimize the data, we

utilized the best signal to noise data for both N2 , Ar buffer gas and the
()3*(v=l) decay rate since the A1 radiative rate is the most agreed upon value.

However, the Stern-Volmer intercept in our case represents the sum of: A1 ,

the contribution of k0 1021, and kMIMI where m may be any species other than

the buffer gas molecule whose pressure variation is mapped out in the Stern-

Volmer analysis. From later measurements, k0 1021 represents less than a
2

IP) percent increase in the intercept compared to A1 . To account for these

runtt ibutions, an intercept of 12 s - 1 was decided upon. Using these assump-

tions we obtained an effective radius of the field of view of 13.7 cm. From

the diffusion coriected Stern-Volmer plot in Figure 93, we see that the high

pressure data is affected by less than 5 percent but the low pressure has been

forced to fit the intercept criteria. The slope of this line, albeit somewhat

uncetrain, corresponds to a quenching rate coefficient.
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Figure 93. Diffusion corrected Stern-Volmer plot of 03*(v-1) in
1 mtorr 02 and varying Ar pressure.

For 02 /N 2 mixtures a range of 02 pressures from 0.5 to 2 mtorr were used. A

Stern-Volmer plot for all these mixtures is shown in Figure 94. The data is

crudely corrected for diffusive losses as described previously. Part of the
data scatter at lower pressure is attributed to the range of k 0  02 I cont ihu

tion at different 02 partial pressures. The intercept for v=l is in reaqon

able agreement with the literature. Clearly, 0 2 /N 2 mixtures require furithei

investigation in future measurements.
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Figtire 94. Stern-Volmei plot of Q3*(v=l) for all 02/N2 mixtures.

M(,.urements of 03*(v) vibiational relaxation by 02 were performed in a

diffeert fashion. In thi. ase a partial pressure of Ar was maintained at

I," ntoit and the 02 partial piessure wa- varied between 0.2 and 5 mtorr.

Diffu.iosial O o i ections are less importatit. Figure 95 presents the Stern-

Volmt plot of (2/Ar mixtures with 30 rtorr Ar for 03*(v=l). The kArlArj

mnutl ibition to the intercept is about 11 s 1 suggesting a A1 of 9.5 s- 1 ,

ahout 1P) petcent below the literature value.-. Figure 96 presents the Stern-

Volmo, plot of (tt*(v--2). The kAr(At.-] contribution to the intercept is
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Figure 96. Stern-Volmer plot of 03*(v=2) for 02/Ar mixtures at 30 mtorr Ar.
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- 39 s- 1, which implies a A2 value of 4 s
-1 . This is significantly lower than

the expected value of - 19 s- 1 . This gives an estimate of the error in the

intercept for v-? data.

In summary, this preliminary data review indicates that time resolved

fluorescence from 03* at 10 pm can be analyzed to extract level-dependent

quenching rate coefticients tor relaxation of 03v 3 (v=1,2,3) by Ar, N2 and 02/0

partners. Moreover once diffusional losses are more accurately modeled, the

low pressure data may be used to extract radiative decay rates Av-.vl. To our

knowledge this would be the first experimental measurement of these values in

emission.
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11. EXCEDE DATA ANALYSIS

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The EXCEDE:Spectral mission was an auroral simulation experiment launched from

Poler Flat, Alaska on 19 October 1Q79 into the aurorally inactive night-time

atmosphere. The scientific purpose of the EXCEDE experiment was to invest-

igate the detailed production and loss processes of various excited and

vibrational states that result in optical and infrared emission as energetic

electrons interact with the atmosphere. A thorough description of the mission

and the current status of the data analysis is presented elsewhere.147 Only

those mission aspects relevant to these investigations will be discussed here.

At approximately 155 km on the upleg the four electron guns were initiated

(7 to 8 amps each at 3 kV) and the electron deposition region was observed

by several spectrometers and photometers. Electron deposition and data collec

tion continued to 70 km on the downleg. The data channels of interest to this

tudy are those principally from the LN2 CVF spectrometer which obtained data

oveL the 2.)7 to 5.28 pm region and the !Me CVF spectrometer which obtained

data over the 4.04 to 6.74 and 13.05 to 22.41 um regions. The 13.05 to

22.43 Um data has been analyzed elsewhere 1 4 7 .1 4 9 and will not be considered

here. Although not a major focus of these investigations, we have also

examined some UV, Vis, and IR interferometer data in order to assist in the

interpretation of the CVF data.

Two sample spectra from the LN 2 and IHe CVF spectrometers are shown in

Figures 97 and 98. The goals of this research effort were to identify the

major and minor radiators in these spectra and determine their relative vibra-

tional distributions and altitude dependences. Determination of absolute

number densities are not possible owing to the variability in the electron

deposition region, however, relative number densities have been obtained.
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Figure 97. EXCEDE SWIR/MWIR spectral scan at 294.9s after launch.
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Figure 98. EXCEDE MWIR/LWIR spectral scan at 282s after launch.
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Several of the features in Figures 97 and 98 are well-known auroral emissions.

For example, the intense feature at 4.3 um in both figures is the C02V3

emission and the feature at 5.4 wm in Figure 98 is probably NO fundamental

emission arising from the reaction of N(2D) + 02. These emissions have be'n

previously identified in the HIRIS mission 1 50 ,1 5 1 and the NO fundamentals have

been extensively studied with the COCHISE apparatus.152 These are the only

spectroscopic features which were unambiguously identified prior to start of

the current analysis. Several other band systems were suspected, however,

including the N 2 (W
3 6 - B3-!), N 2 (aln 4 a'!E), and H2 0 vibrational emission which

are known to radiate in the 2 to 4 jim spectral range. Emission from H20 was

suggested owing to the high column densities of water (_ 1016 cm- 3) known to

have outgassed from the vehicle during the course of the mission. 1 4 8 Unambigu-

ous identification of these band systems and determination of their vibrational

distributions had not yet been performed and, therefore, were the principal

goals of these studies.

11.2 DATA HANDLING

In order to obtain the data files in usable form (i.e., as digitized files

on the PSI Microvax computer system) we were presented with two alternatives

digitize hard copies of the files by hand or attempt to read the tapes. Since

the total number of files used in these studies was low (< 50), the former

method was chosen. Digitization was performed with a digitizing board and pen

which were controlled by software on an IBM PC. For the CVF data 700 data

points (15 digitized points per 600A resolution element) were taken for each

spectrum. The digitization procedure typically required less than 0.5 hr per

data file. The resulting x,y data pairs were then stored on floppy disk and

downloaded to the Microvax for further treatment. Software was written on the

Vax which then performed the following operations: 1) all the data points were

first passed through a simple filter which discarded spurious points; 2) an

interpolation routine was passed over the remaining array to provide a unifotm

point spacing (typically, 40A was used) and 3) the resulting file was then

written out in a format compatible with our spectral analysis routines and
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stored. Once digitization was complete, each finished file was compared to

the original hard copy to check for errors.

A summary of the digitized data is presented in Tables 18 through 21.

Table 18 lists tile 2.07 to 5.4 ini (SWIR) spectra; Table 19 the 4 to 6.8 Jim

(MWIR) spectra; Table 20 the merged SWIR and MWIR spectra; and Table 21 the UV

and visible spectrometer data files. Two samples of tile digitized files are

shown in Figures 99 and 100. They are the same files as in Figures 97 and 98

but are shown with a linear intensity scale. Since several of the SWIR and

MWIR spectra corresponded closely in time, they were merged by normalizing

using the intensities of the C02v3 feature. These files are listed in

Table 20. The parameters also shown in these tables, where relevant, include

altitude, time after launch, the identities of the operating electron guns,

and the intensity of the C02v3 emission in Megarayleighs. The identities of

operating guns shown in Tables 18 and 19 were taken from the compilation in

Grieder and Foley. 15 3

The extent of the electron deposition changed dramatically with altitude.1 4 7

Therefore, in order to compare data from different altitudes, some normaliza

tion is required. This was performed using the photometer intensities shown

in Table 22 for each digitized SWIR scan. Predominantly, L4, the photometer

operating at 5581A, was used. This radiometer observed emission from O(1s)

features. This system was chosen as it is formed by similar processes and

electron energies as the neutral band systems examined here.

11.2.1 Spectral Fitting

The spectral analysis technique used fot these studies has also been success-

fully applied to the analysis of NO(A 2 r).6 0 N2 electronic emission
1 0 0 includ-

ing W364B 3 emission, 12 6 and IF(B 3ofl). 1 5 4 The synthetic spectra are

generated by a computer code based upon tle work of Kovacs 15 and implemented

through major modification of a program written by Whiting, et a]. 16 ,1 7 ,15 5

The program considers singlet-singlet, doublet-doublet, and triplet-triplet
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TABLE 18. Digitized SWIR scans.

Scan No. TAL (s) Alt (km) Channel Gun (s) I(C02 ), MR

213 143.0 119.2 High gain 4 18.9

247 159.6 124.8 High gain 4 9.8

249 160.5 125.1 High gain 4 10.0

250 161.0 125.2 High gain 4 10.0

319 195.1 128.3 High gain 4 4.0

417 243.2 114.1 High gain 4 13.3

425 247.0 112.0 High gain 4 5.3

430 249.5 110.6 High gain 4 6.6

454 261.1 103.3 Low gain 3,4 133.0

461 264.4 100.9 Low gain 3 213.0

464 265.9 99.8 Low gain 3 188.0

488 277.5 90.7 Low gain 3,4 1868.0

490 278.5 89.8 Low gain 1,3,4 1740.0

496 281.4 87.3 Low gain 1,4 1580.0

508 287.2 82.1 Low gain 1 1653.0

512 289.1 80.2 Low gain 1 1640.0

513 289.6 79.8 Low gain 1 -

514 290.1 79.3 Low gain 1 1520.0

521 293.5 76.0 Low gain 1,3 3784.0

523 294.4 75.0 High gain 3 -

524 294.9 74.6 Low gain 3 1887.0

524 294.9 74.6 High gain 3 -

525 295.4 74.1 Low gain 3 3243.0

525 295.4 74.1 High gain 3

526 295.8 73.6 High gain 3

Observed intensity ratio: high gain/low gain = 0.80
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TABLE 19. Digitized MWIR scans.

Scan No. TAL (s) Alt (km) Guns

1195 276.0 92.0 3,4
1196 277.2 91.0 3,4
1197 278.4 90.0 1,3,4
1200 282.0 86.8 1,4
1202 284.4 84.6 1,3
1204 286.8 82.4 1
1205 288.0 81.3 1
1206 289.2 80.2 1
1209 292.8 76.6 1
1210 294.0 75.4 1,3
1211 295.3 74.2 3

TABLE 20. Merged SWIR/MWIR scans.

SWIR Scan Alt (km) HVIR Scan Alt (km)

524 74.6 1211 74.2
512 80.2 1206 80.2
490 88.8 1197 90.0

TABLE 21. UV and visible interferometer scans.

UV or VIS Scan No. TAL (s) Alt (km)

UV 149 290 79.0
UV 116 230 120.0
VIS 47 196 128.3
VIS 73 296 74.0
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Figure 99. Digitized SWIR scan 524 with linear intensity scale.
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Figure 100. Digitized MWIR scan 1200 with linear intensity scale.
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TABLE 22. EXCEDE SWIR photometer data.

20 Field
of View 40 x 40
Li I (MR) L2 I (MR) L4 I (MR) L7 I (MR)

Scan
No. TAL Alt Channel Guns 3913A 3912A 5581A 5579A

213 143.0 119.2 H.G. 4 1 x 101 5 x 100 3 x 10-1 3.2 x 10-I

247 .159.6 124.8 H.G. 4 7 x I00 3 x 100 1.9 x 10-i 1.9 x 10-1

249 160.5 125.1 H.G. 4 7 x 100 3 x i00  1.9 x i0- 1  1.9 x i0-1

250 161.0 125.2 H.G. 4 7 x i00  3 x i00  1.9 x 10-i 1.9 x i0 - 1

319 19.51 128.3 H.G. 4 4.5 x 100 2 x 100 1.2 x I0- 1  1 x 10-I

417 243.2 114.1 H.G. 4 5.5 x i00  2.8 x i00  1.5 x i0- 1  1.4 x i0 - 1

425 247.0 112.0 H.G. 4 5.5 x 100 2.8 x i00  1.5 x 10-i 1.5 x i0- 1

430 249.5 110.6 H.G. 4 5.5 x i00  2.8 x 100 1.7 x iO - 1  1.6 x 10-i

454 261.1 103.3 L.G. 3,4 2.3 x 101 1 x 101 7.5 x 10-1 7.5 x 10-

461 264.4 100.9 L.G. 3 3 x 101 1.5 x 1 01 1 x 10 9 x 10-1

464 265.9 99.8 L.G. 3 3 x 101 1.5 x 101 1 x 100 9 x 10-1

488 277.5 90.7 L.G. 3,4 1 x 102 4.2 x 101 2.2 x 100 2 x 100

490 278.5 89.8 L.G. 1,3,4 2.5 x 102  1.3 x 102 6 x 100 5.5 x 100

496 281.4 87.3 L.G. 1,4 2 x 102 1 x 102 4 x i00  3.5 x 100

508 287.2 82.1 L.G. 1 1.6 x 102 8 x 101 3.5 x 100 3 x 100

512 289.1 80.2 L.G. 1 1.6 x 102 8 x 101 3.5 x 100 3 x 100

513 298.6 79.8 L.G. 1 1.6 x 102 8 x 101 3.5 x i00  3 x i00

514 290.1 79.3 L.G. 1 1.6 x 102 8 x 101 3.5 x i00  3 x i00

521 293.5 76.0 L.G. 1,3 4.1 x 102 3 x 102 1.2 x 101 1.2 x 101

523 294.4 75.0 H.G. 3 2.3 x 102 1.4 x 102 4.2 x 100 3.5 x 100

524 294.9 74.6 L.G. 3 2.1 x 102 1.2 x 102 3.8 x 100 3.2 x 100

524 294.9 74.6 H.G. 3 2.1 x 102 1.2 x 102 3.8 x 100 3.2 x 100

525 295.4 74.1 L.G. 3 2.1 x 102 1.2 x 102 3.8 x 100 3.2 x 100

525 295.4 74.1 H.G. 3 2.1 x 102 1.2 x 102 3.8 x I00  3.2 x i0 0

526 295.8 73.6 H.G. 3 2.1 x 102 1.2 x 102 3.8 x 100 3.2 x I00
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dipole transitions for diatomic molecules in the optically thin limit. Line-

by-line transition frequencies are computed from energy eigenvalues determined

b' exact solution of the Schr6dinger equation, where the matrix elements of

tne upper and lower state Hamiltonians are specified from tabulated spectro-

scopic constants. Following well-established procedures, 1 5 ,1 5 6 the eigen-

functions of the states are described as linear combinations of eigenfunctions

of hypothetically pure Hund's case (a) eigenstates. The transition amplitudes

are given by the transformation of the dipole moment function between the

upper and lower states. 15 , 15 6 The computed infinite resolution emission spec-

trum is convolved with the instrument scan function to create basis sets for

each vibrational level which are then fit to the experimental spectrum using a

linear least squares method. The fitting procedure yields a determination of

the product of the upper state number density and the spontaneous emission

coefficient of the transition. Rotational distributions are treated by simple

Boltzmann expressions, so that band-integrated vibrational state number densi-

ties and transition probabilities may be used.

Lambda doubling, which is on the order of 1 cm-1 for the W3A B3n system,1 5 7 is

not treated in this analysis. Despite the complexities of the systems to which

this code has been applied, comparison of the line positions of synthesized

spectra (in this case the 2,0 W36 B3 n feature) 1 2 6 to high resolution data 1 5 7

indicates the principal lines are reproduced to generally within 1 cm-1 . The

agreement determined for the singlet systems such as wlA-*all is excellent,

< 0.1 cm-1 . Since the CVF data examined here exhibit a resolution of - 600A

(- 60 cm-1 ) at 3 um, deficiencies in the spectral synthesis program on the

order of 1 cm-1 or less are too small to be observed.

Most of the spectroscopic data has been drawn from Huber and Herzberg 18 or

Lofthus and Krupenie.6 Data from Roux 15 8 et al. has been used for the w1

state of N2 , and Cerny
15 9 et al. for W3, and Effantin 1 6 0 for B3 . The Einstein

coefficients used for the triplet states of nitrogen are those determined by

Werner3 2 et al.
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In order to fit the data, the synthetic spectra must be convolved with the

experimental slit function. Post flight calibration of the EXCEDE spectrom-

eters was precluded due to the loss of the payload. Therefore, the nature of

the CVF slit function is not absolutely known. In order to fit the data, the

slit function of an analogous instrument, that of SPIRE, 14 1 was used. This

slit function is a skewed Gaussian with a full width at half maximum 2 percent

of the wavelength center. This slit function was incorporated into our spec-

tral fitting routines for use with EXCEDE data. Shown in Figures lOla and b

are simulated atomic lines at 3 and 6 um, respectively, convolved with the

skewed Gaussian slit function. Close inspection of this slit function indi-

cates there to be only small differences to a Gaussian slit function with FWHM

of 2 percent. This function is shown for comparison in Figures 102a and b.

Most of the data has been fit to basis functions incorporating the skewed

Gaussian slit function, but some have utilized the simpler Gaussian function.

11.2.2 Background Correction

All of the SWIR (2.1 to 5.4 pm) files exhibit an apparent background that is

quite significant at 2.1 pm and decays into the noise at 3.5 pm. The absolute

magnitude of the background varies from low values at low and high altitudes

to high values at the mid-altitude region. An example (scan number 490 for

89.8 km) is shown in Figure 103. Background of this type is also seen in

Figure 99, scan 524 at 74.6 km. We have ruled out detector recovery from the

intense NO fundamental band as the source of the background by comparison

of adjacent scans. The nature of this background IR emission is not clear but

we have determined its altitude dependence and described its spectral distribu-

tion. In addition, this background has been observed on scans where the NO

fundamental band is not as intense.

Figure 104 shows the altitude dependence of the background. The background

intensity was measured at 2.14 pm and normalized using the intensity
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Figure 101. Simulated atomic lines at 3.33 ium (a) and 6.67 urm (b) convolved
with the skewed Gaussian slit function.
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Figure 103. Uncorrected SWIR scan 490 (TAL 278.5s, Alt= 89.8 km).
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Figure 104. Background of the SWIR scans as a function of altitude,
normalized to 391 nm photo7eter emission intensity (L4).
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of the L4 photometer. The resulting curve shows that normalized background

increases by a factor of six from 75 to 120 km.

The spectral distribution of the emission is closely matched by the air

afterglow emission.1 1 1 , 12 Figure 105 shows the intensity decay of the air

afterglow emission over the 2 to 5 um region. Figure 106 shows scan 524

corrected for the background (after normalization at 2.14 um). This correc-

tion has been applied to most of the SWIR data files.

The visible interferometer data shows no evidence of NO2 air afterglow

emission which would have to be present at wavelengths > 380 nm. In addition,

calculation of the required NO and 0 number densities produced by the dis-

charges indicates that these species are insufficient by about an order of

magnitude to account for the observed background intensities. Although the

0.6
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0.0 I I I I I
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Figure 105. Wavelength dependence of the air afterglow emission in the
2 to 5 om region.
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Figure 106. SWIR scan 524 with background correction (TAL = 294.9s,
Alt = 74.6 km).

nature of the background is unknown, the functional form of the continuum has

been applied to all the data so that further quantitative analysis of the

spectrally structured features is possible.

11.3 SPECTROSCOPIC IDENTIFICATION

Many of the emission features in these spectra have been previously iden-

tified. For example, the intense feature at 4.3 pm is due to the C02(V3) band

created by the interaction of energetic electrons with ambient C02 .
9 The

broad feature at 5.4 pm has been previously assigned 14 7 to the NO fundamental

emission from vibrational levels as high as v=12 arising from the reaction,

N(2 D) + 02 4 NO(v<12) + 0 (54)
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The N(2D) arises from electron induced dissociation of nitrogen. Reaction (54)

has been studied in the laboratory. 1 5 2 ,1 6 1 The relative population distribu

tions as well as the fundamental/overtone ratios have been determined. 1 6 2

Hovever, the EXCEDE spectral data will provide production efficiencies, the

altitude dependence of the vibrational distribution, and the relative contribu-

tion of the NO overtones to the emission feature at 2.9 pm.

There are several features in the 2 to 4.1 pm region which have not been

cleanly identified prior to this project. The band centers of many of the

features align with emission from several N2 electronic states, specifically

the W3A-B3fl, aln,a'lF, and wlMalH band systems. The coarse resoluion of the

CVF and observed wavelength "jitter" in some of the spectra prevented their

unambiguous assignments previously. We detail below a spectral fitting

approach which permits their identification. Only those band systems which

exhibit credible vibrational distributions for all levels and transitions will

be considered to be positively identified.

The relative importance of the N2 electronic states in an aurora have been

modeled by Cartwright. 4 He used measured or inferred electron excitation

cross sections, radiative relaxation and cascade, and quenching estimates to

determine the relative number densities of the nitrogen electronic states in

an aurora. His results are shown in Figure 107. The A3 E, W3 6, and a'IE

states are indicated to be present at the highest concentrations due to their

long radiative lifetimes. Because of the flow around the EXCEDE payload,

residence time in the field of view of the spectr(,eters will be a function of

mission time. Residence times of less than 10 ms are expected for most of the

dAta. Thus these longest lived states will not have concentrations as high as

the Cartwright model due to diffusive (field of view) loss time. Of these

long lived states only the W3A state emits in the infrared in the W36B 31

system. Several of the other states shown in Figure 107 should also emit in

the infrared, including wl-al, alla'lE and some bands in the B' 3 E-4B 3 H and

B3 fl4A3 E systems.
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Figure 107. Auroral N2 excited state densities.

11.3.1 Wu-Benesch Emission

Electron irradiation of nitrogen is well-known to produce extensive emission

from the N2(W3AB
3 ) system.1 6 3 ,1 6 4  This emission system has recently been

examined in the laboratory using the LABCEDE and COCHISE apparatus 1 2 6 ,1 6 5 and

these experiments 1 2 6 verified the V-B branching ratios over the 2 to 4 iim

region and observed the previously unidentified 1-0 and 2-1 features in the

6 to 8 um region. Emission from the N2 (wlA-+al) system was also examined. We
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have calculated the Einstein coefficients for this transition system using the

transition moment function of Yeager and McKoy. 6 5 The results predict the

auroral density of the 1A state to be greater by an order of magnitude over

Cartwright's initial estimates. The corrected predictions for the wlA state

ate shown in Figure 107.

The COCHISE apparatus employs microwave discharges operating at 1 torr

pressure with the viewing region maintained at 3 to 5 mtorr. The results,

therefore, can be applied to aeronomy and provide a useful spectroscopic data

base. LABCEDE, which excites atmospheric gases at densities equivalent to 65

to I5 km altitudes, is a more direct system to understand the aurora. This

experiment has recently examined the infrared emission from the electron

irradiation of nitrogen over the 0.8 to 6.5 Pm region. 1 6 5 The identified

band systems are N2 (W
3 45B 3 n), N2(all-a'E), N2(B

3l1-A 3 ), N2'(A 2fl-X2 E), and

N2(wA all).

Comparisons of the digitized files to synthetic Wu-Benesch emissions have been

performed for all low altitude data (< 9(0 kin). Two typical result.s are shown

in Figures lO8a and b. The vibrational levels used in these basis sets are

,'-2-5. Figure l18a shows the fit to uncorrected data in the 2.1 to 4.1 pm

region and Figure 108b shows the fit to the same data file corrected for back

ground. In both figures, the fit to the W-B (2,0), (3,1), (4,2), (3,0), (4,1)

and (5,2) features is excellent. The band positions are we]l reproduced and

with background subtraction, as shown in Figure 108b, the relative intensity

distributions are also reproduced. The feature at 4.0 pm is not fully matched

by the W/-B (4,2) emission. Since we have previously verified the W-B branching

ratios126 and Figure 108b shows a good match of the (3,0) and (3,1) relative

intensities, failure to reproduce the 4.0 pm feature indicates that it is

likely due in part to another radiator.

Fits to higher vibrational levels in the Wu-Benesch manifold have also been

performed. Figure 109 shows a fit of the uncorrected data to W4-B v'=2-9.
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Figure 108. SWIR scan 524 with fit to N2W
3 6u4B3 fl (v'=2-5) emission. The data

is shown only for 2.1 to 4.1 um. (a5 is the uncorrected file and

(b) has background correction. The rotational temperature used

was 200 K.
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Emission tiom tile (9,6) and (8,5) transitions underlie tile (1,l) and (2,0) fea-

tures respectively. This prevents clear assignment. The (9,5) feature may be

present just at the noise level. Levels W,7 and 6 are masked by the filter

wheel (7,3) and (6,3) by the strong 2.9 pm emission. The W state levels

greater than five are thus compromised in some manner. The EXCEDE data cannot

clearly prove their presence. Vibrational level 9 is a possible assignment

but cannot be seriously considered without positive identification of emis-

sions from v' - 6-8 which are absent. Only the lower vibrational levels,

v'<5, are clearly observed at all altitudes. At the highest altitudes the

(5,2) feature is masked by H20 emission and the (2,0) and (3,1) feature. are

strongly overlapped by the same system but the (4,1) and (3,0) bands remain

distinguishiable over all altitudes.



The determined population distributions at several altitudes are shown

in Figure 110. Also shown for comparison is the distribution predicted I)y

oaltvright 4 normalized at v'=3. This figure indicates the observed W-B distri

hutions to be "colder", i.e., more relaxed than Cartwright. Because of the

l1rge degree of overlap in the CVF data, particularly at the higher altitudes,

v'e do not believe the apparent vibrational effects to reflect a true altitude

val iation.

V CARTWRIGHT
* 74.2 km
o 86.0 km
A 101.3 km
O 113.9 km
0 125.9 km

-J
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_

0.11II1I
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Figure 110. Determined relative population distribution for N2(W
36)

normalized at v'=3.
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I1. 1.2 lt2() Emission

The i mmed iate env i ronmen t a round t he pay load was strongly con tamina ted by

outgassing water, with contamination deci easing with mission time. 148 The

,.*lnmn density was sufficiently large (up to 1()1 6 cm2 ) that OH1 rotational

emission was detected in the 11 to 18 om region.148 , 149 Thus, emission from

vihiationally excited H2( in the 2 to 8 pm region seemed likely. The low

altitude 2.Q pm feature was given this pteliminary assignment by previous

investigators. Careful inspection, however, indicates that this low altitude

f'ature cannot he due to water. 120 emission has been unambiguously identi

tied in the higher altitude data, however.

Table 21 shows the principal H2ii vibrational transitions in the 1.4 to 7 Jm

iange. The table shows the 2v-, \, and vj features to he the principal

emi '.qions in the 2.( pm region. Al though none of these bands centers fall at

2.9 pm, synthesis of a basis set was deemed necessary to verify or rule out

the contribution of water emission in the EXCEDE data. Synthetic spectral

Feneration ot emissioii fiom polyatomics is difficult but was achieved hy

conversion of a compilation of ahsorption line strengths. Such a compilation

foi water and other polyatomicq (such as (:(?, N2 0, and ()3) have been performed

by Rothman ei al4. 1 , 144,166 and is availaile on magnetic tape.

The AF;I, tape is organized by frequency. Each line contains the frequency,

absorption strength, energy of the upper level, the involved vibrational

levels, a code for the isotope, and a code for the identity of the molecule.

This tape was read, the molecule and isotope of interest were selected, the

absorption line strengths were converted to emission intensities, and an

infinite tesolution spectium compatible with our spectral fitting codes was

genet ated.

Two simple computei codes were written, the first performed the search and

line intensity conversion and the second performed the slit function

roiivolution. The absolption liine intens ilies in the AFGL tape were compiled
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TABLE 23. 1120 IR emission features.

Transition v0 (cm- 1 ) X (Prm)

010-000 1594.736 6.27

020-000 3151.631 3.17

100-000 3657.054 2.734

001-000 3755.924 2.662

030-000 4666. 720 2. 143

110-000 5234.981 1.91

011-000 5331.245 1.876

120-000 6775.10 1.476

for 296 K rotational temperatures. Conversion to a temperature of interest was

achieved by adjusting the line strength as follows

0v(296) 0R( 2 9 6 ) ["0 1
S(T) - Sj(296) -(T) -96 (55)

where E' is the energy of the lower state. For H20,

0 (296)
Q (T) 1

and

0 R__ (296) 26 3/2

QR(T) -T
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Emission intensities are calculated from the relationship

Aj = 2.8 x 10-8 v2 LoSj(T) eE"/kT (56)

where L0 is Loschmidt's number

9.66 x 1018

L0 = T - 760

Computation of individual line intensities is then straightforward,

Ij = hc v AjN v e-ER'/kT (57)

where Nv is the population in the vibrational level of interest and ER' is the

rotational energy level origin within the vibrational level and is equal to

ER' = v + E" - EOv'

where EOv ' is the energy of the vibrational level v' at the ground rotational

level.

In the spectral generation and fitting programs in use for diatomics, the

vibrational population is a dependent variable and is determined by the fit

since each vibrational level is created as an independent basis set. For this

application we want to determine the expected bandshape in the region 2.6 to

3.4 jim and contrast this with the low and high altitude data. Thus, an assumed

vibrational distribution of equal populations was chosen. The resulting basis

sets at rotational temperatures of 200 to 400 K are shown in Figures 111a and

b, respectively. A fit of the 200 K basis set to a low altitude spectrum is

shown in Figure 112. Clearly, the 2.9 um feature evident in the low altitude

data is not attributable to H20 emission. A fit to higher altitude data is

shown in Figure 113. Here the agreement is improved, indicating the 2.7 Pm

emission at these altitudes is due to water emission.
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H120 emission at 2.7 pm peakedl at - lOt) km expe:rding 10 MR. At higher alti

tudes the spectia ate clean ly domina ted by H120) but thu, peak intenrs-it y is

reduced. At lower alti tit des tie, t,1) err, : t.is ion steadily d v rlr(,ad;, such that

below 8(1 km it i rio loriger rhiirr'ahfe.

11. . Nto FmltdLimpnials

Thre 5. 4  pm hiid s' temli in the MWI alta ; b ian bee idlnitified ini a pir vi , ;

analysiq.141 as Not fIndamer tala':. At a s r In g le it ode, thIre vibr ational dii i

intion wan deterrminrd to he nimilii to i hli' na't (,it N(2'I) ; it, O Nti(v) # i vihia

tional distr ibit ion as d t(, in id ft o ( (Mtll l ixper Wn .t 15)2  Vet if icat i o

of this cotclus ion as well a (Sd.:mi nlin I tlie en, iiP data base was thli goal

of this work.

Only eleven MWIR scans exhibited srf f iiont signal to noise to wartant analy

sis. The scan number s arid rl eevarnt data at(, listed in Table 1q. Althouglh

the data set is limited, they do nepresent an almost 2Ht km height profile

(74.2 to 92 kin). It was hoped lt t lie Iiles, would be srufficicnt to irdi

rate alt i tude va riat ion and tlhu q"iirnch i g ef ,c I s.

Figure 114 shows the 4.8 t o ().8 tim port ion of MWIR scan 12(t)) witi a base liine

emission level subtracted. The tadiance hetweeri 4.4) to 5.0t(t pim was taken as

this background level. The data has not Ueen sminoothed. Although the resol

tion element is large in this wavelength rang, ((0.1 tm FWHIM at 5.1) pim), smooth

ing was not petformed to avoid inttodircing arty systematic (itois. Figure 114

also shows two synthetic spectra; one with vihational levels adjusted to give

a best fit and the other with the relative vibtational populations fixed in

the COCHISE nascent distribution. When we allow the vibrational distiibution

to be varied freely in the fitting process, an excellent match to the data is

obtained.

Some of the best data is shown in Figur 114. The oirse in the data was

found to cause obser vable f luctuat ions in tIre deter mined telat iv, ipulat ion
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duti fol low', the ina':,oiit fi'sti ihIutioui:; alt all altitudes¢.

iI~ 'lii~ ngl oft Nil)( V) maly OO'Cl cm y a t 0)1)lic' andlr m I ec'u Iat oxygen and water via thle

Ni J v" ) 1 Kr * NI(v I,) i, I" 2 :< 1)) 1/4 v31 2 (flm3 molec'ule 1 1 (58)

NoI( ') * I) NM)i( v I) ii Ik 6 .) 11l) II c'm molec'ule 1 1 (59)

7 V)N~i('i . h~ N~("In II) x1)1 cn Aleil'1 6
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Figure 115. Relative NO vibrational population distributions at 75.4 km. Also
shown in solid line is the COCHISE nascent distribution. Thle
data have been averaged from fits to MWIR files 1209 1211 and
are shown with one standard deviation error bar.

The observation of the measured nascent distribution unrelaxed by collisions or-

radiation strongly indicates that the observed emission is due to N(2 1)) + 0

and there is a rapid NO(v) removal mechanism. From Reactions (58) and (59))

above we have calculated the NO(v) quenching rates by 0 and 02 over the alti

tudes of interest for typical atmospheric densities and find that the quenching

rates are of the same order as the radiation rate over all altitudes. For H20(

quenching to contribute, the concentration must have been in excess of
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Figure 116. Relative NO vibrational population distributions at 81.3 km. Also
shown is the COCHISE nascent distribution. The data have been
averaged from fits to MWIR files 1204-1206 and are shown with
one standard deviation error har.

1( cm . Clearly, quenching is too slow to have modified the nascent distri-

hut ior. The likely cause is rapid removal from the field of view. The

tported residence time in the field of view is 10 ms. 14 7  In comparison to the

N) Iadiation and quenching rates, this is sufficiently rapid to cause a nascent

d i ,,trihut i n to he observed. Thus, quenching effects of NO(v) were not

ohseived in the EXCEDE data down to 75 km altitudes. The short residence time

in the field of view limits quenching ohservations to lower altitudes still.
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Figure 117. Relative NO vibrational population distributions at 91 km. Also
shown as a solid line is the COCHISE nascent distribution.
The data have been averaged from fits to MWIR files 1195-1197

and are shown with one standard deviation error bar.

11.3.4 Surveys oi Other Band Systems

Previous sections have covered investigation of the EXCEDE 2 to 5 Pm data for

Wu-Benesch and NO fundamental emission. In this section we attempt to find

evidence for emission from the other band systems. Most systems considered

did not appear to be present in the EXCEDE data. Transitions considered

include: the other possible N 2 IR emission systems, wl -+alfl, ali a'IE,
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B31 1A 3 E, and B'-,B30n; the N2 ' Meinel system, A211 X2.; and OH vibronic emis-

sion and NI and 01 Rydberg emiission.

The coir eeted low gain scan at 74.6 km has been chosen to present the results

of the spectral comparisons. Since tihe CO2 v3 emission dominates the low

altitude scans, only the 2.1 to 4.1 pm legion will be shown for purposes of

contrast. Owing to the low iesolution of the data, spurious assignments are

possiible. The cciteria used flo positive identification are: ovei lap of

features in the data with a syntietic spectrum and simultaneous overlap of all

hi anches arising from the same upper state; the fit should produce a iational

vihiational distribution; the determined upper state populations should be

indicative of air aurotal distribution as shown in Figure 107.

The results of tihe spectral survey are shown in Figures 118 through 123.

Figure 11H shows a fit to N2 (wlAalN, v'-0 3). This emission systemir has been

ohserved to be sCverely oveIlapp.d witi Wu en res chi emission in tire COCiISF,

apparatus126 at equivalent numbei dnsitis. 're individual tiannitions are

maiked. Althorugh several of tire bands exhibit overlap with leatur in the

data, we believe this emission system does not contribute signi ficantly to the

obseived spectra. The (0,0) band overlaps with the feature at 3.1 pm, a fea

rire that is well reproduced by the (2,0) u.-Benesch transition. Since the

transition probabilities for the w a and W B system are similar, 1 2 6 observa

tion of w a emissions is inconsistent with the order of magnitude ditfference

in auroral number densities predicted by reinterpretation of Cartwright's data

(see Figure 107). If background correction is applied, as shown in Figure 118,

then there is no evidence for the w a (1,1) hand. Therefore, we believe the

overlap hetween tire data and tie predicted w a band system is coincidental;

thepe is io firm evidence in the CVF data for this emission system. This

conclusion is supported by fits of the in teliometer data to simulated w a

,pe ctra; no evidence for thris Nystenr could he found in the inter I riomete data

as well.
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Figure 118. Corrected SWIR scan 524 with fit to N2 (wI64alH, v'=O-2) at
a rotational temperature of 200 K.

Figure 119 shows a fit of the N 2 (al-a'lll, v'=1-5) system to the data. The

transitions that occur in the wavelength region are from the Av=+1,+2

sequences. The (1,0) band falls at 3.5 pm and does not overlap with any fea-

ture in the data. Since none of the bands of the a-a' system exhibit suffi-

cient overlap with features in the data, we conclude there to be no evidence

for the presence of this emission system.

The next emission considered was the N 2 (B'
3E-B 3 , v'=0-3) system as shown in

Figure 120. Although the (2,3) and (3,4) transitions overlap nicely with the

data in the 2.2 to 2.4 om region, the (2,4) and (3,5) features do not corre-

spond well with the data in the 3.4 to 3.8 pm region. The feature at 3.7 um

has been previously assigned as the W-B (3-1) transition. The predicted

column densities of the B' state are only a factor of two to three less than

those determined for the W 3 L state. Cartwright predicts the B'3 E number

densities to be more than two orders of magnitude less than the W36 state.

For these reasons, emission from the B'-B system has been ruled out.
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Figure 119. Corrected SWIR scan 524 with fit to N2(aflg 9 a'Eu- v'=1-5)
at a rotational temperature of 200 K.
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Figure 120. Corrected SWIR scan 524 with fit to N2(B'3 Et(4B3 n 99 V'-1)
at a rotational temperaturp of 200 K.
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Emission from the First Positive system, N2(B
3fl-A 3 E), is commonly observed

from discharged nitrogen. Figure 121 shows a fit to v'=0-3 of tile First Posi-

tive band system. Tile hands that occur in this spectral region are due to the

6%-+4, +5, +6 sequences. The poor correspondence between the fit and data indi

cates that this emission system is an unlikely contributor to the EXCEDE

spec t ra.

The last neutral nitrogen band system investigated was the (B3 nlW-6A, v'=2-5)

as shown in Figure 122. Several of the tiansitions align with features

in the data but the predicted column densities (roughly twice W3a) are far to

layi ge. Cai t wright piedicts B3 i number densities to he an order of magnitude

louver than the w'3 A state at the lower vibiational levels. In addition, theie

was no indication of the strongest B A First Positive hanQ ich must he

()I'set ved if B >W emission is present. Thus, despite the agrc_ ...ent between the

fit and tile data, it is un)ikely that B-W emission is present in the EXCEED

spec t ra.

1. 00
I~~~2 .o ' B3R1 A3Lu )

(1 {5) ( (2, (1,6) (3,9)

(0,4) ( 6)(0,5)

uAJ - 1 t

..10 .b0 3.10 3. 0 4.10

WAVELNUTH, oM A-b234

Figure 121. Corrected SWIR scan 524 with fit to N2(B 3 n9 *A3 EIu, v' -1)-)

at a rotational temperature of 200 K.
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Flig i e 122 . ;oi e tud SW IR Nran 524 w ith fit to N 2 11110 6, , v' 2 5)

at a r(otationa] tamj)ealtui v of 20() K.

TItO N 2 ' M e in l yy s ic m lm a s h e eu o b 'lji ve d in am 01i a l2 , a im ,(' (' tI 1io illp a r t oil

N Y ." F I, M , 1 h2 o w a f, i t o f t h i ; h a n d y I m t o t h e d a t a . ( o n l y t h e ( 1 , I )

W',a l i p a l i ' , w:i th t h d a ta a n th iU h v v hO ' ,'n p re v io u sl y a s s ig ne d to the

( l ,t ) B Jo l ,uie I t; i i o n . 1 1 'l1 ,m' i s , t h p i (' l 0 ( e , n o C H o a r e v i d( nui f o r t h e

p i (e(nce of N2 ' (A" In Q2Q eri sqioni.

Sper -ta oft discharged air at reduced ptp ssures often exhibit 01 and NI Rydheig

PmiNsions (Rets. 164, 161, and Appendix E). Table 24 presents a list of

(timmon ly enci(ointe d atomic line; in the 2 to 4 om legion. Synthetic spect a

of atom emigsi on compared to these data indicate possible participation of (OI

lines at 2.65, 2.76, 2. 9, and 3.10 ) pm. If present, an atomic line at 2.65 pi

may help explain the anomalous poplation trn W B (5,j). An NI line at

4.) Um is the likm ,ly 50(111 (e , o that ohim ,ivp ('mission. An NI line at 4.0 uin

i the Iike ly ,:; o of tha t oh'v; ived 'mis ion . No o the r n itr og e'n a tom ic

l nre' cottespotd we ,ll with unidentii led feat toni s in the data.
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Figure 123. Corrected SWIR scan 524 with fit to N2+(A2n-*X2E, v'=0-3)

at a rotational temperature of 200 K.

11.3.5 Ultraviolet and Visible Interferometer Data

Examination of this portion of the EXCEDE data was not part of the original

goals of this research effort. However, the data has not been previously

analyzed and it was felt that a preliminary examination may aid interpretation

of the IR data as well as provide a quick comparison of EXCEDE results to

auroral data.

Two pairs of UV and visible spectra were chosen, one at low altitude and one

at high altitude. These spectra file numbers and altitude data of the chosen

files are shown in Table 21.

These spectra have been digitized and fit to determine the emitting column

densities in the following states: N 2 alfl, B3fi, C311, and N2 + A2R, B2E. All

four data files are shown in Figures 124 through 127. Figure 128 shows a

portion of a fit of scan number 116 to N2(aln g XIE g+) emission. Thereodc

tion of the observed features is good but not perfect.
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TABLE 24. 01 and NI infrared emission lines.

Species Trqnnition Wavelength (pm)

0I 4d3D0 - 4pSp 2.65

0I 4p2p - 4s5S0 2.76

01 4p3p - 4s3S0  2.89

0I 4d3D0 - 4p3p 3.10

NI 4p4S0 - 4s4p 2.621

NI 4p4S0 - 4s4p 2.693

NI 4p4p0 - 4s4p 3.027

NI 5fF(4)0 - 4d2D 4.004

NI 5fG(3) - 4d2F 4.006

NI 5fF(3) - 4d2D 4.007

NI 5d4D - 4fG(4) 4.015

NI 5d2F - 4fD(2) 0  4.022

NI 5s4p - 4p4 S0  4.032

NI 5fD(2)0 - 4d4p 4.035

NI 5d4F- 4fG(3) 0  4.036

Data from Linus experiment 16 7 and Saum and Benesch. 16 4

The relative determined populations are shown in Figures 129 and 130 for

altitudes of 74 to 78 km and 120 to 128 km, respectively. For comparison,

Figure 131 shows the Cartwright distributions for the neutral states.

We examined the data in Figures 129 and 130 in spite of the potential

uncertainties present in the uncorrected data such as source variations with

time, intensity variations between the UV and visible spectrometers and even

between bands during a scan. Nevertheless, based on only a preliminary analy-

sis, several important conclusions can be drawn. The spectral fitting to the
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Figure 125. UV spectral scan 116 uncoir-ected for beam variations.
(TAL = 2 30s, Alt =120 kmn).
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Figure 126. Uncorrected visible scan 47 (TAL = 196s, Alt 128.3 kin).
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Figire 127. Uncorrected visible scan 73 (TAL = 296s, Alt : 74 km).
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Figure 128. Comparison of data from scan 116 to N2 (a-X) emission.

data is sufficiently adequate that we may conclude the electronic state vihra

tional distributions derived from the high altitude EXCEDE data have the same

shape as predicted by Cartwright. His model was based on electron impact

excitation laboratory data and theoretical calculations. Recent LABCEDE

observations support much of his modeling. The high altitude data exhibit a

ratio of the C-state to B-state populations which is the same as Cartwright's

value. The concentration of these states compared to the a-state in the

EXCEDE data is a factor of four below the model. This ratio depends upon the

relative spectrometer calibrations and beam intensity invariance. The W-state

populations from the EXCEDE data (relative to the C- and B-state) are a factor

of five below the ratio in the model.

The radiative lifetime of the N2 C-state is 37 ns and consequently this state

should radiatively (not collisionally) decay at all altitudes where EXCEDE

data exists. The lower altitude EXCEDE data (74 to 79 km) possesses an

excited state column density in the spectrometer field of view only ten times
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Figure 129. Determined populations for the indicated N2 and N 2
+ states from

the UV, Visible, and IR EXCEDE data for the 120 to 128 km range.

greater than the 125 km data. Over this altitude range the atmospheric N 2

density increases by a factor of a thousand. This emphasizes that caution must

be exercised when drawing conclusions from data which is incompletely charac-

teri-ed. Many parameters must be considered including the electron range for

both primaries and secondaries, their distribution within the field of view of

each spectrometer, and the line of sight of each instrument relative to the

beam and the location of the previously dosed regions.
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Figure 130. Determined populations for the indicated N2 and N2' states for
the UV, Visible, and IR EXCEDE data for the 74 to 79 km range.

For the lower altitude data, the ratio of the C- and B-state populations

differs from Cartwright's prediction by 50 percent. We consider this good

agreement giving the assumptions in the analysis. The a-state populations are

greater than expected relative to the normalizing C- and B-states. Moreover,

the LABCEDE data taken at a pre.sure corresponding to 80 kni altitude

plotted in Figure 132) indicates that quPnching of the a-state shouLu .,cou

The EXCEDE data is too bright by an order of magnitude. The W--state popula

tions clearly determined from the low altitude EXCEDE data ale a factol of

five below the LABCEDE populations (relative to the C-state).
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Figie 1 1. Cat tright pipdictions for several N 2 states (for comparison

with Figures 129 and 13)).

hi analysis is very preliminary and clearly hag not reached a satisfactory

lvvEl of so)phiistication. Nevertheless, this exercise has proved that data

fin a field ohqeivation of election irradiation of the tipper atmosphere

-holdl peimit flulorescence efficiencies and quenching effects to be obtained

to first order. A mote accurate determination will result from a more careful

nnn 1vs i q.
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Figure 132. Nitrogen electronic populations in LABCEDE (80 km altitude).

11.3.6 Infrared Interferometer Data

None of the infrared interferometer spectra were digitized, rather overlays of

relevant simulated spectra were created to aid in spectral identification of

features of the CVF data. Four of the interferometer spectra are shown

in Figure 133. These spectra exhibit similar trends as have been observed with

the CVF data; i.e., a pre,,alence of discrete emission features at low altitudes

and principally a broad spectral emission at 2.9 pm (- 3400 cm-1 ) at higher

altitudes.
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Figure 133. IR inteL-ferometer data.
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Upon examination of these spectra, we have determined that the interferometer

tracing shown in Figure 133, EXCEDE: Spectral Final Report 1 4 7 is from a much

higher altitude (87 km) rather than 74 km as stated in the text. This figure

creates the impression that the 2.9 pm feature in the CVF data is due to H20,

which as will be discussed later, is not the case.

Since the interferometer data is much higher resolution than the CVF,

spectroscopic identification should be much less ambiguous. Overlays of 1120

vibrational emission, N2 (V
3 6-B3fl), (w4alfl), and (alH-)a'IZ) were created to

determine the contribution of these emission systems to the observed inter

ferometer data. Figure 134 shows an overlay of an interferometer scan with

Wu-Benesch spectra. The vibrational distributions are from LABCEDE studies

for v'=3-10 (as shown in Figure 132) with the v'=2/v'=3 ratio set in the dis-

tribution determined from the CVF data and the Cartwright distribution. This

comparison confirms the presence of Wu-Benesch emission in the interferometer

data but the vibrational distribution cannot be determined. The (5,2) band is

clearly observed at 3800 cm-1 . The (6,3) and (7,4) bands at 3550 and

3250 cm-1 , respectively, are difficult to distinguish from the other featutes

present in the region. The two sharp features at 400 cm- 1 do not have the

proper shape to be the (9,5) W-B transition. Thus, as with the CVF, we have

no firm evidence from the interferometer data for W-B emissions from v'>5.

The interferometer data do not support creation of N2 W-states above v=5.

Comparison of the N2(w
1 64aln) and (alH-a'lE) systems with the interferometer

data yields no clear indication of the presence of these emissions.

Figure 135 shows a comparison of a high altitude interferometer scan with H20

emission. The similarity is quite striking and confirms the presence of water

emission at these altitudes. Comparison of the water emission spectrum with

lower altitude interferometer scans indicates lttle or no contribution of H2()

emission at the lower altitudes on the downleg part of the mission.

A surprising omission is lack of NO fundamental band emission. In the 76 km

spectrum, the rise beyond 1900 cm-1 is due to detector response fall off
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Figure 134. Overlay of IR interferometer data with a Wu-Benesch

spectrum based on LABCFDE distribution.
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Figure 135. Comparison of an IR interferometer scan with 1120 emisqiOn.

and response correction. At best a vague hint of NO(1-0)) emission is present

in this rise. The lack of overtone emission is also surprising. The small

features between 1950 all 2010 cm - ] roughly line tip with NO rotational hand-

heads, but we do not believe tils is a convincing assignment. Perhaps the

interferometer's smaller field of view favors the more prompt electi onic state

from N2 over the NO vibrational hands so that the NO emission falls below

detection threshold. We have no futlther expllnation at the piesenl time.
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11.3.7 2.9 pm Mystery Emission

It is difficult to discuss the SWIR data without addressing the most prominent

feattre in the 2.1 to 4.1 pm region. At low altitudes, the CVF data exhibit

a1 intense, broad peak centered at 2.9 Um. At high altitudes there is a peak

centered at 2.7 pm. We have previously demonstrated that the 2.7 pm feature

at high altitudes is due to water. This emission system is inadequate to

describe the observed emission at low altitudes, however. In addition, the

interferometer data just discussed provides no evidence for H2 0 emission at

low altitudes whereas it is prominent at higher altitudes. Clearly, the low

altitude CVF 2.7 pm feature is not due to water emission. We have also ruled

out CO2 combination bands from spectral comparisons.

Several diatomic band systems were investigated to account for this emission.

Tlie emission from the fundamental band odf f! halls in this wavele ngth Igion].

Figure 136 shows a fit of MI fundamental emission from v'-l I at a totatioial

temperature of 200 K. Even at the FXCDF)E tVF iesoltion element tie P and R

branches are evident whereas no sucI St. tuct1tiie cal be iee n 1the data.

Increasing the rotational temperature does not improve the fit.

N2(B
3H4W 3 6) emission falls in this wavelength region as well. A fit of the

B-W spectrum to the data has already been presented in Figure 122. Although

several of the transitions occur in the proper wavelength region, the shape of

the observed feature is not reproduced by this band system. In addition, the

required column densities in the B33n state are far in excess of the Cartwright

predict ions.

This peak cannot be entirely attributable to NO overtone emission. Al though

the 2.7 pm emission may be adequately fit to the No overtone, the resulting

distribution is vibrationally "colder" than tl., COCHISE nascent distribution

observed for the fundamentals. If this feature is attributed solely to No

ovettones, the peak intensity is far in excess of that predicted for the

overtones from the intensities observed from the fundamentals. To test this,
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the merge,,d SWIR/MWIR spectia were uised. These files were created by uigthe

()) e-missionl to noi1mali 7e( thle two spectrometers data. Figur e 137 shows

thr mergod fi le for /4.6 km AIt it ude . SutpPeri MpOSel onl th11is f iFIrne i S a

m111I tjii(''i f i t of b)0th thle over tories ;rdfnarrtaIs urs ing the I (HI SFE

r1rrrtdi! st I i huit io) 1 52 Andl Frus toi n r-oe, t ici ut r-At usq meaIsured- inr the

labor atory. 16? i68 Fre fi t to the f undamenta I s A ,Adequrate, As pre
." 01 ~qlv d is cu sed, but thle r eprodic t ion of thle 2 .9 pim fea t ure is inradequa te.

This, figrire indicates that rio more than 5() percent of the observed emiss-ion

initernsity in this feature can he atitibuted to the NO overtonles. InI ardi t. i on

the peak of the- NO overtones is r-ed -shi fted rela tive to the data, thle dat A

peaks, at 2.9 pjm vwhile tire overtone emission peaks At 2.95 pim. III orderC- to

dlpetrmine the r esidue not at tribUtable to the No ovei. toiies, 5spect r al subt I au

ion has, been per for med arid the r esiri t i s showni in Figure 1, IIS. The res4ult is

A much nat I.ower peak ceritered a t 2 .9 tim. 'Ve have riot be'able to id(erit i t';

thec or igin of this feature.
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II. 4 CONCUL USIONS

Niti ogen Wu-Benesch (W 3B 3 11) emission has been positively identified in the

('VF data. The interferometer data indicates the possible presence of vibra-

tijonal levels greater than five but further analysis will be required to

quantify the distribution. Wu-Benesch emission is observed at all altitudes,

eveu inder those conditions in which the water emission intensity is strong.

TIhlc vibrational diztribution is more relaxed than the predictions of

C'it i ight and thE recent LABCFDE results.

No other niti gen electionic band system has been positively identified in the

IR data, including both CVF and interferoneter data. The hand systems

vonsz idered include W 1 A-al1 , alll-a'lE, B3 11-4AE, B' 3 E-B3 fl, and the N2 ' Meinel

svstem, A2 Il4X2E. There is some evidence for atomic oxygen emission, partic-

i 1,11 1; at 2.6,5, 2.76, and 3.1 pim. Atomic nitrogen lines may be responsible

for part of the intensity at 4.0 pm.

The SWIR data exliihits a background which decays fiom 2.1 to 3.5 in. The

pertia1 distiihtltion of the har-grotind is similar to the 0 + NO air afterglow

eiili':ioii but is fai too intense to he attributed to ambient air afterglow.

Noert thel , , the data have been corrected for background using the 0 + NO

l;pctial distri bution.

Thie NO) fundamental emission observed matches the COCHISE nascent distribution

and is clearly due to N(2D) + 02. No evidence for quenching was observed ovet

the 75 to 91 km region since the time scales for quenching for 02, 0, and H20

are long at these altitudes compared to residence time in the field of view

( - P i mn).

The 2.7 pm high altitude feature is clealy H120, \) and \j-) vibronic emission.

This featiiie disappears at lower altitudes and is replaced by a broad 2.7 pim

fe.aturi, which i n[ot due to water. This featue is only observed in the CVF

d;ata, it is not iopioduced in the interfironetel spectra. The CVF feature can
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be only partially attributed to the NO overtones. An anomalous fundamental/

overtone ratio and a more ielaxed distribution must be invoked to force NO to

he the sole source of that emiss ion. Wee h ii eve that more than 50 percent of

the emission intensity at 2.9 LJm is atti iUtable to the No overtones.

In the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions, nitrogen electronic state

transitions dominate the spectrum. Preliminary analysis show that the vibra-

tional distributions within these electronic states and relative production

levels agree vith model and laboratoty observations to first order. The

differences which exist can be resolved in future, more careful analyses.

The major conclusion of this study is that flight data from the artificially

electron dosed upper atmosphere can be analyzed to identify atmospheric

radiators and their vibrational and electronic state distributions. Effects

of nearfield contamination can be removed from the data permitting atmospheric

hand emission efficiencies and distributions and processes to be quantified.
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12. RADIOMETER EXPERIMENT TO STUDY EMISSIONS RESULTING FROM
COLLISIONS WITH HIGH VELOCITY ATOMS

A variety of atmospheric processes can produce high velocity atoms. Photo-

dissociation of molecular 02 in the thermosphere by solar Lyman a emission

(1216 nm) has been suggested as a potential source for fast moving 0 since a

photon at Lyman a wavelengths has 5 eV of energy in excess of the 02 binding

-ncigy. Dissociative recombination of N2 should produce N-atoms with several

eV of translational energy. Collisions of these fast moving atoms with atmos-

pheric species can potentially give rise to excitation and emission processes

not previously included in atmospheric models. In this section we describe

the design of a radiometer package to observe emission from these high veloc

ity collisional processes. This radiometer package could find application in

both laboratory (LABCEDE) or as part of a field experiment.

Our goal is to observe emission from these collisional processes across a wide

spectral region to monitor translation to vibration excitation and even

translation to electronic state conversion. LABCEDE operates at sufficiently

low pressure conditions that aly high velocity atoms produced will not be

slowed completely in the experiment field of view. A spacecraft-botne experi-

ment would also provide an excellent test ground for these processes due to

the orbital translational velocity of 8 km/s. Thus in the frame of reference

of the spacecraft, atmospheric thermal velocity oxygen atoms possess a

directed translational energy of over 5 eV. Molecular nitrogen possesses

0.1 eV. Moreover, the variable environment surrounding spacecraft (particu-

larly the Shuttle) permits the observation of 0 + N2 collisions as well as

collisions with outgassed or generated species such as CO2 , H20, and NO.

Collisions of fast oxygen atoms with these gases will provide insight into the

interaction of fast atoms (transfer energy or reaction) with trace gases

present in the lower thermosphere.

Our suggested approach is to use rugged bandpass filtered detectors with good

time resolution. This will permit activity-induced radiances to be removed
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from the collisional interaction data. Also, attitude dependence will permit

gas phase emission to be separated from collision-induced surface generated

radiances (glow). The detectors in the radiometer package should span the

0.2 to 5.2 wm range and possess a variety of bandpasses to isolate emitters.

lHighI sensitivity in the infrared (SWIR/MWIR) will be achieved by cooling InSb

detectors using Sterling cycle cryocoolers. Passively cooled PbS and PbSe

detectors will also be used to provide dynamic range and redundancy. The

detectors will view the ipteraction region through a simple two-lens optical

system to achieve good off-axis rejection and a well defined field of view.

The collisional emission would be chopped by a reflective tuning fork chopper

located at the focal point between the lens pair. The optics would be con-

figured to match component thermal emissions in the optical train. This will

minimize the absolute and synchronous signals arising from the radiometer

itself. A schematic of the cooler, detector array, and optical network is

given in Figure 139. Seven bandpass filtered detectors could reside at the

focal plane of this system as shown in Figure 140.

A total of 71 detectors are required to provide full spectral coverage and

sufficient spectral resolution to isolate radiators and excitation processes.

The optimum detectors and bandpasses are listed in Table 25. Note that

several bandpasses are shared by different detectors. This will permit real

time relative calibrations to be made. In order to isolate rapidly varying

emissions, eight broadband spectral channels covering the entire 0.2 to 5 Pm

region will be sampled at 8.3 samples/s. The remainder of the channels could

be completed and recorded more slowly, every 1.7s. The bandpasses were chosen

to distinguish emission from particular molecules in this environment.

Using this radiometer configuration noise levels have been calculated based on

thermal design analysis and optical geometry including component and wall

emissions. The synchronous noise levels for the actively cooled radiometers

are shown for several bandpasses in Figure 141. Also shown in that figure is

an estimate of the collisional excitation of H20 (vi,v 3 ) by oxygen atoms.

Because cross sections for collisional excitation are unknown at these
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Figure 139. InSb detector module assembly.
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TABLE 25. Radiometer detector bandpasses (iwm).

Silicon Lead Sulfide Indium Antimonide

0.2-0.5; AX = 0.5 -6 1.5 -1.8 OH 1.5 -1.8

0.5-1.1; 6X = 0.025 - 24 2.0 --3.0 Whitteborn 2.0 -3.0 Fast

0.2-0.4 Fast 2.73 2.79 No 3.0 -4.() Fast

0.4-0.6 Fast 2.8(0-2.90 Oi 4.0 1,.P Fast

0.6-0.8 Fast 2. -2.5 0) 2.3 2 .5 C(O

0.8-1.0 Fast 2.5 -3.1 H20 2.73-2.79 Nu

1.0-I.1 2.0 -2.3 Bakgtioutd z.81)-2 90 Oi

35 Si detectors 7 PbS detectors .5 -3. 7 No,)

4.20-4.32 CO2

4.35-4.6 No'

Germanium Lead Selenide 4.6 -5.0 CO

1.0-1.1 2.8 -2.9 OH 5.0 -L.P NO

1.1-1.3 x 2 3.0 -4.0 3.7 -4.1 background

1.3-1.5 x 2 3.5 -3.7 3.1 -3.5 NO2

1.5-1.8 4.35-4.6 NO'  14 IiSh detectors

1.0-2.0 4.20-4.32 (O 2

1.0-2.0 Fast 4.60-5. 00 CO)

8 Ge detectors 4.() -5.0 TOTALS:

7 PbSe detectors 71 detectots
(8 fast)

energies and because chemiluminescent emission from reactive channels which can

occur only at suprathermal energies have not been considered, the plotted

emission levels are extremely uncertain.

The physical package of the radiometer system design is shown in Figure 142.

Figure 143 outlines the relation of the components of overall system as

configured for a Shuttle payload. Figure 144 provides a schematic of the
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Figure 141. Background thermal noise in-band with chopping.

poV'et and control network for the radiometers. Each radiometer channel will

have its own amplification and signal processing circuits so as to minimize

the effects of single component failure. A diagram for a InSh signal channel

is given in Figure 145. The flowchart for the software to be developed to

drive radiometer sequencing i.n shown in Figure 146. Finally a list of the

major components selected for inclusion in the radiometer package is given in

Table 26.
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The radiometers should be turned on as early as possible during a Shuttle

mission. At early times the outgassing levels are the highest and the largest

signal levels are expected. Data late in the mission will be essential for

study of collisions of 0 + N2 and baseline isolation. Continuous operation is

pieferred so that sufficient data can be gathered to isolate tile many potential

competing processes which could be occurring simultaneously. This highlights

the need for auxiliary laboratory studies. The optimum flight experiment would

be at as low an altitude as possible to maximize atom concentration.

TABLE 26. Comnponen ts list fo, radiometets.

Optical Part -ist

Device Model Number Qualification

Stirling cycle Cryodynamics M15-R MIL and NASA spec com-
cooler pliance-flown on STS61C

Tuning fork chopper Philamon 30A5 Rocket and Shuttle

TnSb detectors JR Associates Custom GOES, INSAT, TYCOS, etc.
PhS/PbSe detectors IR Associates Custom GOES, INSAT, TYCOS, etc.
Si/Ge detectors UDT PIN-IDP Industrial gradp

CaF 2 lenses Infrared Optics 38115-CF
38215-CF

Silicon lenses ESCO Products A120040 UV Grade A fuses silicon

Filters Microcoatings
(55 required) Corion 39 standard "stock"

OCLI filters plus 16
Ealing custom-made filters
Spect ragan
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TABLE 26. Concluded.

Principal Components

Device Model Number Qualification

Processor board Prolog 7890 Model A Severe industrial
RS-422 serial I/O Prolog 7313 Severe industrial

board
Analog data Analog Devices RTI-1280 Severe industrial
Card cage Prolog BX-12R Severe industrial

Low voltage power Poercube cold-line
cirki tbiocks

Inrush current XIA6()9 Mil/Space
limiter

EMI filter XF614 Mil/Space

Pre-regulator lRSP5()-S1/.2 Mil/Space

High frequency 18G75W4() Mi 1/Space
generator

*5V output module 5TR30 Mi]/Space

f15V output module 15TRC10 Mil/Space

High voltage power Venus Scientific C2T MTL-STD-810
(10OV)

I nt eg r at ed_ c ir c u i ts

Low noise op amp Burr- Biown OPAl 2.qM MT I. TD 88

Precision quad Pzeci.sion monolithics Mil. ST) 881
op amp OP 4 00AY

Lock-in amplifier Analog Devices AD6()BD MII-STD-88i

instrumentation amp Analog Devices AD624C MIL-STD-881
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1 3. SOLAR SI MIIAT(, INVESTI(;ATI()NS

1 1. EFFECTS UPON ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE ELECTRON INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

I&he I.ABC'DE facility was utilized to investigate the effects of solar UV and

.isible light upon fluni encence from election impact excited laho;ktory aii.

,i tluotrescen was detected between (O( aindi 0 im. Solar UV-visible 1ight

'A . upplied Iv a c(mmei ciallv available (ORIEL) solar simulator. Qualitative

.nd qutantitative compaiisoni. of fluorescence spectra with and without solar

iV .i-ihle ii aliatiol have bent ci foimerl. This experimental effort was

nod.i taken to dotetmine if solai IJV viqihlr light piodures any significant

, fo rt in the fluot e nece signatuis c ,bived in the distu ud uppet

t 5m" phe c

1 .1 .1 Exper imeitaI

The fluoiucscence ftom the election excited room temperature air was viewed

thiough the BaF 2 ,iwindow l ocated at tie tipstivam end of the IARCEDE tank. The

detection system optical axis was perpetidicular to the election beam. A U. Im

McPherson Model 21R monochromatni equipped with a 1200 line/mm grating blazed

at Wt)0 nm dispet ,d the radiation from 300 to 800 nm to a HTV R955 photomulti

pliet. A Cornin g 1 74 order soiting f iltei was used in scans at wavelengths

gicater than 50 nm. Synchronous detection was performed by pulsing the elcc

tiot beam withI a Vavetek Model 132 squa ie wave pulse generator. The AC complo

ne t of the photomultipliet signal was first processed vith a P.A.R. Model III

crt, ent pipamplifici and a P.A.R. Model 1/4 lock-in amplifier. The in.phase

nigtnal waq displayed and reconded on a chart ecorder. A digitized spectium

was simultaneously recorded on a Compaq personal computer system.

The original configuration of the Oriel Solar Simulator Model 8551-7, 10

watt lamp, was not immediately adaptable to the LABCEDE experiment. The

gimulator was designed to produce the desired irradiance at a maximum working

distance, lens to target plane,, of only a few inches. Beyond this distance
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the photon beam diverged rapidly from a beam waist of a few inches in diameter

to approximately two feet in diameter at 1.5m (the diameter of the vacuum

c'hamber). Furthermore, the photon beam uniformity worsened, showing bright

spots due to the focusing of each individual cylindrical lens within the fly's

,'re collimation lens pair. This element was a double array of cylindrical

lenses, which could be adjusted to slightly modify beam focus and quality.

The solar simulator was modified by PSI and AFGL personnel so as to project a

horizontal photon beam and bench tested to produce a collimated uniform beam.

Initial testing involved setting up a display screen to determine visually the

photon beam shape, uniformity and collimation. In stage two of bench testing

the display screen was replaced with a Scientech surface absorbing laser power

meter for more quantitative measure of beam properties. A variety of lens

combinations were also tested.

From this exhaustive bench testing it was determined that the solar simulator

provided the most collimated, highest power photon beam by removing the

internal fly's eye lenses, and moving the lamp off center in order to image

the bright at c region of the lamp onto the output coupling lens of the simu-

lator. A 3 in. diameter quartz lens with a 6-1/2 in. focal length was then

utilized to further collimate the beam. This arrangement could propagate

9() percent of the lamp exit plane output power to a 6 ft distance. Using the

air mass zero filter, which simulates the solar UV-visible distribution out-

side earth's atmosphere, a power density of 95 mW/cm 2 could be obtained in the

center 1.5 in. diameter beam, with a total beam diameter of 3 in. A one sun

equivalent air mass zero power density is approximately 130 mW/cm2 . Fig-

ures 147a and b show the unfiltered and AMO spectral distribution from the

solar simulator. The photon flux assuming an average wavelength of 5000k is

approximately 2.5 x 1017 photons/cm 2s in the central 1.5 in. diameter beam.

For comparison, the electron flux ranges from 2.5 x 1016 to 1 x 1018 electrons/

cm2s. The interface to LABCEDE involved the design and fabrication of a stand

for the solar simulator, and an adjustable lens mount. The solar simulator

photon beam was introduced into the LABCED tank through a quartz window.
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Figure 147. These curves show for unfiltered and AMO spectral

distributions from the solar simrulator.

The photon beam crossed the electron beam at an angle of about 20 deg near

the chamber center, and emerged out of the vacuum chamber through a quartz

window parallel and opposite the first window. Two types of experiments were

performed using the solar simulator. One series of experiments were performed

by collecting the full spectrum with (then without) the photon beam. A second

series of solar simulator experiments were performed with the electron beam on

continuously (20 mA) and the photon beam being chopped at 40 Hz. Synchronizing

the lock-in amplifier with the chopping frequency of the photon beam provided

more than an order of magnitude greater sensitivity. Laboratory air was intro-

duced by opening the inlet line to a mass flow meter calibrated for N 2 , to the
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room. Air mass flows of 176 and 387 sccm, N2 equivalent, provided an operating

pressure of 1.2 and 20.0 mtorr, respectively. The electron energy for every

experiment was 4500 eV; the current ranged from 5 to 20 mA and was either con-

tinuous or square wave pulsed at 200 Hz.

1.1.2 Observations for Air Between 300 and 400 nm

In this spectral region the N2 *(R 2Eu X2E.) Av=l,O and N2(C 3 luB 3 Rtg)

Av- h,-2,1,, bands are observed. The spectrum obtained by pulsing the elec-

tion beam without either BPD or solar simulator operative, at a pressure of

1.2 mtorr air and a resolution of 15.6A was shown previously. Every spectrum

in this region obtained by pulsing the electron beam showed the same spectral

features; the effects of igniting BPD and irradiating with solar UV-visible

radiation upon the vibrational level distributions at 1.2 mtorr produced no

detectable changes. The populations determined from the theoretical fit are

presented in Figure 148. N2(C
3 11u) v'=4 and N2 +(B2Eu+) v'=4 levels are less

accurately determined due to their weak signals in the spectrum. The vibra-

tional level distributions in the spectra with and without photon irradiation

ate identical within experimental error.

Two spectra were obtained by chopping the photon beam at 40 Hz, one spectrum

at 1.2 mtoit with BPD operative and one spectrum at 20.0 mtorr without BPD.

Neither experiment showed a meaningful spectral feature above the noise level.

Since the photon and electron fluxes are approximately equal, a comparison of

the signal intensities between chopping the photon beam and pulsing the

electron beam provides an approximate upper bound on the cross section for

photon excitation relative to electron excitation. In this spectral region we

calculate

0photons -aphtons< 2 x 10.4

electrons
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Figure 148. The upper state vibrational level distribution is shown with and
without the addition of solar UV-visible radiation. The data was
obtained in 1.2 mtorr air in the 300 to 400 nm region with a
resolution of 1.56 nm. The electron beam was pulsed for these

observations.

13.1.3 Observations for Air Between 440 anI 800 nm

Six spectra were collected in this region. Four spectra were taken at

1.2 mtorr pressure and two spectra at 20.0 mtorr. The low pressure spectra

varied by having no BPD, BPD, BPD and solar simulator irradiation while puls-

ing the electron beam and a spectrum with both BPD and solar simulator present

while chopping the photon beam. At 20.0 mtorr without BPD oie spectrum was
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obtained by pulsing the electron beam and one was obtained by chopping the

photon beam.

The band system distributions obtained with and without solar-UV, visible

radiation at 1.2 mtorr with BPD and electron beam pulsing is presented in

Figure 149. The corresponding vibrational'level distributions are presented

in Figures 150 and 151. In every case, the distributions are identical with

and without solar UV-visible irradiation. The one spectrum obtained at low

pressure while chopping the photon beam contained no features above the noise

level. The high pressure spectrum obtained with electron beam pulsing shows

the same features as observed at low pressure, and once again the photon beam

chopped spectrum contained no meaningful features. A comparison of signal

intensities at low and high pressure with electron beam pulsing and photon

beam chopping gives a cross section ratio

aphotons < 0.1
aelectrons

Recall, that in the 300 to 400 nm region that ratio

aphotons < 2 x 10-4
a electrons

This does not represent a discrepancy between the two spectral regions because

different band systems, i.e., excitation pathways, dominate in the two spect-

ral regions. No solar effects were observed in either region; signal levels

in the UV region allowed a stronger lower bound to be established.

13.1.4 Conclusion of Visible Experiments

Clearly, the conclusion to be drawn from this set of experiments is the effect

of solar UV-visible light on the fluorescence arising from air irradiated by
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Figure 149. This figure shows the band system distributions obtained with and

without solar UV-visible radiation. The data was obtained in

1.2 mtorr air in the 440 to 800 nm region with a resolution of

1.56 nm. The electron beam was pulsed for these observations.

electrons is small. A comparison of electron pulsing experiments with photon

chopping experiments in the two spectral regions sampled provide an upper

bound for the ratio of the photon excitation cross section, Ophoton, to the

electron excitation cross section, clectron" This ratio was calculated to

be 2 x 10- 4 and 1 x 10- 1 in the 300 to 400 nm and 440 to 800 nm regions,

respectively. Although no significant effect of solar-UV, visible light
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iigure 150. This figure presents the upper .tate vihratioti level distrihution

both with and without the pre.sence of solar UJV-visible radiatim.
The data was obtained by irLadiating 1.2 morr of air with a
pulsed electron beam. The spectrum covers the 440 to 800 rim
region and has a resolution of 1.56 nm.

was observed in the visible fluorescence of electron-impact excited air, it

may still play an important role in the fluorescence observed in the infrared

region.

13.2 EFFECTS UPON IR ELECTRON-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

The LABCEDE facility was also utilized to investigate the effects of solar UV

and visible light upon infrared fluorescence from electron impact excited
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Fi gure 151. This figure presents the upper state vibrational level distribution
with and without solar-UV, visible radiation. The data was

obtained by irradiating 1.2 mtorr of air with a pulsed electron
beam. The populations are deermined by a least-squares fitting of
theoretical spectra to the data in the visible region.

nit ogen/oxygen mixtures. Detection of the air fluorescence was performed in

the infrared from 2.3 to 6.5 wm using a I iquid helium cooled circular-variable-

filter (CVF). 9 , 9 4 The solar UV visible light was generated with the Oriel

1:0lar simulator described previously. This effort was undertaken to determine

if ;solar UV-visible light will ptoduce any significant effects in the fluores-

r(,tice signatures observed in the disturbed upper atmosphere.
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13.2.1 Instrumental

The fluorescence from the photon/electron excited liquid nitrogen cooled gas

mixtures was viewed through a KRS-5 window located at the upstream end of the

LABCEDE tank. The detection system optical axis was perpendicular to the

electron beam, and the solar simulator photon beam crossed the electron beam

at an angle of about 20 deg near the tank center, emerging out of the tank

through a quartz window parallel and opposite the first window. The CVF was

mounted to the LABCEDE tank with a series of silicon O-ring flanges and com-

pression fittings designed to provide vacuum-tight seals at reduced tempera-

tures. In order to make use of the liquid helium temperature CVF, it is

necessary to cool all surfaces in the entire field of view of the CVF to

liquid nitrogen temperatures. The LABCEDE shroud was cooled from 300 K to

- 90 K with a slow flow of liquid nitrogen through the shroud cyrogen recircu-

lation system. The gases are cooled in a liquid nitrogen temperature heat

exchanger prior to entering the shroud volume. The CVF detector (As:Si) and

filter wheel are cooled with liquid nitrogen overnight then with liquid helium

on the morning prior to afternoon data collection. It was feared that the

quartz windows would admit sufficient thermal emission to saturate the CVF

detector in the short wavelength infrared. This was not the case. The CVF

wheel contains four filter segments corresponding to the wavelength regions

2.3 to 3.6 pm, 4.0 to 6.8 pm, 9.3 to 11.1 um, and 13.4 to 15.0 um, hereon

referred to as the SWIR, MWIR, LUIR (10 pm), and LWIR (14 Vm) regions,

respectively.

The resolution in the CVF SWIR and MUIR wheel segments was determined from the

FUHM of O-atom lines to be 2.0 and 4.6 percent of the wavelength, respectivel-

y. Synchronous, time dependent detection was performed by chopping the photon

beam with a variable speed mechanical chopper or pulsing the electron beam

with a General Radio Model 1217B pulse/waveform generator. Signal from the

CVF detector was first processed with a P.A.R. Model 113 preamplifier then

digitized, averaged, and stored on the disc of a PDP 11 computer system. Time

dependent spectra, uncorrected for detector response, were displayed on the
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qcreen of the laboratory Apollo computer following a data file transfer to

that device. This data file transfer provided access to a magnetic tape drive

for transporting the data to PSI for reduction and analysis. Wavelength selec-

tion and scans were performed on command from the PDP 11 to a stepping motor

,1nd associated controller attached to the CVF. The minimum step size ranges

from one third to one-fifth of a resolution element in the SWIR, MWIR wave-

length tegions.

l1sing the air maq zelo filter, which simulates the solor UV-visible distribu-

tion outside earth's atmosphere, a power density of 95 mW/cm 2 could be obtained

in the center 1.5 in. diameter beam, with a total beam diameter of 3 in. A

,Ie sutl equivalent, air -mass zero power density is approximately 130 mW/cm 2 .

ho photon flux assuming lii average wavelength of 5000A is approximately

2.5 x l 7 photons/cm'-s in the central 1.5 in. diameter beam. For comparison,

the elfc tIon flux arlges from 2.5 x 1016 to I x 1018 electrons/cm2 s.

I , ? 2 F:.: ,, i im .nt al

''o types of ,-pe imrents were per fo ot ed usiig the solar simulator. First,

th,, PDP I compu t ei 'as used ac a lock in s ignal averager while the CVF wheel

a manually Iotated through the S)WIR, MWIR wavelength regions. Second, the

PDP 11 computer was utilized to command the CVF wavelength scans, signal aver-

ag, and record time dependent <pectra. In both cases the experiments were

pe folmed by chopping the solat simulator photon beam, and triggering the data

collection with the response from a photodiode synchronized to the chopper.

The choppet fiequencies tanged from 12 to 13 Hz with a symmetric square wave

pul,;e width of 77 or 41 ms. In all experiments the electron beam was run D.C.

at constant conditions with an eneigy of 4.5 KeV and a current in the range of

1 1.) to 1').6 mA. A seties of expei iments were performed with 20 percent

o8yen, 80 peIr ent nitrogen at a total pressure of 5.0 mtorr, and a relatively

fast flow ,[pectial scans were performed in the SWIR and MWIR regions with

arid w ithoit BPD occurring and a 1:o in time , cpcn2c~nt -nd non time-dependent
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data collection modes. A second series of experiments were performed at a

later date with 4 percent oxygen, 96 percent nitrogen at a total pressure of

15.5 mtorr, and slow flow conditions. Control experiments were performed by

pulsing the electron beam at the same rate and experimental conditions with

the solar simulator shutter closed. Peak electron current was similar to the

D.C. electron current.

13.2.3 Observations of Fluorescence Changes in the SWIR Wavelength Region

Figures 152 through 154 show the SWIR spectra collected with 20 percent

oxygen, 80 percent nitrogen at 5 mtorr pressures for fast flow: 1) utili7ing

time dependent collection with BPD; 2) manual scan with BPD; and 3) time

dependent without BPD, respectively. The only significant spectral signatutre

in the range from 2.3 to 2.8 aim can be attributed to scatteted light from the

solar simulator. The signal intensity cutoff at 2.8 aim corresponds to the

wavelength transmission cutoff for the UV grade quartz windows providing access

for the solar simulator photon beam. Figure 155 presents an SWIR spectra for

a 20/80 mixture of 02/N2 under similar experimental conditions when pulsing

the e-beam without using the solar simulator. Two aspects are evident. Scat

tered room light out to the 2.8 am window cutoff is insignificant in cnmparign

to the real spectral features. Because no-window-transmitted emission is

observed in the normal fluorescence data, any contribution from photon excita

tion effects is smaller than the above mentioned scattered room light. A

comparison of absolute signal levels suggests the ratio of cross sections for

photon excitation to electron excitation must be less than or equal to 8 x 1) 2

photons < 0.08
delectrons

Corrections for electron current differences have been taken into account.

SWIR data for 4 percent 02 in N2 is identical to the 20 percent 02 in N; dat.a

and gives essentially the same cross section ratio.
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Figure 152. SIJIR spectra for 5 mtorr pressure of 20 percent oxygen, 8() percent
nitrogen with BPD taken in time dependent data collection mode,
performed by chopping the solar simulator photon beam. Peak
intensity is - 2.8 x 10-8 W/cm 2 sr pim.

13.2.4 Observations in the MWIR Wavelength_ Region

Figure 156 shows a typical spectra in the MWIR for a 5 mtoru 20/80 mixtute

of 02/N2 taken by chopping the qnl ar simulator. No significance can he placed

on aihy feature. A comparison with 20/80 mixtures of 02/N2 at similar condi-

tions by pulsing the electron bpam without using the solar simulator suggest s

the cross section ratio for photon versus electron excitation is less than or

equal to 3 x 10-2, when corrected for electron current differences
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Figure 153. SWIR spectra under the same conditions as Figure 152 except
taken in the manual data collection mode. Peak intensity is
- 5.8 x 10- 7 1/cm 2 sr Wrm.

photon < 0.03

a electron

The MWIR air spectrum obtained by electron beam pulsing is dominated by NO

fundamental emission at 5.7 pm. Figure 157 shows this emission for the

4 percent 02 in N2 data set. The spectra obtained by chopping the photon beam

for 4 percent 02 in N2 is once again unassignable. A comparison of signal

intensities suggests the cross section ratio
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Figure 154. SWIR spectra with the previous gas conditions, except without

BPD ignited, taken in time dependent data collection mode.

Peak intensity is - 2.9 x 10 - W/cm 2 sr cm2 .

photon < 0.009

e lec t ron

to be less than 9 x 10- 3 . The lowering of this cross section ratio for

4 percent 02 in N 2 is believed to be due to changes in noise levels of the

detector from data set to data set and the difference in NO production rates

by lowering the 02 fraction. Future work may be required to fully elucidate

the relevant factors.
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Figure 155. SWIR spectra at the same g.-s conlditions as before, with BPD
ignited, however per formed by pulsing the election b~eam with
the solar simulator off. Peak intensity is
-8.5 x 10-8 W/cm2 sr- 11n.

1 1. 1 CONCLUSIONS

A ('mparison of electron pulsing experiments- with photon Chopping c>:perillncnt.s

n the SWIR , MWIR spec tral1 regions provide all upper bound for thle latio of tile

photon excitation cross section, aphoton' to the electron excitation (Los.S

I:roction, clectron- This ratio was ('alciilateI to be 8 x 1()-2 and ().()()I

to 0.03 in the SWIR and MWIR 1legions'z, res-peCt ively. (The uppel- hound tol th1e(
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Figure 156 . MWIR spctra at 5 mt orr of a 2)/8() percent mixture of 0 2 /N 2 , with
BPD, taken in time dlpendent data collection mode, performed by

chopping the solar simulatoi. The peak intensity is
5.0 x 10 - 1 ) w/c2 ql- ljm.
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Figure 157. MWIR spectra at 4 percent 0)2 in N2 without BPD, taken in time
dependent data collection mode by pulsing the electron
beam with the solai simulator off. The dominant feature

can be a signed to NO fundamental emission.
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ratio of cross sections into the SWIR may be even smaller than measured since

the scattered light from the solar simulator prohibited us from using the full

sensitivity range of the CVF detector in this wavelength region.) The only

conclusion to be drawn from these observations is that the effect of solar

UV-visible light on the air fluoresceince generated by electroii impact excita-

tion in the IR up to 6.9 jm is small.

Between 0.3 to 6.0 um, no solar induced effect on molecular fluorescence was

observed. Only upper bounds on excitation cross sections could be made. They

were found to be less than 10 percent, 2 x 10-2 percent, 8 percent, 0.9 percent

in the 0.3 to 0.4 um, 0.44 to 0.8 um, SWIR, MUIR regions in comparison to

electron excitation cross sections.
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14. ELECTRON BEAM GROWTH MODELING INCLUDING ELASTIC AND INELASTIC

SCATTERING AND CONTRIBUTION FROM FAST SECONDARIES

14.1 INTRODUCTION

When an electron beam passes through nitrogen gas, the beam will spread

radially as a result of elastic and inelastic collisions of the electrons.

The total cross section for inelastic collisions is comparable with the cross

section for elastic collisions for electrons with energies of 2 to 6 keV inci-

dent upon nitrogen gas. Thus we may expect that inelastic collisions will

contribute to the spreading of the electron beam as it passes through the gas.

In addition some of the secondary electrons produced will have enough energy

to excite 391 nm radiation. In this section we shall discuss how a numerical

simulation was undertaken to assess the relative importance of these processes.

We shall give details of the cross section and angular distribution calcula-

tions, and present a comparison of the simulation results with the experimental

data. In this manner we shall assess the ability of previous measurements and

calculations to reproduce the trends observed in our experimental measurements.

14.2 SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

For each primary electro, energy the simulation is done in two parts. First we

estimate the contribution to 391 nm excitation from fast secondary electrons,

and then we find the contribution from the scattering of the primary beam. In

a Monte Carlo simulation, we find the contribution from the primary beam by

following the trajectories of some 8000 primary electrons. Each primary

electron is assumed to start with an energy equal to the primary energy at z=O

and r=(X 2 +y2 )0 "5 = 0, with the electron traveling directly down the z axis.

The total cross section, atot = ain + ael, is the sum of the inelastic and

elastic cross sections calculated for an electron with an energy E0 . This

total cross section is used with the nitrogen number density n to find the
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path length traveled before the next collision. This length is found by using

a random numbei R from a uniform distribution between 0 and I in the relation

I - n(R)/(ato n ) (61)
tot N2

This length is used with the direction cosines of the electron velocity vector

to find the x.y,z coordinates of the collision. At each collision, another

tandom number between 0 and 1 is selected to determine the nature of the colli-

;ion. f this numbel is less than the fraction of collisions that is elastic

(which is equal to ael/atot), then the collision is taken as elastic. If the

niImlei is laiger, then the collision is taken as inelastic and the random

numbei is used to select the inelastic channel is excited. Here 0 tot is

Considered to be given by

atot - el E j (EO,E j ) , (62)

where aj (E,Ej) is the inelastic cross section [or transfer of an energy Ej

to the nitrogen molecule. In practice we only used a limited number of Fj

values, with one value (12 eV) to simulate excitation and several values to

iepresent ionization. These values were taken to be the ionization potential

(I - 15.6 eV) plusv representative secondary electron energies of 2, 10, 18,

24, 30, 45, 80, 120, 180, 400, 900, and 2000 eV. The maximum secondary elec

tion energy in a collision of an electron with an initial energy of E0 is

given by 0.5 (E() I).

If the collision is elastic, we find the new direction cosines of the electron

by taking two more random numbers, one to give the azimuthal scattering angle

t (which is uniformally distributed between 0 and 2n), and one to give the

deviation from the original direction G. The 0 angle is found by integrating

the angular distribution ael (Eo,8) times 2n sin(O)dO to give a uniform

probability between 0 and the total elastic cross section. The integrated
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distribution is used with a random number to select the value of the scattering

angle 0 corresponding to the fraction of ael. In this way we allow backscat-

tering to occur, since 0 varies between 0 and n. This sequence represents the

study of one collision. A new path length is then found, and the trajectory

i.' followed until the electron passes outside the range of interest. The

range of interest is z values from -8 cm to zmax , where Zmax is 50, 70, 80,

or 90 cm for E0 values < 2, 2, 4.5, or 6 keV, respectively.

If the collision is inelastic, we find the new direction cosines in a similar

manner, except we use the inelastic angular distribution aj (Eo,Ej,O) for

scattering by an inelastic collision that transfers an energy Ej. In addi-

tion, we recalculate atot at the new value of E0 for use in finding the path

length between collisions. If the electron energy decreased significantly in

the collision (i.e., if it has lost approximately 30 percent of the initial

energy), then the angular distributions for elastic and inelastic scattering

are changed to correspond to the smaller E0 value.

The contribution of fast secondary electrons to excitation of 391 nm radiation

is estimated by finding the contribution produced by a limited number

(100 to 800) of primary electrons. For these primary electron trajectories,

we find the direction cosines of the secondary electron and the coordinates of

the point of formation. The direction cosine is selected from the collision

and the angular distribution for production of secondaries, which is evaluated

from the values of E0 and Ej used at each collision. The effect of this fast

secondary is found using the results of the previous calculation where the pri-

mary energy was the same as this fast secondary. That is, in an earlier calcu-

lation we determined the excitation of 391 nm radiation as a function of z and

r, and this result gives the contribution for a fast secondary electron. We do

this by finding the z',r' coordinates (in the cylindrical coordinate system

along the direction of the fast secondary) of each region of r in the z=50 cm

plane (of the primary beam), where we want to compare with data. In practice

we compute this contribution and the primary contribution at a series of planes
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for z values from -4 to 50 cm. We start the calculation using primary elec-

trons that have low energies. For each higher primary energy we add the effect

of secondaries with lower energies to that of the primaries. Thus the second-

ary electron contribution will include the contribution of the tertiary (and

higher order) electrons produced by the secondaries. This is because we only

consider secondary electrons with fixed initial energies and we calculate the

combined effect of those primary electrons plus the secondaries (with energies

of 24 eV or more) produced by the primaries. Thus the calculation for 80 eV

primaries includes contributions from the 24 and 30 eV secondaries, so when we

later form an 80 eV secondary, the contribution we use will include the effects

of the 24 and 30 eV tertiaries.

At each primary electron energy, we calculate the G(r) distribution of the

391 nm excitation from both the primary electron and the fast secondaries.

This contribution is calculated at z values of -4, -1, -0.001, 0, 1, 2, A,,

10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 cm. At each z value the contribution to G(r) per inci-

dent primary electron is found for r values in rings 5 mm wide. These data

are stored by keeping the individual values for the four rings with r < 20 mm,

and the data for the larger r values are fit by three lines, where log(G) is

fitted as a linear function of r for the three ranges of 15 to 60, 45 to 105,

and 85 to 150 mm. When the primary electron is calculated, the range of the

excitation of 391 nm radiation is found for both the z and r coordinates. This

range is taken as the point at which the excitation of 391 nm radiation per

unit area is reduced to 0.0005 of the value on axis at z = 0. When the conitri-

bution of the fast secondaries is calculated, no contribution is considered for

z' or r' values beyond this range. This has the advantage of speeding the cal-

culation by skipping those secondaries that will not contribute significantly

to excitation because they are too far away, and it also means that it is

seldom necessary to extrapolate r values beyond 150 mm.

As a result of the angular distributions, backscattered electrons are only

important for electrons with E0 values less than 900 eV, and these electrons

have only a modest range. Less than 12 percent of the original beam reaches
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z = -4 cm. The electron scattering into negative z values is given to esti-

mate the effect of backscattering.

The key physical inputs into the simulation are the values of absolute cross

Sections ael (Eo) and aj (Eo,Ej), the relative cross sections for angular

scattering ael (Ei,e) and cinj (Eo,Ej,9), the relative cross section for

producing a fast secondary electron at an angle Os, asec (Eo,Ejes), and the

relative cross sections for excitation of 391 nm radiation a3 9 1 (E0 ). In the

next subsections, we shall discuss our choices for each of these values.

14.3 ABSOLUTE CROSS SECTIONS FOR ELASTIC AND INELASTIC SCATTERING

The absolute cross sections (together with the gas number density) are the

parameters that determine the length of the path between collisions as well as

the distribution of energy losses produced in inelastic collisions. We need a

general prescription for determining ael (Eo), and ain (E0 ,j) for wide ranges

of E0 and Ej. For this purpose we have used the expression from Jackman and

Green (JG) 1 6 9 for ael and the expression given by Porter, Jackman, and Green

(PjG) 1 70 for ain. These expressions give values that compare with the

recommended values given by Itikawa, et al. 1 7 1 to within 10 to 20 percent, as

shown in Figure 158. In the results section, we shall show that sensitivity

studies indicate that changes of that magnitude for any one cross section have

a relatively minor effect on the simulation. We have also compared the differ-

ential cross section, daion (Eo,Ej)/dEj, for producing a secondary electron

with an energy (Ej - 15.6) eV with Figure 9.8 in Itikawa et al. 1 7 1 Here our

values usually are some 5 to 15 percent high. However at E0 = 50 eV, our cal-

culations are as much as 100 percent larger than the recommended values for

production of slow secondaries.

14.4 ELASTIC SCATTERING ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

The relative differential scattering cross section ael (E0 ,e) determines

the distribution of the angular scattering by elastic processes where the
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Figure 158. Summary of the cross sections for the electron collision with N2 .

electron energy E0 is unchanged during the collision. We have used either the

general prescription for ael (Eo,O) given by Jackman and Green 1 6 9 or modifizi-

tions of this distribution where the contribution from small angles is

diminished. For fast electrons, the main feature of the distribution is a

logarithmic decline of ael as the value of E increases, a result of Rutheifo,-d

scattering of the incident electron from the positive nucleus of the nitrog._n

atom. This is shown in Figure 159, which compares experimental data at 1 '(eV

(Herrmann et al. 1 7 2 and Jansen et al. 1 7 3 ) with the JG formula results and with
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Figure 159. Differential elastic cross section at 1 keV. The dashed line
shows data of Herrmann et al. 1 72 The bottom solid line is the
form given by Jackman and Green, 16 9 and the other two lines are
modifications used to test sensitivity to a flatter distribution.

modified versions. The modifications examined the sensitivity to changes in

the relative shape of the angular distribution of ael. The changes both

involved reducing the contribution from small-angle scattering. The experi-

nrnt"ial data ate reported only for 0 > 3 deg, and one modification was a minor

(hange to simply cutoff the distribution so that ael is constant for E < 3 deg

and fits the JG formula for larger 0. This choice is thus consistent with

r Xiqting data. A more extreme flattening modification was to make ael
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constant for e < 10 deg and to shift the JG formula by 5 deg; so that the

calculation uses ael (eo, 0-5 deg) for 0 > 10 deg. The y axis for the

experimental data has been arbitrarily adjusted in Figure 13. Shifting the y

axis shows that the data also agree reasonably well with the 10 deg-flattened

distribution, except for 3 < 0 < 10 deg.

14.5 INELASTIC SCATTERING ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

The inelastic scattering is also simulated by known cross section and the

relative angular distribution. Here we focus on the relative values for ain j

(Eo,Ej,0). The inelastic scattering of electrons can be considered to result

from two processes. One process is the small-angle scattering that occurs

when the collision has a large impact parameter where the molecule is excited

by an interaction with the time-varying electric field produced by the motion

of the electron. Here the molecule responds to the motion of the electron in

the same way that it interacts with a photon. This process is dominated by

the optical oscillator strength df(E)/dE divided by E. These virtual-photon

excitations correspond to small values of momentum transfer, which is also

consistent with this process occurring at large impact parameters. The other

process contributing to electron scattering is the hard collisions where the

incident electron essentially has a binary collision with one of the electrons

that surround the molecule. In the hard collision there is an exchange of

momentum between the two electrons.

Both of these processes can be described in a consistent manner by extending

the concept of the oscillator strength to allow for non-zero momentum

transfer. Thus, we use the generalized oscillator strength (GOS) given by

df(E,Q)/dE = [(m/M) 2 /(4Z 2 a0
2 )1(l-(m/M) (E/Co))-0.5 0

(E/R 2 ) (da/dw) (61)
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where m is the mass of the electron, M is the molecular mass, Z is the charge

on the nucleus, a. is the Bohr radius, R is the Rydberg constant, Q (Kao)2

K is the magnitude of the momentum transfer of the incident electron in the

cnllision,Ai is Planck's constant divided by 211, and w is the solid angle into

which the electron is scattered in the center of mass coordinate system

(Inokuti). 1 7 4 The square of the momentum transfer 0 is related to the scatter-

ing angle by

() - )(F 0 /R)(M/m) 2  (I 0.5(m/M)(F/EO)-[I-(m/M)(E/Eo)1 0 . 5  cose}. (64)

Tnokuti 1 74 points out several interesting properties of GOS. A three-

dimensional plot of the COS versus the axes of E and the logarithm of Q gives

the Bethe surface. The total cross section for transfer of an energy E is then

given by the area under the Bethe surface at that value of E, with the limits

of integration on the lin() axis determined by the energy and momentum conser-

vation. These limits are given in Eq. (64) by using the values of 0 and n for

0. Thus a knowledge of the GOS defines the angular scattering cross section.

Fquation (63) can he consideied to define an effective GOS when experimental a

vallues are substituted on the right hand side. These effective GOS are func-

tionq of FO; for large values of E0, the effective GOS becomes independent of

E(n and this is called the GOS. The GOS goes to the optical oscillator

strength in the limit of Q - 0 and they are general sum rules for various

moments. Porter, Jackman, and Kreen 1 70 considered these general properties

when they fitted a parametrized form of the Massey-Mohr-Bethe surface (which

is based on the theoretical form of df/dE that is correct for H atoms). The

PJG fit is given in Eq. (14) and Table 2 of PJG, 1 70 with the following correc-

tions as communicated by Professor Green: the argument of arctan is (2/2), a

conftant of 0.654 is added to 02 and a constant of 1.0 is added to y. The PJG

C;OS can be improved in two areas: 1) there is now more data and 2) their GOS

for large momentum transfer do not have the proper shape. PJG used the data

of Silverman and Lassettie 1 7 5 in fitting their Massey-Mohr-Bethe surface, and

now there is additional data from Iida 1 7 6 and Shibata, et al. 1 7 7 As for the
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shape of the PJG fit, the maximum in the GOS in the binary-encounter peak at

the Bethe ridge should occur at at higher values of momentum transfer than

does the surface of PJG when the general considerations on the form of the

Bethe surface discussed by Dillon, Inokuti, and Wang (DIW)1 78 are considered.

(The Bethe ridge corresponds to a binary collision with an electron in the

valence shell of the molecule.) In addition, Dillon and Lassettre 1 7 9 have

shown that the effective GOS are functions of E0 and that these effective GOS

fall off more slowly with 0 than would be predicted from the DIV considera-

tions. Indeed, they show that the effective GOS falls off as 0- 1 .

In practice we have used the absolute inelastic cross section ain(EOEj) given

by PJG together with two different relative angular distributions. One dis-

tribution of ain(E,Eo,O) is derived from the GOS surface given by PJG, and the

other is derived from a modification of this surface. The purpose of the

modification was to examine the effect of increasing the GOS at large momentum

transfer, which will increase the relative contribution from scattering at

larger angles. The changes involved using the PJG GOS at smaller values of 0

and patching these values to modified values for large Q. The modification

was to use GOS proportional to 0- 1 for Q values larger than the value where

GOS falls to 0.7 times the value at the maximum, and to simply broaden the

maximum GOS to extend from the maximum in the PJG curve to the maximum pre-

dicted from the DIV form when the numerator function is Q - E/(31), which is

the numerator function used by PJG (I is the ionization potential of N2 ). At

E < 21, the DIW form does not have a maximum, so the PJG form is used until

GOS falls below 0.7 times the maximum GOS value. In order to approximate the

observed dependence of the effective GOS on E0 , we also add the term

O.8(E/Eo)[1-(df/dE)c/(df/dE)OJ, where (df/dE)c represents the calculated value

(using the PJG form with the modifications discussed above) and (df/dE)o repre-

sents the value of the PJG form near the optical (Q = 0) limit, which was

evaluated using the minimum Q value when E0 = 20 keV. That is, we empirically

adjust the calculated (df/dE)c value by adding a term proportional to E/E0

(which goes to zero as E0 becomes large, where df/dE should be independent of
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Figure 160. Generalized oscillator strength versus the square of the
momentum transfer for 30 eV energy loss. The heavy lines
represent experimental data. The dotted line and the
light lines represent values used in simulations.

EO). The adjustment increases or decreases df/dE depending on whether

(df/dE)c is less than or greater than (df/dE)o, so that the adjustment will

not interfere with the approach to the limit of the optical oscillator strength

as 0 goes to zero. In addition, the maximum decrease in the peak of the Bethe

ridge was arbitrarily limited to -1.5 E/E0 . These GOS curves are compared

with experimental data in Figures 160 through 162. The thin lines labeled

"values used" show the modified GOS values. The values depend on E0 and when
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Figure 161. Generalized oscillator strength versus the square of the
momentum transfer for 50 eV energy loss. The heavy lines
represent experimental data. The dotted line and the
light lines represent valueq used in simulations.

(if/dE is smaller than the df/dF value at low 0, the line for 300 eV has the

largest values and the line for 500 eV has the lowest. In the peak of the

Bethe ridge in Figures 161 and 162, the df/dE values are highest for the

5()() eV data. The effect of the different (;0S distributions is that the modi

fied GOS gives an angular distribution that favors scattering at larger angles

than that given by PJG. This difference is small for small E values, but it
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Figure 162. Generalized oscillator strength versus the square of the
momentum transfer for 80 eV energy loss. The heavy lines
represent experimental data. The dotted line and the
light lines represent values used in simulations.

is significant for E > 21. The relative a(Eo,Ej,O) distribution for excita-

tion collisions (where Ej = 12 eV) is approximated by using the distribution

calculated for Ej = 17.6 eV.

14.6 EXCITATION BY FAST SECONDARY ELECTRONS

We need to follow only tile secondary electrons that have sufficient energy to

excite 391 nm reduction, i.e., energies above 18.8 eV. These fast secondary

electrons will lose energy by exciting and ionizing the nitrogen molecules.

The total cross section for electronic excitation and ionization has a broad

maximum around 100 eV, so that the range of the fast secondary electrons will

be rather short for all except the highest-energy secondaries. These

secondary electrons will tend to be produced with a velocity vector perpen-

dicular to the primary beam. We have used the parameterization of PJG, their
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Eq. (15), to describe the angular distribution of the secondary electrons

formed when a primary electron loses an energy E in an ionization event. We

have used I - 15.6 eV to represent all ionizations, and this should be the

T1() t prohable ionization event.

'File calculation follows the trajectory of tile primary electron as it undergoes

elastic and inelastic scattering events. Each time an inelastic event occurs,

we check if a fast secondary electron is foinmed. If a fast secondary is

formed, we use the angular distribution of the angle of the secondary electron

and a random number to find the direction cosines of the secondary. We then

consider that the fast secondary electron will produce the same excitation as

would a primary electron that has the same energy. Thus, we build up results

by starting with low-energy primaries that do not produce any fast secondaries.

As we increase E0, we form fast secondaries whose initial energies correspond

to E0 values used for low-energy primaries. The contribution of the fast

secondaries depends on the distance from the position of the formation of the

-econdary to the point of interest. Thus for each formation of a fast

secondary electron, we calculate the contribution to each radial value at

several planes passing perpendicular to the initial beam direction. This is

done by transforming the z,x,y coordinates of a point of interest (where the z

distance is along the direction of the primary beam) into the z',r' cylindri

cal coordinates along the direction of the fast secondary electron and using

the previously calculated 391 nm excitation for an electron that has the same

kinetic energy as the secondary.

14.7 CROSS SECTIONS FOR EXCITATION OF .391 nm RADIATION BY FAST
SECONDARY ELECTRONS -

As a result of excitating 391 nm radiation by electrons with different

energies, we must correct for the different values of a 3 9 1. We have u.sed the

a191 values of Borst and Zipf. 8 5 The contribution to excitation for each

.econdary electron energy EO, is computed hy multiplication of the excitations

produced by primaries at E0 by the ratio G391(E()i)/o391(E-') , where EOi is the
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initial energy of tile primaries at z = 0. In practice we changed the weight-

ing factor for primary electrons only after they had been slowed so that their

ene gy was reduced by approximately 30 pec (ent . Changing the weighting factor

at smaller energy steps would flatten the simulated ((r) distributions,

because the electrons that are scattered to large r values have had more colli-

1 ins L thf I ]It,, t:1 t t-e ,i l t zl.i 1 an, hecause a0 9 1  is large- tot

smaller FO . However, the current steps are such that new a39 1 values are used

when they have changed by 25 to 37 percent, and the effect of increasing tile

number of steps should be rathet less than this due to averaging effects.

Alko, this effect would be smaller for the 1() mtorr simulations, where in the

ca se of 6 keV primaries, 98 percent of the electrons at z = 50 cm have energies

above 90 percent of the primaly energy. For 2 keV primaries, the corresponding

fiaction is 71 percent.

14.8 RESULTS

As discussed above, the experimental G(r) values are flatter than can be

explained by the results of the simulations using only elastic scattering.

However, inelastic scattering has a comparable cross section, so we should

expect further broadening of the beam - even if the inelastic scattering is

peaked in the forward direction. Furthermore, the broad wings of the dis

tribution (where the G(r) values are down by 1 to 3 orders of magnitude from

the values along tile beam axis) have a significant contribution from fast

secondaries.

Figures 163 through 165 show the results of the full simulation at the three

primary energies of 2, 4.5, and 6 keV, respectively. In each figure the

simulation results are shown for the two N 2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr. For

each energy the 60 mtorr simulation is flatter than the 30 mtorr simulation.

However, the experimental data are consistently flatter than the simulated

values. If we adjust the arbitrary y values in the figures so as to find

which experimental data match the 60 mtorr simulations, we find that there is

a fair match with the experimental data at 40 to 50 mtorr for each energy.
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Figure 163. Comparison of simulated and experimental radial distribution
for the two N2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr. The contri-
butions from secondary electrons to the simulations are also
shown. The primary electron energy is 2 keV.

Figures 163 through 165 also show the contribution of the fast secondaries

at the two N2 pressures. These curves fall off more slowly with increasing r

than do the contributions from the primary beam. Thus another way to achieve

agreement between the simulations and the data would be to increase the contri-

bution from the secondaries. This would occur if the cross section for excita-

tion of the 391 nm radiation were decreased for the high-energy primary
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Figure 164. Comparison of simulated and experimental radial distributions

for the two N2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr. The contri-

butions from secondary electrons to the simulations are also

shown. The primary electron energy is 4.5 keV.

secondary electrons relative to the cross sections for the low-energy elec--

trons. The fast secondaries only contribute some 7 to 23 petcent to the

simulated results at large r, so a substantial change in the a391 ratio would

be necessary to make a significant effect. However an increase by a factor of

two in the contribution from fast secondaries would bring the simulated curves

nearly into agreement with the data for the case of 2 keV primary electrons.

It would substantially reduce the disagreement for the higher-energy cases.
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Figure 165. Comparison of simulated and experimental radial distributions

for the two N 2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr. The contri-
butions from secondary electrons to the simulations are also

shown. The primary electron energy is 6 keV.

14.9 SENSITIVITY TO RELATIVE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

As discussed above, the original GOS surface of PJG has several deficiencies,

but the results are not very sensitive to the exact form of the GOS used.

Figure 166 shows a comparison of the simulations at 2 keV that result: a) from

using the original PJG GOS values to estimate the inelastic sc;'ttering angular
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Figure 166. Comparison of different inelastic angular distributions to
simulate the radial distribution for 30 mtorr N2 pressure

at a primary energy of 2 keV. The solid curve uses the
angular distribution derived from the Porter, Jackman, and
Green1 70 GOS distribution. The dashed curve uses the
modifications discussed in the text.

distribution; or b) from using the modified GOS discussed above that Aives the

results shown in Figures 160 to 162. In both simulations, we used the elastic

scattering angular distribution given by JG, and the absolute cross sections

are the same. The simulations for the other energies are even closer than

those in Figure 166. Thus the simulation is not sensitive to the shape of the

GOS used, and further refinements of the GOS versus ln(Q) curves are not

likely to improve the fit very much.

The results are only moderately sensitive to the exact form of the the elastic

scattering angular distribution. That is, the minor modification of changing

ael(e) given by JG to make ael constant for 0 between 0 and 3 deg has only a

minor effect on the simulations, as we would expect from Figure 159. However,

a more drastic change of
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for E0 > 900 eV,

ael(e) = oel( 50 ), e < 100
ael(O) = ael(O-5), ( > 10'

makes a large enough change to bring the simulations into fair agreement with

the data, with the 2 keV case shown in Figulre 167. Now the major disagreement

is that the simulations are sharper than the data near the beam axis. Thus

the simulation has enough sensitivity to the shape of the elastic scattering

angular distribution that using distributions that are somewhat flatter than

the measured values would be enough to bring the simulations and the data into

agreement.

E0 = 2 keV

100- n 30 mT EXPERIMENT

- p = 60 mT EXPERIMENT

-- - P = 30 mT SIMULATION

p 60 mT SIMULATION

Gl ) 10-2

G~r)
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1 -4 I I I I
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RADIUS(non) A-558S

Figure 167. Comparison of simulated and experimental radial distribution

for the two N 2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr. The primary
electron energy is 2 keV. These simulations used a
flattened angular distribution for elastic scattering.
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14.10 SENSITIVITY TO ABSOLUTE CROSS SECTIONS

When the total cross section for any one process is changed by a value

consistent with the 10 to 20 percent variation that we have between our cal-

,1lated values and the recommended values show in Figure 158, then the simu-

lated results are not changed very much. In Figure 168 we show the effects of

increasing the total cross section by 20 percent for E0 values greater than

1 keV, while keeping atot (E0 < 1 keV) the same. With larger changes in atot,

it is possible to make the simulations agree reasonably well with the data.

However' this requires increasing ctot by about 50 percent. This adjustment is

too large to be consistent with the uncertainties in the cross sections or in

the experimental measurement of the pressure in the chamber. Note that the

lo 0

10
-1 Eo  = 2 keV

30 inT REGULAR

\3o PT (tot 1 1.2

10-2

- -4-- 60 mT REGULAR -

W 60 mT o to t X 1 .2

10- 4

IU- I I I I
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RADIUS(mm)A 5A-S586

Figure 168. Effect of increasing the total cross section by 20 percent for
the two N 2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr at a primary energy of
2 keV.
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presence of a significant pressure of gas in the electron-gun region of the

chamber would contribute to the experimental error in the measure of tile

product of the number density times the pathlength. We estimate these effects

to be 5 percent or less.

If we decrease a391 for the higher E0 values, the effect is to increase the

relative importance of the excitation of 391 nm radiation by the fast

secondaries. As can be seen in Figures 163 through 165, such an increase will

make the G(r) distributions flatter in the simulations, which will agree with

the data better. Furthermore, if we increase ael and ail at tile same time

that we decrease a391 for the higher values of e), then we can get reasonahlp

agreement between the simulations and the data. This is shown in Figumes 16

and 170, where we compare tuie data with simulations where for E0 > 1 keV, the

(T1 values are increased by 20 percent, the 0 in values are increased by

30 percent, and the 0391 values are decreased by 20 percent. Note that the

increase in ain by a larger amount than el has the effect of increasing the

importance of secondary electrons. The comparisons show that the fit with tile

2 keV data is good, but the simulations for the higher energies falls off too

rapidly as r increases. Thus, we can begin to get fair agreement with the

data if the measured pressure and/or the scattering pathlength are smaller

than the actual values and/or the cross sections for ael and oin are low while

the relative shape of the Borst and Zipf 8 5 0391 cross sections gives too large

0391 for the large E0 values.

14.11 GENERAL FEATURES OF COMPARING THE SIMULATIONS AND THE DATA

In the comparisons presented above, there are some common features. One

feature is that the simulations tend to show G(r) distributions that are

sharper as r goes to zero than are the data. Another feature is that the

simulations show a steeper r dependence than do the data for larger values of

r. That is, the simulations correctly predict a large fall-off of G(r), but

the predicted fall-off is somewhat greater than what is observed. The dis-

crepancies are about a factor of three in a decay that is more than a factor
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Fi gure 169. Comparison of simulated and experimental radial distri butions for
the two N2 pressures Of 3 and 60 mtorr. The primary electron
energy is 2 keV. The cross sections in the simulations have
been adjusted to increase Gel by 20 percent, increase Gin by
30 percent, and decrease a39 1 by 20 percent.

of 10). The simulations would match better if they included a larger contri-

hntim from the excitation of 391 nm radiation by fast secondary electrons.

Alternatively, the simulations would agtee better if the relative elastic

carteving distributions for the primary electrons are significantly flatter

than di:tributions given by J. This flattened distribution matchs experi-

m'ntal values icagonably well for larger scattering angles. Another factor

that would contribute to a better match would be larger Gtot values,

r'qpcrially for E0 > I keV, and especially if Gin is larger. This effect could

cci if the experimental pressure measurements or pathlength were low.
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Figure 170. Comparison of simulated and experimental radial distributions for
the two N2 pressures of 30 and 60 mtorr. The primary electron
energy is 6 keV. The cross sections in the simulation have
been adjusted to increase ael by 20 percent, increase ain by
30 percent, and decrease .391 by 20 percent.

14.12 OTHER POSSIBLE CAUSES OF FLAT G(r) DISTRIBUTIONS

The steeper G(r) distributions for the simulations may be a result of the many

approximations that have been made. For example, our approximation to ignore

fast secondaries beyond cut-off values of r' and z' will reduce the contribu-

tion from fast secondaries. Also, using finer grids for the various param-

eters (e.g., more angles for the contribution of each fast secondary, more

values of the energies of the fast secondaries, more trajectories, etc.) may

result in better agreement. We have investigated these effects over a limited
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range. The resid,,al differences between the simulations and the data could be

the result of a combination of several approximations, as several effects tend

to produce flatter distributions, e.g., lower energy electrons tend to have

,lngt lar- distributions that are Ie.ss strong ly peaked at forward scattering, so

laniging the angular dist ibution at closer energy spacings should contribute

to a broader (( ) distr ibution, as would changing the a 3 9 1 values at smaller

energy steps, or including secondary elections formed beyond the cutoff ranges

1150(d for I ' and z' .

'Fhe simulations include the effects of secondary electrons that are produced

at z values greater than the 50 cm value where we compare with our measure-

ments. The maximum z value considered is 50 cm for E0 < 2 keV, and 70, 80,

and 90 cm for E0 = 2, 4.5, and 6 keV, respectively. Secondaries formed at

even larger z vatue-, will make only a small contribution, but this contribu-

t ion would make the G(r) disti ibution flattet . We do not expect a significant

,ontlrilutiol from electrons that travel the full 90 cm length of the chamber

and then ref l(('t so that they travel an addit ional 40 cm back to the z = 50 cm

p I) nc.

We have investigated the effects on the simulations of using an electron beam

vi th a wider ;aii,-zian shape. As expected, the result is that the sharpness of

the peak in ((r) at r=0 can be reduced as we make the beam broader. At r

Values larger than 20 to 0 mm, the broader beam simply smooths the bumps on

the curve. In the experiment, the photomultiplier travels nearly perpen-

dicular to the direction of the primary beam, and although an error analysis

of this viewing configuration on the Abel inversion yielded insignificant

,t ot s, the geometry of detector and beam may also contribute to a slower

npp oa(a h to r-0.

lh(, ""imilIat ion igto es the efffects due to maginetic fields. The observed

SIIIvatIltI, of the electron beam indicates that there were residual magnetic

ds on the order of 0.2 Caussq. Such a field will produce a 11.3m radius of

,r'.,atire for an electron with an energy of 4.5 keV and a radius of curvature
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of 1.13m for a 45 eV electron. As a 4.5 keV electron has a mean free path

between collisions of about 16 cm and a 45 eV electron has a mean free path

around 0.9 cm, we see that there will be very little curvature in the path

between collisions. The curva-ture of the beam does cause the photomultiplier

scan to be not exactly perpendicular to the beam direction, and this could

contribute to reducing the sharpness of G(r) at small r values.

Another possible effect of a residual magnetic field would be to create a beam

plasma discharge. Such discharges have been studied in the apparatus, and

care was taken to avoid the parameter ranges where this occurs. That is, the

experiments were done with combinations of lower magnetic fields, lower

currents, and higher pressures than were used when a beam plasma discharge

occurred. However, workers using lower gas pressures have observed that the

electron beam develops broad wings at currents somewhat less than the threshold

for a true beam plasma discharge (e.g., Bernstein, et al.). 18 1 Thus it is

possible that there may be a slight broadening of the beam considerably below

the beam plasma discharge onset. As the onset of the true beam plasma dis-

charge occurs over a narrow current range, more evidence is necessary before

assigning the extra broadening to an incipient beam plasma discharge. However,

the primary beam will create ions along the central core, and this plasma may

have instabilities excited that could perturb the electron radial distribution

so as to broaden it enough to be detected. Recall that at large distances off-

axis we are looking at excited state populations that are only 1 percent of the

central beam.

14.13 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We report here experimental observation of 2 to 6 keV electron scattering by

N2 in the 20 to 70 mtorr pressure regime. Our diagnostic of electron density

is emission from the ionic B-state at 391 nm. A scanning photometer trans-

versed the beam at several axial locations. In this configuration we observe

the fluorescence from all processes occurring at these pressures, including
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elastic and inelastic primary and secondary electron scattering. This experi-

mental approach complicates the subsequent analysis, but permits assessment of

the magnitudes of the relative processes. Previous data and modeling of the

total and differential angular cross sections for both elastic and inelastic

qcattering processes were used as input into a detailed Monte Carlo simula-

tion. This simulation permitted comparison with local electron densities

derived from the data. Although some adjustments to literature values seem

warranted, agreement was generally good. A sensitivity analysiV was used to

bound possible adjustments to the cross sections consistent with the data.

Residual discrepancies in the width of the central core and in the magnitude

of scattering at the wings could not be Leconciled. The latter effkct

represented a factor of three discrepancy for electron concentration 10- of

the central core. Several potential sources for additional scattering at

these large distances off axis are presented.
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15. MODELING OF THE PRODUCTION OF VIBRATIONALLY EXCITED NH

IN N 2 /H2 MIXTURES

15.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION

To provide insight to the interpretation of experimental results on the

emission from vibrationally excited NH radicals produced when 40-keV electrons

interact with a mixture of N 2 and H2 , we modeled the ongoing chemistry using

the PSI kinetics code. 18 2 The PSI kinetics code is a driver program to use

the CHEMKIN general purpose chemical kinetics software package of subrou--

tines. 18 3 We solve the rate equations to find the concentrations of all

species in the mechanism scheme as a function of time. This program takes as

input the production rates of the species created by the action of the fast

electrons. These production rates were estimated by calculating the initial

yields of active species produced in pure N2 by using a detailed microscopic,

calculation that uses electron impact cross sections to estimate the produc

tion of the various excited and ionized states. 2 6 The electron cross sections

are from Jackman, et al. 2 7 We assume that most of the excited states of N2

either dissociate or radiate rapidly enough that they have very low steady

state concentrations and do not participate in the reaction scheme. Thus we

follow N atoms, N( 2D) atoms, N(2 p) atoms, N 2 1, N', and N2 (A
3 E,+) species (in

addition to the N 2 ground state). All other N 2 states are assumed to decay to

form these species with some yield. The initial yields of the active nitrogen

species are found by using a modification of the branching ratios given by

Porter, Jackman, and Green, 17 0 (PjG), where the alN state is assumed to be

quenched, the yields of the Rydberg states ale adjusted, and the yields of

other states reduced to 30 percent of the PJ; values to account for quenching

by the nitrogen - adjustments that were necessary to explain the N production

observed at pressures of I atm.182 At the pressures of 4 to 101 torr of the

present experiments, these adjustments may underestimate the N atom production

rate, and this uncertainty adds to the uncertainty in the estimate of the dose

rate. Table 27 gives the estimates of the g-values from the calculation, where

the g-value for any species is the number produced when 100-eV of energy is
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TABLE 27. Estimates of the initial yields of active species, expressed
as g-values (number/l00 eV).

Species N N(2D) N(2p) N2(A
3 u+) N2+ N+  e

9 0.86 0.66 0.049 0.69 2.15 0.54 2.70

ahsorbed. The hydrogen species g-value. were estimated from the nitrogen

species by assuming that g(H) is proportional to g(N) + g(N(2D)) + g(N(2p)),

that g(H2 ) is proportional to g(N2+), and that g(H ) is proportional to

g(N+). The proportionality constant is taken as the electron fraction, i.e.,

1/7th of the pressure ratio P H/P N  This crude estimate should be adequate,

as the mixtures contain only a smail amount of H2.

In order to estimate the dose rate, we need to know the energy absorbed per

gram of gas. We do this by estimating the volume of gas that interacts with

the electrons. As the electrons traverse the gas the primary electrons are

scattered and fast secondary electrons are formed, so that the diameter of the

beam grows. We consider that the overall shape of the electron-interaction

volume is a cone, with the apex at the entrance to the gas cell. Two different

methods were used to estimate the dose rate. One method was to assume that

the power absorbed in the experimental chamber of length Le was proportional

to the cell length, with the fraction of the power absorbed equal to Le/Lr,

where Lr is the range that the electrons travel. The range was estimated from

Lr = 2.60 El'75/p (65)

where Lr is in cm, P is the pressure in torr, and E is the electron energy in

keV. 1 8 4  In addition, we assume that the radius of the cone with length L is

equal to twice the radius rl/ 2 . Here r11 2 is the radius of the cone that

encompasses 1/2 of the total beam current, which is calculated from the

empirical relation found by Center, 18 5
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rl/ 2 = L tan01 /2  , (66)

with )1/2 given by

01/2 = A (NL)L"/(l B N L) , (67)

where N is the gas number density, A = 1.0 x 10-28 cm3 and B = 1.43 x

l()-1 8 cm2 . Table 27 gives the values of Lr, as well as volume ot the cone

V(Le), when Le is 16 cm. This volume increases as the pressure increases,

approximately as p1 .2. The density of the gas increases as P, so that the mass

of the absorbing gas increases as p 2 2 . The energy absorbed in the experi-

mental chamber increases as P Isee Eq. (65)], so that the dose rate is approx-

imately proportional to p/p2. 2 = p-1. 2 for this set of assumptions. In

Tahle 28, these dose rates ate labeled "lin.", as they result from the linear

power absorption assumption. Table 28 gives dose rates in k~y/s (1 kGy -

1 J/g), for 2 mA, 40 keV electron pulses. Another way to estimate the dose

rate is to assume that the energy absorbed in the chamber is proportional to

the ratio of the volume of the cone at length Le (the volume of absorbing gas

in the experimental chamber) to the volume of the cone that represents the

full range of the electrons. This has a length Lr and a cone radius that is

twice the r1 / 2 given by Eq. (66) (the volume of the gas to absorb all of the

electron energy). Table 28 gives these volumes V(Lr), which are proportional

to p-3. Thus the absorbed energy is approximately proportional to pl. 2/p 3 -

p4 .2 , and the dose rate is proportional to p4. 2 /p2. 2 = p2. This dose rate is

labeled "vol.", as it represents the assumption that the dose is proportional

to the volume. The two different assumptions give a wide range to the esti

mated dose rate. We expect to u.e experimental data on the relative signal

levels at the different gas pressures to ref ine the dose rate estimates.

Comparisons with data indicate that the dos e rate is between the two estimates

given. At the present time, we use a dose rate estimated as the linear assump-

tion result multiplied by the pressure (normalized at 30 torr); these values

are labeled "trial" in Table 28. Thus, the two assumptions give pressure

dependences of p-1- 2 and p2, and the trial assumption has P-0. 2 .
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TABLE 28. Dose rate estimates for various N2 pressur:s.

Quantity 4.0 7.5 10.0 15.0 20.0 30.0

11r, cm 414.0 221.0 165.0 110.0 82.7 55.1

11/2(Iv), cm 1.20) 1.87 2.25 2.88 3.41 4.31

V(Le), CMI p6.7 235.0 331!.0 557.0 781.0 1231.0

Absorbed F/s, 1.1 ) 5.8() 7.74 11.6 15.5 23.2
J/s

Lin. dose iate, 5341.0 22(02.0 1521.0 927.0 661.0 415.0
kGy/s

rl/2(Lr), cm 228.0 122.0 91.2 60.8 45.6 30.4

V(Lr), 105 cm3  900.0 137.0 57.6 17.1 7.20 2.13

Absorbed E/s, 0.860 13.7 47.1 261.0 868.0 4664.0
1()- 4 J/s

Vol. dose zate, 0.148 0.522 0.927 2.09 3.71 8.34
kCy/s

Ti i a 1 dose t t,, 7?12. 55u1. 5()8.0 464.0 441.0 415.0
kfiy/s

Di ing the electron pulse, there is production of the active species of N,

N(2D), N(2S), N2 (A
3 Eu+), N2+, N', [1, H2', and H'. These species then react to

form other species. We considered around 95 reactions, and the rate constants

for 50 of the more important are given in Table 29. In Table 29 we have

assumed values for rate constants for reactions 8-10, and we have assumed that

NHv reacts with the same rate constant as Nil. The other rate constants come

fiom the literature, from such sources as Duley and Williams, 1 8 6 Schofield, 1 8 7

Smith et al.,188 Cohen and Westberg,189 Piper et al., 1 9 01 and Albritton. 1 9 1 The

basic mechanism has the following reactions which dominate:
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TABLE 29. Major reactions considered.

1. 2N + M 4 N2  + M 8.30 x 10-3 4exp(500./T)

3. N( 2 D) + H2  4 NHv + H 2.30 x 10-12

4. N( 2 D) + N2  4 N + N 2  9.40 x 10- 14 exp(-510./T)

5. N( 2 p) + N2  4 N + N 2  2.00 x 10-18

6. N( 2 p) + N 4 2N 1.00 x 10-12

7. N( 2 p) + H2  4 N + H 2  1.50 x 10-15

8. NHv + N2  4 NH + N 2  2.00 x 10- 14

9. NHv + H2  4NH + H2  2.00 x 10-14

10. NHv 4 NH + h1 1000.

21. NH + H 4 N + H2  5.00 x 10-11 TO'5 exp(-2400./T)

22. NHv + H 4 N + H2  5.00 x 10-11 TO 5 exp(-2400./T)

23. NH + N - N2  + H 2.89 x 10-12 T0 - 5

24. NHv + N 4 N2  + H 2.89 x 10-12 T0 5

25. NH + N(2 p) 4 N 2  + H 2.89 x 10-12 T 0 5

26. N~lv + N(2 p) 4 N 2  f- H 2.89 x 10-12 T 0 5

30. NH2  + H + M - NH3  + M 6.10 x 10-30

36. NH2  + N - 2NH 1.21 x 10-10

38. 2H + H2  4 2H2  2.76 x 10-31 T-0 .6

40. 2H + N 2  4 H 2  + N 2  1.49 x 10-29 T - 1 .3

41. N2A + N2  4 2N2  2.00 x 10-18

42. N2A + H2  4 N2  + H2  2.40 x 10-15

43. N2A + H 4 N + NH 3.50 x 10-12

44. N2A + N 4 N2  + N(2p) 1.40 x 10-11

45. N2 A + N 4 N 2  + N 2.60 x 10-11

46. 2N2 A 4 N 2A + N 2  3.00 x 10- 9

49. N 2 A + NH 3  4 NH 2  + H + N2  1.55 x 10-10

54. H2
+  + N 2  4 N 2 H

+ + H 2.00 x 10-9

55. N+  + N 2 + M 4 N 3 + + M 5.20 x 10- 30
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TABLE 29. Continued.

56. N, H2  * NH- + H 4.80 x 10-10

65. Ng' +  N 2 ± M - N4
+  + M 1.00 x 10-29

66. N9' + fH2  N2 H4  + H 2.10 x 10- 9

67. N3' 112 - N2 ti + H + N 2.00 x 10 - 1 3

68. N3  + NH 3  -* NH3
4  + N + N2  2.10 x 10 - 9

69. N 4 + ± H2 -+ N 21i 1 + N2  5.80 x 1()-i2

70. N4* + NH3  - NH3
+  

4 2N, 1.80 x 10-9

71. N 2 H' + NH NH{2 * + N2  6.40 x 10-10

72. N 2 H
+  + NHv - NH 2 ' * N2  6.40 x 10-10

74. N 2 11
+  + NH 3  4 NH 4

+  + N2  2.30 x 10 - 9

75. NH +  + H2  4 Nl2 +  + H 9.50 x 10- 9

76. NH +  + N 2  4 N2H+ + N 1.50 x 10-8

77. NH2 ' + H 2  4 NH3
+  + H 1.20 x 10-10

'1. Ni 3  , 12 - NH4
4  + H 4.50 x 10-13

83. N2 ' + e - N(2 D) + N 1.66 x 10-6 T-039

84. N4
+  4 e - 2N2  1.50 x 10- 6

85. Nj4  + e 4 N + N2  3.00 x 10-7 T- 0 "5

86. N211
+  + e 4 H + N2  3.00 x 10- 7 T-0 .5

91. NH 3
4  + e 4 NH 2  + H 3.00 x 10-7 T-0 .5

92. NH3
4  + e 4 NH 21H 1.50 x 10 - 7 T - 0 . 5

93. NH3
4  + e - NHv + 2H 1.50 x 10-7 T-0 .5

94. NH4
4  + e 4 NH 3  + H 3.00 x 10-7 T-O) 5

95. NH 4
+  + e 4 NH 2  + 211 3.00 x 10 - 7 T - 0 - 5
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R3, N(2 D) + H2 4 NHv + H

R4, N(2 D) + N2 4 N + N2

R8, Nftv , N2  4NH + N2

R9, NHv + H2  - Nil + H)

RIO, NHv -4 NH 4 h N

R24, NHv + N - N2 4 H

R93, NH3 ' + e 4 NHv + 2H

Thus the N(2D) atoms react with H2 to form NHv, where the NH is vibrationally

excited into the v -, 1, 2, or 3 level. The NHv can be quenched by N2 , and

possibly by H2 or N, or it can emit an IR photon. The experimental data from

the LABCEDE experiment measures the decay rate of NHv by observing these IR

photons. Thus we wish to model the decay of the NHv species. In addition,

some of the N(2 D) atoms are quenched by N 2 molecules. The N( 2 D) atoms are

rather rapidly removed after the end of the electron pulse, and at longer

times some NHv species are assumed to be produced by electron recombination

,dith the N113  ions that are formed by ion-molecule reactions. The dominant

loss process for some of the beam created species is diffusion, so that their

concentrations build tip from sequential pulses. Figure 171 illustrates that

the N and H concentrations still increase after eight pulses, but they are

appioaching a limiting value. In our mechanism we see that the N atom does

some quenching of the NHv. Thus, we need to estimate the steady-state con-

centration of the N atoms after many pulses. To determine this we need to

consider the loss of N atoms by diffusion and by removal with the gas flow out

of the cell during the experiment. At this time we estimate these losses for

all species by ignoring the diffusion losses and estimating the removal by gas

flow by assuming that all active species in the gas chamber are removed with a

time constant given by the chamber volume (H1 x 102 x 16 cm3 ) divided by the

flow rate (4 1-atm/min). Thus, a pressure of 7.5 torr corresponds to a time

constant of 0.75s. This time constant is an tipper limit on the removal time

constant of each species. In prac'tice, other loss mechanisms will add to the

removal rate and decrease the loss time constant. However, we need to follow

pulses fol a time period approaching is before the concentrations of the N
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Figure 171. Concentrations of major species for the ninth and tenth pulses
in a mixture of 7.5 torr of N2 and 0.2 torr of H2. The 0.6-ms
pulses begin at 0.12 and 0.135s. The reaction mechanism for
this calculation is similar to the mechanism used for the
other calculations.

atoms will reach a steady-state value. Rather than doing such a computation-

ally lengthy calculation directly, we found that we could make a reasonable

estimate of the steady-state concentrations by following a few pulses (five)

to settle the pulse-to-pulse change. We then used the change in concentration

to estimate the change during a longer period (eight times the pulse period) as
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the number of periods times the one-period change. This process was repeated

until the concentrations become reasonably close to their steady-state values.

15.2 RESULTS

At the present time the model seems adequate to explain most of the experi

mental results except for the lowest pressure data. I n the model we use Ia te

constants from the literature and make reasonable assumptions that NHv is

produced with a modest yield whenever an NH-formation reaction is exoergic

enough to provide the excitation energy. We assume values for the NHv quench-

ing by N2 and H2 , as well as the radiatiive rate constant. The high pressure

LABCEDE data show that quenching by N2 is the most important loss for the

range of partial pressures studied. Depending on the choice of the assumed

rate constants we can get a reasonable fit for the data for N2 pressures from

10 to 30 torr. At 7.5 torr, the agreement is not as good, and at 4 torr the

data show a more rapid build-up and fall-off than do the calculated values.

The fit at low pressure is improved by including the piessure-independent

radiative decay loss. The pre.sent calculations use an extreme uipper limit f-u

this rate constant of 1000 s - 1, and they use late constants of 1.6 x 1(0 1"

(cm 3 /s) and 4 x 10-14 (cm 3 /s) for quenching NHv by N2 and H2 , lespectively.

Future modeling will be performed with more accurate estimates of the Einstein

coefficients for NH. Figures 172 through 175 show comparisons between the

LABCEDE data and the calculations for three pressures. Figure 172 shows that

at 4 torr the experimental data show a sharper pulse for NHv, as they buildup

faster and decay faster than the calculated values. Figures 173 and 174 show

a better match of the decay at 7.5 torr, with a reasonable agreement at low H2

pressure in Figure 173 and good agreement for both the buildup and decay at

higher H2 pressure in Figure 174. Figure 175 illustrates that the good agree-

ment persists at higher N2 pressures by showing the comparison at 30 torr.

Table 30 shows a comparison of experimental decay rates with the maximum decay

rate calculated for a 0.1-ms period. The third column gives the relative

importance of the four most important NHv removal processes: radiation, and

quenching by N2 , N, and H2 . The N2 -quenching reaction is always the most
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Figure 172. Comparison with LABCEDE experimental data for NHv decay in a
mixture of 4.05 torr of N2 and 0.2 torr of H2. The 0.3-ms
pulse begins at 0.645s. The calculated values of N(2D) and
N2(A3Eu+) are also shown.

important. The fast radiative decay helps to explain the 4-torr data, but

Figures 172 and 173 suggest that some process is missing in our model at low

pressures. Here the narrow electron beam and the more rapid diffusion may

make diffusional losses play a more significant role.
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Figure 173. Comparison with LABCEDE experimental data for NHv decay in a
mixture of 7.5 torr of N2 and 0.05 torr of H2 . The 0.3-ms
pulse begins at 0.645s. The calculated values of N( 2D) and
N2(A 3 E u+) are also shown.

Another area of comparison between calculations and the LABCEDE data is the

effect of changing electron pulse width. W1e performed a series of calcula-

tions to vary pulse width from 0.3 to 2.4 ms for a gas mixture with 15 torr N2

and 0.2 torr H2 . Table 31 results from slightly different values for the NHv

quenching rate constant of 1.6 x I0- 14 and 4 x 10-14 cm3 /s for N 2 and H2 ,

respectively. These results show that quenching by N becomes important at
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Figure 174. Comparison with LABCEDE experimental data for NHv decay in a
mixture of 7.54 torr of N2 and 0.4 torr of H12. The 0.3-ms
pulse begins at 0-645s. The calculated values of N(2D) and
N2(A3 Eu+) are also shown.

longer pulse widths. As a result the maximum NHv concentration tNHvlmax

decreases, as shown in Table 31. Table 32 gives some experimental data for a

similar range of pulse widths. The experimental INHv~max has a maximum at

0.5 ins, which is similar to the calulated values for INHvlmax that go through

a maximum at a pulse width of 0.6 ins. However the experimental data fall off

faster than the calculated values for longer pulse widths. The experimental
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Figure 175. Comparison with LABCEDE experimental data for NHv decay in a
mixture of 30.11 torr of N2 and 0.2 torr of H2. The 0.3-ms
pulse begins at 0.645s. The calculated values of N(2D) and

N2(A
3Eu+) are also shown.

decay at 0.25 ms pulse width is close to the calculated value at 0.3 ms. The

experimental decays at pulse widths of 0.5 ms and longer are faster than the

calculated decays. Table 31 gives the decay rate averaged over a 0.1-ms

period. The time after the end of the pulse of this maximum decay is tmav-pw.

Table 30 also shows the relative contribution from the NHv±N 2 , Ngv radiative,

and NHv±N destruction reactions during a 0.15-ms interval near tma x . These
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TABLE 30. Calculated and experimental decay rates and reaction importance

for 0.3-ms pulse width.

Hi,

tolr 0.05 0.20 0.40

Reaction Reaction Reaction

Importance Importance Importance

NHv+N 2  NHv+N 2  NHv+N 2

Decay Rate Radiative Decay Rate Radiative Decay Rate Radiative

N2  Exptl Calc NHv+N Exptl Calc NHv+N Exptl Calc NHv+N

Torr l/s l/s NHv+H 2  I/s I/s NHv+H2  1/s 1/s NHv+H 2

4.0 5446 3324 0.686 4579 4078 0.676
0.264 0.257

0.028 0.020
0.033

7.5 5776 5W)1 (7.78{ 7059 6639 0.769

0.161 0.157

0. 040
0.041

10.1 8018 8043 0.817 7965 8398 0.810
0.124 0.124

0.032
0.032

0.1 17755 16795 0.892 20210 18935 0.898

0.046 0.046
0.057 0.045

(omparisons show that N atom appears to be a beam-generated quencher, which

romplicrates the alinlysis of thp experimontal data. The present calculation

need a larger rontt httion ftom s;uch quenching. Thus the calculations need a

h1i her doqe late or a greater yield of N (which would increase the N concentra-

(ion), and a faSter N Nfiv quenching rate constant. Also, there may be other

Ileam generated quenchers.
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TABLE 31. Calculated decay rates and reaction importance for different
pulse widths (pulse period 15 ms for a mixture of 15 torr
N2 and 0.2 torr H2).

Pulse Destruction of NHv

Width [NHvvmax Decay tmax-PW

(ms) (l0+ 10 /cc) (l/s) (ms) NHv+N 2  Radiation NHv+N

0.3 2.67 9242 0.30 0.815 0.105 0.044

0.6 2.81 9351 0.30 0.777 0.100 0.085

1.2 2.64 9871 0.15 0.716 0.092 0.155

2.4 2.28 11350 0.15 0.620 0.080 0.262

TABLE 32. Experimental decay rates and relative NHv concentration for
different pulse widths for 15 torr N2 , 0.2 torr H2

Pulse Period Pulse Width [NHv]max

Data Set (ms) (ms) (Relative)

70623F 15 0.25 1320

70623C 15 0.5 1410

70623D 15 1.0 1078

70623E 15 2.0 756

70609C 10 0.5 1207

70626H 30 0.5 1425

In conclusion, we have identified the important reactions that appear to occur

when an electron beam irradiates mixtures of N2 and H2. Our present estimates

of the dose rate are crude and some reaction rate constants are rather uncer-

tain. When 0.3-ms electron pulses are used, the present model gives good

estimates for the NHv concentration as a function of time for all except the
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lowest pressures, as shown in Figures 172 through 175. The study of the

effects of longer pulses shows that reaction with N atoms is the cause of the

pulse-generated quenching of NHv. The present model needs a larger contribu

tion ftom this in ordeL to match the larger quenching observed in the expel i-

'rt'al data for the longer pulseq.



16. ELECTRON IRRADIATION OF CALCIUM FLUORIDE

16.1 INTRODUCTION

Data from the zenith-looking Field Widened Interferometer (FWI) Mission

indicated the presence of a weak but broad spectral emission to the long wave-

length side of the C02 (\)3 ) 4.3 pm band. This feature had not been previously

observed and no obvious atmospheric source could be suggested. This mission

was flown into a region undergoing active auroral dosing. The possibility was

raised that the broad emission feature ,esulted from the auroral electrons

directly striking tile Calcium fluoride window of the payload. The electron-

induced fluorescence from most window materials (including CaF 2 ) has been

observed in the visible, but infrared observations are sparce. We therefore

undertook a series of measurements under conditions representative of tile

upper atmosphere in terms of background pressure and primary electron energy.

The large LABCEDE facility at AFGL provided an excellent test chamber for

these experiments.

16.2 EXPERIMENTAL

The CaF 2 window shards suipplied by Ron Straka were placed inside tile large

LABCEDE facility operating at room temperature. Access was through the bottom

port directly below the electron beam axis. The samples were positioned usiig

a holder constructed to allow sample height and angle relative to the electon

beam to be continuously variable, yet allow reproducible positioning. The

sample was observed to be spatial stable du rirg each experiment. At fir.;t,

pure nitrogen gas was introdUced into the chamber to permit the beam trajer

tory to be visually observed, thus permitting the window to be positioned

in the beam. However, it was discovered that during irradiation, the window

sample glowed brightly with a rich purple color with the edges being markedly

brighter than the optical surface where impact occurred. We estimate this

'mission to be in the 450 to 470 rim region, irrt no visible spectra wiere

obtained. This visual tracer permitted accurate sample positioning in the
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beam and allowed several irradiation patterns (beam geometries to be utilized).

During the observations described below the test sample was held at a small

angle (nearly normal) to the electron beam axis.

The fluorescence resulting from this interaction was observed in the SWIR/MWIR

regions with a 3 mm diameter round InSb detector (operated at 77 K) viewing

the sample through the laboratory Michelson interferometer 1 9 2 operated at

20 cm-1 resolution. The sample was irradiated with several currents of

4.5 keV electrons pulsed at 200 Hz so that phase-sensitive detection (PAR lock

in amplifier) of the fluorescent signal could be employed. Effective gains as

high as 5 x 105 were used. This detection system had been recently checked

and was operating at near NESR limited performance.

The interferometer field of view at the beam plane was roughly 10 cm in

diameter. The test window fragments and the electron beam diameter were much

smaller. Consequently, the instrumental field of view is not uniformly

illuminated and absolute radiometric observations were not possible at this

survey level. The interferometer looked in from thp end of the te.st chambe-

and viewed the test sample nearly edge on.

Blank runs were made to ensure that there were no spurious signal sources. No

background emission sources were observed. Spectra of a calibrated blackbody

source at several temperatures between 1500 and 10001C were obtained to permit

determination of the InSb/interferometer system relative spectral response.

The test samples were irradiated as delivered, after cleaning and after thinly

coating different surfaces with a lubricant such as Apiezon grease (used for

lubricating 0-ring gaskets), Cutzol 711, and No. 1 Molydee (used as machining

l1)1 icants).

The (:aF 2 sample (as delivered) was initially subjected to very low electron

currents (< 1 mA total). No infrared signal within the system bandpass
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(1.5 to 5.3 pm) was observed with the interferometer operating radiometrically.

The dosing level was increased in two different manners: 1) the total current

leaving the electron gun (and hitting the target) was increased by increasing

filament temperature while maintaining the beam acceleration voltage constant

at 4.5 keV; and 2) the primary beam electron density was increased as the beam

was confined using the external magnetic coils. Both approaches produced simi-

lar effects. Below 4 mA for diffuse beams, no infrared fluorescence was

detected by the detection system even operating radiometrically. Above this

current (and above 2.5 mA for magnetically confined beams), blackbody emission

from the CaF2 surface was observed, and the surface become visually marred.

The signal level on the detector was optimizee varying the test sample

orientation relative to beam and interferometer. A spectrum of this fluores-

cence is shown in Figure 176. A spectrum of a 5960C blackbody is shown in

Figure 177 for comparison. The spectral shapes in the two figures are quite

similar. The CaF 2 data does not correspond exactly to a single blackbody

temperature, but seems to have small contributions from surface areas of dif-

ferent temperatures as would be expected. Nevertheless, the spectrum is

dominated by blackbody emission, and no broad spectral features in the 4.4 to

5.3 um region are observed above the noise level. The atmospheric absorption

due to CO2 in the unpurged optical path is present in both spectra providing a

convenient reference wavelength. The blackbody emission is observed only after

the surface is destructively marred (giving a frosted or distorted appearance).

After surface marring, blackbody emission could be observed at lower currents.

Shown in Figure 178 is the fluorescence from previously marred CaF 2 (as

delivered) now irradiated by 1.6 mA of defocussed electrons. For comparison,

a spectrum of a 150'C blackbody of 0.33 cm2 area is shown in Figure 179. The

spectral shapes are similar, but the CaF2 fluorescence has an emissivity/

emitting area product of 2 x 10- 3 cm2 .

Thus post-flight visual inspection is a useful observable to see if signifi-

cant electron irradiation has occurred. If it has not, then the LABCEDE

observations would suggest that electron-induced fluorescence was not produc-

ing significant emission.
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Figure 176. Spetrum of CaF 2 (as delivered) irradiated by 2.5 mA of 4.5 keV
electrons magnetically confined to irradiate a small portion of-
the window surface.
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Figure 177. Spectrum of a 596*C blackbody of 0.65 mm diameter
(3.3 x 10- 3 cm2 ). The signal levels are identical
to those in Figure 176.
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Figure 178. Emission from previously marred CaF 2 (as delivered) irradiated
by 1.6 mA of defocussed 4.5 keV electrons. The signal level is
1/160 of that of Figure 179.
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Figure 179. Emission from a blackbody of 150'C with an aperture of 0.33 cm,

located Im from interferometer.
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The effects of geometry:w 'ere considered also. Figure 180 displays a spectrum

of the fluorescence wIhc;8 the electrons were striking the edge of CaF'2 test

samples. The emission also seems to be tepresentative of a blackbody of higher

t mpeature. The spectrum of a 1)()4 C blackbody is shown in Figure 181 for

(in!li ri-on. The emission of Figuiiie 181 has an effective emissivity/area

pioduct of 3.6 x 10-5 cm2  (O .()(7 cm diamet'r).

Thus, no disc'ete emission features were oh,cived at dosing levels below those

giving rise to blackbody emission and CaF 2> sample marring. These dosing

levels colrespond to primary (4.5 keV) electron densities on the order of

l()8/cm 3 . By contrast the total electron density (including mostly low energy

thermal electrons) during the FWI Mission was about 106 /cm 3 . Thus, it appears

unlikely that electron-induced effects are present in the FWI data.

At the highest experimental currents and most focused beams, the test window

was cleaved and disintegrated into s&,era] pieces. Tile possibility of surtace

contaminants giving i ise to ani electron-induced emission was also studied.

A CaF 2 test sample was cleaned with ethanol then acetone. The cleaned sample

was then irradiated and displayed a similar behavior to the as deliveled
.ample described above: no emiqi5on waq ohseved 1)(lew the marring threshold,

blackbody emission was observed as above.

The unblemished side of the cleaned sample was coated with a thiin coat of

Apiezon grease. Upon irradiation the grease layer glowed white and was

observed to boil off the surface. Again, there was no infrared fluorescence

signal until surface heating occurred. Tile spectrum of 3.2 mA of confined

elertrons striking the Apiezon- coated surface is shown in Figure 182. This

,pectium healitifilly matches< a 465 C blackhody spectrum plotted in Figure 181.

No hint of additional emission featuies can be seen. The emissivity/emitting

aiea product of the CaF9 flat is 2.5 x i() 3 cm2 .
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Figure 180. Spectrum of CaF 2 (as delivered) irradiated by 4 mA of diffuse
4.5 keV electrons striking the edge corner of the window
sample. This intensity scale is 4% of that of Figure 176.
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Figure 181. Spectrum of a 10040C blackbody of 1 x 10- 3 cm2 area.
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Figure 182. Fluorescence from Apiezon coated CaF 2 irradiated by 3.2 mA

of confined electrons.
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Figtiie 183. Emission through a 1 x 10-2 cm2 aperture viewing a
465'C blackbody.
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Another CaF 2 sample was coated with Molydee lubricant on one side and Cutzol

on the other. Both these surface laycis displayed spectral structure between

4 and 5.2 ln and between 2.2 and 2.7 ln, as displayed in Figures 1834 throug:,h

187. Although the signal/noise levels are quite poor, the features appeal to

be quite structured even at 2(0 c n 1 resolu t ion. They appear to he from a

diatomic species or hydrogenic species. Because this was not the behavior

exhibited by the FWI data, we have not pursued this analysis further.

16.3 SUMMARY

For clean CaF 2 test samples, emission becomes detectable for the laboratoiy

Michelson interferometer only when substantial surface heating of the sample

has occurred. This is for current levels (dosing rates) far in excess of

expected thermospheric auroral electron densities. It does not appear that

electron-induced fluorescence gives rise to a 4.4 to 5.3 urm broad featuie in

LABCEDE except as a blackbody surface heati,,, phe-e.... . None of the surfa'e

contaminants studied gave rise to an emission which could explain the f ield

observations. This study raisd sev pial inte est ing questions regarding eluc

tron damage/heating thiesholds and col tami nat ion-induced emission which should

be addressed more carefully in later studies.
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Figure 184. Emission fLoui a CaF 2 test sample coated with Cutzol 711
lubricant upon irradiation by 5 mA of diffusion 4.5 keV
electrons. Signal levels are comparable to Figure 180.
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Figure 185. SWIR emission from CaF 2 test sample loaded with Cutzol 711
lubricant upon irradiation by 5 mA of diffusion 4.5 keV

electrons.
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Figure 186. Emission from CaF 2 test sample coated with MolyDee lubricant

upon irradiation by 4 mA of 4.5 keV electrons. Signal levels
are comparable to Figure 176.
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Figure 187. SWIR emission of same sample as Figure 186.
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17. SPECTRAL SURVEY MEASUREMENTS

In this last section we present several interesting preliminary observations

,4 the molecular fluorescence spectra arising from electron irradiated gases.

,e obseivations were often made as part of a separate measurements program.

V!e present them here, 'ith little analysis, as a guide fot future measurements

pinograms on these systems.

11.1 UV VISIBLE SPECTRA OF EIECTRON IRRADIATED NITRIC OXIDE (NO)

The czpectrum shown in Figure 188 was taken with 1.5 mtorr of pure nitric oxide

at a resolution of 5.2k under beam plasma conditions. The electron energy and

beam current were 4500 eV and 12.8 mamp. The N 2 +(B2u+-X2g+), N2(C
3 fu B3 Hg)

features arise from approximately 1 percent gas impurity and/or residual

niitrogen f ora plevious experiments. The major features of the NO(A 2 E -X 2 II)

y bands have heen identified. Contributions from a variety of other band

'4y temP, Ng(alg X1Eg ) lBf, N2(D 3 En<_B 3flg) Fourth Positive, NO(B 2l-X 2 fl)

f ha;nds, N{)(C"[f X2fl) 8-hands, and O(2(A 2 rn-X 2 f1g) Second Negative appear to be

present. Preliminary attempts to fit this spectrum using a rotational

tcmperature of 300 K for the transitions N2 *(B 2 u+-X 2 Eg+), N2(C 3 ry-B3lg), and

rO'O(A2,U-X 2 a) in the spectral generation code failed to properly reproduce the

widths of the NO y-bands, but at the same time adequately fit the N2 +(B-X),

and N2 (C B) band widths. The next attempt was to introduce, one at a time,

then in combinations, the other possible band systems. (It was necessary at

tils point to generate approximate Einstein coefficients for the NO(B-X),

!,J(OW X), (),i(A-X) band systems for incorporation into the fitting code. The

rl(,tliii of earl g(rreation are described in subsequent paragraphs.) The over-

I;1p a i, ;ing from marry hand systems also failed to fit the width of the NO

y baind fatures.

F11 temper titre of the NO y hand,; in the gecneration code was then varied

bet. e'(n 3 ;t)i and 1500) Ft . From the var iatior it was possible to deduce a NO

y ba;nd rotationa I temperatre, Trot, ipon olectron impact excitation of
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Figure 188. A 1.5 mtorr pure NO spectra at 5.2A resolution. The N2 features
represent approximately 1 percent iml)urity or residual gas flom
previous experiments. The N2 '(B-X), N2(C B), NO(A-X) systems
are easily identified.

1200 + 100 K. The calculated spectra having 300 and 1200 K NO y-bands are

shown in Figure 189. The introduction of additional band systems was

performed using 1200 K NO y-bands. Figure 190 shows the introduction of

b) NO(B 2f1-X2 1I), then c) O2+(A 2 lu -X 2 1), then d) both NO 13-bands and 02+ Second

Negative to the synthetic spectral fit. Figure 190d represents that best fit

of the experimental data, although many narrow regions are poorly matched.

The underfit between 220 and 240 nm is believed to arise from a Wood's anomaly

in the grating. The effects of this anomaly have been observed previously

(Section 6). The fitting region from 240 to 260 nm appears to be accurately

assigned. The continuous overfit/underfit of the data between 260 and 310 rnm

is attributable to low signal intensity and band system overlap. Except for

the small 369 nm feature the region from 310 to 400 nm is once again well

determined.

The generation of Einstein coefficients for the NO(B-X), NO(C X), 02+(A X)

transition each required a slightly different treatment. The No(B-X)
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Figure 189. Synthetic spectra generated with NO y-bands. a) Ttot = 300 K;

hl T'ot 12M) K and including N2 ( Z u+ ) nd N2 (C 3 lu-

B I1) sy5 temq; at room temperature.

A hands wpre calculated by assuming no transition moment variation. The

t €,levant equations:

A " -11 BR (68)V, , V ' V
V '

v

BR - Branching ratio (69)
v' " 1q 3
E qvv vi' "s v'vl
V,
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Figure 190. a) Synthetic spectrum generated using 1200 K NO(A 2 E.-X 2fl),

300 K N2(C 3flu-B 3flg), and 300 K N2+(B 2 Eu+X 2 Eg');

b) Addition of 300 K NO(B2 f-X 2J1) to a);

c) Addition of 300 K 0 2+(A
2 11i X2l Hg) to a);

d) Addition of both NO(B-X) and 02 (A-X) to a).
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where:

Tv , = radiative lifetime,
1 9 3 v'=O-7

qv'v" = Franck-Condon Factors
19 4

vv"v = Transition frequency.
1 9 4

Implicitly we have assumed that the B-X transition is the dominant radiative

process of the NO(B) state and that the summation over v" can be truncated at

v'=16, the limit of existing Franck-Condon factors. By this procedure, AvIv,,

values with v' ranging 0-6 and v" ranging 0-16 were calculated. The C2X-state

of No is predissocia-ing for v'=0, J'>4.5. 1 9 3 The lifetime of NO( 2i, v'=()

is in dispute. To our knowledge no direct measurement has been performed.

Brozowski et al. 19 3 present relatively convincing arguments based on a meas-

ured absorption oscillator strength and C-X and C-A branching ratios that the

radiative lifetime is 11.6 ns. In any case, most researchers agree the life-

time can be bounded between 10 and 60 ns. Using a radiative lifetime of

11.6 ns, Franck-Condon Factors of Nicholls 19 5 and the formulation presented

earlier, the values of AOv,, for v" ranging 0-19 were calculated. The

()2 '(A
2 l-X 2l) Second Negative Einstein coefficients were calculated via the

oscillator strengths of Wetmore et al., 1 9 6 those of Erman and Larsson, 98 the

bandhead tables of Krupen ie. 197

1Jing the equation:

2
me cX, A due'f " 8v d 2 = Osci].lator strength (70)

8n1 ed

diei e:

me = mass of the election

c = speed of light

d U and dl = the degeneracies of uppet state and lower state



vfv" -transition wavelength

AVIV" calculated Einstein coefficient.

This series of experimental data was also collected in order to survey the

pvominent features arising from electron bombardment (4.5 keV) of nitric

oxide. In this regard, it is important to reiterate not only which band

systems were observed, i.e., Ni)(A X), N2(C -B), N2 +(B X), NO(B -X), )2 *(A X),

hut the band systems which were considered and not observed: N2 (Lt),

N2 (D B), NO(C.-X). The observation of rotationally hot NO(A-X), Tro t - 120(0 K,

is not explained at presont and further Px;per iment sshould be performed with

arnd without a beam plasma discharge occULring to verify this single obset Va

tion. In addition, experiments should he performed to clearly determine if

the nitrogen featurps arise from impurity in NO, residual gases or leaks. or

a production mechanism initiated by election impact on nitric oxide.

17.2 FLUORESCENCE FROM Ar/NO MIXTURES

Nit ic oxide findamental band fluore(scerce was observed to he quite weak

in Argon/No mixtures. The fluorescence was observed by a PbSe detector cooled

to liquid nitrogen temperature viewing the center of the vacuum chamber thiourgh

the Michelson interferometer. For these experiments 660 sccm of Argon and

140) sccm of NO were introduced into the chamber with the shroud at room temper

atule. A total pressure of 7.25 mt was achieved under these fast flow (flow

throttling valve completely open) conditions. The confining magnetic field

had a value -60 Gauss. The flurorescence signal was observed to he quite weak.

Two PARII1 preamplifiers were uqed in ven ir , to give a total gain of Inn00).

,Pn with this amplification, the time dependent fluorercent Oignal frm pu l 'rd

bam operation was only 1.2V on the scope. A 12(0) point intol fp ogram "a

anri"ited and t'ansnfoimed to give the sprtrum shown in :igo o 191. The only;

fe ature ptreent above the noise level is No) fundamental hand emi ssion. Thu

distr ibution observed is quite peaked to low vibrational levels: in these

mixtures substantial excitation of NO(v) does not occur upon election it tadia

tion. The weak sigal levels prevented a systematic invest igation unde tll ,ie
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Figure 191. Fluorescence from irradiated Ar/NO mixture at 7 mt pressure.

NO fundamental emission is the dominant spectral feature

(Scan 4718D).

conditions. Future measurements with an improved sensitivity detection sys _m

will permit more accurate measurements of the excitation of pure NO and NO ,i

mixtures.

17.3 INFRARED EMISSION FROM N2 /02 MIXTURES

These measurements were performed with the shroud operated at near liquid

nitrogen temperatures. The fluorescence was detected by the liquid-He cooled

As:Si detector in the CVF spectrometer. Mixtures of N2 (1200 sccm) and 02

(300 sccm) were introduced into the shroud through the porous tube array to

give a total pressure of 35 mtorr. Electrons at 4.5 keV primary energy were

operated in a pulsed mode (20 ms on, 84 ms period) with an average current of

6.6 mA. The applied magnetic field was 30 Gauss. Spectral data in the MWIR

and SWIR spectral regions was acquired in the time-resolved mode. The fluores-

cence intensity at 15 ms after pulse onset (5 ms before termination) is shown
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in Figure 192. The fluorescence signature is dominated by NO fundamental emis

sion with substantial vibrational excitation. There is a hint of a feature at

4.75 Wim. In the same experiment at late times (20 ms after beam termination)

the fluorescence spectrum has changed as shown in Figure 193. The totali signal

lvcel has decreased by a factor of six to seven. This decay rate is far in

c1cess of radiative and indicates quenching is occurring. The [Later time

fluorescence indicated a more vibrationally relaxed distribution (peaking to

,ht tr wavelength). Also the 4.5 to 4.8 lim feature has incr eased in intensity

relative to NO. This feature may be due to 03 (\)1 + '03) emission. The (3(\)3)

fundamental at 10 pm is observed to be quite Strong under these conditions.

N() ove i tone emission is observed in the SW JR under these conditions. The

I tiot escence of the same mixture near beam termination i s displayed in

Figure 194. N2  electronic transitions ate also observed in this region. In

r (ict to lessen the effects of collisional quenchiiij,, !u' ,ci piessote Ni10

mixtiires at 4.() mt total pressure were iiadiated with (.( mA of 4.5 keV

Flections. Tie observed No fliio escence (Figure 195) was !tuh tantially vibia

ina I ly colder at all times during tie pulse. Morcover there appoars to be

no evidence of rotational bandhead tormation in these mixtures. The CVF reso-

lution is barely adequate to detect bandheads if oresent. The stiong signal

level indicate that these studies car -e performed at very loW pressures in

future cryogenic interferometer studies.

17.4 MWIR EMISSION FROM Ar/CO 2 MIXTURES

St i org fluores cence is observed when trace concentrations of C0 2 ( scom) at(,

added through the jet inlet into a bath of 30 mt of Ar (693 sc(-r) ill the

Inohro id. Even wi tIi Ie api, (Ir, magnet ic fiel d off the pulsed olet iii

b,am pr od iced large M WIR s;ignals dominia ted by CO2("3) i th i me (0(v) (-'il, :1i1

at 4.7 lim at times near beam termination as shown in Figure 196. At late

times the prompt (T = 2.5 mn) C) 2 \) 3 emission docays with the time constant of

the detection system. CO fundamental band fluorescence pe sist decrearing to

51) percent of its beam termination value at 0 ms later (Figure l17). Bcau;e
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Figure 192. MWIR fluorescence from itadiated N2102 mixtures (p=35 mt)
near beam termination. Maximum relative intensity is 45 mV

(Scan H6029).
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Figure 191. MWIR fluorescence from irradiated N 2/0 2 mixtures (p=35 mt)
20 ms after beam termination. Maximum relative intensity is

7 mV (Scan H6029).
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Figure 194. SWIR f]uotescence from irradiated N2/02 mixtures (p=35 mt)
near beam termination. Maximum relative intensity is 5.3 mV
(Scan J6029).
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Figute 196. MWIR fluorescence from iradiated Ar/trace CO2 mixtuies at 30 mt
at beam termination. Maximum relative intensity is 310 mV
(Scan P7507).
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feature is only a factor of two less than that in Figure 196.



this is a much slower decay rate than its radiative loss, substantial excita-

tion must be occurring after beam termination.

Fluorescence was also observed from Ar/trace C02 mixtures (277/9 sccm) at much

lwvct pressures (2.9 mt) as shown in Figure 198. There is still no applied

magnetic field. The spectrum is substantially altered. The gap between

ttti(,yj) and CO(Av=l) has been filled with fluorescence. Moreover the fluores-

cence extends out to beyond 6 om. The C02 ( 03) fluorescence is not substan-

tially altered in width indicated little rotational excitation. The 4.4 to

4.7 pm fluorescence can be attributed to hot bands of CO2 or to rotationally

hot (. Better spectral resolution is needed to understand these exciting

obseLvat ions.

17.5 LWIR EMISSION FROM N2/4_O 2 MIXTURES

When trace amounts of CO2 were added to 36 mt of N2 in the cryoshroud, 13 to

15 um spectral features were o)served using the CVF spectrometer. Figure 199

shows the presence of the C02(4014x0 2 ) feature at 13.9 um as well as the R

bianch of the strong v2 feature. Vibrational temperatures can be determined

fiom measurements of this type. Time-resolved fluorescence data was used

to observe the vibrational relaxation of the CO2 "2 feature. With just 10 mt of

N2 present, the CO2(W2 ) R branch fluorescence was observed to decay at a rate

of about 20 s-1 as shown in Figure 200. When 2.5 mt of 02 was added, the

relaxation rate increased substantially as indicated by the open symbols. It

appears that collisional relaxation processes can be studied even for LWIR

emitting states.

17.6 OZONE 13 TO 15 pm EMISSION

During the course of the studies of O3 ( 3 ) emission around 10 pm, data were

occasionally taken with all other CVF wheel segments. Under the highest

signal conditions, there appeared to be a hint of emission of 03 2 around

14.3 pm. The spectrum shown in Figure 201 arises from an Ar (580 sccm)/0 2
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Figure 198. MWIR fluorescence from Ar/trace C02 Mixture at 2.9 mt, 10 ms
atter beam termination. Maximum relative intensity is 150 mV
(Scan T7616).
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Figure 199. Fluorescence from 36 mt N2/trace CO2 mixture at 25 ms after

beam termination.
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Figure 201. LWIR emission from Ar/02 mixtures 15 ms after beam termination.
Maximum relative intensity is 1.1 mV.
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(10) qccm) mixture at 36 mt total ptessule. The applied magnetic field was

7(;. The 4. 5keV elec tron heani was pulsed ol for 17 ms and had a 328 ms period

and had average cur Lents o f 1 . 7 mA. Even theugh the signal to noise is unity

in this spectrum, persistent indications of an emission feature lead us to

T,1i,'e this tentative assignment. To our knowledge this feature has never been

ohzerved, having a radiation lifetime of about a second. If future work on

ePl('Ctr-' iradiated ()3 supports this assignment, it will be a further demon-

zttation of the sensitivity and versatility of the cryogenic LABCEDE facility.
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APPENDIX B

LABCEDE STARTUP PROCEDURE

Step 1: Check the current state of vacuum inside the LABCEDE shroud ("the

tank") and within the electron beam formation chamber ("e-beam

chamber").

For the Tank, use the convectron gauge (cold cathode) located

above the multichannel chart recorder on the window side of the

tank. This gauge is normally left on all the time and can read

pressures from 5 mtorr to 999 torr. If the tank pressure is

below - 1.4 torr, the baratron head pressure readout on the MKS

flow controller provides a more accurate measurement. This flow

controller (positioned above the gas cylinders) is normally shut

off at the end of the day, so it will be necessary to turn it on,

and select a pressure range xl or X10 representing a 1 or IOV

maximum signal level. A flashing readout means the readout is

overranged. A leak rate of a couple of torr per week is common.

For the e-beam chamber use the thermocouple gauge meter mounted

in the equipment rack directly behind the e-beam chamber. Note

the TC-gauge is positioned in the vacuum line between the mech-

anical pump (normally on) and the diffusion pump (normally off).

The equipment rack is normally powered down and is turned on with

the topmost toggle switch (obvious). Next turn on the TC gauge

power switch and select "TC #2." A 1 to 5 mtorr reading repre-

sents the mechanical pump minimum.

Step 2: Proceed to the pump room and turn on compressed air, water flow, oil

flow and close the vacuum backfill/vent value.

The compressed air line valve is located within the "Rat Hole" of

the pump room (at the junction of the welding supply wall and
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window wall). This valve points up and to the window side of the

horizontal pipeline near the Rat Hole's left edge and at a depth

into the hole of about 1 ft. A brass dogtag stamped "Air" can be

used to positively identify the valve. (A flashlight may be

required to read the dogtag.) This valve should be opened com-

pletely. An audible hiss of air flow should immediately be

perceptible. A strain gauge pressure dial, located - 12 ft

height between the welding supply and the diffusion pump, should

read a pressure of about 75 psi or about 11:00 o'clock on the

dial. If the building air supply is off a cylinder of compressed

air/N 2 is normally located nealby and can be connected up using

polyflow tubing (- 100 psi rating).

The water flow control system hangs on the hallway side of the

diffusion pump at about chest level. Locate the water booster

pump in this area and follow the pipelines to find the inlet

valve (orange/red handle lever action) and the outlet valve (blue

metal handle with rotation action). Open these valves, listen

for waterflow and note the rise of the float type water flow

meters. Reading the top edge of the float should show a flow of

about 2-1/4 GPM (1/3 column rise) into and out of the diffusion

pump. Currently, the float to the Kinney mechanical pump is

stuck tip! Closing the lever action inlet valve should produce an

audible clank and flow stoppage. To start the water booster

pump, locate the "Monitor" panel box with start/stop/reset

switches. Press start and release; the booster pump should come

on (sound of the motor) and the floats should read 5 GPM (near

the column top). Do not shut the water valves with the booster

pump running. Note sweating of all water pipes is common,

particularly during 3H weather.

The oil flow valve (orange handle lever action) on the window

side of the Kinney mechanical pump must be opened (parallel to
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the pipeline). Failure to open this valve produces a loud clank-

ing noise and low pump capacity, i.e., high tank pressure, and

will lead to pump damage.

On the vacuum line between the gate valve and the L-tt Roots

blower pump is a Swagelock terminated 1/2 in. copper line open to

the room air. The valve on this line (small green handle 00 d,,

pivot action) must he closed/crossing the pipeli ne. This valve

is used to backfill/vent the pumps to atmosphere on shutdown.

Step 1: The pump start up is controlled at the equipment racks just inside

the I,ABCEDE qingle doer entrance (see e-beam chamber pump down).

Presing the start hutton above "Mechanical Pump #1" should

proeduce a red light, an audible pump rumble and a peiceptible

floor vibration. Wait five minutes then rotate the "Gate Value

UP" switch to open. A hU77ing/higssing sound laIm - S. The

pru s,: re in the tank shoild (1d rop and a .ymptoto 0o the I ort

ainge (taking 5 mini for a srvr a] tor itnrting p-e<,s iie).

Below 15 tori the ionts blover can be started. The start/stop

panel swituh is on the wall near the windows and the IN 2 ovef flow

tank. The piesslie should drop more rapidly with the Roots

blower on and asymptote to the 2 mtorr range (5 min).

Below ).1 tort the "Diffusion Pump #2" can he turned on. The red

l ight will glow, but no other percept ible phenomena will occur

uitil the primp bevoms hit in albout 4) m Typical operating

pives<ir es into thr midle 10 t err range reflect reannably

clean walls.

Thre opelation of the dif ffusi pnmp can be checked bv adding

I) scrm Ni with the flow ceidiic tauice valve (pump end of tank)
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Step 5: The e beam chamber can he pumped down simultaneous with the tank

because the 1 in. thioat gate valve sepatating these tanks is

notmally closed.

npen the water flow valve (blue metal handle iotation action)

located ho] ,w, the loots bloy i stat t/qtop s'witch. This valvr

points into the lioi ont a hot roi-ntal pipeline and can he

identified by a paper dugtng , la e ed '"7. Stalt the mechanical

pump, (if not a11eady on) wa it toW the fo telin" pic l(, ite to Iuiu

tt.1 tory. The red push hut tn "Difluisit Pump f02" i luminatr:

when the pump is toggled on. Immediately fill the IN cold ttap.

In about 30 min the ion gauge (move cables) will teach the middle

I) 6 torr range.

4tup W Watm up the e beam filamrnt slow,,,ly. The high voltage po'wer supply

teat the buttum of the e beam equipment rack shoutld he switched AK

on, lut tlV off to allow it to ",wttin up. The c beam filament powet

gt~pplv ONi rie the pl ex'iglaqn Iy Onl"td be ot and the box fan at the

teal t of ii' ltl(P>gl;iqs (tt]itt (u shiutld lie opetatitng. Rotate the

volt ,,yr nolttol (plan tic tub :e extn't ion) many tot u cl ockwise and

olict ye--( a bout 2 A f i Inam ttt (I t c t i t . Rotate the ('it itti contrtol

(piantic tube xtenuioti) cvocl,,i, in 2 to A inetments every 5 mitt

to vaw m ttp the filament do tot v;.:ceed IRA on the filament supply at

this t ime.

st ep 7: Wa;m up the e beam for cttsing electromagnet. Beside the e-beam

equipment rack is an additiomal power supply and digital volt metel

tqed to (ireate A; fcting magnet. Tirt these "nits on and itate

the ciic nt/voltage cittuls to yet a ciurent limit above 6A (light

ctvet the cu('t trett cotttl ). Rotate the voltage control to set ati

opetating volt age of 2V (cQ ,:spund s to atout 6A) in c otitant

volIt age iiode.



Step 8: Start B Field water cooling syqt'm. Neat the junction of the

windows and the Pink is locatpd a set of water filtelrs for the

B-Field water cooling line. Trace the lines and locate the small

green handle 90 deg pivot bled valve with plastic tube line to the

sink. Close this valve/crossing the tuheline. Open the water inlet

and outlet valves to the water filters (change every 3 months). Tihe

water pressure should be 65 psi. on the back flange of the LABCEDE

tank (window side) is a switch to the B-Field water coil booster

pump. Toggle this switch to on and the pres<;ure should r ise to

1In psi. Note, a pressure sensor in the water line pr evpnts B Field

starl tI) rrrles.s the water pressr re is high.

Stop 9: [nit r odr ce gas/mixtuies into the t ark. The MKS Flow Conti rollpr

handle , three lines of gas introdtuction A,B,C. Line C can be rtohtred

to a 1/4 in. t'rhe oulet or inito the heat vxchanger/pirerr plIg on

the shroud via a thee .way valve er the tank above the flow

controller. Lines A, B always go to the per r plug. The flow

readouts ate always in sccm, the decimal point on line U is marked

in pen. Maximum total flow is 15)D) sccm. Note, by closing the pump

conductance valve at the end of the shroud (max closed is 11,8, full

open is 000) it is possible to obtain high pressure eve at low flow

rates. Also, two ranges are available on the flow control lines; he

careful not to overload the diff sion pump. If the pressure

continues to climb monotonically, then the gas load is too high

(settling times of < 2 min are rpasonable).

Step 1M: (pen 1 in. aper trire gale valve lie tween tanik ard v hram chambers.

Step 11: Electron beam turn on i next. If pulsing is lqrilrcd attarl

Wavetek at "minimum" attenuation ot the ;eneral Radio at 30 full

amplitude (- 20v onut). Turn high voltage power supply ItV switch to

the on position and select the e-beam energy. Htold the temporary

contact switch to the ma position while rotating the filament powei



supply current control (plastic extension) to obtain 10 mA CW

emission current (max is 25 mA). Be careful never to exceed 20A

total filament heat ing current. To begin pulsing rotate

potentiometel dial reading (located inside plexiglas enclosure)

from 998 to 11() using the insulated screwdriver. If the emission

current fallc5 to ze i educe attenuation on the Wavetek or increa se

output amplitude oni the (;eneral Radio. Adjust filament current to

obtain d';iied emissil cutrent (WI) mA peak current max). Note

emission cuirent is ave, age and must be divided by duty cycle to

obtalin peak cur lent.

step 12: Turning on the laige magnetic coils: check/select the hi/lo range

of the Miller Welding Power Supply in the pump room. This switch is

located just above the large multipin MS remote control cable

connection. Retuining upstairs; near the gas cylinders is the

on/off/control box. The maximum continuous operation is at a dial

valve of 4H) on the high range. Always dial down to zero prior to

turning on 0l off.

Tr ep 13: The e beam aligPne:Cnt i t ad just ed using the foc us i ng magnet powe

supply (. V/RA max); the mal external steering magnet below the

1 in. gate valve and the B-Field dial valve. A change in any of the

above and/or piessiue/flow/pump conductance will effect the e-beam

size and trajectory. The e-beam is adjusted visually via the window

port near the e-beam chamber.

Step 14: Make the detector operational and begin experiments.



IARCHEII Shut do 111

Step 1: Nitrogen (I to 5 mtoi, pump conductance valve open) shotld always

be iiitroduced to a C(4 e bieam foi 10 min at tihe end of the day; tlhi

is thought to extend the filament lifetime.

Step 2: S;hut off: the tank "Diffusion Pump #2," the red light should go

out. Note this shut off time because this diffusion pump will cool

in about 55 min. Turn the high voltage to OV and the HV switch to

the off position. The e-beam should not be observable. Cloce the I

in. gate valve between chambers. Turn the B-Field dial to zpo then

switch poei off, hut continue wate flow to cool the coils. Reduce

then shut off focusing magnet powei supply and voltage meter. Shut

off all gas flows and open pump c od uc t alic e valve. Fill LN2 trap of

e beam (Iianhie.

Step 3: Close tihe main LN,) access valve 4106 below the ovetflow tank, then

open all other IN 2 valves. A fn.t flow may persist for several

minutes to clear the lines but 15 rain should produce an

audihle/observable boiloff gas flow reduction.

Step 4: Slowly reduce filament current i.e., 2 to 3A decrements/5 min. The

last 2A current deciement requires the voltage control to be turned

fully counterclockwise.

Step 5: Tuin off the e-beam diffusion ptimp once the filament cuiient is

reduced helow - 6A. This diffusion ptimp cooling time is about

() mili.

Step 6: Wheni the B-Field cooling watei temperature is below 60'F and

stabilizes, shut off the booster pump then the water inlet and

outlet valves and bleed the water line.
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Step 7: When the e beam diffusion pump exhaust arm is cool to the touch shut

off the cooling water to the pump.

Step 8: When the tank pressure rises to 3t) mtorr turn off the toots blowel

and ohseive a more rapid pressure rise to - 6n mtorr before closing

"(ate Valve #?." A 5s bu7z/hi<qs, maybe a thud, is perceptible.

Thiq sound Faiks the clo<irg of gate valve. The piessulc in the

tank ld now ie neurly con tant. If it isn't the valve may not

1, W, C, . F l1 i
-

. Uni!k ncertain n pent o! add ga , 
and

observo no pumping. Now turn oif th "Mechani('al Pump 01" (n cd

]igit/noise/vihiation halts).

Step 9: In the pump room, shut off the water booster pump, close the inlet

and outlet water valves, close the "Rat Hole" compressed air line.

The hiss of compressed air will continue for several minutes note

the pressure dial decline. Next close (cross pipeline) the Kinney

oil flow valve and vent the pumps. Be sure to close the vent valve

af terwanrds to avoid a startup Ihadache. Lock the door.

Step 1n: (CO that tie tank pressure is stabilized; shut off flow

rontillrn: shut off erqiipmenrt rk; check all water flows are off;

('heck all electronirss are off; shnut down computer/air conditioning:

check IN2 flew is stopped. Lock door.



Re(onmme n da t i ofs/Upgi ad es

TC gauge / 1-emo te rea du t oii f o E, I i ne, he t vieen Ki nney and Roo ts

10on galige/cOnt I 0 lei /I eadout /cahleq ho - beam chamber

~.Emiss ionl cur-rent moitor /rIeadou t/regu la tor wi th i mits

4. Pumip ro-om cle-anup

5. Compressed air line valve repositioning

h. LN2 flow meter

. -beam chambe(r/,a tei flow meter.
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTATION OF ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES

C.l INTRODUCTION

When analyzing spectral data for the purposes of determining populations (or

relative populations) of various radiators, it is often necessary to predict

the relative intensities and shapes of the various transition spectra,

especially where overlap is severe. In this report we describe a method which

we have used to perform such predictions for electronic transitions of

diatomic molecules.

The model is based upon the work of KovacsC -l and is implemented through a

major modification and extension of the computer code of Whiting, et

al.C - 2 ,C- 3 The current model considers singlet-singlet, doublet-doublet, and

triplet-triplet dipole transitions in the optically thin limit. Lambda

doubling is not considered. The code is constructed in such a way that

extensions are easily implemented. Some possible extensions will be discussed

in Subsections C.5.4 and C.6.

The method of distributing the line intensities over wavelength is only

slightly modified from that of the original code. For our purposes we have

used a trapezoidal (as opposed to Voight) line shape but have retained the

original algorithm for convolution with slit functions.

At present the code has been written, debugged and partially validated. It

has been adapted to our immediate needs and is not currently "user-friendly."

Necessary validation and refinements are currently in progress.

C.2 THEORY OF LINE INTENSITY

The intensity of a spectral line in emission from state u = (n',v', J',i') to

state 1 = (n",v",j",i") is
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u u -7I N hc A1 x 10 /4 (C-I)

where

n designates the electronic state

v designates the vibrational level

J designates the total angular momentum

i designates the spin-spin component of the angular momentum state

I is W/cm 3 -sC

Nu is particles cm-3

A is the Einstein coefficient in (s)-l

h is Planck's constant

c is the speed of light.

and wuI is the wavenumber of the transition:

U

W Wu -W1

where

w(n',v', J',i') = T'e + G'(v') + Fi'(v', J') (C-2)

Here, Te and G(v) have their usual meaning and Fi' (v',j') is the usual

rotation/spin part.

This and the next section are concerned with the computation of the rotation/

spin distribution of a particular electronic/vibrational transition. If it is

assumed that the spin and rotational states are given by a single temperature,

Tr, then:
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N =Nvp (2J+1) exp(-F.,(v',J') hc/kt)(C3

IJ, i'
u n'v' )41 il

A 1= AnVIII (2J'+l)(2S'+l)(C4

and thuIs

nfv 1 1- 7 /ii exp(-Fi, (v',J') hc/kTr-5

1 v A niv hcW 411)6 , JPil (2S'+l) QR(

The transition frequency is

U U
W 1+ F'., (v' ,J') - F" .,,(v",'P) (C-6)

where Wuis the band origin.

01

Piis the line intensity factor normalized that

j~ ~j11i:= (2J"+l)(2S'+l) (C-7)

~!and F are found in an accepted mannerC-4'0 5 by describing the eigen-

functions of the states as a linear combination of eigenfunctions of

hypothetical pure Hund's case (a) eigenstates. In pure Hunds case (a), the

eigenvalues and transition intensity factors (Hbnl-London factors) are known

from separation of the wave equation:

(H-F.a) 41. = 0 (0-8)
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The case (a) eigenvalues, Fia, are known as a function of total (J) and axial

component (n) of the angular momentum and will be given in the next section.

The intensity factors are given in Table C 1 for the three biranches.

TABLE C-1. Hund's case (A) line strengths.

Branch 69 - 0 6Q 4 1

2 2
P(J"=J'+1) (J'4 )2 -Q (J'f1 4Q')(J'+2+Q')

(J'41) 2(j'+I)

Q (j ,=j ) . . .. 2 (2 J '_41 ) (J ' + I+ 9 ' ) (J ' + Q ' ) (2J ' 4 I)
3(J 1) 2J'(J'+l)

J(J"=J') ?2J )2 (J'+Q')(J'+' -1)

R( "= 1)j, 2J'

Q- Q' 9"

The real eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are found from

(Ha + H' - Fi) i = 0 (C-9)

by writing

E Ski a (C- 10)
k

and substituting in Eqs. (C-8) and (C-9) to give

S -i(F1 _ F.) + E SkiHik 0 (C-11)

k
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Fi are the desired energy levels, The transition amplitudes are given by the

transformation of the dipole moment between the upper and lower states,

'JJ' i. Sli ' , 2"( - 2

i'i
J i " (C -12)

The index I sums over the case (a) spin configurations and the matrix element

Sis Of coLlrse the given function of J' ,J", Q' = ' (1), and Q".

The trearment presented so far is exact. Any basis set could be used even for

A - . The case (a) basis set allows one to specify

lk q -A if a (C-13)

These matrix elements and the Fla are given by Kovacs including spin orbit,

spin-spin, spin-rotation, and centrifugal distortion. Interactions with other

electronic states have not been considered in our work.

C. 3 COMPUTATION OF TRANSFORMATION MATRICES AND ENERGIES

In this section we discuss the solution of Eq. (C-11) for the transformation

mati ix S and for the eigenvalues F. The solution for singlet is just

Table C -1 for the amplitudes and

F B J' D J (C-14)v A vA

and

A J(J l) - 2 (C-15)

A
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C.3.1 Doublets

The eigenvalues for doublets found from solution of Eq. (C-1I) are rewritten as

Fa +H H S
1 11 12 ii ii

= F. (C-16)

H F a + H S S
21 2 22 2i 2i)

By subtracting one half the trace, F, ofthe matrix from both sides we obtain,

using Kovacs' values for Fa and Hij,

= X i  (C-17)

H - 6 S 2 i , S 2 i

where

6= A2B - A - 4DvAJ 2

2 v v vA

H = (Bv - - 2DvJ2)AJ A

(C-18)
2 + )2 A2

A= (.1 + A

X. = F. - F1 1

and =BvJ2  2 Dv(J4 + j2 + A4 )
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The solution to Eq. (C-17) is:

SS H/D

Sii -/

(C-19)
S2i = (Xi = 6)/D

2
D = 2X.(Xi - 6)

These are given in slightly different form by KovacsC -l (pg. 61), for Dv = 0

and y = 0. Kovacs chooses to treat Dv and y as perturbations; however, there

is no numerical reason for doing this. It is, in fact, numerically easier to

solve as shown above. We note that at J = A-1/2, JA = 0 and there is only one

eigenvalue, X = -8 for which the S's are non-zero. This solution gives S1 = 0

and S2 = I as expected. Thus, Eq. (C-Il) is valid for all J. Application of

these results in Eq. (C-12) is discussed in Subsection C.5.2.

C.3.2 Triplets

For triplets, Eq. (C-il) is written as

F a +H H H
1 11 12 13 ii ii

a

H F a+ H H S -F S (-0
21 2 22 23 2i - i 2i (C20)

H H F a + H
31 32 3 33 S3i 3i

where the Fai and Hij are taken from Kovacs.C - I The matrix can be reduced for

computation by first subtracting F, one third the trace from the diagonal of

each side of the equation. Then the S 1 and S3 are transformed to
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12 Ii + H23 S3i
Sli - H

S I -s (C-21)
2i -2i

H 23S i H 13 S3i
S3i=H

with

2 2 2 AH2 = HI -- H23 = 4JA b+ 4DAv 8Dv A A2 }

J2 J(J+l) A2  
(C-22)

A

b= B -2Dv(J2 + 1) - y/ 2

13 H 2Dv(2(J' + A) 2(J' - A) )1 /2

B B(j2 + 2/3) - D,(4+ 4 2+ 8/3A 2 + 4/3) 4/3 y
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The new matrix will then have zero for the 2,3 and 3,2 components, thus

8+nj H G, S

H -28 0 s 2 - X S i (C--21)

G, 0 8- S s3, s3i

3i1e e3

8 - -2/3BV 2D(< - 2/13 A2  2/3) 1 / 3 y

X.- F. - F
1 1

G H13 1+ th

hhi + H 13th

2H I.H 3212(C-24)
th H 2 =(I1- h)

I) A (2B -A - 2Dv(2 J2 + 1))

(Ah v 4D A I

H2 H2
12 23
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Equation (C-23) is solved for the S'1 i and Xi to determine Sli and Fi. The

solution method depends upon whether G = 0 which will be true for A = 0, and

some other specific cases: e.g., D. = 0 and 2Bv = Av . The solutions are found

in Attachment A.

Kovacs has given (pg. 69) expressions for the Sli and Fi in approximate form

for y = O, Dv = 0, and c 0. As with the doublet states, he chose to treat

these terms as a perturbation His expressions for Fi agree with those of

HerzbergC- 6 and originate from the work of Budo.C - 7 The Sli are the same for

A = I as those given by Budo.C - 7 However, in both cases, the Sli are not

orthogonal unless A = 0 or Av = 0. We have checked our Sli against those of

Kovacs for several cases and find small differences; however, these small

differences give detectable changes in the spectral shapes. Whiting, et

al.C-8 ,C-9 have also checked the results of Kovacs and find little difference

with their numerical results except at low J.

The limiting low J for which the above equations can be solved is J = A,
2

for which J A, H2 3 = 0, H1 3 = 0, and thus G = 0. For this case we get three

solutions. The first is S 1 = S2 = 0 and S 3 = 1 for F = -F0 = -A(Bv-Av) +

For the other two roots we get ', = 0 and F = + e and F = - e. These two

eigenvalues correlate with Q = A - I and A as S3 = 0 implies. The first

eigenvalue, -Fo, has S3 = 1. Thus must be true for it to be orthogonal to the

other two.

Kovacs equations give values at J = A such that all three eigenvalues have

S3 = 0 and one of them also has S2 = 0. In fact, all of his given S values

have the same sign for J = A * 0 and thus cannot be orthogonal.

There is a rotational level with J = A - 1 which is not split and cannot be

readily determined from the above formula. For this case H1 2 = 0 and N1 3 = 0

and we will get one eigenvalue with Sl = 1 and S2 = S3 = 0 with
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F = A(Bv-Av) + ... Since H23 is imaginary the other two values are

meaningless.

C.4 DISTRIBUTION OF SPECTRAL INTENSITY

The intensity of a spectral line is given by Eq. (C-5) along with Eq. (C-10)

and the res,,ts of Section C.3. The line centers art given by Eq. (C-6) and

the results of Section C.3.

This intensity is distributed over a wavelength indexed array, ELAM, whose

index, i, corresponds to wavelengths

Xi = Xmin exp((i-1)8) (C-25)

where 8 = 6X/X and Xmin (and Xmax) are code inputs. If X falls between Xi_ 1

and Xi then the intensity is distributed between the two values of i and a

trapezoidal manner thusly;

( Xi - X)

( i -l ) I ( X -
2

1 i-l

(C-26)

E ~ (x- xi_1 )
E ( i ) 

2 
(

(X. -X i.1)

where I is a line strength in W/cm3 sr and E is in W/cm 3 sr tim.

The exponential distribution of wavelength was chosen because of the desire to

cover a wide range of wavelength space. The trapezoidal distribution of

spectral intensity was chosen because there was no immediate need for a more

sophisticated method and because when convolved with a piecewise linear slit

function it will conserve energy with trapezoidal integration over a slit
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function. Interferometrically acquired spectra may be treated as long as the

AX interval is less than the interferometer's resolution element, as described

below.

(Unmputation of the EX array is performed in the code called RAD for a

particular band system where a separate EX array is produced and filed for

each upper state. The upper state density is taken as 1016 palticdes per cm3.

A separate code, SPEC, then uses these EX arrays to compute synthetic spectra

for specified upper state densities, instrument slit functions, and call

hiations. These convolved synthetic spectra can then he compared with

experimental observat ions.

The integration over the slit function is performed in the same manner as the

NASA Code, C - 3 that is

R(M) f E C, )dc'

- - W/cm 3  sr Wm (C-27)

I f(c')d'

Where R(X) is the instrument calibration, f(Q') is the slit function, and C

gives the range of the slit function.

C.5 APPLICATION TO SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS

C.5.1 Singlet-Singlet Transition,

As examples of calculations of singlet-singlet transitions, we present two

sets of spectra which correspond not to singlet-singlet transitions but to

transitions which for our purposes were reasonably approximated by a singlet-

singlet intensity distribution. They are the first negative bands of N2
*

(B 2 Z.X2E) and the Vegard-Kapland bands of N2 (A 3 - xE ).
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a. N2 B2j2X ), v'=O, v"=O at 391.4 nm

This band is treated as a singlet-singlet transition since the spin-splitting

conqtant, y = 0.002 cm - 1
, of Eq. (C-18) is much less than any resolution of

"I lent inteiest.

The qpectioscopic data for N2' are taken from Huber and Herzberg.C 10

Finstein coefficients were taken from the compilation of Loftus and

Krupenie.C-ll The computed spectrum is shown in Figure C-1 for Tr = 85 K and

a triangular slit of width 0.2 nm.

Since the doppler line width is typically 10-6 of the line position

(4 x 10-4 nm) and the lines are typically two rotational constants apart

(4 x 10-2 nm), the 0.2 nm resolution masks the detailed structure. In ELAM,

AX/X was 10 4 , about one-fifth the resolution.

b. NQ_(A 3 E-XIE)

The Vegard-Kaplan bands of N2 are spin forbidden and will he discussed again

in Subsection C.5.4; however, for our puLpOSCs we have calculated the spectrum

assuming a singlet-singlet type intensity distribution. The slit function

applied is a 0.66 nm wide triangle. Because the R branch band head is at

J = 3, the branches overlay each other and we need not use a more

sophisticated computational technique.

The spectroscopic constants were taken from Loftus and Krupenie c - 1 1 and the

Einstein coefficients from Shemansky.C - 1 2 A portion of the -esultant spectrum

for NO: N1 ; N 2 = 1:0.15:0.03 and TR = 30() K is shown in Figure C-2 for Av - -2

to 11 for v'W-0, and 2.
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Figure C-i. Synthetic spectrum of N2+(B,v'=O)-N2+(X,v"=O) with a rotational
temperature of 85 K. The dominant features are the R and P
branches since spin-splitting is small. Maximum intensity is
4.6 x 10-17 W/molecule-sr-um. Resolution is 0.2 nm.
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Figure C-2. Synthetic spectrum of N2 (A,v'<2)-,N2 (X,v"<13) "Vegard-Kaplan"
system at 300 K. The A-state, v'=0,1,2 have populations
of 1:0.15:0.03. Resolution is 0.66 nm. Maximum intensity
is 7.2 x 10-18 W/molecule-sr-um. Each spectral feature is
comprised of an unresolved P and R branch.
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(.5.2 Doublet Doublet Transitions

To date we have investigated two doublet-doublet transitions: the NO-y system

(A2E-X l) and the N?' Meinel system (A2 11-X). In doublet-doublet transitions

theie can be twelve branches. For both of the transitions of interest one of

states is a sigma state for which FI(J) = F2(J-1). Thus there are, to a first

approximation, only eight branches. There is however, no need to use this

apptoximation in the computation.

a. NO(A EX)

The spectroscopic constants were taken from Huber and HerzbergC-l 0 and the

Einstein coefficients from Mohlman et.al. C - 13 with total lifetimes of the

,7O,l and 2 state taken as 210, 205 and 200 ns respectively to take into

account the slightly longer lifetime found by McGee et.al.C - 14 for the v=O

state.

The spectra are shown in Figures C-3 and C-4 for Tr = 1200 K and

Nn:NI:N 2  1:035:0.03 for the upper state. The intensity of Figure C-4 is

about seven times exaggerated compared to that of Figure C-3. In both cases

the slit function is triangular of width at half height of 0.08 nm. The

oveilap of the branches and the rotational structure is apparent. At this

tempetature, the bands from the same value of 6v are close enough that they

significantly overlap.

b. N2 (A21-X 2 E)

The spectroscopic data for the Meinel system was taken from Huber and

Herzbeig.C - O The Einstein coefficients were taken from the compilation of

Loftus and Krupenie.C
- 11
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Figure C-3. The synthetic spectrum of NO(A 2 E)4(X 2 ) between 220 and 260 nm.
See text for details. Tr = 1200 K, resolution is 0.08 nm.
Maximum intensity is 7.4 x 10- 1 1 W/molecule/sr-Um.
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Computed Meinel spectra are shown for Tr = 300 K in Figure C-5 for the Av=3

sequence where N3 :N4 :N5 :N6 :N7 = 1:044:0.18:0.068:0.026 and the resolution is

triangular with a full width at half height of 0.52 nm.

C.5.3 Triplet-Triplet Transitions

Computations for triplet-triplet transitions were performed for the N2

Wu-Benesch bands (W3 6B 3 H) and the N2 first positive system (B3 l4A3L).

a . N2)(B3n4A3E)

The data for the first positive system were taken from the collection of

Loftus and Krupenie.C-l I Because the A-state is a sigma state, there are only

15 branches instead of the possible 27. This is because the transitions to

the spin-split states of adjacent lower state J's have nearly the same

frequency, i.e., F1 (J+l) - F2(J) F3(J-1). There is also near coincidence of

various bands. For example, the 2-6 and 5-10 transitions are both at 2.1 Pm

and the 1-5 and 4-9 both at 2.3 pm. The 7-13 appears at 2.2 wm and the 6-12

at 2.5 jm.

These features are shown in Figure C-6 for Tv = 80 K and equal populations of

v=1-7 and a triangular resolution of 5 nm. Figure C-7 shows results with

No:NI:N 2 :N3 :N4 :N5 :N6 :N7 = 1:0.8:0.6:0.4:0.2:0.1:0.05:0.025. The normalization

of the spectra of Figures C-6 and C-7 are such that the peak intensity of

Figure C-6 is 2.3 times the peak intensity of Figure C-7.

b. N2 (B
3 lW3A)

The Einstein Coefficients for the Wu-Benesch system were taken from Covey

et.al.C - 1 5 Their given value for VB = 6 * VW = 5 has been changed from the

given 1.14 s-1 to 640 x-1 scaling with the Franck-Condon factors given in

Ref. C-li. The spectroscopic constants were taken from Loftus and

KrupenieC -ll with corrections to Te and AV of the W-state from Cerny et al.C - 15
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Figure C-5. Synthetic spectrum of N2+(A
2 nlX2 E) "Meinel" system in v=3

sequence Tr = 300 K, populations as given in text. Indi-
vidual bands in sequence and branch structure are resolved.
Maximum intensity is 1.4 x 10-14 W/molecule-sr-pm.
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Figure C-6. Synthetic infrared spectrum of N2(B4A) "First Positive" system
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Figure C-7. Synthetic spectrum of N2(B4A) for a different population
distribution than Figure C-6 as described in text.
Maximum intensity is 5.8 x 10-15 W/molecule-sr-pm.
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Computed spectra are shown in Figure C-8 for the 2-0 and 3-1 transitions of

the W B. These are computed with Tv = 80 K and a triangular resolution of

13 nm. Figure C-9 shows the same spectra at 5 nm resolution. The structure

indicates the complexity of the 27 band system.

C'.5.4 Other Transitions

In Subsection C.4.1, spectra of the Vagard-Kaplan bands, N2(A
3 E-XIE), were

shown a.- computed from a singlet-singlet transition distribution. This

transition is an electric dipole-spin forbidden transition. The line strength

factors have been the subject of much discussion over the years and appear to

he resolved by the work of WatsonC- 7 (see also HougenC -5 and KovacsC-1). The

values used by ShemanskyC - 12 were incorrect.

For 3E 41 + , there are four branches Ql, Q3 , P2 , and R2 . The rotational

distribution of the intensity is given by the equivalent of Eq. (C-12) except

we no longer restrict ourselves to 6Z = 0.

j'i,,= a, ,,2 (C-28)
'01 1"

where the sign of square root must now be taken carefully and is dependent

upon the symmetry of the eigenfunction.

More generally we can write

siia (-29)
9J'i' a Ii i ll li
Ji" l = 1' I 01', S ,ilr s(

where a1 '1" is a unit tipper and lower state and of the transitions of

interest. Since there are in general multiple unallowed transitions with
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Figure C-8. Synthetic infrared spectrum of N2(W
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at Tr = 80 K and 13 nm resolution. The (2*0) and (341) bands
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Figure C-9. Synthetic spectrum for N2 (W-B) as in Figure C-8 except for
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Considerable branch structure is evident.
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different transition moments, these will be multiple A values for Eq. (C-5),

each having a different a matrix. Whiting, et al. discuss this problem in

Ref. C-4 and present useful tables in Ref. C-8.

Also of interest are quadruple transitions. For example, one component of the

Lyman-Birge-Hopfield system is quadrupole,C- 1 8 and is nearly as large as the

dipole component (i.e. the quadrupole Einstein coefficient is about one tenth

the dipole value). KovacsC - 1 presents results for some quadrupole transitions.

C.6 FUTURE EXTENSIONS

The code must be rigorously validated before it can be used as a routine

spectroscopic analysis tool. This validation will be performed by comparison

with experimental spectra for all bands of interest to see if band widths,

branch structure, relative intensities are consistent for known systems.

Aside from these exercises, additional refinement of the code will be

necessary.

From Subsection C.5.4, we see that there is need for an algorithm for

calculating the "symmetry matrix" a of Eq. (C-29) for forbidden transitions.

For quadrupole transitions, there is a need for a set of case (a) intensity

factors as in Table C-1.

Perturbation by adjacent states has not been included in the model and could

be important for some transitions. An approach such as that outlined by

KovacsC -l and used by Beiting et al.C - 1 9 would seem appropriate.

In some cases such as the N2 First Positive system, transitions are observed

for which no Einstein coefficients are given in the literature. SchaderC -2 0

shows quite convincingly that

Av'v" = qv'v" f(X) (C-10)
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where qv'v" is the Franck-Condon factor and f is a function of wavelength only

and can be found from known values of AvvI,. Thus when the Franck-Condon

factors are known, Av,v. can be extended by Eq. (C-30). We would use this

approach in determining populations from IR transitions. Multiple emissions

from the same radiating upper state would allow f(X) determination or direct

Einstein coefficient determination for these states. The unique capabilities

of LABCEDE and COCIJiSE may permit us to carry out quantitative spectroscopy on

previously unobserved or weakly observed molecular electronic states.

To a first approximation, we can uncouple the spin and rotational temperatures

in Eq. (C-5) by replacing the exponent,

Fi,(v',J') hc/kTr

by

F(v',J') jc/kT + Xi,(v,J') hc/kT
Sr 1s

where F and Xi are defined in Subsections C.3.1 and C.3.2 and are computed in

subroutines FSn. A careful analysis is necessary to examine the validity of

this approximation. But under the single collision conditions of the

cryogenic facilities spin-equilibration may not be achieved.
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ATTACHMENT A

Solution of the Triplet Transformation Matrix

We wish to solve the matrix equation

6+Yo H G S liS+tSli Sli

H -28 0 S2i i S2i

I P

G 0 8- S 3 i, S3i

for Sli and Xi . We discuss cases separately.

A. G = 0

The Xi can be found from 6-t and the quadradic for G = 0.

i) X2  8-YI

S 1= 0, S2 = 0, S3 = 1

(8-n) 2 8-~ii) X1,3 + + B + 2S(S+Yl)

H/D

= (X- (8-rl))/D
S-2

S3  0

D2  (2H - 3(8-r)(X- (8-n)))
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B. G 0

For G 0 we use the cosie rule to get the Xi from

X- a- X +b' = 0

where

- =382 , H2 , C2 n

b' = 28 (82 - ,2 G 2 ) , (8 - ) H2

Given

f fV7/

co 0 = -3/2 b'/(a f)

Then

X1= -2 f cos ((11-O)13) = - f cc - (1a2 1/

X= -2 f cos ((11-0)/3) = - f o, - f31o2)/

X3 =-2 fcos (0/3) =2foc
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Def ine

Tj= X -(±i

T2=X + 28

T3 =X(-l

When for XI and X3

S1 -H T 3 T 2/D

SI H 2 T /D

2 2(3

DC 2Hj T 2) 3
3T2

For X2; T1 and T3 especially will be small compared to H, so we use

T H/D

S2 = (T T3 - G 2)/D

S3=GH/D

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
D T3H + GH + (T 1T 3 -G
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INTRODUCTION

We bombarded nitrogen gas with projectiles of H+ , H2
+. and H3

+ . The particle energy was
varied from 0.5 to 1.5 MeV and the gas pressure was controlled at various pressures from 2
to 20 millitorr. The light generated in the gas was spectrally analyzed with an air
spectrometer and detected with a photomultiplier tube. The spectra extended from 350 to 650
nm, and several dozen individual lines were detected, two of which were studied in detail.
Our search of the literature indicates that ours is the first bombardment of nitrogen gas
which used H3+ as a projectile.

The ultimate goal of the experiments was to 'determine the absolute cross section for the
excitation of individual states of the emitting systems. Therefore, an immediate goal was to
establish what alterations in the experimental arrangement would be needed in order to meet
that ultimate goal.

Another purpose of the experiments was to find out whether and in what direction further
experimental work would be worth doing.

It will be seen from the following report that a great deal of data of the desired nature was
obtained, and that we were able to reach significant conclusions regarding the other matters
mentioned above. On the other hand, the shortage of time made it impossible to engage in
more than a cursory analysis of our results; a more complete study remains to be done in the
near future. We expect that the work to date will be suitable for preparation of a paper for
submission to a major research journal.

PERSONNEL

The people who were engaged in this effort were:

a) From the University of Arizona -

Professor Stanley Bashkin, Principal Investigator

Mr. Bijan Dezfouly-Arjomandy. graduate student

Mr. Peter Sercel and Mr. David Durkin, undergraduate students

b) From the University of Nevada - Reno -

Professor Reinhard Bruch

Mr. Stephen Fuelling and Mr. David De Witt, graduate students

Note on personnel: Partly because of the uncertainty of long-term funding,. Mr. Dezfouly-
Arjomandy has elected to join another research group. The visitors from Nevada
participated in the work for periods ranging from a few days to a month.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

The experimental parameters available for this work were the type of gas in the target
chamber, the gas pressure, the type of incident particle, the particle energy, and the spectral
range over which the observations could be made. Each of these parameters merits some
discussion.
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1. The target gas chosen was nitrogen, for nitrogen is an important constituent of the
atmosphere and preliminary measurements showed that it emits strong signals in the spectral
region appropriate to our apparatus. The cross section for the formation of N2 + by protons
has a maximum near the bombarding energy we used, which helps to provide a satisfactory
fluorescence yield.

2. The gas pressure was controlled by an MKS device, and was measured with an
MKS capacitance manometer. With this equipment, we could control the pressure to within a
few per cent at the lowest pressure (2 millitorr) and to better than that at the highest pressure
we used (20 millitorr).

3. As noted in the introduction, we used three different ions of hydrogen as the
incident particles. The particles were extracted from a 2 MV Van de Graaff accelerator
equipped with an RF ion source. The emergent particles were mass-analyzed with a
precision-controlled magnetic spectrometer, and the appropriate particles were directed into
the target arm we were using.

4. For much of the work, we maintained the same velocity for the incident particles,
which meant running at 0.5 MeV for protons, 1.0 MeV for the diatomic hydrogen ions, and
1.5 MeV for the triatomic hydrogen ions. However, some data were also taken for a
particular ion as a function of particle energy. For the data taken at constant particle
velocity, we used pressures from 2 to 20 millitorr in steps of 2 millitorr.

A factor which is implicit in the work is that the particle energy was constant for all data
taken at a particular nominal value. That was the case, the energy fluctuation being of the
order of 10 keV or less. This stability of the energy was accomplished by means of a slit
system which, on receiving current from the particle beam, sent a signal back to the
accelerator which adjusted the machine voltage either up or down as required to balance the
current to the two slits. This system worked very well.

5. The spectral range of the spectrometer was nominally 180 to 900 nm. However,
the actual effective range was limited by the blaze of the diffraction grating and the response
characteristics of the photomultiplier tube that detected the optical signal. In our case, the
grating was blazed at 500 nm, which meant that the reflectivity fell off rapidly below 350
and above 650 nm. Within these limits, the S-20 response of the photomultiplier tube was
satisfactory.

We used a standard lamp, calibrated by the Bureau of Standards, to measure the response
function of our optical system. That was not an entirely satisfactory measurement, because
the lamp operated with a kilowatt of power. Consequently, it was so hot (thermally) that it
couldn't be put inside the target chamber. Its actual position was in the air, and a blower
was needed to keep everything in the vicinity from catching fire. As a result, two reflecting
surfaces and a transparent window were omitted from the path of light from the standard
lamp, and the light from the lamp did not enter the spectrometer along the optic axis.
Because of these factors, we estimate that the spectral response function is probably not
known to better than 30%.

EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS

The main limitation of our measurements was in the determination of the number of particles
incident on the target gas as the particle type, particle energy, and gas pressure were altered.
The difficulty arises from fundamental physical processes, which we may describe as follows:
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The number of incident particles is most directly measured in terms of the electric charge
which is collected in a Faraday cup. Nominally there is one electronic charge per particle, so
the correlation of charge and particle number is one-to-one. The measurement is generally
complicated by the possibility that the incident beam will graze a slit edge somewhere and
liberate electrons, which are also collected by the cup. thereby introducing an error into the
measurement. It is also possible for electrons to be ejected from the cup, which again causes
the measured incident charge to be inaccurate.

These effects may be avoided, in principle, by inserting a repeller ring between the entrance
to the cup and the collector proper. This ring is biased negatively, which prevents electrons
from either entering or leaving the collector.

However, the situation becomes more difficult when a gas target is used, because some of the
gas inevitably enters the cup, and then ionization occurs by virtue of collisions with the
incident particles. Such ionizations, taking place between the repeller ring and the collector,
cause electrons to be accelerated to the collector, and, again, an error is made in the collected
charge. We actually took our data without biasing the ring.

Furthermore, charge-changing events occur in the target gas itself, so that some of, for
instance, the incident molecular ions, which enter the target with a single electronic charge,
may emerge with two (or three) charges, while protons may pick up electrons and enter the
cup as neutral particles, which are not counted. In addition, ions created or electrons
liberated in the gas target may drift to the collector. A final consideration is that the
incident beam undergoes scattering in the target.

These effects are serious functions of the kind of incident particle, the particle energy, the
kind of gas in the target, the target pressure, and the geometry of the target/collecting system.
These factors were especially awkward for our arrangement. What we had to do within the
time available to us was to insert a high-impedance channel in the beam pipe, well ahead of
the observation region. Pumps were located on the entrance to this channel and on the rear
of the target chamber. However, there was a long beam path which contained the target gas,
so that the charge-exchange and scattering effects took place over a distance of about a
meter. The region of observation was only 2.5 cm. long.

This means that the measurement of the number of incident particles was necessarily
unsatisfactory. We have carried out some measurements in order to reduce the uncertainties
inherent in work such as ours. Thus we measured the current to our collector with and
without gas in the target cell, for all three incident particles at a common velocity. We have
used those data to normalize the measured yields as a function of pressure and also of
particle type. We look upon these data, which are presented in the form of graphs, as
preliminary, only.

Another limitation which also affects measurements of cross sections is that the density of
particles in the target is not simply given by the gas pressure. The reason is that the beam
heats the gas, so that the density of targets along the beam axis is not the same as that of the
gas as a whole. Again, it is not a simple matter to make a precise correction for this effect.

A further limitation has to do with the spectral resolution and spectral range. In principle,
one wants to work at the highest possible instrumental resolution over the entire spectral
range. In practice, that takes far too long a time to be sensible. Instead, one uses low-to-
moderate resolution over broad portions of the spectrum, and restricts the high-resolution
studies to relatively small regions. That is what we did, and the data we present reflect the
choices made as regards resolution.

Still other problems, which are present even if relative cross sections are to be found, have to
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do with the possible presence of cascades. If the level whose decay is being observed is
repopulated by cascades from higher-lying levels, the detected intensity is no longer a direct
measure of the degree to which the level of interest has been excited. If, furthermore, the
level of interest branches into a number of lower levels, it is necessary to know the
branching ratios in order to relate the intensity of a particular branch to the population of
the initial level. The lifetime of the level, a feature which is virtually unknown for most
levels in the molecular systems we have investigated, is another factor which must be known
if cross sections are to be deduced. If the emitted radiation is polarized, further corrections
to the observed intensity are needed. Finally, it is obvious that to find absolute cross
sections, one must know the absolute collecting efficiency of the experimental system.

It should be clear from the foregoing that a great effort is needed to produce meaningful
approximations to cross section measurements: we have taken some of the essential early
s teps.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present our findings in terms of a set of figures, which are essentially spectra obtained
under different conditions. These graphs may be summarized as follows:

Fig. 1. Low-resolution survey of the spectral region from 360 to 520 nm. The
incident particle was H3

+ at 0.5 MeV, and the target pressure was 20 millitorr. This figure
shows that a considerable number of individual transitions were detected. The strongest lines
came from N2+, and were IN(0,0), IN(0.1), and IN(0,2), at 391.4, 427.8, and 471.0 nm.,
respectively. We paid particular attention to the band heads at 391.4 and 427.8 nm, which
belong to the molecular ion, N2 +.

Fig. 2. An expanded part of Fig. 1, showing the 2P(2,4) and 2P(1,3) band heads in N2 ,
at 370.9 and 375.5 nm, respectively.

Fig. 3. A further expanded part of Fig. 1, showing the 2P(0,2), 2P(2,5), and 2P(1,4)
band heads, at 380.4, 394.4, and 399.8 nm, respectively.

Fig. 4. A further expanded part of Fig. 1, showing the 2P(0,3) band head in N2 at
405.9 nm and the IN(2,3) band head in N2 + at 419.9 nm.

Fig. 5. A further expanded part of Fig. 1, which shows only very strong features
better seen in Fig. I. An interesting point is that the second Balmer line, which should
appear at 434.1 nm is probably not present.

Fig. 6. A further expanded part of Fig. I, showing 2P(3,8) and GK(0,10) at 441.7 and
443.3 nm., respectively. The figure also shows IN(3,5) and IN(2.4) in N2

+, at 455.4 and
460.0 nm, respectively.

Fig. 7. A further expanded part of Fig. 1, showing IN(l,3) at 465.2 nm. There is

possible blending with 2P(4,10) and VK(4,16). both at 464.9 nm.

Fig. 8. A further expanded part of Fig. 1, showing 2P(1,7) at 491.7 nm.

Fig. 9. A further expanded part of Fig. I, showing IN(3,6) and IN(l,4) at 501.3 and
514.9 nm, respectively.

Unidentified features appear at: 398.5, 402.6, 403.6, 404.2, 411.0. 417.6, 442.8, 444.2.
453.2, 489.7, 493.7, and 501.0 nm.
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 1, but for a gas pressure of 6.5 millitorr. and an upper
wavelength limit of 570 nm.

Figs.l 1-20. Moderate-resolution spectra for protons with an energy of 0.5 MeV
incident on nitrogen for target pressures from 2 to 20 millitorr. The main feature is the
band head at 391.4 nm from the IN(00) level in N2 +.

Figs. 21-29. As in Figs. 11-20, but for incident particles of H2
+ at an energy of 1.0

MeV. These incident particles have the same velocity as the protons mentioned above.

Figs. 30-39. As in Figs. 11-20, but for incident particles of H3
+ at an energy of 1.5

MeV. These incident particles have the same velocity as the protons mentioned above.

Figs. 40-49. As in Figs.ll-20, but in the vicinity of the IN(0,1) band head at 427.8
nm in N2 +. The proton energy is again 500 keV.

Figs. 50-58. As in Figs. 30-39, but for the band head at 427.8 nm.

Figs. 59-68. As in Figs. 40-49, but for the band head at 427.8 nm.

Fig. 69. Study of the band head at 391.4 nm with incident particles of H2
+ at 0.5

MeV and a target pressure of 14 millitorr.

Fig. 70. As in Fig. 69, but with an energy of 1 MeV, and better resolution. Here the
peak which is furthest to the left (390.83 nm) corresponds to the peak in Fig. 69 which is
just to the left of the valley. The improvement in resolution in Fig. 70 is evident.

Fig. 71. Study of the line at 391.4 nm from IN(0,0) in N2
+ , excited with incident

particles of H3 + at 0.5 MeV, and a target pressure of 6.5 mT.

Fig. 72. As in Fig. 71, but for a target pressure of 20 mT.

Fig. 73. As in Fig. 72, but for an incident energy of I MeV.

Fig. 74. A high-resolution study (second order) of the band at 391.4 nm.

Fig. 75. Study of the band head at 427.8 nm with incident particles of H2
+ at 0.5

MeV and a target pressure of 14 millitorr.

Fig. 76. As in Fig. 75, but with improved resolution (second order).

Figs. 77-79. Normalized yields as a function of pressure for the line at 391.4 nm, for
all three incident particles at the same velocity.

Figs. 80-82. Normalized yields as a function of pressure for the line at 427.8 nm, for
all three incident particles at the same velocity.

INTERPRETATION

We have not had the time to attempt a theoretical interpretation of our data. That will be
done when a paper is prepared for submission to a research journal. However, it is worth
pointing out that the incident particles have so large a mass that they carry considerable
angular momentum into the collisions. This means that there are essentially no limitations in
the interactions because of any angular-momentum selection rules. According to C. Y. Fan
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(private communication), it is likely that the dominant mechanism in the excitation of the
nitrogen molecular ion involves a direct interaction between the projectile and the target,
rather than electron detachment from the target followed by capture of that electron by the
incident particle. This possibility lends itself to direct experimental investigation, because,
should electron capture be significant, we ought to see the Balmer lines, several of which lie
within our spectroscopic capability. In fact, the second Balmer line, if present, would overlap
with 2P(O.4). which is very weak in our spectra.

The overall spectrum (see Fig. 1) indicates that a considerable number of spectral lines were
generated. It is interesting to look at these in terms of the quantum characteristics of the
states involved. In the first place, the lines from the molecular ion are far more prominent
than those from the neutral molecule. In the IN system of N2 +, the strongest lines belong to
transitions which start on a level with vibrational quantum number 0. This is not surprising,
since the ground term of the ion has that same vibrational quantum number, and the overlap
of the wave function for the excited state is greatest when the vibrational quantum number
doesn't change. We see the IN(C,0), (0,1), and (0,2) transitions, the apparent relative intensities
of the first two being about the same, and greater than that of (0,2). However, before one
can draw a physically significant conclusion from this, the data have to be corrected for the
wavelength response function of the optical system, and that we have not yet done.

It is worth pointing out that we also generated lines which start on levels with higher
vibrational quantum numbers. Thus, IN(I,2) is quite strong, and IN(3,6) is readily detected.
We did not have the time to look at these features in any detail.

Another comment can be made: Figures 77-82 show that the intensities at 391.4 and 427.8
nm do not show the same pressure dependence, although all yields are linear with pressure.
Thus the yield of 391.4 is proportional to that of 427.8, but the proportionality constants are
not the same for all incident particles. Specifically, taking ratios of 391.4 to 427.8 for the
three particles, we have 1.9 for protons. 1.7 for diatomic ions, and 1.6 for the triatomic ions.
This variation might not be physically significant, since the uncertainties are about as large as
the apparent differences. It would be hard to understand such a variation, since the lines
come from the same initial state, so their relative intensities should be independent of the
manner of excitation.

As Figs. 1-10 show, we saw a number of features belonging to the neutral molecule, but,
again, there was no opportunity to follow their behavior as a function of our various
parameters. In the following discussion, we restrict our remarks to the lines at 391.4 and
427.8 nm.

The yield from what is nominally the same number of incident charges is the same for
protons and H2 + particles. This suggests that the cross section for excitation by protons is
twice that for the diatomic molecular ions. The yield from incident H3

+ particles is only 2/3
that for the same collected proton charge, which implies that the proton excitation cross
section is 4 to 5 times larger than for the triatomic ions.

It is worthwhile to point out that comparison of our results with those in the literature is
virtually impossible, because:

I. To our knowledge, nobody else has ever used the triatomic hydrogen ion as the
incident particle in the excitation of nitrogen.

2. Most of the other work has been carried out for incident energies of a few keV, at
most, so that we are in a novel energy regime.
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FUTURE WORK

Although the present contract has come to an end, the work done with its help has pointed
the way to a major improvement in the kinds of data already taken and to new experiments
of a broadened nature. A brief discussion of our intentions for the future follows.

We do not lose sight of the ultimate goal of measuring absolute cross sections for the
excitation of individual states. To reach this goal, our present results emphasi7e the necessity
of improving the determination of the number of incident particles and the density of target
particles. For the first of these, we have designed a novel Faraday cup, which, along with
corrections due to the energy-dependence of charge-changing events in thin foils, should
provide the desired information. The second matter is more difficult, and no satisfactory
solution has yet been found. We will continue to look for ways of circumventing this
problem.

Improvements are needed in the gas-handling system. We are now using old-fashioned
diffusion pumps with liquid nitrogen traps. This has two serious drawbacks. For one, the
pumping speed is too low to permit as wide a range of target pressures as would be
desirable. Second, the cost of liquid nitrogen is so great that new-style pumps, which don't
require trapping, would be amortized quite quickly. The modern pumps would also provide
perhaps 3 or 4 times the pumping speed we can now get. Third, the need to keep target gas
out of the collector region is severe, and better pumps would be of material assistance in
achieving this.

A new target chamber is also needed. The present chamber doesn't have as good coupling to
the pumping system as desired, and this also affects the range of pressures over which data
can be taken. The special Faraday cup would be connected to a new target chamber.

There is an entirely different target chamber which appears to offer substantial advantages
ov-r the present design, as regards certain kinds of observations. In this chamber, the optic
axis of the spectrometer would look right along the particle beam, in contrast to the present -
and customary - arrangement in which the light from the excited gas is seen at right angles
to the particle beam. It happens that the recoil particles emerge at right angles to the
incident direction, which means that looking at right angles to that beam gives rise to the
maximum Doppler broadening that occurs. On the other hand, looking along the beam
eliminates the linear Doppler effect, and the broadening from that cause is virtually
eliminated. At the same time that the resolution is enhanced, the total amount of light
collected by the spectrometer is greatly increased, and the sensitivity of the experiment is
made much better than before. The mirrors now in use would also be eliminated from the
optical system.

This target chamber would be terminated with a transparent window, through which the
spectrometer would receive the light. However, one cannot allow the particles to strike that
window, since that would cause an inevitable blackening of and radiation-induced damage to
that window. The way in which to avoid this problem is to use a magnetic field to sweep
the charged particles to the side. This would protect the window, and all one need do is
insert a particle detector before the gas chamber, so as to measure the number of incident
particles.

Another interesting possibility with observations made along the line of the particle beam is
to replace the spectrometer with a variable dye laser. Such a laser would permit us to pump
from whatever low-lying states were generated to higher ones, whence the fluorescence could
be simply detected with a photomultiplier tube. We already possess a variable dye laser, and
an argon ion laser which pumps the dye laser. Thus it is attractive to think in terms of such
work. One interesting feature is that spectral resolutions far higher than any we have used
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so far could be obtained, perhaps even to the extent of seeing hyperfine effects.

With additional diffraction gratings for the spectrometer, blazed closer to the ultraviolet and
infrared spectral regions, we could examine spectral features now concealed from us. The
spectrometer also needs a better encoder to give better wavelength reproducibility of the
drive. A grating blazed at, say, 700 or 750 nm would make it easier to see the first Balmer
line, should electron capture result in its presence.

A final desirable modification of the equipment would be a new mount for the spectrometer.
The present structure, which was inherited from a previous user, is massive and awkward.
In fact, despite the delicate nature of the optical components, the alignment of the
spectrometer along the beam axis requires manipulation with a crow bar! Furthermore, the
mount is so made that it is impossible to achieve a simple rotation about, say, the entrance
slit, although that is badly needed in setting up the experiment. We hope to build a more
suitable mount in the near future.

The data presented in Figs. 1-10 show that the investigations we have already made on 391.4
and 427.8 nm could be easily extended to the other strong lines. It would be especially
valuable to examine 423.7 nm, which derives from IN(l,2), to see if its dependence on the
various physical parameters mirrors or differs from that shown by the two lines we did
study. The lines from the neutral molecule present another interesting field of investigation.
What is important to keep in mind is that we could exploit our present equipment without
any change whatsoever in looking at those spectral features, and there is clearly a lot of
appeal to taking good data instead of improving the apparatus.

It is relatively simple to extend the variety of incident particles, and this will be done in the
near future. Similarly, it is an easy matter to change target gas. We are especially interested
to use 02, CO 2 , and air.

Turning to new kinds of experiments, we think especially in terms of looking into the
chemistry which accompanies the formation of molecular ions in the vicinity of neutral
species. For example, with air as the target gas, we could attempt to determine the yield of
NO, which presumably results from the interaction of nitrogen molecular ions with neutral
oxygen. Such measurements could have significant application to the upper atmosphere of the
earth.

Still other inviting experiments involve the use of target gases similar to those which exist in
the atmospheres of non-terrestrial components of the solar system. Thus, bombarding
methane, ammonia, sulfur, and other substances with energetic protons could shed light on
events taking place in various objects in the solar system. While such experiments would not
necessarily be of direct interest to the Air Force, it is nonetheless the case that techniques
learned in the course of such investigations could well have a positive impact on those
matters which are of immediate concern to the Air Force.

BUDGET

All funds allocated under this contract were spent during the contract period.

Respectfully submitted,
/ I t / .

~anley Bashkin
Principal Investigator
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APPENDIX E

O-ATOM EMISSION IN FAIRCEDE

The recent exciting LINUS observationsE -1 reminded us of the 1974 observations

by Murphy, Fairbairn, Rogers, and Hart of the infrared spectrum of atomic

emission in a hollow cathode discharge (FAIRCEDE) using time resolved

interferometry. Their results were presented at the DARPA Fourth Strategic

Space SymposiumE-2 . They observed that in pure oxygen at high currents the

spectrum was dominated by atomic line emissions. In nitrogen, the First

Positive bands (B4A) are observed with atomic features being very weak. The

band emissions increase with increasing pressure and current. Murphy observed

that under their conditions, "the oxygen lines are much more easily excited

than nitrogen lines" even though the dissociation cross section of N 2 is as

large as for 02 and the N-atom transition moments in the infrared are just as

large as the O-atom msnments. N-atom level depopulation by strong visible

transitions may be the cause. In air mixtures molecular emission dominated

with NO Av=1,2 bands and N 20(v 3 ) being observed. Formation of NO and charge

transfer (N2 +-) 2 , NO) will also keep N-atom concentrations low.

We report here a re-examination of the rich O-atom spectrum of FAIRCEDE to see

if trends in the populations of the emitting states can lead to information on

excitation mechanisms. On September 27, IQ74, 9 torr of 02 was passed through

a 2 amp discharge. The time resolved spectrum (from an 8 K interferogram)

near pulse termination is shown in Figure E-. Spectral intensities are in

V-cm and are not corr-,ted for InSb detector spectral response which peaks as

2000 cm-1 and drops rapidly beyond 1800 cm -1 . The beamsplitter RT product

(which is unknown) probably limits the short wavelength response. The InSb

detector size limits resolution to 15 cm-1 and its temporal response (- 1 vs)

limits the observed decays. Murphy et al.E -2 observed the line emission to

decay near this rate.
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Relative emitting state populations are obtained by dividing the observed

intensities (V-cm) by gf factors. We made use of the oscillator strengths of

Biemont and GrevesseE - 3 calculated using Coulomb wave functions as represented

by the Bates-Damgaard method. They do not cite accuracies but they note that

the np 3p, 4d 3D, ns' 3D0 , nd' 3p0 , and nd' 3DO levels are perturbed and thus

less accurately treated. Transitions from these levels are present in the

spectrum of Figure E-1. Calculations of argon gA factors by Gelb and

RawlinsE- 4 were cited as being accurate to only a factor of three. Oxygen

more closely approaches 1-s and IR transitions are between high lying levels

remote from the core. Both these factors make the Coulomb approximation more

accurate. Biemont and Grevesse use C. Moore's energy levelsE - 5 and not the

more recent work of Bashkin and StonerE-6 and thus may have missed some levels

and perturbations. Consequently we apply only a factor of three accuracy to

their numbers. The intensities of all the lines of multiplets which fall

within a resolution element (15 cm-1 ) have been summed.

The strong lines tentatively identified by Murphy et al.E -2 exhibited similar

populations - their intensities being in the ratios of their gf factors. We

then went through Biemont and Grevesse's compilation to identify all multiplets

which are strongly allowed. The largest gf in this spectral region (25) was

for the 4f 5F43d 5D transition at 5547 cm-1 . This feature had a signal to

noise of 20. The noise level should be fairly constant across the interferom-

eter's spectrum. Thirty-four transitions with gf-factors down to 0.5 (1/50 of

the strongest) are listed in Table E-1 and their positions indicated in

Figure E-1. In that figure we see that these transitions correlate with a

number of features which were previously unassigned. Several conclusions can

be drawn:

The observed spectrum can be explained by equal populations of all

highly excited states of the atoms. No strongly allowed transitions

are missing.
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TABLE E-1. Infrared line intensities and population.

Upper
Line Position Upper Lower State Observed

(cm- 1) State State Energy Intensity gf Population

1. 8850 (8857 3D3D 3P3P 97488 8.5 9)7 each848 4S5S 3P5P 95476 2.3 32

2. 8710 4S'3D 3P'3F 122420 10 3.1 3

3. 8021 5F5F 3D5D 105442 <3 4.1 <0.7

4. 7953 5F3F 3D3D 105442 <5 2.4 <2

5. 7696 3D'1F 3P'lD 124326 9 2.6 3

6. 7594 4S3S 3P3P 96225 9 1.5 6

7. 6430 5D'3D 4P'3D 132210 10 1.1 9

8. 6292 5D5D 4P5P 99093 8 1.8 4

9. 6168 4S'lD 3P'lD 122798 8 1 8

10. 5728 5D3D 4P3P 105409 <8 0.8 <10

11. 5547 4F5F 3D5D 102968 145 25 6

12. 5480 4F3F 3D3D 102968 110 15 7

13. 4195 4D'3P 4P'3D 129980 10 1.2 8

14. 3950 75 PP 177 .
(3956 4D'3S 4P'3D 129737 * <)1.35 3947 7D5D 5P5P 107572 23 0.8 <30

15. 3920 3919 6F5F 4D5D 106785 13 4.6 31
13916 4D'3D 4P'3D 129690 5 31.5 each

16. 3877 6F3F 4D3D 106788 7 3.2 2

17. 3819 6G3,5G 4F3,5F 106788 10 10 1
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TABLE E-1. Continued.

Upper
Line Position Upper Lower State Observed

(cM-1 ) State State Energy Intensity gf Population

18. 3772 4D5D 4P5P 102866 82 17 5

19. 3617 4P5P 4S5S 99093 105 7.2 14

20..3456 4P3P 4S3S 99681 49 4.5 11

21. 3350 4P'3D 4S'3D 125780 19 6.6 3

22. 3227 4D3D 4P3P 102908 36 11 3

23. 3210 5S'3D 4P'3D 128990 6 4 1.5

24. 3125 6D5D 5P5P 106751 13 2.4 5

25. 3023 5S5S 4P5P 102117 21 4.4 5

26. 2896 6D3D 5P3P 106766 9 1.2 8

27. 2731 5S3S 4P3P 102412 10 3 3

28. 2576 5F5S 4D5D 105442 34 21 1.6

29. 2533 5F3F 4D3D 105442 6 13 0.5

30. 2470 4P'3V 3D'3P 125780 82 * ?

31. 2210 7F5F 5D5D 107595 13 4.7 3

32193 4P3P 3D3D 99681 13 2.7 5) 2 each
32. 2190 2186 7F3F 5D3D 107595 2.9 4.5

33. 1785 7D5D 6P5P 107573 12 2.9 4

34. 1759 5D5D 5P5P 105385 17 19.5 0.9

*Not tabulated in Ref. E-2.
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The majority of the lines are in the ground state core configuration

2p3 (4S0 ), nl42p 3 (4S0 ), n'l'. Both triplet and quintet transitions

are observed and are indicated in Figure E-2.

Eight lines (two of which are not in Biemont and Grevesse's tables)

are observed from the (2DO) corebtriplet manifold, 2p3 (2D0 nl42p 3

(2DO) n'l'. They are indicated in Figure E-3.

Two transitions in the (2D0 ) core singlet manifold are observed:

4s' 'DO43p' 'D

3d' 'FO43p' 'D

(see Figure E-4).

No transitions in the 2pO core or between cores was observed.

The 2470 cm-1 feature has been reassigned as'4p' 3D-*3d' 3p.

All levels in all cores and manifolds have roughly the same relative

populations between 1 and 10. The 2DO core lines are weaker due

to smaller gf, not lower populations.

In the ground state core, the quintet states are slightly more

populated than the triplets. Collisional process at 9 torr will

collisionally partition energy in these nearly degenerate states.

For levels with n + 1 > 5 the triplet-quintet splittings are less

than kT. Thus for these experiments preferential formation in a

specific manifold is obscured.

The strongest three lines around 3 um in FAIRCEDE are the three

features observed in LINUS-1 with comparable relative intensities.
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There are still several weak features which are unassigned in the

spectrum. Since Ref. E-3 missed two features in the 2DO core, a

more refined treatment of 0 and N transitions may be required if

future SWIR-LWIR line emission observations are not completely

assignable.

The next factor of 50 weaker gf factors (0.01 to 0.5) from Biemont

and Grevesse have only random overlaps with residual spectral

features: 6 matches for 12 transitions - notably the 8480, 3712,

and 3500 cm-1 features. Thus no definite assignments are made.

The degree of collisional coupling in these experiments precluded specific

formation mechanism isolation. Possible excitation mechanisms include:

1) direct dissociation to form 0*; 2) dissociative ionization; and

3) ionization followed by dissociative recombination:

02 + e 0 + 0 + e (-l)

002 +e 0+0+ +e +e (E-2)

0
+  *

+ e + M 40 + M
5

02 + ep 02 +ep +e (E-3)

+I *
02 + e 40 + 0

2 s

All three processes can occur without change of the inner shell configuration

since the ground state of 02 and 02+ correlate with a 4S inner shell configura-

tion. The 02+ b 4E - state, however, is readily excited by electron impact

(mechanism 3). It has large Franck-Condon factors since its equilibrium

internuclear separation is the same as the ground state. The 02+ b-state
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correlates to the excited 2DO core. The 02+ b-+X system is the dominant

visible emission in LABCEDE at low pressures. Thus the excited core can be

created by process (E-3).

From KiefferE - 7 processes 1-3 peak at ep 1 100 eV with dissociation having by

far the smallest cross section. Total ionization is three times dissociative

ionization so that either processes 2 or 3 could dominate. Of course in the

FAIRCEDE discharge, electrons can further interact with the products of

processes 1-3 and further cloud the physics.

0 + ep 4 0+ + ep + es  (E-4)

O + e p 4 0+* + ep (E-5)

Thus lower pressure experiments would considerably ease mechanism deter-

mination. Nevertheless, these observations serve to encourage further IR

observations. Biemont and GrevesseE- 3 predict quite strong emission out into

the LWIR (including a very strong feature at 7.4 Vm). These lines are listed

in Table E-2. These LWIR transitions arise from the same levels as transi-

tions observed in FAIRCEDE and thus should be observable in higher pressure

(collisionally coupled) experiments such as LINUS. Lower pressure visible and

SWIR observations of oxygen and nitrogen will provide insight into formation

mechanisms and can be used to guide low pressure LWIR observation programs.
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TABLE E-2. Strong LWIR O-atom lines.

Upper State
Line Position Upper Lower Enerly

(cm-1 ) State State (cm- ) gf

1539 5D3D 5P3P 105409 13

1509 5P5P 5S5S 105385 9

1458 5P3P 5S3S 103870 6

1400 6F5F 5D5D 106785 19

1393 6S5S 5P5P 105019 6

1376 6F3F 5D3D 106785 15

1346 6G5G 5F5F 106787 62

1295 6S3S 5P3P 105165 4

963 6D5D 6P5P 106751 22

854 6D3D 6P3P 106765 14

844 7F5F 6D5D 107595 18

829 7F3F 6D3D 107595 11

769 6P5P 6S5S 105789 12

761 5P5P 4D5D 103626 8

757 7S5S 6P5P 106545 8

747 6P3P 6S3S 105912 7

716 7S3S 6P3P 106628 5

503 6P3P 5D3D 105912 8

403 6P5P 5D5D 105789 11
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